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Foreword 

One Solution to All of Lifo's Problems: 
The Vajrasattva Purifying Meditation 

!WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN the great importance of the Vajrasattva meditation 
and recitation practice. Why, it is important even for people who believe 

merely in the existence of this life alone! 
All life's success-including success in such ordinary things as family and 

friendship, business, health, wealth, and power-depends upon both purify
ing negative karmic obstacles and not creating more negative karma. How do 

we create negative karma? When we engage in the ten negativities out of self
ishness and delusion. The deluded minds are those of ignorance, attachment, 
and anger; the ten negativities are the three of body-killing, stealing, and 
sexual misconduct-the four of speech-lying, slander, harsh speech, and 
gossip-and the three of mind-covetousness, ill will, and wrong views. 
According to the natural law of karma, if you hurt others, you hurt yourself. 

It works the other way, too. If you want others to love you, you must first 
love others. If you help or benefit others, naturally they will help or benefit 
you. The cause and effect of karma is as simple as this. As for the Vajrasattva 
purification practice, which is more powerful than negative karma, it can 
prevent you fiom experiencing problems that negative karma would otherwise 
have brought. Thus the practice of purification is one of the most important 
solutions to problems, and is extremely necessary, even for people who believe 

there is only one life. 

Unfortunately, such people's hearts are usually not open to learning new 
things about the reality of life or the nature of phenomena-new philoso
phies, new subjects. They won't even analyze new possibilities. All this pre
vents them from experiencing both temporal and ultimate happiness. If you 
don't want relationship problems, business failures, illness, notoriety, or the 
criticism of others, the practice ofVajrasattva is extremely important. 
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When it comes to spiritual growth, the Vajrasattva purification practice is 
even more important. As Maiijushri advised Lama Tsongkhapa, "The way to 
actualize the path to enlightenment quickly is to do three things: practice 
purification and the accumulation of merit, make single-pointed requests to 
the guru, and train the mind in the path to enlightenment." The practice of 
Vajrasattva is common to all four traditions of Tibetan Buddhism
Nyingma, Kagyu, Sakya, and Geluk-where it is used to purify obstacles, 
obscurations, negative karma, and illness. The root tantra Dorje Gyan (Vajra 
Ornament) states that if you are always unconscious and careless, even small 
negativities cause great damage to your body, speech, and mind, just as the 
venom of a poisonous snake will spread rapidly throughout your body, get
ting worse and worse every day, endangering your life. 

The great enlightened being Pabongka Dechen Nyingpo said that if you 
have killed even a tiny insect and have not purified that negativity by the end 
of the day with a practice such as the Vajrasattva purification, the weight of 
that karma will have doubled by the next day. On the third day it will have 
doubled again, and by fifteen days will have become as heavy as the karma of 
killing a human being. By eighteen days it will have increased 131,07:2. times. 
So you can see, as the weeks and months and years go by, one tiny little neg
ative karma will have multiplied over and over until it has become like a 
mountain the size of this earth. When death arrives, the karma will have 
become incredibly heavy. 

Here I am talking about just one small negative karma, but every day we 
accumulate many, many negative karmas of body, speech, and mind. The 
weight of each tiny negative karma created each day multiplies over and over 
again, becoming unimaginably heavy. And there's no question that every day, 
besides those small negative karmas, we also create many gross negativities. 
Thus we have accumulated many heavy negative karmas in this life, and in 
all our beginningless previous lives as well. If you contemplate the continu
ous multiplication of all these karmas it is unimaginably unimaginable! 

The Dorje Gyan states that if you recite the hundred-syllable Vajrasattva 
mantra twenty-one times every day, negative karmas are prevented from mul
tiplying. The great, sublime realized beings also explain that this is the way 
to purify whatever downfalls and transgressions you have accumulated. Fur
thermore, His Holiness Trijang Rinpoche, who is actually Heruka himself, 
has explained that if recited twenty-eight times each day, the short Vajra
sattva mantra (oM VAJRASA1TVA HUM) has incredible purifying power. It not 
only has the power to prevent any negative karma created that day from mul-
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tiplying, but it can also completely purifY all negativities you have ever cre
ated-in that day, in that life, and even since your beginningless rebirths. 

These are some of the incredible benefits of practicing the Vajrasattva 
recitation and meditation. Moreover, it is taught that if you recite the long 
Vajrasattva mantra one hundred thousand times you can purifY even broken 
root vows of highest yoga tantra. Thus there's no question that you can purifY 
broken root pratimoksha (individual liberation) and bodhisattva vows 
through this technique. 

Experienced meditators have advised that, in general, it is more important 
to put your everyday life's effort into the practice of purification-this is the 
way to attain spiritual realizations. The Kadampa Geshe Dolpa said that if 
you practice purification and the accumulation of merit continuously and 
turn your mind to the path, lainrim realizations that you thought would take 
one hundred years to achieve will come to you in just seven. Such is the 
inspiring testimony of the highly experienced meditators who have attained 
the various levels of the path to enlightenment. 

Lama Atisha used to say that there are an inconceivable number of doors 
to downfall for tantric practitioners who have taken highest yoga tantra ini
tiations. For example, simply looking at an ordinary object such as a vase and 
seeing it as ordinary is a downfall. Just as a clean mandala left on the altar 
quickly gets covered in dust, so does your mental continuum collect piles of 
negativities in a very short time. However, don't conclude from hearing this 
that taking secret mantra initiations must make it impossible to reach enlight
enment. Lama Atisha said that it is only people who d<?n't know that secret 
mantra contains incredibly skillful means of purifYing downfalls who think 
that way. 

He said, "Just as one stone can scatter one hundred birds, there is the spe
cial skillful means called the practice ofVajrasattva." What Lama Atisha was 
saying was tl:iat on the one hand, in just one minute, it is so easy to accumu
late a torrential downpour of downfalls and negativities-for example, look
ing at an object as ordinary-but on the other, there is the skillful means of 
tantra, the practice ofVajrasattva. This one practice will purifY the countless 
negativities of broken root and branch vows, and in this way you can develop 
your mind in the path to enlightenment. 

Therefore, the practice ofVajrasattva is extremely important-both for 
those who accept the existence of reincarnation and karma and for those who 
do not. 
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The Vajrasattva commentary in this book is an experiential instruction given 
by my guru, LamaY eshe, who even to the ordinary view was a great yogi, and 

who took care of me like a father takes care of his only child. He gave me not 
only the necessities of life, such as food and clothing, but also guided me in 
the Dharma for more than thirty years. 

Whoever studies this book and gets inspired to do the Vajrasattva practice 
and retreat is also being guided by Lama's compassion: he is liberating you 
from many eons of negative karma, many inconceivable eons of suffering
in the lower realms and in the human and deva realms as well-and leading 
you to liberation and full enlightenment. 

May whoever sees, touches, remembers, or even thinks or talks about this 
book never be born in the lower realms, receive only perfect human rebirths, 

meet a perfectly qualified Mahayana virtuous friend, practice Vajrasattva 
purification every day, and quickly achieve Guru Vajrasattva's enlightened 
state. This is my wish. 

Thank you very much. 

Thubten Zopa 



Preface 

LAMA'THUBTEN YESHE (1935-84) first gave the Heruka Vajrasatrva initia
tion and practice in public to about twenty-five of his Western students 

at Kopan Monastery, Nepal, in April 1974. 

Details ofLama Yeshe's remarkable life can now be found in several places, 
from Vicki Mackenzie's excellent book Reincarnation: The Boy Lama to the 
introductions to his previously published works, Wisdom Energy and Intro
duction to Tantra. Adele Hulse is also writing an official biography. Perhaps 
the most eloquent accounts of Lama Yeshe's extraordinary qualities are those 
given by Lama Thubten Zopa Rinpoche, Lama Yeshe's chief and heart dis
ciple, in the foreword to The Bliss of Inner Fire and in his tributes to Lama 
Yeshe after Lama passed away in 1984.' 

Lama Yeshe was not only a quintessential vajra master, he was also the 
inspiration behind the creation of the Foundation for the Preservation of the 
Mahayana Tradition (FPMT), a worldwide organization of Buddhist medi
tation and teaching center's, both urban and rural, monasteries, retreat facil
ities, healing centers, and publishing houses. 

I first met Lama in November 1972 while attending the third Kopan medi
tation course, my first. The teachings were being given by Lama Zopa Rin
poche, and most of the fifty students in attendance were unaware that there 
was another lamaat Kopan. Someone found out that I was a physician, and 
about a week into the course, I was asked to go see "Lama," who had an 
infection on his leg. I was taken round the back of the old house at Kopan 
where a humble Tibetan monk, smiling broadly, greeted me with profuse 
thanks for nothing I'd yet done. He knew what I didn't-that my life had 
already begun to change completely. 

When my first shot of penicillin squirted all over the room instead of into 
Lama's buttock, I was invited, with a smile, to return to "try again tomorrow, 
dear." Thus I saw Lama daily for the next week or so, my Dharma career 
beginning to flourish even as my medical one began to peter out. Eighteen 
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months later, the now-famous Kopan courses-held twice a year, back 
then-were attracting well over two hundred people at a time, most of them 
young Westerners traveling in India and Nepal. Twenty of us, inspired by 
the peerless example of our teachers, had taken ordination as monks and nuns. 
In the spring of 1974, just after the sixth Kopan course and several years of 
sutra teachings on the graduated path to enlightenment, Lama felt we were 
ready for tantra. He chose the purification practice of Heruka Vajrasattva, 
and compiled for our use a sadhana, or method of accomplishment, from the 
Chakrasamvara tantra. He then gave a five-lecture commentary on the sadhana 
and an extensive discourse on how to make a meditational retreat. 

This book comprises Lama's commentary on the Vajrasattva practice, 
detailed retreat instructions based mainly on that initial teaching, six occa
sional discourses-mostly given as introductions to Heruka Vajrasattva ini
tiations at FPMT centers around the world-and two commentaries on the 
Heruka Vajrasattva tsok that Lama himself composed in 1982. In the appen
dices are the sadhana and tsok text in Tibetan script, phoneticized Tibetan, 
for ease of chanting, and English, and a method for blessing the offering to 
the local spirits, the shi-dak torma. But it must be emphasized, as Lama says 
in his introduction, that to do the Heruka Vajrasattva practice, you require 
a highest yoga tantra initiation and instruction from a fully qualified lama. 

In this vein, readers should also note that since the teachings in this book 
are from the oral tradition and aimed at practitioners, Sanskrit and Tibetan 
terms have not been rendered with scholars in mind but in phonetics approx
imating their correct pronunciation, devoid of diacritics. Foreign terms are 
not necessarily italicized witl.).in the text, but all foreign terms are defined for 
the reader in the glossary. 

In these teachings, Lama Yeshe frequently uses the word "Westerners," 
which reflects his audience at the time and has not been edited out. However, 
non-Western readers should not feel left out, as Lama's wisdom and com
passion radiated in the ten directions with complete impartiality. 

Lama's 197 4 commentary was taped and transcribed by the monks and nuns 
of the International Mahayana Institute prior to their undertaking the Heruka 
Vajrasattva retreat in the summer of 1974. I spent more than four months 
with this commentary in the Charok Cave at· Lawudo, not far from the 
Lawudo Gompa, the site of the hermitage of the Lawudo Lama, of whom 
Lama Zopa Rinpoche is the reintarnation. This was the high point of my life, 
and I would recommend making retreat with Lama's commentary to any-
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body. And having ten or so vajra brothers and sisters up and down the 
Lawudo mountain around me, doing the same practice, was a great inspira
tion. It was a wonderful time. 

Simultaneously, twenty or so meditators inaugurated group retreat within 
the FPMT at Kopan Gompa, and three-month Heruka Vajrasattva group 
retreats are still conducted annually at Tushita Retreat Centre, above 
Dharamsala, India, and occasionally at other centers. 

After the retreat, Lama worked with Ven. Marcel Bertels and Ven. Yeshe 
Khadro to augment both the initial sadhana and commentary. For almost 
twenty years, scores of Heruka Vajrasattva retreaters have relied upon Mar
cel's excellent edition of the commentary, which has been reprinted in tran
script form rnany times by both Kopan Monastery and Wisdom. It forms the 
basis of parts 1 and 2 of this book. 

I began work on this book after Lama Yeshe had appointed me Wisdom's 
editorial director in 1981. Following Lama's teachings on the Six Yogas of 

Naropa at Istituto Lama Tzong Khapa in early 1983, seven of us, as detailed 
by Jon Landaw in Introduction to Tantra, got together at an editing retreat 
near Cecina, Italy, to work on a number of Lama's other teachings for pub
lication. Among many other things, we learned that so unique was Lama's 
"extremely creative use of English," as retreater Robyn Brentano tactfully put 
it, that editing his words was akin to translation. The challenge presented by 
editing Lama's teachings is to come up with a text that is true to his mean
ing, is grammatically correct, and sounds like Lama. Those of us presented 
with this challenge do the best we can! 

I read my first draft of the main commentary to Lama at Tushita Retreat 
Centre in April 1983, and he made many corrections, additions, and sugges
tions. I treasure my tapes of those meetings, as I do my memories of all the 
other times !.spent with Lama. All his suggestions have been incorporated in 
this book. 

I edited the later teachings-Lama's occasional Heruka Vajrasattva lec
tures and his commentaries to the Heruka Vajrasattva tsok offering he com
posed-in 1993, at Kinglake, Victoria, Australia. 

Lama Yeshe was a great advocate of the Heruka Vajrasattva purification prac
tice. He once expressed the hope that all his students would make the time 
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to do the retreat at least once before they died: After Lama passed <tway, 
according to his wishes, a group of students maintained a round-the-dock 
schedule of Heruka Vajrasattva practice for twelve months at Kopan 
Monastery, and for shorter periods at Osel Ling Retreat Center, Spain, and 
Mahamudra Centre, New Zealand. 

Out of Lama's great compassion and his students' somewhat shaky karma, 
on February 12, 1985, he returned to earth as Lama Tenzin Osel Rinpoche, 
and we pray for the day that he will once again teach the Heruka Vajrasattva 
practice to his disciples and, perhaps, correct whatever errors have been intro
duced into this book. 
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Editor's Introduction 

Purification, the Four Opponent Powers, 
and the Practice ofVajrasattva 

T HE PRACTICE OF HERUKA VAJRASATIVA is a tantric Buddhist practice asso
ciated with the mother tantra deity Heruka Chakrasamvara. Yet it is also 

a preliminary to tantric practice generally, for like all Vajrasattva practices, it 
is primarily concerned with purification, preparing the mind to realize the 
deepest truths about reality. Without purifying your mind to prepare it for 
spiritual realizations, you will make little progress toward enlightenment. As 
Mafijushri advised Lama Je Tsongkhapa: to attain spiritual realizations one 
must combine meditation on the path to enlightenment with purification, 
accumulation of merit, and praying to one's guru as a buddha. The yoga 
method of Heruka Vajrasattva involves all of these, and the methods for 
purification revealed in this book are among the most powerful ever taught. 

Before Lama Yeshe first began giving tantric initiations and teachings to his 
Western students, he made sure they were well versed in the three principal 
aspects of the sutra path-renunciation of cyclic existence, the altruistic atti
tude of bodhichitta, and the right view of emptiness (shunyata). Only after a 
period of dedicated study and meditation of the sutra teachings did Lama 
Yeshe agree to initiate them into the purification practice ofHeruka Vajra
sattva. Lama recognized that a solid grounding in the fundamentals of the 
Buddha's teachings on the nature of suffering and liberation is essential to 
gaining any benefit from the practice of cancra. 

In Buddhism, purification is a science based on understanding the psycho
mechanics of karma, or action-the law of cause and effect-and entails the 
application of what are called the four opponent powers.2 Sometimes referred 
to as "confession," Buddhist purification is very different from the Christian 
conception of the term, although parallels certainly exist. 

Every action, whether physical, verbal, or mental, leaves an imprint on the 
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consciousness, like a seed planted in a field. When the conditions are right, 
this imprint ripens into an experience. Positive imprints, or "good" karma, 
result in happiness; negative imprints, or "bad" karma, bring suffering. 

Every action has four aspects that determine whether the action is complete 
or incomplete: motivation, object, performance, and completion. To be 
complete, the action of killing, for instance, would require the motivation, or 
intention, to kill; a sentient being as the object to be killed; performance of 
the action, either directly or indirectly, that is, doing it oneself or ordering 
someone else to do it; and completion of the action, with the other sentient 
being dying before the killer. 

If an action is complete in all four aspects, it becomes what is called a 
throwing karma, an action that can determine your state of rebirth by throw
ing you into one of the six samsaric realms. If one or more of the four 
branches is missing, the action becomes a completing karma, determining the 
qualiry of the experiences you will have in this and future lives. A complet
ing karma brings three rypes of result: the result similar to the cause in expe
rience, the result similar to the cause in habit, and the environmental result. 
Thus, a complete negative karma has four suffering results. For killing, these 
four could be rebirth in a hell, a short life plagued with illness, a tendency to 
kill other beings, and rebirth in a very dangerous place. 

Although all this applies equally to positive as well as negative actions, in 
the context of purification we focus on the latter. The four opponent pow
ers work-and are all necessary- because each one counters one of the four 
negative karmic results. The first power-taking refuge and generating bodhi
chitta-is called the power of the object, or the power of dependence, and 
purifies the environmental result. It is called the power of dependence because 
our recovery depends upon the object that hurt us. For example, to get up 
after you have fallen over and hurt yourself, you depend upon the same 
ground that hurt you. Similarly, almost all the negative karma we create has 
as its object either holy objects or sentient beings. In order to purify it we take 
refuge in holy objects and generate bodhichitta for the sake of all sentient 
beings. 

The second power is the power of release, which counteracts the result sim
ilar to the cause in experience. The third power is the power of the remedy, 
which is the antidote to the throwing karma that cat.ises us to be reborn in the 
three lower realms. Finally, the fourth power is that of indestructible determi
nation, by which we overcome our lifetime-to-lifetime tendency to habitually 
create negativities again and again. Thus, in neutralizing the four different 
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results of negative karma, the four opponent powers purify them completely, 
preventing us from ever having to experience their suffering results. This kind 
of explicit logic lies behind all Buddhist practice and explains, in part, why 
Buddhism is so appealing to the intelligent, well-educated spiritual seeker of 

today. 
The third power embraces many different kinds of remedy, frqm making 

prostrations to building stupas to reciting the hundred-syllable Vajrasatrva 
mantra to meditating on emptiness. Ideally, several of these are practiced 
simultaneously. In the commentary, Lama Yeshe emphasizes realization of 
emptiness as the ultimate purification and shows how correct practice of the 
sadhana, which contains the four opponent powers, organically leads up to 
the explicit remedy in this practice, recitation of the mantra. His detailed 
explanation of the Mahayana technique of inner refuge as part of the power 
of the object is both exceptional and unique. 

As Lama Yeshe makes abundantly clear, the most effective-although not 
the only-way to practice the Vajrasarrva purification method is in retreat. 
Therefore, he has given detailed instructions on every aspect of group and 
individual retreat, instructions that will, in fact, be useful for those making 
any kind of retreat. 

The six discourses in part 3 will be especially useful for retreaters to read 
during session breaks. However, no one reading these excellent talks will fail 
to be moved by Lama's uniquely inspiring energy. 

Finally, all practitioners of mother tantra are required to offer tsok on the 
tenth and twenry-fifth days of the Tibetan month, and most do so by prac
ticing the Guru Puja. However, the Heruka Vajrasarrva tsok that Lama com
posed is also a perfect means of fulfilling that commitment, especially when 
in Vajrasatrva retreat, and it was Lama's hope that his students and others 
would include this tsok puja as part of their regular practice. 

It is often said that the lamrim teachings are like a meal ready to eat-that the 
logical way in which they are arranged makes it easy to see the entire Dharma 
path and to know in which order the vast array of Buddhist meditations 
shquld be undertaken in order for the practitioner to reach enlightenment. 
Similarly, in Becoming Vajrasattva, Lama Yeshe has prepared a tantric banquet 
for all to enjoy. 





Prologue: 
Intellectuals, Beware! 

DURING AN INITIATION, the guru calls upon the divine energy of the uni
verse, which manifests as divine, blissful wisdom in the shape of the 

particular deity-in chis case, Heruka Vajrasattva. This energy activates a 
force largely dormant in the disciple's nervous system, which now awakens 
and begins to vibrate. If you generate the proper altruistic state of mind and 
an understanding of emptiness, and recite the Vajrasattva mantra, you main
tain arid augment the vibration activated by the guru. If then, through a 
period of silent contemplation, you induce a calm, reflective mind, free of 
your usual flow of obscuring, uncontrolled thoughts, your inner wisdom will 
automatically reveal itself. 

But, a word of caution to the intellectual. Reading tantric teachings on 
your own, without the power of the appropriate initiation, is just an intel
lectual pastime-only by practicing correctly, under the guidance of a fully 
qualified and experienced teacher, can you evolve beyond the intellect, 
beyond conceptual thought, into the true wisdom of a pure, spontaneous 
being. I am not trying to be mysterious or exclusive here but simply saying 
thatif you think that you can understand, let alone experience, the methods 
of tantric yoga merely by reading books, you are deceiving yourself-like a 
terminally ill person doctoring himself with the same methods that made 
him ill in the first place. 

The yoga method ofHeruka Vajrasattva should be practiced only by those 
who have received the initiation and oral commentary from a properly qual
ified vajra master. Although the commentary published here is potentially of 
limitless value and should be studied thoroughly before you practice the 
methods it describes, you must take the initiation and receive some .instruc
tion from your guru. Otherwise, instead of giving you the direct experience 
you seek, it will become a dry, intellectual exercise of relatively little benefit. 
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The great Tibetan yogi Dharmavajra explained that the highest yoga tantra 
initiation ofl:Ieruka Vajrasattva is a special feature of the Geluk tradition of 
Tibetan Buddhism. Highest yoga tantra contains methods by which you can 
reach enlightenment in a single lifetime or even, as in Lama Tsongkhapa's 
case, three short years. Of course, these profound teachings have never been 
published, but the methods still exist, undegenerated, in the minds of certain 
practitioners. These esoteric teachings of Lord Buddha can be transmitted 
only through unobstructed inner communication between vajra guru and 
disciple. Few people realize that such powerful methods can still be found in 
the teachings of the Geluk school. 

A whole tradition of Tibetan yogis has made the yoga method ofHeruka 
Vajrasattva a living experience. Before you can actualize the generation (kye

rim) and completion (dzok-rim) stages of highest yoga tantra, you must purify 
yourself: practicing Heruka Vajrasattva is one of the most powerful ways of 
doing so: After taking the initiation, you enter retreat, in which you recite one 
hundred thousand Vajrasattva (hundred-syllable) mantras. This allows you to 

practice the two stages of tantra more effectively. If you have not purified 
the old defiled )lab its of your body, speech, and mind, even if you put enor
mous effort into meditating on the path to enlightenment, you will not gain 
realizations because there are too many obstacles in your way. 

Therefore, you should alternate purification with lamrim meditation. Even 
trying to achieve single-pointed concentration without purification causes 
you to become frustrated and feel hopeless and discouraged with your lack of 
progress. This is because you have not recognized or dealt with the obstacles 
thrown up by your habitual wrong-conception mind and its byproducts
defiled body and speech. 

Some misguided practitioners try to experience emptiness simply by reject
ing the existence of all phenomena, obsessed with the idea that shunyata is 
some kind of vague nothingness. If you want to actualize the right view of 
emptiness in accordance with, for example, the Madhyamaka or Zen schools 
of Buddhist philosophy, you have to practice both method and wisdom. 
Many people have great interest in wisdom but none at all in method. They 
are like a bird trying to fly with a broken wing. 

Whenever you encounter interruptions and obstacles to your practice, 
don't get discouraged or depressed. Realize instead that you need to purify, 
and for a time, concentrate more on method than wisdom. In due course 
you will gain the realizations that you seek. 



PART 1 

The Main Commentary 





I,... Why and How We Purify 

THIS TEACHING HAS COME at your request, not from my saying, "I want 

to give you teachings; come here and listen!" In your studies on the grad
uated path to enlightenment you have come to understand how powerful 
your minds are and how they create powerful positive and negative actions. 

Aware of this, you have examined your lives and seen the nature of the actions 
of your body, speech, and mind. Thus, with knowledge-wisdom, you have 
requested this teaching to be able to purify the negative forces within you. 

The way you requested this teaching is also very good. Based on your 

understanding of the negative mind, your request is neither ignorant nor 
emotional. Since you are fortunate, intelligent, and wise enough to be able to 
practice this powerful yoga method and thereby destroy your negative energy 
forces completely, I feel that giving you this teaching will be of great benefit. 

First of all, you are fortunate just to see that there really is a solution to the 
negative actions that arise from the ignorant mind. Most people are tinaware 
of how they create actions; they also do not understand the difference between 
positive and negative actions and their results of happiness and suffering. 
Even when people discover this reality, it is very difficult for them to see how 
to purify and free themselves completely from the cycle of cause and effect to 
which they are bound. This is not easy; it takes a long time. You really are for
tunate to know all this and to have reached the conclusion that you can purify 
yourselves. 

Furthermore, you are very lucky that your wisdom can grasp the profound 
methods of tantric yoga. This is often very difficult for the Western mind. 
How difficult? Well, when Westerners first meet the Dharma they cannot 

even understand the purpose of making prostrations: "Why should I do pros
trations? Sorry, that's not for me." Prostrations are so simple, so easy to under

stand! In contrast, the profound methods of tantric yoga are extremely deep, 
much more difficult to grasp. , 

Let- me put this another way. We often find that when we meditate on the 
lamrim--the path to liberation and enlightened realizations-we encounter 
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many hindrances. We cannot understand why it is so difficult to meditate, to 

control our minds, to gain realizations. "Why do I meet with so many obsta

cles whenever I try to do something positive? Leading a worldly life was much 
easier than this. Even an hour's meditation is so difficult." Many such 

thoughts and questions arise. 
It is not just a lack of wisdom. It is that over countless lives the negative 

energy forces of our body, speech, and mind have accumulated such that 
now they fill us like a vast ocean. If they were to manifest in physical form, 
they would occupy all of space. By contrast, our knowledge-wisdom is as 

weak as the light of a flickering little candle. A little candle isn't much help 
on a dark and windy night. It is the energy of our wrong conceptions, our 
negative mind, that makes it difficult for us to actualize the everlasting peace
ful path of liberation and to receive realizations. Therefore, we need a pow
erful purification practice like the tantric yoga method ofHeruka Vajrasattva 
to destroy both the energy of the ignorant mind and the negative actions of 
body and speech that arise from it. 

The yoga method ofHeruka Vajrasattva has the power to purify all nega
tive energy, which is the main thing preventing you from actualizing the 
path. This impure energy creates both physical and mental hindrances, and 
also leaves certain imprints. Philosophically, we say that these are neither 

mind nor form. The negativity I am talking about is conceptually different 

from your previous understanding of the term. Most Westerners thinlwhat 
negativity refers to just the gross level of the emotions. It goes much deeper 
than that. 

Take, for example, the physical body. The first time people come to a med
itation course they have great trouble just sitting. Something in their nervous 
system pulls their energy down to the base of their spine. The reason we rec
ommend the classical cross-legged meditation posture is that when you sit 
with your back straight, the psychic energy flows properly, and thus it is much 
easier for you to control your mind. However, this change in the alignment of 

the nervous system makes it fe~l as if all your energy is falling down from your 
crown chakra to your lower chakra. This gives some people the terrifying sen
sation that they are losing their minds. Not only do new students have'trou

ble sitting, but they also have difficulty concentrating for long periods while 
listening to totally new and often unsettling ideas. These physical and mental 
problems may make them wonder why on eatth they are sitting there. 

The pressure in the lower chakra is caused by negative physical energy, 
which comes from the negative mind. In Mahayana Buddhism we place less 
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emphasis on such physical reactions and focus on rhe root of all problems, rhe 
ignorant, negative mind. 

While insight meditation on rhe graduated parh is the actual way to liber
ation, when you feel rhat you cannot meditate-rhere are too many inter
ruptions, you cannot concentrate, you cannot solve your .problems
remember rhat rhere is somerhing else you can do to remove obstacles: purifi
cation. In rhe experience ofTibetan lamas, sessions of insight meditation on 
rhe parh should alternate wirh sessions of a powerful purification practice, 
such as the yoga merhod of Heruka Vajrasattva. This combined approach 
ensures rhat you will gain the realizations you seek without frustration. 

Do not, however, have unrealistic expectations: "If I meditate today, 
tomorrow I'll be completely pure." You cannot purify yourself overnight, 
not even in retreat. Such expectations rhemselves become obstacles. Just relax; 
all you need to feel is that in rhis life you will act :is positively as possible. If 
you can do rhat, good results will come whether you expect rhem or not. 
You won't have to keep asking your lama for a prediction: "Ifl control my 
body, speech, and mind, avoid all negativities, and do only good, will I expe
rience positive results?" If you understand karma, you will always act wisely 
and keep your actions positive. What need is rhere to ask? 

Just rhink: "From now until I die, wherher realizations come to me or not, 

I shall act as positively as I can, trying to make my life as beneficial as possi
ble." What more can you expect? That sott of expectation is far more rea
sonable and logical rhan thinking, "If I meditate for a month I'll become 
Heruka Vajrasattva." Such expectations only disturb your mind. 

In order to gain higher realizations, it is most important to practice rhe 
powerful merhods of purification found in the Vajrayana parh. Many lamas 
have found that purification overcomes rhe hindrances of both negative 
energy and its imprints. While orher Vajrasattva practices emphasize physi
cal purificatiop, the Heruka Vajrasattva yoga merhod emphasizes mental 
purification. This makes it especially powerful. 

THE FOUR OPPONENT POWERS 

The Heruka Vajrasattva sadhana is divided into rhree parts: taking refuge, 
generating bodhichitta, and rhe actual yoga merhod. Why are taking refuge 
and generating bodhichitta parts of this purification practice? Because nega
tive actions are usually created in relation eirher to holy objects such as the 
Three Jewels of refuge, or to orher sentient beings. 
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You can see for yourself that this is true. Most of your problems arise from 

the people around you, not from bricks, rocks, or trees. And the lllOSt com
mon problems can be found between people who are close to each other
the closer the connection, the more mental complications arise. For example, 

if you stay away from tar, you'll be okay; but if you touch it, it will get all over 
you, will be hard to get rid of, and will cause you much difficulty. In the 

same way, proximity to other people can lead to sticky. situations. 
Some simple examples of common negativities will clarify this. We our

selves, the subject, act under the influence of our negative minds, but we usu
ally need an object upon which to act. For example, when we kill, there has 
to be another being whose life we take; when we steal, there has to be an 
owner of the thing we take; when we lie, there has to be someone to lie to. 

Of course, our ignorant, dissatisfied, greedy, selfish mind is always there, but 
other beings have to be there, too. In this way we create negativities in depen
dence upon others. We purify this kind of negative karma by generating 
bodhichitta. 

We also create negativities in dependence upon holy objects. Sometimes, 
with a negative mind, we might criticize a buddha, denigrate a bodhisattva, 
treat books or statues disrespectfully, or complain about monks or nuns. 

There are countless ways to create such negative karma, and we purify it by 
taking refuge in Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha. 

To generate bodhichitta we must feel unbearable great compassion for all 
sentient beings, irrespective of their species, race, nationality, or philosophi
cal and religious beliefs. As well, we must have the strong, enthusiastic will 
to lead them to perfect enlightenment, taking the responsibility for doing so 
upon ourselves alone. Simply having this attitude releases us from a great 

deal of negativity. 
For example, your karmic connection with your parents is very strong, but 

it is out of control. Although they have been so kind to you, you cause them 
great suffering. You cannot cut the connection with your parents by saying 
that you are completely fed up with them and running offto the mountains. 
Separating yourselffrom them physically is not enough. To exhaust the neg

ative karma with your parents you have to purify it by experiencing great 
compassion for them and generating bodhichitta with them in mind. Simi
larly, your karmic connection with other people can't be cut intellectually, by 
just saying you're finished with them. These bonds have to be severed by 
purification. 

The best way to purify negativities is by using the four opponent powers. 
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The first of these is the power of the object, which means taking refuge and gen
erating bodhichitta. In the practice I am describing here, the object of refuge 
is Heruka Vajrasattva, who is one with the Three Jewels of refuge: Buddha, 
Dharma, and Sangha. We can also say he is one with the guru, the absolute 
guru, but I'll discuss that more fully later. His divine wisdom understands the 
nature of both positive and negative energy. He becomes your liberator, and 
you go to him for refuge. 

The second power is the power of release. It is sometimes called the power 
of regret, but this is misleading, for this power derives from wisdom, .not 
from some kind of emotional sorrow or guilt. Such feelings actually reinforce 
our negative propensities. Think instead of a person who suddenly realizes 
that he has just swallowed poison: he wants to take the antidote right away. 
The power of release is the wisdom that understands the negative repercus
sions of unwholesome actions so well that the moment you become aware 
that you have created a negative action, you want to purifY it immediately. 

The third is the power of remedy. It is with this power that you counteract 
the force of your amassed negativities. With single-pointed concentration on 
Heruka Vajrasattva-the manifes~tion of blissful, transcendental, divine wis
dom who is one with your guru-you do the yoga method and powerfully 
recite the purifying mantra. This practice is the actual remedy. 

I'm not sure that the fourth power can be succinctly translated into Eng
lish. It is something like the power of indestructible determination. It is not so 
much a vow or a promise or a resolution or a decision. Simultaneous with the 
power of the remedy you have this great determination never to create any 
negative actions again. There is something complete about it. It is firm and 
strong and comes from wisdom. Within you there is a subtle energy that pro
tects you from moral falls. It is far more than an intellectually motivated deci
sion; it is a force that totally counteracts the old habits, a realization that 
instinctively protects you. Of course this power has degrees, but when fully 
developed it offers perfect protection. 

For example, when you take the eight Mahayana precepts for a day, in the 
early morning you generate the great determination to keep the vows intact. 
From that moment on you must practice perfect awareness to maintain them 
throughout the day. Determination to keep the precepts at the time of the 
ceremony alone is not enough; it has to be maintained minute by minute for 
the duration of the commitment. Otherwise, as scion as the ordination cere
mony is over, you will fall straight back into your old samsaric ways, as if 
unconscious, completely unaware of what you are doing. 
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Vows are not broken spontaneously. The motivation for an action that 
will break a vow evolves gradually in the mind. You have along history of 
similarly uncontrolled energy patterns. Therefore, if your early morning 
determination is accompanied by exceptional continuous conscious aware
ness, there is no way you can break your vows. Within you there is that very 
subtle, accumulated energy that completely protects you from defiled actions. 

KARMA 

The same thing applies to following the law of karma. When we take refuge, 
our main obligation is to keep our karma straight, to avoid defiled, negative 
actions. But ofren we cannot do so, even though we understand on an intel
lectuallevel that if we keep on creating such actions again and again, we shall 
continue endlessly in the cycle of suffering and conflict. This is because we 
do not have a deeply integrated understanding of karma. Those with such an 
understanding never recklessly create negative actions. 

I know Westerners quite well. They are intelligent, but their minds are 
divided. On the one hand they desire to have perfect wisdom and to keep 
their karma straight. On the other they are impelled by the force of their bad 

I 

habits, which prevents them from keeping their karma straight. This causes 
them a lot of suffering. When difficult circumstances arise, the negative 
energy overpowers the positive because many Westerners have never b~Jilt up 
within themselves the force of good habits; they also lack deep, internal 
understanding of the nature of karma, of cause and effect. 

Some people argue that karma is experienced only by those who believe in 
it; in other words, those who don't believe in karma don't experience its 

effects. This is completely incorrect. The laws of karma function whether 
you believe in them or not. If you act in a certain way, you are sure to expe
rience the appropriate result, just as surely as taking poison will make you 
sick-even though you think it is medicine. Once you've created the karma 
to experience a certain result, that outcome is inevitable. 

Cows, pigs, and scorpions have no ideas about karma-no beliefs one way 
or the other-but they must still live out their karma. All their actions are 

motivated by either greed, ignorance, or hatred, and each definitely brings its 
own result. Therefore, you must never think that karmic actions and reactions 
are only a Buddhist thing, a lama thing. Karma is a natural law governing all 

physical and nonphysical phenomena in the universe. It is extremely impor
tant for you to understand this. 
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When I teach about karma, I don't usually give technical explanations 
such as those found in Tibetan texts. I simply tell students to look at the way 
their minds are working at that very moment. They can easily see how up
and-down their minds are, especially during a meditation course. Once they 
are aware of this phenomenon, it is easy for them to understand how it has 
come from their previous experiences, and chat karma is exactly that. Simply 
put, the uncontrolled body, speech, and mind are manifestations of karma. 

Thus, we are all under the control of the true law of karma, whether we 
believe in it or not. Don't think that followers of Christianity, Judaism, and 
Islam are beyond the reach ofkarma and do not need to be mindful ofit. It's 
not true. For example, Jews and Arabs have accumulated karma with each 
other, and now there are all sorts ofproblems in the Middle East. Even 
though butchers may not believe that killing animals will have any negative 
repercussions, whether they believe it or not, giving such suffering to other 
b~ings will definitely come back upon them. 

When you first come to Kathmandu you enjoy yourself and make your
self very comfortable. Then when you come up here to the monastery, you 
feel agitated. You think it's very dirty and that there are no proper toilets.3 

Your agitation is the result of your previous attachment to comfort. That, too, 
is karma. If you weren't attached to your earlier experiences of comfort, you 
wouldn't care so much about your surroundings. You can get a clear under
standing of karmic action and reaction simply by analyzing your everyday 
experiences. 

I think this is a far better and more powerful way of developing mindful
ness of your actions than by becoming obsessed, as so many Westerners are, 
with the cultivation of single-pointed concentration (samadhi) and mindful
ness meditation. If that happens, you run the risk of thinking that sitting 
meditation is the only form of Dharma practice and that ill other activities, 
such as eating, talking, and sleeping, are completely samsaric and negative. 
When you believe that these things are negative, they become negative. 

There are many ways to meditate. Mindfulness is not the only kind of 
meditation. Insight can be gained by meditating on any phenomenon in the 
universe. You don't have to sit cross-legged to meditate: guarding your karma 
day in and day out is also meditation and can be a powerful way to develop 
insight. In this way your entire life can be used to briflg you closer to the 
wisdom of egolessness. 

When you understand the nature of karma, you are constantly aware of 
everything you do. Thus, wherever you go, you cannot escape from meditation. 
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You know that if you do not maintain awareness of the actions of your body, 
speech, and mind, you will create one negativity after another and will have 

to experience the resultant suffering of confusion and dissatisfaction. This 
makes you conscious all the time: when interacting with others, eating in 
restaurants, shopping in a supermarket, or working at your job. 

Usually our dualistic minds interpret the ordinary activities of daily life as 
being samsaric, dissatisfactory, full of suffering, and undesirable-impossible 
to use as objects for insight meditation. This is a gross misapprehension. 

Mahayana Buddhism teaches that if bodily sensations such as physical feel
ings can be used for the development of insight, then so can any other form 
of sensory experience, such as the taste of food on the tongue. 

Some people say that visualizations cannot be used for insight meditation 
because they are a mental projection, implying that one's breath or feelings 

in the body are more real. Sensations and feelings are just as illusory as visu
alizations of the Buddha. Bodily sensations are not permanent. They change 
from moment to moment because the relative mind is constantly changing. 

The feelings of the body and mind, especially those caused by the negative 
mind, are projections of ignorance. Your dualistic mind automatically pro
jects a dualistic view of whatever you experience. 

Ordinary people who start to practice what they consider to be mindful
ness meditation believe that the world of bodily sensations is real. But no 
matter whether they use an internal or an external object of meditation,it still 

exists only in their imagination and in the view of their relative mind. Fun
damentally, there is no difference between inner and outer phenomena: either 
both are true or both are hallucinations. Until you have realized nondualiry, 
shunyata, then whatever you experience, either physically or mentally, is a hal
lucinatory wrong view. 

Actually, the taste of food on the tongue is also a physical sensation. To 
think that it is not is incorrect. The Mahayana tradition contains meditation 
practices for every action. Tantric yoga teaches us that when we eat, we should 
first offer and bless the food. While eating, we should be relaxed and aware of 
whatever we are doing, constantly remembering the dependent nature of our

selves and the food, and not grasping at the sensory pleasure of eating, as we 
usually do. Any sensory experience can be used for the development of insight. 

Mantra recitation can also be a great help in insight meditation. It makes 
the mind focus single-pointedly, thereby counteracting mental scattering and 
distractions. However, the recitation does not have to be verbal. Mantra is a 
sound that has existed within your nervous system since before you were 
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born; ii: is audible if you listen wisely. Mantra is not something that you 
receive, all of a sudden, from a lama. Without the natural vibration of sound 

within your nervous system, you would be deaf--each kind of energy has its 
own natural sound. This is not religious dogma, but something you can ver
ify empirically. You cannot abandon the natural sound of your nervous sys
tem. You might as well try to abandon your head! 

However, it is the experience of countless lamas that the unstable, transi

tory objects of the five senses are more of a hindrance than a help in the devel
opment of single-pointed concentration. As long as you continue co perceive 
things with your relative mind and to grasp at objects of the five senses, you 
will not be able to realize single-pointed concentration. You will be neither a 
samadhi meditator nor a mindfulness meditator. Check to see whether or 
not this is true. 

You can understand then how ridiculous it is to think that sitting, crying 
to gain samadhi, is the only way to practice Dharma, and that anything to do 
with living in the world is totally negative. You should constantly cake care 
of every aspect of your life-waking, working, eating, sleeping-with under
standing wisdom. Whether you are close to your guru, to the Sangha, to your 
parents, or all alone, you must take care of your karma as best you can. It is 

quite wrong to believe that you can outsmart karma by locking yourself in 
your room, thinking char when you are by yourself, you can do whatever you 
like. There is no escape! Whether you are with others or nor, karma-creating 

reactions come automatically. 
Ifl told you that the only way to meditate was to sit and think of nothing, 

you would find no time to practice. Karma ensures that most Westerners have 
to spend their lives either working or doing other external activities. Since you 
couldn't find time to sit, you would think that your Dharma practice was his
tory. But meditation is not blank navel-gazing. When you have an under
standing of th~ fundamentals of Dharma, you will see how much there is for 
you to do and how much you can grow. This gives you constant resources to 
maintain your practice, and even though you cannot concentrate, you know 
that you can still practice Dharma. Wherever you go, whether- you are with 

other practitioners or with more worldly people, you know how to make your 
life one with Dharma. This ability comes from wisdom. 

Without wisdom, how can you make the unavoidable activities of eating, 
sleeping, and excreting one with Dharma? When you have wisdom, you don't 
always have to be around your guru to receive teachings. You can see the 
teachings in everything around you. You can learn from the movement of the 
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planets, the weather, the growth and decay of plants, and all other phenom
ena. This is what happens when you have wisdom. In fact, your own wisdom 
that understands reality is your real guru. This is what Tibetan Buddhism 
teaches. 

Integrate your whole life with the experience of Dharma. That is the most 
powerful thing you can do. That is the way to reach enlightenment in one 
lifetime, because you do not waste a moment. It's perfectly logical. If you 
believe that your one-hour daily meditation is the only chance you have to 
practice Dharma and that the other twenty-three hours of your day are com
pletely dark, impure, and samsaric, you will definitely take three countless 
great eons to reach enlightenment! What your mind believes becomes reality 
for you, whether it is reality or not. 



2,., Taking Refuge 

SO PAR I HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT why we need purification and how it 
works. I have also emphasized that we are unable to stop continuously cre

ating negativities of body, speech, and mind because we have not yet under
stood the cause, karma. 

There is a big difference between an intellectual understanding of karma 
and one based on the living experience of it. Some· students have word-per
feet understanding of the teachings on karma and some superficial faith-"It 
must be ttue because my lama said so." But because they do not have any 
experiential understanding of karma, when their understanding is tested, they 
fail. They have no solution when serious problems arise. They are satisfied 
with being able to talk about karma, as if being able to tell their parents and 
friends all about it were enough, but they cannot do what they talk about 
because they haven't practiced. 

Other students, however, are not satisfied with the mere intellectual under
standing but attempt to understand through practice what they have been 
taught. They may not be able to give extensive discourses on karma, but 
because they are always mindful of their actions, they get a true taste of 
Dharma, an experience as real as the sweetness of honey on your tongue. 
When problems arise for such practitioners, they know how to apply the 
solutions. Be clear about this. It is very dangerous to be content with the 
intellectual exp4mation of Dharma and not to practice. That cannot help you. 

Many Western and Eastern professors and scholars who admit they don't 
practice can speak at length on all aspects of Buddhist philosophy. Ask them 
a question and they can answer. But their explanations are very superficial. 
When an experienced practitioner talks, his words have a blessed en.ergy. He 
may be talking about the same thing that the scholars are, but the way he 
expresses himself touches your heatt. The talk of those without experience is 
like the empty wind whistling about your ears. 

If you understand cause and effect through your own experience, there is 
no way you can be careless about anything you do. Although those whose 
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knowledge is only intellectual can express their conceptual understanding of 
karma in perfect language, they do not really understand what they are talk
ing about-they have not tasted the honey of what they know. They do not 
live by the ethics they discuss. Personally, I find this rather painful. When 
asked a practical question about how karma works, such scholars can answer 
only by quoting some book or text. Since they have no experience, they can
not explain precisely how to observe karma, what to do in practice, or how 
observing karma leads your mind in a positive direction. Since practical ques
tions go beyond these scholars' philosophical framework of karma, they can't 
relate to them. All they can say is, "You can't ask that question. Buddhism 
doesn't deal with that." 

I am sure that most of you understand clearly how defiled actions of body, 
speech, and mind are cyclic in nature, bringing the results of suffering, con

fusion, and more defilement. In your minds there is no question about the 
truth of this. You can probably explain it much more clearly than I can. 
When you hear my broken English, you may think to yourselves, "What 

kind oflanguage is that? If he'd let me talk, I could give a much better expla

nation:" All this is true. But why can't you put a stop to your negative habits? 
Theoretical knowledge alone is not enough. _ 

Many Buddhists with little learning have attained high spiritual realizations 
through earnest practice. Many great scholars who can lecture at length have 
reached nowhere. Therefore, I advise you to be careful. When you talk about 
the teachings it is not what you say but how you have gained your knowledge 

that is imponant. Your speech must carry the vibration of personal experience 
and convey that energy to your listeners. 

In Tibet, when skillful, realized lamas gave teachings on the graduated 
path to enlightenment, ofren they would emphasize the practical aspects of 
the teaching rather than the philosophical doctrine; they would even make the 
students meditate while they taught. As a result, some students would receive 
realizations during the discourse. By the end of a twenry-day teaching, they 
would understand the entire path from beginning to end and, full of energy, 
would want to rush off from the monastery into mountain caves for long 
meditation retreats. On the other hand, scholars could teach you the same 
subject for twenty years without touching your hean. 

I have also seen Westerners so energized by the lamrim teachings that they 
too have wanted to rush off into the mountains. However, continuous prac~ 

tice over many years is a much more powerful way of purifying negative actions 
and much better for you than impulsive bursts of meditation in solitary retreat. 
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Thus, when you take refuge and generate bodhichitta, there should be no 
gap between them and your own mind. If refuge and bodhichitta are not one 
with your mind, they cannot purifY. When you take refuge, your mind should 
be inseparable from refuge; when you generate bodhichitta, your mind should 
become bodhichitta. You should not be sitting down here on your cushion 
dualistically doing something out there in front of you. Your mind needs to 

become the Dharma that you practice. It is difficult but possible, and it is 
essential if practice is i:o benefit your mind. 

If in a teaching situation the teacher is just like a radio and the audience 
like the walls of a room, how can there be any benefit? The natural skepticism 
of Westerners that does not allow them to accept what they hear until they 
understand it makes them exceptionally well qualified to listen to Mahayana 
teachings. I like it when they say, "You said so-and"so. I don't accept that." 
Those who have guru devotion based on emotional faith instead of under~ 
standing wisdom are not properly qualified to take teachings. 

TAKING REFUGE AND GENERATING BODHICHITTA 

Forever, I take refuge in Buddha, Dhanna, and Sangha, and in the 
Sangha of the three vehicles, the dakas and dakinis of secret mantra 
yoga, the heroes and heroines, the gods and goddesses, the bodhisattvas, 
and, in particu/4r, my guru. 

"Vehicle" is the way we translate the Sanskrit word yana. It connotes that ct;r
tain actions will transport your consciousness to a higher level. For example, 
if you cultivate bodhichitta and practice the six transcendental perfections, 
you will definitely achieve enlightenment. The Great Vehicle, the Mahayana, 
carries you from the beginning, bodhichitta, through the six transcendental 
perfections a~d the ten bodhisattva levels to the goal, enlightenment. If you 
begin perfectly and act correctly, your vehicle will definitely carry you to your 
desired destination. Yana also has the connotation of"path": the right path 
will lead you to the right place. If out of ignorance you follow the wrong 
path, you will get lost. 

The three Buddhist vehicles are the two Hinayana vehicles and the one 
Mahayana, and we take refuge in the Sangha of all three. Even though we are 
following the Mahayana-and in particular its profoundest aspect of tantric 
yoga-we should not be arrogant, thinking: "I'm a Mahayanist; I don't need 
to take refuge in the Hinayana Sangha." Although Hinayana arhats do have 
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some attachment to their own liberation, they have transcended their egos 
with full realization of shunyata and can guide us from samsara. Therefore, 
without discrimination we take refuge in all Sangha. 

Hinayana and Mahayana were not invented by Tibetan lamas. These two 
Buddhist schools were founded by the Buddha himself and were thus in exis
tence long before the teachings arrived' in Tibet. Some people think that the 
Buddha taught only in Pali and that sutras recorded in other languages are 
false. Others believe the same of Sanskrit. All such ideas are wrong. When the 
Dharma spread to other countries, realized practitioners, while retaining the 
essence of the teachings, adapted them to the minds of the people of their 
own country for the purposes of clear communication. After all, there are 
great differences between Tibetans from the snowy mountains and Indians 
from the hot plains, so you would expect some changes in the mode of expres
sion of the Dharma when it went to one place from the other. 

Once, a king who was a disciple of the Buddha had a dream in which eigh
teen people were fighting over a roll of cloth, each trying to get it for him

self. Finally, each person finished up with a complete roll. The king went to 
the Buddha and asked him what it meant. He told the king that the roll of 
cloth symbolized his teaching and that the dream meant that after the 
Buddha's death, eighteen schools, each with its own, slightly different inter
pretation of his philosophy, would develop. Each person's receiving a com
plete roll meant that each of these schools would contain the correct, 
complete path to. liberation. Thus, the establishment of the eighteen 
Hinayana schools was prophesied by the Buddha. 

The Theravadan school is one of the eighteen. Some followers of the 
Hinayana feel insulted when they are called "Hinayanists" and insist on being 
called "Theravadins" (which doesn't make much sense, because as only one 
of the schools, Theravada does not contain the entire Hinayana philosophy, 
and thus, the two terms are no~ equivalent). And then again, there are oth
ers whose egos swell with pride when they think of themselves as 
"Mahayanists." Such dualistic reactions arise from ignorance and are entirely 
contrary to the inner peace of Dharma wisdom. 

The main difference between Hinayanists and Mahayanists lies in their 
states of mind. The principal concern of a follower of the Hinayana is his own 
liberation; that of a follower of the Mahayana is the enlightenment of all sen
tient beings. Some may feel that wearers of yellow robes are Hinayanists and 
wearers of red, Mahayanisrs, but such superficial categorizations are usually 
wrong. Those who live by the great enthusiastic determination to lead all 
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sentient beings to supreme enlightenment by themselves alone, giving not a 
thought to their own liberation, are Mahayanists, no matter what they wear. 
If those robed in red, overwhelmed by insight into the suffering and confu
sion of their own samsaric existence, are motivated solely by the wish to lib
erate themselves, they are Hinayanists. We take refuge in the Mahayana as 
well as the Hinayana Sangha: dakas, dakinis, heroes, heroines, gods, god
desses, and bodhisattvas-all those who have realizations of the completion 
stage of highest yoga tantra.You should not think that bodhisattvas always 
look peaceful; some manifest wrathfully. Even on the first of the ten bodhi
sattva levels, which is called joyous One, they can manifest simultaneously in 
one hundred different bodies. With these they can take teachings directly 
from the sambhogakaya aspects of one hundred different buddhas or trans
form into one hundred different manifestations for the benefit of sentient 
beings. As bodhisattvas progress, their abilities increase tenfold with each 
level; what they can do is beyond our comprehension. Thus, bodhisattvas 
manifest in the aspect of peaceful and wrathful dakas, dakinis, and so forth, 
and we take refuge in them. 

Actually, bodhisattvas can manifest as Easterners or Westerners, as dark
or light-skinned people, as Christians, Muslims, or Jews-in any aspect what
soever. These days, many so-called religious people are narrow-minded. They 
would not go for spiritual guidance to a teacher whose race, gender, skin 
color, or nationality was different. When they align themselves with a par
ticular guru, they become partial, believing that all other gurus and their fol
lowers are evil. I call this "guruism." That's wrong; it's taking refuge in a 
dualistic way. That is not the Buddhist way of taking refuge. 

Of course, some so-called gurus claim that they are the best and only guru 
in the world, and their disciples naturally believe this. In this way, instead of 
becoming a vehicle for liberation, the religion they teach suffocates their fol
lowers, who become narrower and narrower and end up as fanatics. It would 
be better to be nonreligious than to end up like this. At least nonreligious peo
ple don't have such extreme views; for them, simply being human is enough. 

We take refuge in the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions, in. 
whoever has the realization of shunyata, no matter what their color, nation
ality, or creed. Remember, a first-level bodhisattva can be an Mrican man or 
woman, a Saudi Arabian camel driver, perhaps even a terrorist, taking such 
a role to serve others better. 

Finally-but, as it says in the prayer, in particular-we take refuge in our 
guru, especially our root guru, who has shown us the blissful path to the 
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everlasting realization of enlightenment. Remember always that your guru is 
completely, one with Heruka Vajrasattva. Lop-pon means the one who shows 
us the true path and guides us along it, straightening the actions of our body, 
speech, and mind and leading us away from blind, ignorant actions. He can 
lead us to enlightenment in one lifetime, or even in three years. Recalling 
our guru's inconceivable kindness, we take refuge in him forever. 

The visualization we use when taking refuge is as follows. Your father is to 
your right, your mother, to your left. Your worst enemy, the sentient being 
who agitates you the most, is in front of you. Your dearest friend, the person 
to whom you are most attached, is placed behind you. All other sentient 
beings surround you on all sides. 

This visualization is a good example of Mahayana psychology. If we were 
asked where we would like to put our best friend, we would normally say, 
"Oh, here! In front of me!" Similarly, we would prefer to put our enemy 
behind us, out of sight. Instead, when we take refuge we put our enemy right 
in front. Look at him or her; examine his or her life sincerely. Think of the 
problems that your own uncontrolled mind causes, and realize that your 
enemy is in exactly the same predicament. Analyze the way you feel toward 
this person. 

"I think he is the worst person on earth, but his problems are the same as 
mine. Why should I feel angry whenever I see his face? The main thing wrong 
with him is his ego-grasping ignorance. If I'm going to be angry with any
thing, that's what I should be angry with. But his ignorant mind is invisible 
to my sense perceptions, so why do I react to his physical appearance? His 
body is merely the agent of his negative mind. His negative mind is the actual 
source of everything I don't like about him. May he realize this, purify his 
ignorance completely, and receive perfect realizations." 

Thus, you should generate great compassion for your enemy and, with 
that, take refuge. This is the best way of taking refuge. The practice of tak
ing refuge in this way is itself a solution to your problems of ignorance, attach
ment, and hatred. Otherwise, you run the risk of being too worried about 
your own problems, and your taking refuge becomes simply a new way of 
augmenting 'Your self-attachment and concern for your own realizations. You 
will say that you are practicing Dharma, but the Dharma that you practice 
will be nothing but another means of increasing your attachment. Because of 
your attitude, Dharma wisdom will become just one more material possession 
instead of the solution to your problems. Then, if someone says, "Your 
Dharma is kaka," your ego will explode in rage. 
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Wisdom is wisdom. Why should it bother you if some ignoramus tells you 
it is excrement or calls your lama a demon? You cannot make things ·into 
excrement and demons simply by calling them that! Therefore be careful. If 
you get upset when someone criticizes your Dharma practice, it means that 
you have made Dharma wisdom into something material. This applies not 
only to Buddhism but to all other religions as well. If the followers of any reli
gion are angered by someone's telling them that their religion is no good and 
they want to burn their critics at the stake, then their conceptions are com
pletely wrong. Check now how you would react to such abuse-once you're 
angry, it's too late to check. 

Visualizing all mother sentient beings around us while taking refuge is a 
very powerful way to overcome excessive concern for our own problems. 
Many of us are obsessed with our problems. We cannot forget them and 
hever stop to think what others are experiencing. when we finally realize 
that others have exactly the same troubles that we do, we start to feel, "I'm 
not the worst person in the world after all; nor am I alone in my suffering. 
There are many just like me. I should have exac~y the same sort of compas
sion for them as I do for mysel£" 

How do the Buddha, the Dharma, and the three vehicles' Sangha save us 
from the confusion of samsara? It depends on our attitude. We have to under
stand the nature of our samsaric existence and the great power and ability 
those holy beings have to guide us out of it. "I am truly helpless. Although I 
am intelligent enough to make my life comfortable and even enjoyable, I do 
not have the knowledge or wisdom to overcome the gravitational pull of my 
attachment to sense pleasures, which binds me to samsara. There is no way I 
can free myself. But those holy beings can guide me. They have the method, 
the solution, the light of wisdom to dispel my ignorance, the key to open my 
mind so that knowledge-wisdom can grow. I am so sick of being uncon
trolled, of endlessly going on and on. The buddhas show the perfect way 
from darkness into light. The Sangha guides me and all others from our con
fusion. And Dharma wisdom is the actual guide, the true path and the true 
cessation of suffering." 

There are many levels of meaning in the word Dhanna, as I am sure you 
have learned. When you take refuge in the Dharma, your actual object of 
refuge is the wisdom that fully understands absolute nattire and is completely 
one with shunyata, totally free from dualistic view. We always talk about 
Dharma, but what is Dharma? Dharma is wisdom-Dharma wisdom. How
ever, it takes a long time and the accumulation of many realizations to attain 
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the ultimate wisdom. We have to work at this. To run properly, an automo
bile depends upon many parts, none of which is the complete automobile 
itsel£ Similarly, perfect wisdom is composed of many different sorts of knowl
edge, each of which is an integral part of the path of wisdom. 

Thus, you can understand that there is a difference between the Dharma 
refuge we are talking about here-perfect wisdom, which fully understands 
absolute nature, shunyata-and the usual Dharma we discuss-the wisdom 
solution to mental problems. That perfect wisdom is the ultimate object of 
refuge. Many of my students complain that they have been waiting in vain 
for me to teach shunyata, but I have been teaching it all along. It is just that 
I did not call it shunyata: "Come, I'll show you shunyata, and by tomorrow 
you'll be enlightened!" I have been camouflaging it in simpler terms. 

The buddhas show you the Dharma and how it works within you to bring 
the .true cessation of suffering. Through putting Dharma into practice you 
become a buddha. The Sangha help you to create the right conditions for 
practice and make sure that you purifY your negativities and gain true cessa
tion. As I said before, bodhisattvas manifest in numberless ways for the sole 
purpose of helping us in our practice. When they show a wrathful aspect, we 
should not get upset and think that they no longer love us. Instead we should 
think, "This hodhisattva is showing me how awful I look when I'm angry. If 
he hadn't done that, I would never have known. I should be grateful for his 
kindness." Whenever anybody is angry with us, we should think that he or 
she is a mar!ifestation of a bodhisattva teaching us not to be angry. Similarly, 
whenever anyone around us is peaceful, we should think with joy that this 
person too is a bodhisattva, showing how others get great pleasure when we 
behave well. 

You must have noticed that the moment you see certain people you feel 
happy, while with others you immediately feel uncomfortable. This is karma 
at work. Within you there is some energy that causes this to happen; there 
is almost nothing you can do about it. Handsome men and beautiful women 
are spontaneously treated well wherever they go; ugly ones are treated poorly. 

This is their karma: even though they don't want it, it is very difficult to 
change. What kind of scientific explanation are Westerners going to offer for 
this common phenomenon? Karma makes your life difficult; karma makes 
it easy. 

This is not to say that karma is permanent or fixed. Karma is changeable. 
All the same, until the energy of a certain karma is expended, you have to tol
erate your situation. 
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Take, for example, Gomchen, the monastery dog. We all love him; Lord 

Buddha loves him; Jesus loves him, too. Despite all this, none of us can com

municate to him the absolute nature, shunyata. Until his body changes into 
a more suitable one it will be impossible to connect with him in this way. 
That's his karma. All samsaric sentient beings have to accept what they are 

going through until the power of the karmic energy behind that experience 
has run out. Everything in your life depends upon this kind of energy. Each 
sentient being lives according to his or her own way of thinking, level of con
scious energy, attitude, and environment. That is karma. I am using the word 
karma a lot here. I hope you understand what I mean. 

In conclusion, then, all buddhas show you the true path and true cessation, 

the Dharma that liberates you from samsara. They try to make you realize 
that what really benefits you is acting in accordance with the path. This means 
that you, not the buddhas, are ultimately responsible for your liberation. You 
have to understand this clearly. 

The Sangha of the three vehicles, including protectors such as Mahakala 
and Kalarupa, are your friends; they help you whenever they can. Thus you 
should know what Sangha really means. Most people think that Sangha refers 
to those who have taken robes, but there's no text that says that only those 
in robes are Sangha. However, we ·can say that those who have dedicated their 

lives to Dharma by taking ordination are relative Sangha. The ultimate 

Sangha are those who have the perfect realization of absolute nature, shuny
ata, in their minds; regardless of the clothes they wear, the color of their skin, 
or anything else, they are the real Sangha-your best friends. 

You ofren feel lonely, but there is no need. Your true, everlasting Sangha 
friends are always with you: the dakas and dakinis, the peaceful and wrath
ful bodhisattvas, and the other Sangha of the three vehicles. They can guide 
you out of worldly agitation and confusion. When you realize this you will 

never miss friends or feel alone. Meditate; go within: that's where your real 
friends are. 

VISUALIZING THE OBJECT OF REFUGE 

The way we take refuge in the Heruka Vajrasattva practice is different from 
the way we do it according to the teachings on the graduated path to enlight
enment, where the principal refuge object is Shakyamuni Buddha. Here the 
Buddha refuge object can be either Heruka or Vajradhara, whichever is eas
ier for you to visualize. 
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Visualize a standing blue Heruka, embracing his consort, red Vajravarahi. 

Around them are many dakas and dakinis, the sixty-two deities of the Heruka 

mandala, and countless buddhas, bodhisattvas, and arhats, all of whom have 
attained the realization of everlasting peace. 

If you prefer to visualize Vajradhara, he is seated in the full-lotus position 
embracing his consort, Vajradhatu Ishvari (Tib. Ying-chug-ma). Again, he is 
blue and she is r~~· and they are surrounded by the same manifestations of 
divine wisdom as Heruka, except for the sixty-two deities of the Heruka man

dala. However, whether you visualize Heruka or Vajradhara, remember that 
it is actually your guru appearing in that aspect; that the deity you visualize 
as the principal object of refuge is completely one with your guru. Thus 
Heruka (or Vajradhara) is Buddha; the dakas, dakinis, and other Sangha of 
the three vehicles are Sangha; and their wisdom is Dharma. 

One benefit of visualizing Heruka in the standing position is that it blesses 
your netvous system and activates the kundalini energy within it. This helps 

your practice of highest yoga tantra. 
Visualizations are not objects of the eye consciousness; you cannot see 

them by staring in front of you. Heruka's divine body is a manifestation of 
his divine transcendental wisdom, which transforms into that divine form 
and appears instantaneously in the space in front of you. Since this visual
ization is a transformation of and one with the blissful omniscient mind, it 

is in the nature of consciousness. We cannot perceive divine transcendental 
wisdom with our eyes or our other physical senses. Thus, in order to com
municate with us, the energy of the ultimate wisdom manifests in this pro
found, clean-dear divine form, which is in the nature of light. Also, it does 
not appear gradually but with the suddenness of a movie instantly projected 
onto the screen, or a person suddenly appearing in a doorway. Through visu
alizations such as this we can easily communicate with the dharmakaya. 

Afrer you have taken refuge, the Buddhas and the Sangha of the three vehi
cles-the dakas and dakinis, the peaceful and wrathful bodhisattvas, the pro
tectors such as Mahakala and Kalarupa, and so forth-melt into light and 
dissolve into the principal deity, Heruka. Vajravarahi also becomes light and 
absorbs into Heruka. Finally, Heruka himself melts into light, which dissolves 
into his heart. This ball oflight comes to the crown of your head and descends 

through your central channel, passing through your throat chakra to melt into 
your heart chakra. You become absolutely one with this light, which is in 
essence Heruka and your guru. Remain concentrated on that for as long as you 

can, allowing no dualistic thoughts of thirand that to disturb you. 
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With practice, you might be able to remain in this single-pointed concen
tration on nondual oneness for half an hour. When wrong conceptions begin 
to arise, leave this meditation and generate bodhichitta: 

I must become Heruka in order to lead all sentient beings to the sub
lime state of Herukahood. 

THE THREE WAYS TO TAKE REFUGE 

There are three ways of taking refuge: outer, inner, and secret. Most people 
think that the surra, or Paramitayana, way of raking refuge is the only one. 
This is what we call outer refoge and is the method usually explained when 
teachings on refuge are given. In outer refuge, the Buddha in whom we take 
refuge is somebody other than ourselves: a person who has attained buddha
hood, an enlightened being such as Shakyamuni Buddha. The Dharma refuge 
in this system is the reaching given by that enlightened being. The outer 
Sangha includes the ordained and reali2ed followers of the Dharma teachings, 
as I explained before. Understanding that the already-existent Buddha, 
Dharma, and Sangha have the .rower to guide us, and fearing the sufferings 
of samsara, we take refuge in them. 

The other two ways of taking refuge are ta.imic methods. Inner refoge is rak
ing refuge in the buddha you yourself will become. The wisdom of that, your 
own future buddha, is the inner Dharma refuge object. When you. have 
attained that stare, you yourself become Sangha: that is the inner Sangha 
refuge object. At that stage, you not ~nly become Sangha, you attain unity 
with all Three Jewels of refuge and no longer need to take refuge in something 
separate from yourself. 

When you take inner refuge, your mind becomes transcendental omni
scient wisdom; this transforms into the divine aspect ofHeruka (or Vajrad
hara), along with the dakas and dakinis, the peaceful and wrathful 
bodhisattvas, and so forth, and you take refuge in that. To do this you need 
to have at least a deep intellectual understanding of the false conceptions and 
projections of your ego so that you can somehow purify these at the moment 
of taking refuge. You can see that this is quite difficult. 

Secret refoge is the third way of taking refuge. This way of taking refuge is 
the most difficult of all. You have to recogni2~ that your nervous system is 
pervaded by blissful daka-dakini energy instead of the usual ridiculous energy 
of gravitational attachment to sense pleasures, and you rake refuge in that. 
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Here you are utilizing your nervous system's energy resources to generate 
simultaneously born great bliss, which you unify with the wisdom of nond
uality, taking it as the blissful path to liberation. This experience is really 
what liberates you from dissatisfaction and dualistic thinking. Most people are 
not aware of the blissful energy that lies within themselves. But when they cre
ate the right situation through practices, such as this yoga method or tumo 
meditation, for example, they can experience an explosion of blissful energy 

that they would never have thought possible. 4 I also heard recently that some 

people experienced incredible blissful energy within their nervous systems 
while doing the fasting retreat with my chulen pills.5 

These three ways of taking refuge are entirely noncontradictory and have 
been taught so that practitioners can choose the method that best suits their 
level of mental development. Outer refuge is for the least developed, secret 
refuge for the fortunate, highly intelligent few. 

If you understand the true meaning of taking refuge, you will know what 
a positive effect it has on your mind and experience its great benefits. You will 
really enjoy taking refuge, and every time you do, the pure energy of your 
innermost heart will grow. If you do not know how to take refuge properly, 
whatever meditation you do will be like snow on the road, which looks very 
impressive as it falls, but quickly disappears. Like that, your meditation will 
have no lasting effect. With a deep understanding of raking refuge, you will 
begin to taste the honey of Lord Buddha's wisdom. 



3'"' Inner Refuge and Meditation on Emptiness 

UNDERSTANDING SHUNYATA 

"\VJHY IS THE PRACTICE of inner refuge emphasized by tantric yoga so dif
W ficult? Because it is mainly done by the mind. To begin with, refuge 

has to be taken from the heart. It is not something superficial where you just 
repeat a few words while your mind remains unmoved. Some people take 
refuge as a social custom. They chant "Namo gurubhya, namo buddhaya, 
namo dharmaya, namo sanghaya" with no understanding of the practice or 
the meaning of the words and no change in their minds. Oth~rs chant the 
refuge formula "Namo gurubhya ... " just because they are with other people 
who are reciting it. That is not taking refuge-it has no more to do with the 
path to liberation than eating breakfast every morning or going to church on 
Sundays out of ingrained habit or social obligation. 

As I mentioned above, when we take inner refuge, our mind should 
become the wisdom of the greatest transcendental bliss and transform into the 
divine aspect of Heruka. Then we take refuge. Do not look outside for the 
object of refuge! I know you will think it should be somewhere out in front 
of you. That is your dualistic way of thinking: "/am taking refuge." You are 
sitting down here, doing something out there. Your dualistic mind immediately 
discriminates berween subject and object. As soon as you think you are doing 
something you automatically think of external activities. This happens 
because you h:rve ~o many dualistic imprints on your mind. 

So, when taking inner refuge; your mind itself becomes the greatest bliss
ful transcendental wisdom. While you generate great faith in and devotion to 
that wisdom, it simultaneously transforms and appears to you as Heruka. Feel
ing completely one withHeruka, you take refuge. This psychological method 
is extremely beneficial. It may be hard to understand, but you should try. 

To be able to understand this way of taking refuge we have to understand 
shunyata. If we do not, the transformation of our minds into the greatest, 
everlasting, blissful transcendental wisdom becomes just a dry intellectual 
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concept instead of a powerful inner experience. If we have a proper under

standing of the absolute nature-if our minds have been touched by the expe
rience of shunyata-it is relatively easy for our minds to become the greatest 
transcendental wisdom, to transform into Heruka, and for us to feel oneness 

with this. In this way our minds mix with the transcendental blissful energy 
of Heruka instead of the usual hatred, desire, and attachment. 

If your mind is truly mixed with the great transcendental blissful energy of 
divine wisdom, you do not need to say the words of the refuge prayer, "Namo 

gurubhya .... " Words are not refuge. All the same, weak people do need words 
as a way of communicating; words have some meaning for them. But if you 
haye the realization of the constant, blissful feeling of oneness, you do not 
have to take refuge with your mouth. Wherever you go, whatever you do, you 
are taking refuge all the time; because of your constant faith, your very being 
is in the nature of refuge. You know that the everlasting, blissful transcen
dental wisdom is most profound, most pure. Whenever you eat, whenever 

you drink, your mind is one with the blissful energy of Heruka, so you are 
always taking refuge. Taking refuge does not mean sitting cross-legged in 
meditation. Thus you make constant progress on the path no matter what 
you are doing, and in that way, can quickly reach enlightenment. 

The realization of shunyata has the quality of everlasting joy. Samsaric 
pleasures, on the other hand, are transitory and painful: here one minute, 
gone the next. Because they suddenly disappear, they cause us pain. If we 
weren't attached to samsaric pleasures, we wouldn't be hurt when they dis
appeared. 

If we do not have a perfect understanding of shunyata through realization, 
we should at least have a clear conceptual knowledge of it, in order to over

come the wrong conception of the way we exist, which is deeply imprinted 
upon our consciousness. The ordinary, relative idea we have of ourselves is 
very physical. I think, "I am Thubten Yeshe," and in my mind there is this 
extremely thick image of a head, arms, legs, and grasping sense organs. As 
long as you see yourself like this you cannot mix your consciousness with 'the 

everlasting, blissful transcendental wisdom. An understanding of shunyata 

automatically causes this ordinary, relative image to disappear. 
If you have sharp intelligence it is not so difficult to understand shunyata. 

You do not have to learn tremendously complex philosophies or study vol

umes of texts under many lamas. Of course, you can learn from teachers and 
books, but if you are skillful, you can learn through a very simple method: do 
not believe what your senses tell you. It is not necessary to search far and 
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wide for what stops you from seeing shunyata. Simply realize that the way you 

perceive the sense world every day of your life is completely wrong, that it is 
the misconceived projection of your ego. The moment you realize this, your 
deluded view will disappear. One reason that the yoga method is so power
ful is that it allows you to see very quickly how your ego's projections are 
wrong and to cut through them completely. 

We often feel insecure. On the way to meet someone we think, "Maybe she 
won't like me," "Maybe he won't like me," "I wish I were better looking," 
"Maybe she won't like the way I speak," and things like that. All such inse
cure thoughts derive ftom wrong conceptions and misinterpretations. As soon 
as we realize that everything has been painted by our ignorant mind, that our 
illusory views, thoughts, and feelings are not even relatively true, let alone 
absolutely, we shall stop feeling insecure. Even if others abuse us, call us 
thieves and the like, we'll have control and won't suffer. Such are the practi
cal benefits of this kind of understanding. 

We live in the sense world believing that the misconceptions and projec
tions of our ignorant mind are true. We think that seeing is believing: "I saw 
that; it must be true." Some people believe passionately that their philosophy 
is the ideal one for their sociery. Communist or capitalist, both are wrong; 

both are hallucinations! If we go on like this, we shall never discover shtiny
ata; it will always be somewhere else. When we realize that our view of the 
world is a hallucination, that our view of realiry is obscured by the heavy 

blanket of delusion, the wrong view disappears, and we are left with its oppo
site, the right view of shunyata. The moment we extinguish the dualistic 
mind, we experience shunyata. 

Thus, you can study shunyata every day, because every day your five senses' 
gravitational attachment to the sense world has you believing that whatever 
you perceive really exists as it appears. If you continuously investigate your per
ceptions and beliefs, there is no time that you are not studying shunyata. 
Sometimes books and philosophies can be more of a hindrance than a help in 
your understanding of shunyata, because if you do not know how to integrate 
words with experience, they can cause conflict in your mind. If you do know 
how to do this, then even one word can become a great teaching for you. 

Those who think that understanding shunyata necessitates studying vast 
numbers of scriptures and committing to memory thousands of words of text 

are liable to get discouraged. They feel that trying to understand shunyata in 
their lifetime is a hopeless task. But you can easily understand shunyata by 
realizing that your ignorant mind's view of any object is completely illusory, 
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not even relatively existent, even though for countless lives your ego-grasp
ing and self-attachment have made you believe "this is really this" and "that 
is really that," and caused you great suffering. As long as your mind is igno

rant, you will perceive any object dualistically. Any object perceived in that 
way is actually nonexistent. 

However, you cannot say that nothing exists: "My nose, my tongue, my 
mouth-nothing of me exists." How can you say that there is no light, no 
table? This form of intellectual negation is completely wrong. Better, inves
tigate whether or not your view of a table really exists. You will find that it def

initely does not. Investigate your views of anything-you will find that none 
of them exist as they appear. You always say things like, "Nepal is like this," 
"America is like that," "Europe is like this." You are talking nonsense. The 

Nepal, America, and Europe you are ralking about do not exist. You think, 
"Oh, this meditation course is too heavy," or "This retreat is such suffering." 
You are living in a dream wodd of dream projections. Your dreaming mind 

is making you suffer. 
All the same, this does not mean that you can deny the existence of the 

sense world. That is totally illogical. You should not concern yourself with 
whether Nepal exists or not; your business is to discover whether your mind's 

interpretation of Nepal exists or not. The problem is that your wrong con
ceptions build up a view of Nepal that has nothing whatsoever to do with the 

true nature of Nepal, even relatively, and you cling to it. My ignorant mind 
builds up its view, "Thubten Y eshe is like this, like this, like this" -which has 
nothing whatsoever to do with my true nature-and I cling with attachment 
to this unreal, self-pitying projection. Sentient beings have developed attach
ment over countless lives because they believe that without something to 

cling to they are lost. When sentient beings believe they are lost, they really 
get lost. For example, during the death process they panic in terror because 
they feel they are losing everything. 

To realize the right view, shunyata, first you have to search for and discover 
it within your own mind. If you start by searching for ultimate nature in 

external phenomena, such as trees, tables, and other persons, you will never 

find it. In the experience of the great Indian pandits and Tibetan lamas, shun
yata can never be found like that. 

Samsaric beings are by nature very outward looking. We always think that 
we can understand reality by looking at what other people are doing. We try 
to assess our own progress by checking out our neighbors. What do they pos
sess? How did they get it? This approach itself makes it impossible to find 
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reality. If this is your attitude, you'll never find shunyata, even if you study 
it your whole life. 

To discover our inner nature, to have the inner realization of shunyata, we 
must begin by searching for the absolute nature of our own minds. When we 
have discovered reality within, it will be much easier to discover the reality of 
external phenomena. The principal means of realizing shunyata is not 
through intellectual exercises, such as studying the words of other teachers or 
engaging in logical debate. Through such methods alone we cannot discover 
shunyata. We also have to investigate our own minds to identify our wrong 

concepts and views and practice methods of purification. 
Why have we not yet discovered the ultimate nature, shunyata, that lies 

within our minds, even though we may have studied it for years? Because the 
vibration of mental defilements and impurities prevents us from doing so. 
Therefore, to allow shunyata wisdom to grow within us, it is very important 
that while we study the teachings on shunyata and investigate our minds, we 

cleanse these hindering negativities through purifying methods, such as pros
trations and the Vajrasattva yoga method. In other words, to make progress 
in understanding shunyata in order to fully realize it, we must do two things: 

develop our intellectual understanding of shunyata and purify our mental 
hindrances, including the wrong concepts and views we have discovered 
through analyzing our minds. The power of this combined approach will 

make it much easier for us to realize shunyata. 
Once, the great Tibetan teacher Lama T songkhapa was studying and ana

lyzing shunyata according to the teachings of the Madhyamaka school, when 
Mafijushri appeared to him and said, "At this point, nobody on earth can 

teach you shunyata." So Lama Tsongkhapa went to an isolated place, made 
powerful purification, and meditated, and in that way finally received direct, 
nonconceptual knowledge of shunyata according to the view ofNagarjuna's 
Middle Way philosophy. Thus the yoga method ofHeruka Vajrasattva is not 
solely for purifying negativities but is also a method for making possible the 
quick discovery of the ultimate nature, shunyata, within our minds through 

its powerful destruction of wrong conceptions. 

This long discussion on shunyata has come about from the explanation of 
inner refuge. To take inner refuge properly, we must understand shunyata 
and purify the wrong view of ourselves projected by our ego. The moment 
we start to think, "I am so-and-so, born there, brought up like this ... ," prob
lems begin. Our ego's projections are a natural source of problems. For exam
ple, when someone is born into a' Jewish family, he identifies with the Jewish 
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race, and thousands of years of historical problems come to him. As long as 
there's ego, there will automatically be problems. 

The marvelous quality of Lord Buddha's psychology is that it can eradicate 
all problems and their cause completely and forever. In this it is the exact 
opposite of Western psychology, which merely alleviates symptoms; as the 
root of problems is left intact, the removal of one set of symptoms simply 
results in the growth of another. We should understand and appreciate the 
psychological mechanism·by which Lord Buddha's yoga method works in 
the treatment of human problems. 

When you actualize the evolutionaty yoga method and generate yourself 
in the divine form of the deity, you should understand that it works through 
the power of your wisdom of shunyata. It is absolutely nothing like your 
becoming, for example, a candle. The two things are completely different. 
You must be really clear about this; it is very dangerous if you are not. I think 
Western understanding of this process has a long way to go. You must under
stand the difference. 

When you understand shunyata, you have the power to bring your mind 
into oneness with the blissful transcendental wisdom that is totally beyond 
projections of ego. That wisdom transforms into the deity. You can see what 
a vast difference there is between your becoming Heruka Vajrasattva and 
your becoming a candle! If you do not have a deep understanding of how the 
evolutionaty yoga method works, then when somebody disputes your prac
tice-"What's the difference between becoming Heruka Vajrasattva and 
becoming a candle? You'd be better off becoming a rose. At least you'd smell 
good!" -you have no answer. You start to doubt what you are doing: "That's 
a powerful argument. I have no answer. Perhaps my whole pr~ctice has no 
greater benefit than does trying to become a candle." If this is the level of your 
understanding of the practice, it is less than nothing. You must know the 
difference. 

Most of you practice meditations where you have to visualize Shakyamuni 
Buddha or a deity such as Avalokiteshvara. If you have at least an intellectual 
understanding of shunyata, you find visualization easy. If you do not, your 
wrong conceptions project in such a physical way that it is very difficult for 
you to visualize the divine wisdom transforming from shunyata into the 
divine form of the deity. On the other hand, if you are aware that the all
embracing divine wisdom of the buddhas is everywhere, your understanding 
faith makes it easy for you to visualize the divine form of the Buddha sud
denly appearing in the space in front of you. As I explained before, the full 
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visualization appears at once: you do not have to start with a baby Buddha 
that gradually grows to completion. 

Thus, the way of taking refuge in the practice of tantric yoga is not easy. 
It is much more difficult than taking outer refuge as explained in the surra 
teachings on the graduated path to enlightenment. However, once your 
mind has reached a certain stage of development, you can definitely practice 
inner refuge. Also, you should understand that these different ways of tak
ing refuge are not contradictory. The tantric yoga method is not implying 
that the surra method is no good, or wrong. These different methods have 
been taught because people's minds are at different stages of development. 
At this time I do not think it is necessary to give any further explanation of 
secret refuge. 

GENERATING BODHICHITTA 

After meditating on refuge, we generate bodhichitta according to the meth
ods of tantric yoga. This means feeling the greatest encliusiasm for reaching 
Herukahood quickly-as quickly as possible-so that we can lead all mother 
sentient beings to Herukahood in the shortest possible time. If we feel like this 
we can never be lazy. 

For example, what if your dear mother were caught in a blazing fire. You 
would not relax and say, "Let her burn. I don't have time to get her out right 
now. I'll do it later." Of course you would stop whatever you were doing at 
the time, no matter how important, and immediately rush to rescue her with
out wasting a moment. Similarly, when you realize that mother sentient 
beings are trapped and burning in the fire of wrong conceptions and nega
tivities, there is rio way to be lazy. You have to transform every action of your 
life-eating, sleeping, working-into Dharma wisdom. Yoll cannot allow 
yourself to lapse into samsaric behavior for even a moment. 

But we are lazy. Our impure mind lets us live life as if it were a tea party: 
"Let my mother burn-I'll pull her out of the fire when I've finished enjoy
ing myself." Of course, we do not say these words, but our inner feeling, 
beyond words, reflects this attitude. Be careful; we often behave like this. 
Imagine: I'm at a first-class restaurant having a good time, when all of a sud
den one of my students comes rushing in to tell me that my mother is in 
flames. I just sit there and reply, "Later; I have a dessert to finish!" I mean, 
you'd want to beat me for my selfishness, wouldn't you? Of course, this is a 
bit of an exaggeration, but it shows the sort of attitude we have. 
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All the same, we should not get emotional about all this. Ifi pump you up 
too much, you'll get over-excited and not want to do anything but run off to 

the mountains to meditate. That becomes another problem. I am not trying 
to excite you; it is much better to have calm, understanding wisdom. As I 
mentioned before, often in Tibet, after lamrim teachings, the students would 
be so full of energy that all they wanted to do was leave their studies at the 
monastery and rush off into the mountains, to live and meditate like 
Milarepa. Actually, many of them did go, but of course, most of them came 

back a few days later. 
Nevertheless, this shows how powerful the Dharma can be. Sometimes 

people feel that the lamas are powerful, they change your life. But it is 
Dharma wisdom that changes the human mind. Dharma wisdom comes into 
your consciousness, and your mental attitudes change. That is the power of 
the Dharma, not the magic of the lamas. We don't even know any magic! 

When you practice the sadhana of Heruka Vajrasatrva, the refuge and 
bodhichitta prayers are recited three times. Why these repetitions? To ensure 
that you have time to meditate and imbue your mind with the meaning of 
the words. Otherwise, there is the danger of your just rushing through the 
prayers and your mind remaining unmoved by them. 

However, as I have already mentioned and as I always explain to West
erners, taking refuge is not simply reciting prayers. You can take verbal refuge, 
in either English, Tibetan, or Sanskrit, or you can do it silently; the-main 
thing is what is happening in your mind. If you have perfect devotion and 
continuous understanding that the everlasting, blissful transcendental wis
dom is your ultimate goal, with the joy of constantly striving to discover it 
in your heart, there is no such time that you are not taking refuge. But if you 
do not have this understanding, even though you say "Namo gurubhya, namo 
buddhaya ... " a million times, nothing happens. It is just a waste of time and 
energy. 

In the Mahayana Buddhist tradition we have the preparatory purifying 
practices of taking refuge orie hundred thousand times, offering one hun
dred thousand mandalas, doing one hundred thousand prostrations, and so 
forth. This is to make sure that we do these things not only with our bodies 
and our speech, but also with our hearts. You can rattle off "Namo bud
dhaya, namo dharmaya, namo sanghaya" and think that you have finished 
taking refuge, but it is possible that while your mouth has been taking refuge, 
your mind has been taking Coca-Cola. Then what benefit have you derived 
from the words you have been chanting? Perhaps certain words do have some 
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power of their own, but even so, it is questionable that they would have had 
much effect on you if your mind has been fully occupied by attachment and 
you have been saying them unconsciously. 

Thus, you can see that it is not necessarily easy to take refuge. And when 
a group of people take refuge together, each person is doing something dif
ferent. The way one takes refuge depends upon one's understanding and real
izations, and these differ from person to person. Even though we all chant the 
same words or recite the same mantra, each of us feels a unique vibration, 
which accords to the level and experience of the individual mind. 

When you start actualizing bodhichitta, you will find many ways to help 
other sentient beings. The bodhisattva's duty is to complete the six tran

scendental perfections, but it takes a long time to gain full realization of these. 

It is not just one or two days' work. When you practice the perfections, you 
feel that you are making good use of your life. If you feel that you are not 

doing anything useful and that you cannot help any sentient being, you are 

most unwise. Your concern for your problems alone will make you narrower 
and narrower. You will obsess, "I have so many problems ... this prob
lem ... that problem ... my problem ... my problem," and thus remain unaware 
of the problems faced by mother sentient beings throughout the extent of 
space. As a result, you will feel no compassion for them. 

Such self-obsession causes people to commit suicide. Don't admire them 

because you think they have finally understood their own problem. People 
who commit suicide do not understand their problem at all. That's why they 
kill themselves. Their view is narrow. Suicide is never the result of realizations. 

In ancient India there was a king who killed his father. When he realized 
what he had done he was overcome with remorse, completely depressed, and 
almost unable to think. Finally, he sought advice from the Buddha, who told 
him, "Killing your parents is worthwhile." Somehow, he was jolted awake by 
these words, and, his mind started functioning normally again. He thought 
deeply about what the Buddha had said, and finally realized that what the 
Buddha was really saying was that he should kill the attachment and deluded 
mind that give birth to his samsara. Through that realization he be~e an 
arhat. The point here is that he became so worried and obsessed by his own 
problems that these ignorant emotions filled his mind and left no room for 
understanding wisdom. If our minds get so narrow that we cannot benefit 
even ourselves, how can we possibly expect to be able to benefit others? 
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THE VASE MEDITATION: THE NINE-ROUND BREATHING EXERCISE 

After you have taken refuge and your objects of refuge have melted into light 
and dissolved into you, meditate single-pointedly for as long as you can on 
being one with Heruka or Vajradhara, depending upon which of these deities 
you visualized as your object of refuge. When dualistic thoughts start to arise, 
generate bodhichitta, as I explained before. 

From this point of the sadhana, you no longer visualize yourself in your 
ordinary form; instead, you appear in the divine aspect ofHeruka or Vajrad
hara. Thus, you no longer feel, "I am so-and-so ... " or imagine that your body 
is made of flesh, blood, and bone-but neither do you hold the divine pride 
of being the deity. This means that you visualize yourself as the deity but do 
not generate the belief that you are the deity. Later, you will do the same 
thing as you recite the purification mantra when practicing the power of the 
remedy.6 

Now, while holding the divine appearance of yourself as the deity, you do 
the vase meditation. In this practice, breathe only though your nose; keep 
your mouth closed. Inhale and exhale slowly, naturally, and completely, but 
a little more strongly in the middle of the breath than at the beginning or 
the end. We say that the pattern of each breath resembles the shape of a bar
ley grain, which is pointed at the ends and wide in the middle. We do not 
use the forceful method of breathing found in some of the practices of 
Hindu yoga. 

There are many psychic energy channels in your body. Here, we visualize 
the three main ones. The central channel is a transparent tube in the nature 
of light about the width of your little finger in diameter running straight 
down the center of your body from your crown chakra to the chakra at the 
base of your spine, just in front of your spinal column. The right and left 
channels are also transparent tubes in the nature oflight but are narrower than 
the central channel. They run from your nostrils up toward the crown chakra, 
where they curve over like an umbrella handle to run down alongside the 
central channel, parallel with it, to a point about four fingers' breadth below 
the level of your nayel, where they curve inward and join the central channel. 

Having visualized these channels, first breathe in through the left nostril: 
slowly, then slightly more forcefully, then slowly again. Visualize that the air 

enters the left channel, filling it completely, and passes down and across into 
the right channel, up through it and out of the right nostril. This air pushes 
out all the energy and impressions of your desire and attachment, and these 
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are pushed out beyond the earth's gravitational field, out of this solar sys
tem, to disappear forever. Do this three times. 

Concentrate fully on the passage of the air through the channels, letting 
your mind become one with the movement of the air energy. Don't think 
about what your neighbor is doing or anything else. Do not regard your chan
nels as physical, made of flesh and blood. Remember: you are visualizing 
yourself in the pure aspect of the deity and the channels are in the nature of 
consciousness. But since you are not holding the divine pride of being the 
deity, you can still purify the delusions as I have described. 

Repeat the exercise three times, now breathing in through the right nos
tril and expelling the air through the left. As the air goes down through the 
right channel and up through the left it pushes out all the energy and impres
sions of your hatred and aversion-whatever makes you feel dark and uncom
fortable. These also pass out of the solar system and vari'ish into emptiness. 

Now breathe in through both nostrils together, bringing the air down 
through the right and left channels to the point where they join the central 
channel. To help you concentrate on this you can swallow some saliva as the 
air goes down. When the air reaches the central channel, tighten the inner 
pelvic muscles and draw energy up from the lower chakra through the cen
tral channel to the navel chakra, where it meets and mixes with the air energy 
from above. Hold your breath and concentrate on the blissful energy you 
can feel at this point. This is important. As soon as you no longer feel com
fortable, exhale naturally through your nostrils, but visualize that instead of 
going out, the air you have been holding goes up and dissolves inside the 
central channel. Do this three times. 

This exercise is very helpful for generating blissful energy within your ner
vous system. The experience of bliss is an integral part of the method of 
tantric yoga, and thus, this exercise is also helpful for your tantric practice. It 
is this blissful energy, which is in fact your mind-and it is jour mind, not 
somebody else's-that transforms into the lotus seat and the syllable HUM 

when you go on to practice the rest of the sadhana. 
Therefore, make sure that by the end of the vase meditation you feel calm 

and blissful and that your mind is in no way involved in thoughts of samsaric 
activities or old familiar places. You should feel that you have such control 
over your mind that you could place it on any meditation object you choose. 
If your mind is bothered and agitated, you cannot meditate. Another bene
fit of this exercise is that it destroys your exaggerated, emotional supersti
tions, which keep you from accomplishing the yoga method. 
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Thus, it is important to experience bliss at the navel chakra as you are 
holding your breath and concentrating there. And simultaneously, you are 
clearly, consciously aware of that blissful feeling. This is the exact opposite of 
ordinary samsaric pleasure, which you normally experience unconsciously, 
without awareness. Why are these rwo experiences so different? Because one 
derives from wisdom, the other from ignorance; one becomes the path oflib
eration, the other brings more attachment, desire, and conflict into your 
mind. But through practice, you can discover all this for yourselves; there is 
no need for me to tell you. 

Visualizing the energy dissolving within the central channel when you 
exhale is an essential aspect of the practice of kundalini yoga. Therefore, it is 
important to do this and not feel that you are losing the energy at that time. 
When you have finished the nine rounds of the vase meditation, you can 
then go on to the actual yoga method. 



4,.., The Actual Yoga Method 

THE INITIAL VISUALIZATION 

Out of the void, about six inches above the crown of my head, appears 
the seed syllable PAM, which transforms into a thousand-petalled lotus. 
On top of the lotus appears the seed syllable AH, which tramforms 
into a moon disc. In the center of the moon disc stands the seed sylla
ble HUM. Suddenly, the HUM transforms into a white five-pronged 
vajra that has a HUM at its center. Much radiant light emanates from 
both the HUM and the vajra, going out into the ten directiom and 
completing the two purposes. The whole universe melts into light. 
This light then returm to and is absorbed by the HUM in the vajra. 
The HUM and vajra also melt into light and transform into Heruka 
Vajrasattva. 

Vajrasattva is white. He has one face and two arms. He holds a 
vajra in his right hand and a bell in his left. He is sitting in the full 
lotus position with his hands in the embracing mudra. His comort, 
Dorje Nyema, embraces him, her legs encircling his body. She is white 
and has one face and two arms. She holds a curved knife in her right 
hand and a skull cup in her left. 

They are both dressed in robes of heavenly silk and adorned by pre
cious jewel ornaments. [They both have seed syllables} OM at the crown 
chakra, AH 'flt the throat chakra, and HUM at the heart. Brilliant light 
radiates from the HUM at the heart, invoking the divine supreme wis
dom energy of all tathagatas. 

0 UT OF THE SPHERE OF SHUNYATA, a few inches above the crown of your 
head, appears rhe white. syllable PAM, which transforms into a white, 

thousand-petalled lotus. On rhe lotus appears a white syllable AH, which 
transforms into a white moon disc. This moon is nothing like the physical 
moon that scientists examine, but is in rhe nature of radiant light. On the 
moon, at its center, appears a white syllable HUM, which transforms into a 
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white five-pronged vajra, marked at its center by a HUM. The vajra is in the 

nature of transcendental blissful wisdom. 
From the vajra, and especiaily from the HUM at its center, radiant light 

shines forth in the ten directions, filling the entire universe. This light accom
plishes two purposes. It becomes an offering to all the gurus and buddhas, fill
ing them with a feeling of great blissful energy and joy. The light also reaches 
all mother sentient beings, purifying their body, speech, and mind of all 
defilements and negative imprints. All sentient beings and their environ
ments-all animate and inanimate phenomena -melt completely into light, 

which returns to dissolve into the HUM at the center of the vajra. 
The vajra also melts into light, out of which Heruka Vajra5attva suddenly 

appears. He is white and has one face and two arms. He holds a vajra in his 
right hand and a bell in his left. He is sitting in the full lotus position with 
his hands crossed in the embracing mudra. 

He embraces his conson Dorje Nyema, who is also white and sits with 
her legs encircling his hips. She has one face and two arms. She holds a curved 

knife in her right hand and a nectar-filled skull cup (kapala) in her right. The 
knife symbolizes wisdom; its purpose is to cut wrong conceptions, the ego's 
projections, and gravitational attachment to sense pleasures. The nectar-filled 
kapala shows that she has attained the everlasting blissful realization of 
enlightenment and is not simply an up~and-down worldly woman. Although 

she is just symbolic, she really gives a great impression. 
If you check back through history, you will find that women have usually 

been considered wonhless, nothing bur mere servants for men. But they are 

not. The greatest of Lord Buddha's psychological methods, tantric yoga, 
shows clearly that women and men are equally capable of discovering the 
everlasting peacefu.l transcendental wisdom that lies within the minds of all. 
Furthermore, women have a special potential to generate the power of wis

dom and can thus give great blissful energy to other yogis. At the same time, 
they receive blissful energy back. Therefore, if you have the inner experience 
of what the conson symbolizes, every time you see a Mahayana painting, a 
deep positive imprint is placed upon your mind, and you receive transcen
dental wisdom. In fact, these paintings are talking to you, beyond words. 

Our ignorant, limited mind always thinks, «I can't do anything ... ! can't do 

this .. .I can't do that ... ," which is completely untrue. You can do whatever 
you want! Your precious human rebirth offers you so much: you can commu
nicate, think intelligently, and develop yourself infinitely. If you think you are 

lazy, you will become lazy. You will waste your whole life and will do nothing, 
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simply because you believe that you are incapable of doing anything. You keep 
pushing yourself down. But this is not true; you are capable of so much! 

Tantric yoga shows you the powerful qualities that exist within you and 
stops you from thinking that you cannot do anything. You are extremely for
tunate to have met and understood these teachings and to be putting them 
into practice. It would be very wise of you to take as much advantage of this 
opportunity as possible. 

If ordinary people saw a painting of Dorje Nyema holding the kapala full 
of the nectar of blissful energy, symbolizing her attainment of the realization 
of everlasting joy, they would think that she was some kind of blood-drink
ing demon. They would be revolted and afraid, thinking that the kapala held 
human blood and that Mahayana Buddhists believed in human sacrifice. 
They might even be scared of our cutting their throats! If they saw paintings 
ofY amantaka wearing human bones, they would feel sick; their superstitions 
would project that he kills human beings. Contrary to their superstitions, 
however, these symbols have deep significance and reflect the supreme, high
est realizations. 

During the sadhana of Heruka Vajrasattva or the six-session guru yoga, 
there is a part where you have to visualize yourself as Vajrasattva embracing 
the consort. Now, monks and nuns have vowed not to have sexual contact, 
and it might be thought that they should not practice this kind of sadhana. 
However, the consort is not a physical female but a samadhi female, and 
therefore, it is permitted for monks and nuns to engage in these meditations. 
Women can visualize themselves either as Vajrasattva embracing the consort 
or as the consort, Dorje Nyema, herself, who is completely one with Heruka 
Vajrasattva and his blissful transcendental wisdom. Thus, we transform our 
negative energy into the blissful transcendental wisdom ofVajrasattva. 

The purpose of consort practice is to develop the blissful transcendental 
wisdom of shunyata. This is the exact opposite of the purpose of the ordinary 
male-female embrace. In order to be able to embrace with blissful transcen
dental awareness, it is neceSsary to gradually develop the mind of blissful tran
scendental awareness. Therefore, yogis and yoginis first cut any physical 
contact and practice the yoga method with a samadhi female until they have 
gained higher realizations. Only when they have reached a higher stage of 
development can they embrace physically, but it has nothing to do with 
unconscious samsaric pleasures. There is a long way for us to go to reach that 
point, and it may not even be necessary for us to do those practices. There
fore, I do not need to give any more details about them now. 
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Here, the point is that the consort symbolizes helping other yogis to 
develop everlasting blissful wisdom. If women can do this, it's fine, but if 
their effect on men is to make them agitated, depressed, discouraged, and 
unhappy, then everything just becomes samsaric. Naturally, the same can be 
said about the effect of men upon women. 

Both Heruka Vajrasattva and his consort are dressed in garments of heav
enly silk and adorned with beautiful jeweled ornaments. Of course, "beauti
ful" here is relative. What people from one country might find beautiful, 
people from another might find ugly. According to Buddhist philosophy, 
beautiful and ugly and good and bad depend on sentient beings' minds. What 
is ornamental and what is not is all in the mind. 

You can understand this simply by looking at the development of West
ern civilization and how at different times people have considered certain 
things beautiful and others ugly. You probably understand all this much bet
ter than I do. I only know about these things through having studied Bud
dhist philosophy; you know about them through direct observation of reality. 
All you have to do is watch how shopkeepers keep changing their displays all 
the time. What was beautiful yesterday is ugly today, and so it goes. You are 
lucky! You can see Buddha's philosophy right there, simply by looking at 
what is going on around you all the time. You don't have to botherso much 
with technical terms and scriptures. You can enjoy life in your own country 
and come to understand reality at the same time. 

Since people from different countries have their own ideas about what 
ornaments are beautiful, you might not like the way I describe those adorn
ing Vajrasattva and his consort. Perhaps you'd like to visualize their orna
ments in a way more attractive to your tastes. But the ornaments symbolize 
particular inner realizations and should therefore be visualized as described in 
the text. Certainly, you should not leave them out just because you think 
they are too complicated to visualize. 

Heruka Vajrasattva has six different kinds of ornament, his consort five. 
The sixth is a white substance that is applied to his body in a certain way to 
indicate that he has the kundalini energy realization; it is not smeared all over 
his body in the way that you might have seen Indian sadhus cover themselves 
with ash. Some men look like men but are impotent; their male energy does 
not function. This sixth ornament shows that Vajrasattva's kundalini energy 
is functioning, that he has the kundalini energy realization and can have the 
experience of transcendental, simultaneously born bliss. (I say "kundalini 
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energy" instead ofj~t "kundalini" so that you will not think that I am refer

ring to the ordinary male energy.) 
Both Heruka Vajrasattva and his consort have the syllables OM at the crown 

chakra, AH at the throat chakra, and HUM at the heart chakra. The HUM is 
standing at the center of a moon disc. This moon is completely full and sym
bolizes transcendental great bliss. When you feel hot and go outside to cool 
off under a full moon, you automatically feel cool and happy. This is one of 
the reasons that afull moon has been chosen to symbolize great bliss. Around 
the edge of the moon disc stand the syllables of the Heruka Vajrasattva 
mantra, reading counterclockwise. Usually in tantric sadhanas, the mantra 
reads clockwise-from left to right; here, it reads counterclockwise, from 
right to left, to show that Heruka Vajrasattva emphasizes female energy more 
than male. It is said that women use the energy of the left side of their body 
more than the right, while men use the right more than the left. 

When Buddhists circumambulate a stupa, they usually walk clockwise, 
keeping the stupa to their right. As a practitioner of female tantra, conscious 
of what you are doing, you could go around in the opposite direction. People 
who don't have a higher understanding might just think you are wrong, and 
simply trying to be different; those who do understand might be very 
impressed by your obvious knowledge of secret mantra. However, it is not 
good to show off, and you should just try to be simple and act conventionally. 

From the HUM at the divine heart of Heruka Vajrasattva, much radiant 
light goes out in all directions, invoking the supreme pure energy of the wis
dom of all buddhas, which returns in the form of!ight to dissolve back into 
the HUM. 

MAKING OFFERINGS TO HERUKA VAJRASATTVA 

OM KHANDA ROHI HUM HUM PHAT 

OM SVABHAVA SHUDDAH SARVA DHARMA SVABHAVA SHUDDHO HAM 

All is void. A seed syllable AH appears out of the void. It turns into a 
huge white kapa!a containing the five meats and the five nectars. They 
melt, becoming an ocean of the am rita-energy of divine tramcenden
talwisdom. 

OM AH HUM HA HO HRI 
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Next you recite the mantra to purify and bless the offerings and make their 
energy inexhaustible (oM KHANDA ••• ). It is similar to making the inner offer
ing. You are in the aspect ofHeruka Vajrasatcva, and you bless the offerings. 

Then recite the shunyata mantra (OM SVABHAVA ... ). All becomes empty. 
With the shunyata mantra and the right view of emptiness, you transform the 
offerings and all other phenomena in the universe into blissful transcenden
tal wisdom. Out of nondualicy appears the white syllable AH, which turns 

into a huge white kapala. Inside this there are the five kinds of meat and the 
five nectars. They melt, blend, and become a vast ocean of nectar, the essence 

of which is blissful divine wisdom. 
Then recite the mantra oM AH HUM HA HO HRI three times. Here, we 

purify the impure energy of the offering ingredients, removing faults of taste, 
smell, color, and power, or potential; we transform it into nectar; and we 
increase it, making it inexhaustible. 

I am sure that many of you could have some kind of shunyata experience 
in medication, but the trouble is that whenever you perceive a sense object 
your dualistic mind automatically grasps at it, and you fall back into your old 
habitual samsaric mind patterns. It is completely different if you have bliss
ful divine wisdom. No matter what you perceive, your mind does not move, 
grasp, or cling; you have complete, joyful freedom. You see the absolute 
nature of all phenomena in the universe and experience everything with bliss. 

OM VAJRASATTVA ARGHAM ••• SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

Thus, we make the eight offerings to Heruka Vajrasatcva. One needs tran
scendental wisdom to make them perfectly; we should at least have deep 
understanding and intelligence. 

Ordinacy tourists who see altars in Tibetan temples and monasteries judge 
everything by external appearances and worldly modes of thought. They really 
believe that we offer food, paper, water, and cloth to graven images and other 
physical objects. They even get upset by some of the statues, such as those of 
wrathful deities grasping human beings between their fangs, and cannot believe 
how the stupid heathens could possibly make offerings to such hideous figures. 

Be careful: if your wisdom is a little weak you too could think like this. 
However, making material offerings is a highly beneficial practice. It stops 

you from being, lazy and hypocritical, rationalizing, "Oh, I make offerings 

mentally," and never reaching into your pocket to give even a few cents. I'm 
sure you know what I. mean. But if you offer only one candle with correct 
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understanding and the proper visualization, it is as if you were offering the 
entire universe and everything in it. Also, most of us have small minds and 
cannot visualize. It is difficult for us mentally to offer the entire universe. 
The eight material offerings make it easier by serving as a base that we can 
transform into everything magnificent in the universe. 

You should not see any offering as an ordinary, samsaric object of enjoy
ment; instead, transform it into blissful transcendental wisdom that then 

manifests as nectar-like water, light, sound, taste, smell, and touch. Through 
this practice you can realize that anything on earth, whatever its outer form, 
is a transformation of blissful transcendental wisdom. Western science has 
already shown that all energy is in a constant state of flux; one· form of energy 
is always changing into another. For example, the energy of the sun interacts 

with that of a plant, and a beautiful flower emerges. Everything in the world 
is capable of change. 

Whenever you visualize blissful transcendental wisdom in any of its aspects, 
your mind reflects it automatically; all the negative, foggy, obstructive energy 
of your wrong conceptions is displaced by wisdom. Joyful energy arises spon
tabeously in your mind, without your having to depend on chocolate and 
cake! If you experiment, you will easily discover how this exceptional psy
chology works. 

Many people want to kill themselves. Their problem is their visualization. 
All they can see is suffering and conflict; they cannot forget their worries, 
they cannot sleep. Suicide is their only solution; they slash their wrists. It is 
important that you understand the psychology of suicide. 

It is just as important that you understand the psychology and the real 
purpose of making offerings. If you do not understand the transcendental 
nature of the materials you offer, they remain physical objects, and your offer
ing is an empty ritual. But if you understand their nature, you can see how 
making offerings is a profound and perfect treatment for the deluded mind: 
peaceful, gentle, and full of wisdom. If you train yourself in this kind of visu
alization, you will never have a depressed or pessimistic view of the world. 

Do not look down on the practice of transformation. A drink turned into 

blissful nectar tastes far better than any drink samsara can offer. Even the 
best tea or coffee gives you only a little bit of pleasure between your mouth 
and your stomach. Its energy is fleeting, and soon after drinking it you have 
to go to the toilet. Divine nectar, on the other hand, dissolves into your entire 
nervous system, giving bliss to all five senses, and the energy you get from it 
is beyond compare. Really! I am not exaggerating. 
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Some people think that monks and nuns have to renounce music. We 
renounce nothing! We enjoy and offer every beautiful sound in the universe. 
We do not miss out on singing and dancing either. We can sing and dance 
as much as we like, as long as we remain in single-pointed concentration, 
conscious and liberated, and do not shake or upset our nervous systems. In 
Tibetan monasteries and nunneries they play musical instruments in pujas 
and do religious dances, too. We don't miss out on life, we gain from it! 

Of course, if you try to explain all this to Westerners, they will think you 
are either crazy or dreaming. But it is neither madness nor a dream; it is real
ity. If they disagree, ask them, "What, then, is reality?" They cannot answer. 
They think they are very intelligent; that what they are doing is reality, while 
what we are doing is a fantasy. This is a wrong conception. If you analyze with 
skillful wisdom, you will find that basically we are both doing the same 
thing-they're hallucinating; we're hallucinating. So what's true for one is 
true for the other. 

The offerings you make have three characteristics: their essence is blissful 
transcendental wisdom; this wisdom manifests as the various objects of offer
ing; and each object gives its own kind of inexhaustible, everlasting pleasure 
to the senses. 

You can visualize that the eight offerings are being made by eight god
desses. When you snap your fingers at the beginning of each offering mudra, 
the appropriate goddess emanates from your heart and makes the offering, 
afrer which she dissolves back into your heart as you finish the mudra with a 
second snap of your fingers. The goddesses are manifestations of divine tran
scendental wisdom; when they dissolve into you, their immaculate purity 
and beauty brings indescribable bliss into your heart.· Each has four arms: 
their first right and left hands hold a vajra and bell; their other two hold the 
appropriate offering. 

The eight offerings and their goddesses are: 

argham 
padyam 
pushpe 
dhupe 
aloke 
gandhe 
naivedya 
shabda 

Nectar Goddess 
Foot-bathing Goddess 
Flower Goddess 
Incense Goddess 
Light Goddess 
Perfume Goddess 
Food Goddess 
Sound Goddess 

(Cho-yon-ma), white in color 
(Zhab-sil-ma), white 
(Me-tog-ma), white 
(Dug-po-ma), smoke-colored 
(Nang-siil-ma), red 
(Dri-chab-ma), green 
(Zhal-sii-ma), multicolored 
(Dra-chog-ma), blue 
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JAH HUM BAM HO. [The wisdom beings] become nondual [with the 
symbolic beings]. 

Having made the offerings, we recite the mantra JAH HUM BAM HO. With 
JAH, the divine wisdom is invoked; with HUM, the divine wisdom enters; with 
BAM, it becomes nondual unity; and with HO, it becomes blissfully inde
structible. 

Thus, the energy of the divine wisdom of all buddhas that we invoked 
before is magnetically accracted by the light that radiates from the HUM at the 
heart ofHeruka Vajrasattva. Instantaneously and effortlessly, it dissolves into 

his heart, becoming blissfully one with his divine wisdom, like a drop of water 
merging with the ocean, rio longer separate or dual. 

Actually, Heruka Vajrasattva has no need to invoke divine wisdom; he is 

already one with all buddhas. It is quite wrong to think that Heruka Vajrasattva 
is one thing and that all buddhas are something else. But the problem is that 
your dualistic mind does not understand that the divine form you are visualiz
ing above the crown of your head and the divine wisdom from which it man

ifests are perfectly one. You instinctively distinguish them as separate. Therefore, 
you need to trick your dualistic mind with this kind of visualization. 

Also, it is no good simply saying, "Oh yes, they are one and the same," if 
your knowledge is merely-intellectual. This does not help your mind develop. 
However, when you experience the real meaning of oneness through your 
practice of the yoga method, your realization of it becomes entirely intuitive. 
Heruka Vajrasattva is the combined pure energy of all buddhas manifesting 
in that divine aspect to communicate with you. When you have fully puri
fied your dualistic mind, you too will be one with this blissful transcenden
tal wisdom. 

THE INITIATION 

Again, brilliant light radiates from the HUM at the divine heart, invok
ing all initiating deities of the five families. 

OM PANCHA KULA SAPARIVARA ARGHAM ••• SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM 

SVAHA 

"All tathagatas, please bestow on me the [Heruka Vajrasattva] initi
ation. " Upon this request, all the tathagatas hold up their initiation 
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vases, which are full of the am rita energy of divine tramcendental wis
dom, and the amrita starts to flow. As the mantra OM SARVA TATHA

GATA ABHISHEKATA SAMAYA SHRIYE HUM is said, the initiation is 
conferred. 

The divine body of perfect absolute wisdom, Heruka Vajrasattva, is 
completely filled by the amrita energy of blissful tramcendental wis
dom. Some amrita overflows and turns into Akshobhya, who adorns 
his crown. 

The seed syllable HUM stands at the center of a moon disc at the 
divine heart, encircled by the hundred-syllable mantra [standing coun
terclockwise around the edge of the moon disc]. 

Once again, much light radiates from the HUM at the divine heart ofHeruka 
Vajrasattva, filling all of space in the ten directions and invoking the princi
pal initiators-the five dhyani buddhas-and all other buddhas, in their 
tantric aspects, for the initiation. Again, magnetically attracted by the light, 
they come in an instant into the space above and around Heruka Vajrasattva' s 
head. 

Now, before requesting these buddhas for the initiation, make them the 
same eight offerings as above. When you say PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA you ate 
asking them please to accept each of these offerings, whose nature is divine 
wisdom, and experience the joy of blissful transcendental wisdom in- their 
holy minds. 

Having made the offerings, you request the initiation. As you recite the 
mantra OM SARVA TATHAGATA ••• , the initiators then grant your request, con
ferring the initiation by lifting up the initiation vases and pouring the puri
fying nectar of divine transcendental wisdom into the central channels of 
Heruka Vajrasattva and Dorje Nyema through their crown chakras. 

It looks"to you as if you are down here visualizing Heruka Vajrasattva up 
there, taking the initiation on your behalf. Again, this is because of your dual
istic imprints of, "I am this, he is that." To destroy the ordinary conceptions 
and projections of the dualistic mind, you need purifying visualizations such 
as this. 

The whole point of this yoga method is to purify your own mind. 
Although you visualize Heruka Vajrasattva being purified, psychologically 
you are purifying yourself. Your visualization ofHeruka Vajrasattva is your 
own impure vision. By purifying him with the most profound, pure, clean
clear energy of enlightenment, you yourself become pure. This leaves a deep 
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imprint on your consciousness and automatically releases you from negative 
energy. 

After the initiation, the divine body of Heruka Vajrasattva is completely 
full of the energy of the nectar of blissful transcendental wisdom that the ini

tiating buddhas have poured through his crown chak:ra into his central chan
nel. If you have the great wisdom of tantric yoga, you can have the same 
experience yourself. 

You should realize, however, that your entire nervous system is, in fact, 
already full of the energy of blissful nectar. But instead, you always think you 
are poor, that something is always missing from your life: "I don't have this, 
I don't have that, I don't have the other." Then you think, "If only I had this, 
I'd be happy." You are constantly dissatisfied and always looking for whatever 
it is that you think you do not have. 

Your lower chakra is dark, blocked, painful, and devoid of blissful energy. 
Your naval chakra is dark, depressed, and closed. Your broken heart chakra 
is drowning in the blood of emotions .of hopelessness. Your throat chakra is 

completely defiled, and nothing you say is positive. And your frozen head 
chakra is as hard, cold, and inflexible as an igloo, unmelted by the fire within. 
You are too impure, and give blissful energy to neither yourself nor others. 
Everything is dark, blocked, and defiled. 

However, through this yoga method you can realize the greatest wisdom 
and bring its everlasting blissful energy into your innermost heart. You can 
use the techniques of this highest yoga method from now until you die. Even 
after death we can use them, because we are constantly developing. If we do 
not develop, our minds will always be up and down, dualistic, and we shall 
never be happy. Look at how we are: we have studied so much Dharma but 
still we are running around doing this and that. Samsaric activities are end
less. Even those of us who live in monasteries and m.editation centers, which 

are supposed to be places of peace and quiet that everybody likes, are busy, 
busy, busy. Life is sure to finish soon, that's all. 

In the sadhana there is the Tibetan word ku; kaya in Sanskrit. We translate 
this term into English as "divine body" or "holy body," but perhaps "pure 
nervous system" would be better. I don't know what the right scientific term 
should be to translate these Tibetan and Sanskrit words, but I'm sure that we 
have all had some experience of what these words connote. Ku implies that 
the pure nervous system of Heruka Vajrasatrva is pervaded by everlasting 
blissful kundalini energy. 
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Our nervous systems are pervaded by this blissful energy too, but we don't 

recognize it. However, we have all had feelings of joy in our minds and phys
ical nervous systems, when our negative energy has transformed into bliss 
and we have not clung to any external object, and have been able to maintain 
control. But despite such experiences we continue to act under the influence 
of the old imprints of our wrong conceptions. Of course, I know these con
ceptions are strong, but we should try to overcome them as hard as we can, 
according to our understanding of these pure blissful experiences. It is sim
ply a question of taking advantage of the opportunities offered us. We should 
learn from our small experiences of bliss. 

For example, if someone were to ask you to choose berween lunch at a 
beautiful five-star hotel and chapatis in a dirty Indian tea shop, you would not 
hesitate to choose the big hotel. In the same way, here we have the chance to 

experience within our nervous systems the everlasting bliss of the internal 
five-star lunch, but we still choose the dirty chapati. Why? Because of our 

grasping emotional attitude and wrong conceptions. This shows clearly how 
ignorant and neurotic we really are. Check up, you'll see! 

Now not only does the nectar completely fill Heruka Vajrasatrva's pure ner
vous system, but it also overflows, the excess nectar turning into the dhyani 
buddhaAkshobhya, who adorns the crown ofVajrasattva's head. There are 
different ways of interpreting the significance of this, but here it shows--that 
Heruka Vajrasattva is in the energy stream of the buddha Akshobhya. You 
will remember that during an initiation there is a part where you discover to 

which of the five dhyani buddhas you are most closely connected, and after 
that, you are supposed to maintain your contact with that buddha's energy 
stream. This visualization relates to that. 

Having given the initiation, all the buddhas melt into the divine heart of 
Heruka Vajrasattva, their blissful transcendental wisdom becoming insepa
rably one with his. Again, this visualization of the initiating buddhas not 
returning to their original places but dissolving into Vajrasattva's heart has 
profound psychological significance and benefit in terms of your developing 
the realization of union-oneness. 

At the center of a moon disc at Heruka Vajrasattva' s divine heart stands the 
seed syllable HUM, surrounded by the letters of the hundred syllable Heruka 
Vajrasattva mantra standing counterclockwise around the edge of the moon 
disc. 
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OFFERINGS AND PRAISE TO HERUKA VAJRASATTVA 

OM VAJRASATIVA ARGHAM ••• SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM VAJRASATIVA OM AH HUM 

Nondual divine wisdom, magnificent inner jewel ornament of all 
mother sentient beings; supreme, unchanging, everlasting great bliss; 
indestructible, magnificent wisdom mind that releases all sentient 
being.r from all negativities of body, speech, and mind, especially bro
ken vows and pledges: to you I prostrate. 

(Optional· long or short outer mandala offering.r.) 

SECRET MANDALA 

The right view ofshunyata is one with the wisdom of great bliss. This 
wisdom transforms into Mount Meru, the sun, the moon, and all other 
phenomena in the universe. I offer everything magnificent to you, ocean 
of great kindness, the one who is liberated and who liberates all oth
ers as well 

INNER MANDALA 

Please bless me and all other sentient being.r to be released immedi
ately from the three poisons,for I am offering without the slightest hes
itation or attachment all objects of my greed, hatred, and ignorance; 
friends, enemies, and strangers; and my body and all possessions. Please 
accept all this. 

Make the eight offerings as you did before. These are followed by the inner 
offering (Tib. nang-cho). 

Our samsaric mind views all phenomena as either pure or impure, and 
dualistically we grasp at and cling to the objects that constitute our imper
manent five aggregates. Through the yoga method we transform our five 
aggregates into blissful transcendental wisdom, which is beyond duality and 
of the nature of the five dhyani buddhas, and offer it. That is why it is called 
the inner offering. 

Next, we praise the divine wisdom of nonduality, the magnificent inner 
jewel ornament of all mother sentient beings, whose nature is unchanging, 
everlasting great bliss. This is Heruka Vajrasattva, who by the power of that 
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blissful wisdom releases all mother sentient beings from all the negative energy 
of broken vows and nonvirtuous actions of body, speech, and mind. We pros
trate to that sublime indestructible mind of wisdom. 

Then we offer the mandala. In the secret mandala offering we are saying 
that the understanding of the ultimate nature, shunyata, is one with blissful, 
simultaneously born wisdom. This wisdom is transformed into Mount Meru, 

the sun and the moon, and all other phenomena in the universe. We offer the 
magnificence of all existence to Heruka Vajrasattva, the ocean of great kind
ness who is himself liberated and who liberates all others as well. 



5,.. The Purification 

"Bhagawan Vajrasattva, please purifY all negativities and broken and 
damaged pledges of myself and other sentient beings. " 

Because of this request, brilliant light radiates from the mantra 
rosary and the HUM at the divine heart. It purifies all negativities and 
obscurations of all sentient beings and becomes an offering for all bud
dhas and bodhisattvas. The essence of the perfect qualities of their holy 
body, speech, and mind returns in the form of light, which dissolves 
into the HUM and the mantra rosary. 

[From the HUM and the mantra rosary} a stream of blissful white 
am rita energy begins to flow down through the chakras of the divine 
couple. It flows out through the chakra of union and enters my crown 
chakra. This stream of amrita of transcendental wisdom fills my whole 
body, destroying all the negativities and obscurations of my body, 
speech, and mind. These are completely purified. 

FIRST YOU REQUEST Heruka Vajrasattva-destroyer of all defilements, who 
possesses all realizations and has transcended this world-to purifY you 

and all other sentient beings of all negativities of body, speech, and mind and 
all broken and degenerated tantric pledges and commitments. 

Much light radiates from the HUM and mantra rosary at the divine hearts 
ofHeruka Vajrasattva and his consort, fuling all of space in the ten directions, 
purifYing the negativities of all sentient beings and making offerings for the 
enjoyment of the buddhas and their sons, the bodhisattvas. The pure essence 
of the transcendental wisdom of all holy beings' body, speech, and mind 
returns in the form oflight, dissolving into the HUM and mantra rosary at the 
hearts ofVajrasattva and his consort. From these, vast quantities of blissful 
white kundalini (amrita) energy pour down his central channel. The essence 
of this kundalini energy is his blissful transcendent wisdom. Its energy is 
inexhaustible-the exact opposite of our limited energy, which always runs 
out quickly and requires us to eat to replenish it. When you are doing this 
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visualization, you should also visualize the blissful white kundalini energy 
pouring down the central channel of Heruka Vajrasatrva's consort, Dorje 
Nyema. 

The blissful white kundalini energy pours down their central channels, 
past their have! and sex chakras, and leaves their pure bodies from the point 
where they are joined in union. It continues down through the moon and 
lotus seats, which, being in the nature of transcendent wisdom, offer no resis
tance. It enters you through the crown chakra, rushing down through your 
central channel with the force of a powerful waterfall. It is very imponant that 
you visualize this torrent of white nectar as overwhelmingly powerful. It 
surges into your body and spreads through your entire system. This white 
energy is not physical, but somehow it feels incredibly real. You are also filled 
with radiant light and almost totally overcome with bliss. All defilements of 
your body, speech, and mind disappear without a trace. 

MANTAA RECITATION 7 

OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM ANUPALAYA. HERUKA TENOPATISHTHA. 

DRIDHO ME BHAVA, SUTOSHYO ME BHAVA, SUPOSHYO ME BHAVA, 

ANURAKTO ME BHAVA. SARVA SIDDHIM ME PRAYACCHA. SARVA KARMA 

SUCHA ME CHITTAM SHREYAM KURU, HUM! HA HA HA HA HOH! 

BHAGAVAN VAJRA HERUKA MA ME MUNCHA. HERUKA BHAVA MARk 

SAMAYA SATTVA AH HUM PHAT! 

Now recite the hundred-syllable mantra of HerukaVajrasatrva. There are 
three different meditation techniques for you to use while you recite it. The 
first is called yiin-de. The blissful white kundalini energy rushes into your 
central channel. It spreads throughout your nervous system, flushing out all 
negativities through the openings and pores of the lower pan of your body. 
There are various ways of visualizing the negativities as they leave your body; 
you can choose that which is most effective for your mind. You can visualize 
the three poisonous minds of ignorance, attachment, and aversion coming 
out in the form of pigs, chickens, and snakes, respectively. Or you can sim
ply visualize all your negative energy in the form of what you consider to be 
the worst kind of sentient being, such as scorpions, crabs, snakes, and worms, 
or as thick black tar or diny sump oil. 

Some people might think it strange to be flushing insects, reptiles, and 
crustaceans from their bodies, but in fact, there are many sentient beings liv-
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ing inside us. We have a symbiotic relationship with some of these and would 
not survive without them. 

Our bodies also harbor worms: long worms, short worms, and many other 
kinds as well. It is not through chance but through karma that they are there. 
We are repaying them our karmic debt. In the past we took from them; now 
they are taking from us. We took their food and left them none; therefore, 
they have come into our stomach to eat ours. Even the greediest people in the 

world, who through great attachment cannot share anything with others, 
have no choice but to share their food when the worms move in. Karma is 

strong; there is no way out. Even when you get rid of the worms, they return. 
They take your health and, sometimes, even your life. There are many ways 
you can lose your life; don't think it needs someone to attack you with a 
knife or something like that. 

Feel that you have been completely purified, especially of gross negativi
ties. We often say that our old habits are difficult to get rid of, but that's not 
true; at least, the reasons are not physical-it is our minds that make things 

difficult. We always feel bliss physically; we are so physically oriented. We 
believe things to be physically difficult for all sorts of external reasons. When 
things aren't going well we blame our parents: "My mother did this; my 
father did that. My mother is like this; my father like that .... " It is not our 

bodies but our minds that make life difficult. 
If it really were your body alone that caused problems, how could you sit 

cross-legged for as long as you do? You were not brought up to sit like that. 
It is your mind that allows you to do so. When you sit cross-legged and med
itate, you feel comfortable, your mind is more easily controlled, and that 
small experience gives you enough interest to continue. As you do so, you feel 
increasingly comfortable. This does not come about for physical reasons; such 
control comes from your mind. Therefore, the process of the yoga method is 
for the blissful transcendental energy to wash away your ego and gravitational 
attachment to sense pleasures, leaving you completely purified. 

The next technique to use while reciting the mantra is called miin-de. Here, 
the blissful kundalini energy fills your entire nervous system, starting at the 
bottom and going all the way up to the top. As it rises, all your negativities 
float up on the surface of this blissful energy and exit through the openings 

and pores of the upper part of your body. It is similar to the way that garbage 

lying at the bottom of a bucket rises to the top as you fill it with water. As the 
nectar fills your body, you experience great bliss. Feel that you have been 
completely purified, especially of subtle negativities. 
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The third visualization is called pung-de. Here, the emphasis is on light 
instead of the,white kundalini energy. Limitless blissful radiant light emanates 
from Heruka Vajrasattva's heart in a powerful beam that bursts through his 
sex chakra and your crown chakra and enters your central channel. It is white 
but has a rainbow-like quality with red, yellow, green, and blue in it as well. 
The instant this brilliant light enters your body it completely dispels the dark
ness of your doubt-wracked, indecisive mind and your ignorance, attach
ment, and aversion; all of these disappear forever. It is like switching on a light 
in a dark room, where the darkness vanishes instantly and no longer exists 
anywhere. It doesn't go out the window, does it? It simply vanishes. Thus, 
there is no space for darkness or impurity anywhere in your brain, throat, or 
any other part of your necvous system. You are as clear as crystal. Feel that you 
have been completely purified, especially of the most subtle negativities. 

When you are in retreat, you can do each of these purifying techniques in 
each session by dividing the period for mantra recitation into three, or spend 
an entire session on each method separately, using the next technique in the 
following session. 

When you are not in retreat, it is highly beneficial for you to practice this 
meditation every day, reciting the Heruka Vajrasattva mantra twenty-one 
times with each of the three techniques. The best time to do it is at night, just 
before you go to bed. During the day you are so busy that you are likely to 
meditate distractedly. Therefore, as the last thing at night, you completely 
purify all the nonvittues you created during the day and go to sleep feeling 
free and liberated instead of sad and bothered by the day's negativities. 
Because we are constantly involved in so much activity, we need a powerful 
yoga method such as this. There is so little time to purify. 

The weight of unpurified negative karmic imprints increases exponentially, 
but if we recite the Vajrasattva mantra just twenty-one times at the end of 
each day, even the negative karma of tantric vows broken that day will not 
increase. If this method has the power to prevent from increasing the nega
tive karma that results from broken tantric root vows-which are the high
est vows and most serious transgressions of all-of course it can stop the 
increase of negativities from actions that are nonvirtuous by nature (natural 
negativities), such as killing and so forth, and other broken vows. Moreover, 
if we recite this mantra properly one hundred thousand times, all negativities 
whatsoever can be completely purified. 

While you recite the mantra, it is essential that you remain in single
pointed concentration; do not allow any samsaric thoughts to interrupt your 
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meditation. If you can do your practice with good concentration and stable 
penetrative insight, it will be tremendously effective in eradicating impure 
concepts and the darkness of emotional obstacles. That purification comes 
from the power of your concentrated meditation, but the mantra too has 
power of its own. Sometimes it brings you telepathic visions of things that are 
happening on the other side of the planet. When you purify the obstacles of 
narrow emotional concepts, you will discover a whole new world. 

Mantra can also enable you to read the minds of others. That can cause you 
pleasure or pain; it depends what the other person is thinking! Many other 
things can happen too-it all depends upon the individual; when people 
retreat, they have different experiences and receive different realizations. It is 
very difficult for us to tell who has realized what. Some become American 
Vajrasattvas, some Asian Vajrasattvas, some European Vajrasattvas, some 
Australian Vajrasattvas ... who knows! 
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OM VAJRASATIVA ARGHAM •.• SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM VAJRASATIVA OM AH HUM 

Nondual divine wisdom ... to you I prostrate. 
Through ignorance and delusion, I have broken and damaged my 

pledges. Holy Guru, who has the power to liberate me, my inner mas
ter, holder of the vajra, whose essence is great compassion, Lord of all 
migratory beings, to you I go for refoge. 

Vajrasattva says, "Oh son (or daughter) of good family, your nega
tivities and obscurations and damaged and broken pledges are cleansed 
and purified. " Then he dissolves into me. My three doors (of body, 
speech, and mind) become inseparably one with Vajrasattva 's holy 
body, speech, and mind. 

FOLLOWING THE RECITATION of the mantra we again make the eight outer 
offerings and the inner offering, offer praise to Heruka Vajrasattva as 

before, and make the prayer of supplication. 
You declare to Heruka Vajrasattva that because of unawareness caused by 

ignorance, you have not known what you have been doing and have acted 
contrary to the pure energy of your samaya, your sacred pledge. Actually, 
while you are living at a monastery or a meditation center, you can't really 
assess the progress you have made. It's when you get back home or into the 
city that your reality shows. While you are practicing in a group, you feel 
very strong and think that it will be easy to maintain a daily practice, get up 
for meditation early in the morning, and so forth. 

But when you're back home, you sleep late, get up slowly, talk, plan the 
day with your friends, have breakfast ... and all of a sudden it is nine o'clock, 
and there is no time for meditation because you have to rush off to work. 
Then, it is lunchtime, teatime, dinnertime, and finally-too late for medita
tion-bedtime. And so your life finishes. What you really want is wisdom, 
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but you are not doing anything to get it. You spend all your time working for 

money. You don't give wisdom a chance. Analyze your day and you will see 
how ridiculously samsaric your life is. 

It is not that you really want to destroy yourself; you are not so ignorant that 
you want to miss out on the blissful energy of transcendental wisdom. But you 
make your outer world so interesting that you have to spend your whole time 
watching it. Thus, you never give yourself a chance to sit and meditate on 
your internal world. The outer world runs day and night; it will rotate forever. 
And although you don't want it to, your Dharma wisdom declines. 

This is like what happens at our Kopan Monastery in Nepal. In the mon
soon it rains so much that there is too much water. Then, the sun shines and 
gradually the water dries up until we are left with dust blowing in the wind. 
Your Dharma wisdom is like this water: it evaporates until all that is left in 
your mind is the dust of the defilements. You wonder, "I really thought I had 
something but there's nothing there. What went wrong?" You feel empry 
inside. There is wisdom there, but you are not giving it a chance. Wisdom 
cannot come in a day. First you have to cut your old conceptions, and then 
slowly, slowly, the vibration of wisdom will grow to guide you. 

When students who have lived and studied Dharma in the East go home 
to the West, that is what happens. Whatever wisdom they have gained 
decreases without their even noticing. They cannot understand how it hap
pened and can hardly believe that it has. Then, they rationalize, "Oh, what I 
learned from the lamas must be an Eastern thing. It doesn't work in the 
West." What doesn't work? If you don't use something, how can it work? If 
you use Lord Buddha's wisdom, it works; if you don't use it, it doesn't work. 
It gets rusry! Also, it is very difficult to detect small increases and decreases in 
wisdom; you have to be very sensitive and watch carefully. Then, you will 
notice how your mind goes up and down. 

If you are not sensitive, if you do not observe your mind, you will never 
notice what it is doing. This is how dogs behave. A dog's mind is up and 
down a thousand times a day, but in the evening there is no way for him to 
anal~e his day's experiences. He cannot remember. A dog has no idea 
whether his mind is developing or degenerating, and neither do you. You 
should not be like that. While you are preoccupied with your ego's illusory 
projections, your life is running out. 

In the second half of the prayer of supplication you take refuge in your lama, 
who has the power to liberate other beings. Indians and Nepalis use the word 
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"huna" to refer to any Tibetan. Here it has its true meaning of spiritual mas
ter, or guru. He holds in his mind the inner vajra of the great blissful tran
scendental wisdom, his nature is great kindness and compassion, and he is the 
leader of all sentient beings. 

Then Heruka Vajrasattva replies to you, saying, "My son (or daughter), all 
your negativities, obscurations, and broken samayas have been completely 
purified." After that, Dorje Nyema melts into light and dissolves into his 
heart. Heruka Vajrasattva also melts into light, which enters your central 
channel and dissolves into your heart. Your three doors of body, speech, and 
mind and the holy body, speech, and mind ofHeruka Vajrasattva become 
inseparably one. You remain in union-oneness, enjoying the bliss of the shun
yata experience with full single-pointed concentration, completely beyond 
all dualistic views that differentiate between subject and object. This is the 
highest possible enjoyment. 

While you are saying the prayer, you should meditate. After you have fin
ished the prayer, continue meditating with single-pointed concentration on 
the feeling of unity and avoid all dualistic thoughts of that-this and "I am .... " 
You might have noticed that in pujas, Tibetan monks chant and stop, chant 
and stop. Some people probably think it's weird, but they are meditating on 
the important points of the practice, not just rushing through it without 
pausing to think. When you practice the sadhana ofHeruka Vajrasattva, you 
should also do it in this way. And after the dedication, you should not jump 
up immediately and rush out of the room, but remain a while in single
pointed concentration on your oneness with Heruka Vajrasattva, who is also 
completely one with your guru. 

Make sure that you understand the divine wisdom of Heruka Vajrasattva' s 
holy body, speech, and mind, without projecting, "I am." And also, as I 
emphasized before, don't have expectations, such as, "Oh, maybe today I'll see 
Heruka Vajrasattva." Not only is this unnecessary, but it also helps develop 
your superstitions. So, abandon such thoughts. Also, especially in retreat, don't 
worry that you're going to get sick. The worry itself will make you sick. Just 
relax, and have great faith in Guru Heruka Vajrasattva and karma. 

DEDICATION 

Because of this merit, may I quickly become Heruka Vajrasattva and lead 
each and every sentient being into his divine enlightened realm. 





PART 2 

Retreat Instructions 





7,., Getting Ready for Retreat 

QUALIFICATIONS FOR RETREAT 

'\VJHAT QUALIFICATIONS ARE NECESSARY for a person to retreat on the 
W maha-anuttara yoga tantra aspect ofVajrasattva? The basic require

ment is that you must be a serious, sincere practitioner, free from hypocrisy 
and enthusiastically determined to attain the everlasting peaceful realization 

of enlightenment. You should be practicing what your teacher has shown 

you-not a misinterpretation projected by your own mind. 

In the experience of yogis and yoginis in the Tibetan tradition, it is neces

sary that, as a general qualification, you have received teachings on the grad

uated path to enlightenment in a perfect manner and have put them into 

practice. As a specific qualification, you must have received initiation into the 

maha-anuttara yoga tantra aspect ofVajrasattva. If you are so qualified, it is 

possible for you to actualize this practice. 

The reason that knowledge and experience of the graduated path to 

enlightenment are essential is that the three principal aspects of the path
renunciation, bodhichitta, and correct understanding of shunyata-are indis
pensable prerequisites for the attainment of tantric realizations. Without them 

your practice of the yoga method will not be effective. It will remain super

ficial and intellectual, and it will never become one with your mind. If on this 
basis you receive the necessary initiation from a perfectly qualified master, you 

are fully equipped'to make a successful retreat on Heruka Vajrasattva, and you 
are most fortunate. 

WHERE TO RETREAT 

Where should a properly qualified person retreat? Not just any place will do. 
The ideal place to retreat is one that gives you a sense of reality, not one that 

is a big hallucination, a polluted projection of the deluded mind. 
Sometimes we are unwise; we try to meditate in a place that's like a furnace 

and complain when we can no longer stand the heat. A fire's nature is to 
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burn, so if you stick your finger into a fire, then it'll get burned. It's up to you 

to choose the appropriate mandala for the way in which you want to 
develop-just like you should choose shoes that fit your feet! 

Of course, if you have great mind control, you can retreat anywhere; your 

controlled vibration will even affect others. But if you are weak, the uncon
trolled vibrations of others will affect you; your small candlelight of wisdom 
will be blown out. In retreat we try to gain control over our minds-but we 

are babies with a long way to go. Baby minds need ideal conditions. Actually, 
our minds are worse than those of babies. Babies grasp at whatever they see, 
but we not only grasp at things we see, we intellectualize about them as well. 
As our wisdom is limited, we must put ourselves in the right environment. If 
our minds were free from confusion; we would have no need to worry about 

the environment; we wouldn't even need to retreat on Vajrasattva. 

It is very important to think carefully about the place in which you are 
putting yourself-not only where you are going to retreat, but also where 

you are going to live. Decide what you want to learn, and live near where you 
can be taught. In Western cities you can choose your environment quite eas
ily. If you want to spend your time at the movies, you can live near a cinema. 
You have the freedom to do that. In other words, you have some control over 
your karma, the way your life develops. You are not powerless; through your 
choices, you create your karma. If you want to retreat, you arrange the cir
cumstances accordingly. That is creating karma. 

In the lamas' experience, the ideal place is a beautiful, natural environ
ment where the atmosphere is quiet, peaceful, and relaxed. You can see snowy 
mountains, and there are wild flowers, medicinal plants, pleasing, natural 
smells, and fresh, clean water. Avoid places that are dirty, close.to roads, traf
fic, and people. Environments that are dangerous and those where poisonous 
plants grow should also be avoided. Do not retreat in a place where you auto
matically feel insecure and nervous. 

Places where holy beings live are excellent: they have a good vibration that 
I am sure Westerners, who are very sensitive, can feel. Such ideal places are 

usually very isolated. In Tibet we used to study in the monasteries and qual
ify for retreats as explained above, and then go to an isolated place to medi
tate. These places were extremely simple, not like the Western luxury 
"retreats" to which rich people escape when they do not want to meet any
body. Westerners really know how to enjoy themselves, even in isolation! 
However it is all done out of self-cherishing. Ascetics' retreats are exactly the 
opposite. Many Tibetan yogis would abandon the world for years-or even 
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a lifetime-in order to ensure the perfect retreat conditions. Some even sealed 
themselves into doorless caves, receiving food through a small hole in the 
wall. You can also retreat in a monastery or at a Dharma center. In the East 
many meditators used to retreat near cemeteries. Such places are usually quiet. 
You build your hut away from the part of the cemetery frequented by visitors 
and, with deep understanding of impermanence and death, retreat. 

So choose carefully. The best place is one in which you feel secure in the 
knowledge that from beginning to end, there will be no distractions. Of 
course there is no real security in our samsaric lives, but somehow you should 
feel that the place you have chosen is as good as it is possible to find and that 
you will be able to retreat there effectively. 

WHEN TO START RETREAT 

Generally, the type and purpose of a retreat determine its starting time. Since 
Heruka Vajrasattva is a mother tantra, a retreat on this deity should start on 
the tenth or the rwenty-fifth of the Tibetan month. These are auspicious 
dates for tantric yoga, when there is much movement of the dakas and daki
nis and your nervous system can easily be blessed. Because of the intensity of 
the daka-dakini energy at those times, you can discover everlasting blissful 
energy within the chakras of your nervous system simply by starting on either 
of these days. For the same reason, it is best to start retreats on deities of the 
mother tantra class in the evening after sunset. 

SOME GENERAL PREPARATIONS 

If you are doing retreat alone, you may need someone to help with the shop
ping and cooking. Your helper should be totally positive toward you and what 
you are doing, aml you should have a good relationship with this person. If 
your helper thinks that you are ridiculous or that what you are doing is evil, 
it will be a great disturbance to your mind. Similarly, if you are retreating with 
a group, it should not include people with whom you cannot get along. It is 
important that you create the best possible conditions for your retreat. 

If you don't have a. helper and ·are not in a group retreat where eating 
arrangements are usually made for you, you should try to obtain most of the 
food you'll need for the duration of your retreat beforehand. Don't get too 
much; rather, limit yourself to basic things. This is what we used to do in 
Tibet. 
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Before starting retreat you should cut your connections with the outside 
world and abandon whatever expectations you have of it. Although you are 
retreating in order to cut off your ignorance, this internal separation is a grad
ual process that begins with detaching yourself from the outside world. You 
must finish all your letter writing and ~ther business before you begin, oth
erwise your retreat will constantly be disturbed by distracting thoughts of, "I 
have to do this," "I really should do that .... " Even if a beautiful present 
arrives, you should not accept it until the retreat has finished. Make sure that 
while your body is in the retreat room, your mind doesn't wander back home. 

You should do your retreat as strictly as possible, continuously keeping 
your mind in the sphere of the transcendental process. Sitting in a cave while 
your mind keeps wandering back home is not being in retreat. Your body, 
speech, and mind should be focused on the same thing. Most of the time 
your mind is split and agitated, and you cannot do mundane things without 
coming down from a state of higher awareness. In retreat you must learn how 
to unify the rwo-the mundane and the transcendent. 

Before your retreat starts you must decide who you will allow yourself to 
meet and how far from the place of retreat you can go. Thus you might 
decide, "During this retreat I shall talk to my parents but no one else," or, 
"During this retreat I shall go as far as the spring to wash but no further." 
Such decisions are very helpful for your mind. In Tibetan we call it tsam war 

gyu ("putting retreat"), which means you'll meet certain people if necessary) 
but no others. Even if your best friend turns up unexpectedly, you should not 
meet him or her. The more outside people you meet, the more samsaric infor
mation you collect, and you gain mental pollution instead of wiscjom. It is 
best not to talk to even the other people in your retreat until lunchtime, and 
then the conversation should be only about Dharma-not all your past expe
riences, future plans, or other gossip. If you are feeling very tense and need 
to talk to relax, as a kind of therapy, perhaps that is acceptable, but you should 
be careful not to waste your own energy or that of others. If there is some
thing urgent or important to say, you can write a note. 

You should be careful about what you read in retreat and avoid all samsaric 
literature completely: newspapers, magazines, novels, technical books, poetry, 
and astrological charts. Even certain Dharma books should be avoided during 
retreat. Those that deal with philosophical doctrine are too dry and may only 
add to your confusion and superstitions instead of enhancing the psychologi

cal process that retreat is supposed to be. You can read books on the graduated 
path or commentaries on the yoga method; however, even these should not 
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be read too much. Read only books that help you. Doing glance meditation 
on the graduated path during the breaks is especially useful because it directs 
your energy into the right channel. Sometimes in retreat your mind can veer 
toward extremes; the graduated path can bring you back to center. 

One of the most important preparations is your determinacion to succeed. 
You should feel, "I am so fortunate to have this perfect human life in which 
I have the opponunity to receive the everlasting blissful realizations ofHeruka 
Vajrasattva. Therefore no matter what samsaric experiences I have during 
this retreat, be they good or bad, I shall control my mind." Thus whether you 
experience samsaric happiness or difficulties, you do not overreact but take 
the middle way. 

For example, one morning you might wake up with a headache and think 
that you are too sick to go to the session. A little headache won't kill you! You 
are here for retreat. That means you have to exercise control. You can med
itate with a headache. Or perhaps a beautiful, ego-breaking present from your 
parents suddenly arrives, and you lose control and get very excited: "Wow! 
I've been waiting for this for more than a year; I must take it right away." You 
should not do this. Do not get excited. It doesn't matter; have control. 

WHAT TO EAT 

One of the most important things you can do to ensure the success of your 
retreat is to stay healthy. Some people think, "Oh, I'm doing Dharma; I don't 
need anything." That's wrong. When you're in retreat trying to develop 
Dharma wisdom, it makes more sense to feed yourself even better than you 
normally do-and you know how much you usually need to take care of 
your samsaric body. Some people equate retreat with what they imagine to 
be asceticism: uncomfortable conditions, an unhealthy environment, poor 
food, feeling hungry<and thirsty, not sleeping, wearing rags, and so forth. 
This is completely wrong. First, these are not the signs of asceticism. Sec
ond, tantric yoga has the methods of transforming all pleasures and comforts 
into the rapid path to enlightenment. Therefore, as long as you can use it 
wisely, you can have whatever you like. You should stay in a clean, healthy 
place, have a beautiful blissful room, a comfortable seat, a good place to sleep, 
and plenty of good food. Treat yourself with respect-after all, you are 
Heruka Vajrasattva! Offer yourself nice clothes and eat well. 

This does not mean you should overeat. When you are doing a kriya tantra 
retreat, the food restrictions are quite inflexible. In a highest yoga tantra 
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retreat you have a bit more latitude but should still avoid what we call "black" 
foods-meat (especially chicken, pork, and fish), eggs, garlic, onions, and 
radish. Garlic is very heavy and disturbs your nervous system either by mak
ing it feel too full or by causing too much movement within it. If the onions 
are not too strong, they're probably okay. The problem with radish is that it 
causes ga5 and makes you break wind. Fruit and vegetables are good, as are 
so-called "white" foods like milk, yogurt, and cheese, which are considered 
pure. The food you eat should be clean and healthy. You should not accept 
food from people suffering from contagious diseases, like tuberculosis. You 
can also have muesli, chocolate, and even Vegemite, which, despite its color, 
is not a black food! Some people like to fast during retreat; however, in a 
long retreat you should fast with moderation. 

If you do not eat properly, there is the danger that your nervous system and 
the energy winds of your body will become disturbed. A strong retreat itself 
has the tendency to do this, and a poor diet compounds the risk. Such dis
turbances manifest as nervous breakdowns, "spacing out," or physical pains, 
especially in the heart chakra. Sometimes you will get pain in the heart 
because your visualization of the nectar that rushes down from Vajrasattva's 
heart into your central channel is too concrete. You are concentrating strongly 
at your heart and think that something physical is hitting it. This is a funda
mental error, but it is much easier to develop such symptoms if you do not 
take care of your health. 

Sometimes retreaters experience so much bliss and 'joy in a session that 
they want to keep going without food. This is the baby mind speaking
don't trust it. Take your meals as scheduled. While breakfast and lunch are 
fine, there's a question about whether or not you should eat dinner. It's bet
ter to avoid eating in the evening because a full stomach impairs concentra
tion. It depends on the individual-we're all different. Some people can eat 
only a little at a time; for them, I'd say dinner is okay. Those who can man
age a good breakfast and lunch should keep the evening meal very light or, 
preferably, skip it altogether. Be flexible; food is not all that important. Just 
stay healthy. 

Sometimes people take the eight Mahayana precepts during retreat. 8 On 
those days, of course, you can't have breakfast or dinner. You can choose 
whether to take them every day or not; it's up to you. In my opi~ion the best 
days to take them are the full and new moon days. Taking precepts gives you 
great energy and is another excellent way of taking action to purify yourself. 
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CLEANING THE RETREAT PLACE 

Since you are going to clean yourself inside, you should also clean your exter
nal environment. To give yourself the best chance of success you must keep 
environmental distractions to a minimum. You have to create an environment 

that suits your needs. When you do worldly business, you set up your office 
in a certain way. Since your business is now retreat, you should act accordingly. 

The meditation room should be comfortable, clean, and very tidy. Do not 

leave things lying all over the place; their disorderly vibration will agitate your 
mind. Nor should you distract your mind by having objects of attachment in 
your room. No animals, including dogs, should be allowed to enter. After 
cleaning your room you can sprinkle it with saffron, sandalwood, rose water, 

or any other kind of perfume. Instead of putting perfuine·on your body with 
attachment, put it around the retreat room-just walking into the room 
becomes a completely blissful experience. You should also sprinkle some 

blessed inner-offering nectar around the room. This should all be done before 
you start retreat and then again every morning. Similarly, the room in which 
you sleep should not be decorated with pictures or other objects that stimu

late your delusions. 

THE MEDITATION SEAT 

The next thing to do is arrange your meditation seat. It should be as com
fortable as possible; you should feel as though you could sit there for twenty
four hours without a break, experiencing only bliss. The seat should not be 
flat; rather, you should have a small pillow beneath your buttocks, making 
them higher than your knees. This will help you keep your back straight and 
prevent you from getting pins and needles in your legs. A thin, lumpy, 
uncomfortable sear.does not necessarily signify renunciation. 

Beneath the seat there should be a right-pointing swastika drawn on the 
floor in chalk or rice, or on a piece of paper. The swastika is an ancient Indian 
symbol of auspiciousness. The word comes from the Sanskrit svasti, which 
means well-being. It also symbolizes the indestructible, or vajra, seat that 
Buddha sat upon at Bodhgaya when he became enlightened. The buddhas of 
this fortunate eon attain enlightenment at Bodhgaya. Since we ourselves are 
retreating in order to reach enlightenment, we too should have a vajra seat, 
not an up-and-down, here-today-gone-tomorrow, yo-yo seat. If you're in a 
boat, you follow the rise and fall of the ocean's movement. Your meditation 
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seat should not be like that. Since we cannot put an actual vajra beneath our 
seat, we use this symbolic representation. The combination of an indestruc
tible seat with an indestructible, pure, enlightened attitude makes your retreat 

really worthwhile. 
You can also put rwo kinds of grass under your seat. One is kusha grass, the 

grass that some Indian brooms are made of. Two bits of this can be arranged 
so that their tips point toward the center of the swastika from the back, their 
stems pointing backward. At Bodhgaya, Buddha sat on a cushion of kusha 
grass. Using the same grass reminds us of Lord Buddha's meditation experi
ences, especially his decision to remain seated on that grass until he reached 
enlightenment, no matter how diffkult it was or how many hardships he had 
to bear. Kusha grass is composed of hundreds of slender strands, all lying 

parallel, orderly, close together, and pointing the one way. It symbolizes 
strong, single-pointed concentration and clear visualization-all your energy 
flowing in one direction. 

The other kind of grass is called tsadurwa in Tibetan; it is like couch or 
kikuyu grass. This is arranged in the same way as the kusha grass, rwo bits 
pointing in toward the center of the swastika from the back. The pieces you 
choose should have as many joints as possible. This type of grass is considered 
auspicious for a long life. 

Once you have arranged your seat, you should hot move it for any reason. 
Westerners always want to shake out their cushions or leave them in the sun, 
but in retreat this is not allowed. Do not move your seat to another part of 
the room once the retreat has started. You have to control your schizophrenic 
mind. 

In a group retreat there should be plenty of space berween one person and 
the next. You don't have to squash up like Tibetans in puja. I remember a stu
dent once having trouble because he put his seat on a damp section of the 
floor, and his small carpet became moldy and rotted. Therefore it is impor
tant to be careful at the beginning, when you are first deciding where to put 
your seat. 

At home you should also try to have a special meditation seat, preferably 
not in your bedroom, which tends to have a strong samsaric vibration. If you 
can set up a shrine in a separate room or in a quiet corner of your house and 
use it only for meditation, it will help you a lot. The Dharma trip and the 
samsara trip are completely different-unless you have a great realization of 
bodhichitta, they don't go together at all. 
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In front of you there should be a small table for your vajra (dorje), bell 
(drilbu), damaru drum, kapala, and, if you need it, sadhana text. The kapala 
contains the inner-offering liquid, which is usually black tea with a special, 
blessed inner-offering pill dissolved in it. However in a group retreat it is not 
necessary for everyone to have these things. It's enough if just one or two of 
the retreaters have them. If you don't have an actual dorje and bell, a draw
ing of them will do. 

THE ROSARY 

You should have a special rosary that you use only in retreats and do not 
allow other people to see. This rosary should be treated with great respect. 
Some retreats require you to use a rosary made of bone or some other specific 
substance. It should not be worn around your wrist or neck, and once the 
retreat has started, it should not be taken out of the room-leave it on your 
table. You must never take your rosary into the bathroom. Before the retreat 
starts, the rosary should be blessed by a lama, and each morning, at the begin
ning of the first session, you should bless it with the mantra OM RUTSIRA 

MANI PRAWA TAYA HUM. Say this mantra seven times and blow on the rosary. 

How to arrang~ tlu altar 
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ARRANGING THE ALTAR 

After you have cleaned the room, arrange your altar. Put your image of 
Heruka Vajrasattva on the altar, or, if it is a picture, hang it on the wall above. 
You should not put other images on your altar. During this retreat Heruka 
Vajrasattva is the most important deity-your manifestation of universal real
ity. You don't need any others. 

Ideally you should use three different offering cakes (tonnas)! In Tibet we 
used to make these out of roasted barley flour (tsampa), but in the West you 
can use chocolate, candy, biscuits, cake, or other foods instead. 

The main torma (shown at the top) is your offering to Heruka Vajrasattva. 
You bless it with the blissful transcendental wisdom ofVajrasattva through 
the methods of tantric yoga. Leave it on your altar until the end of your 
retreat. 10 when this torma is made of tsampa, a little alcohol is usually added, 

which by its nature has the energy of expansion and development. This sym
bolizes the meditator's development of kundalini energy through the yoga 
method. 11 The second torma (shown immediately below the first) is for the 
special wrathful protector of Heruka, who pacifies all uncontrolled energy. 
Once you place it on your altar, you should not remove it until you have fin
ished your retreat. 12 

No matter where you retreat, there will be local deities, or spirits (shi-dak), 
who possess or control that place. To prevent them from taking offense. at 
your intrusion and causing you harm, it is necessary to make an offering to 

them. Again, this does not have to be a Tibetan torma (as shown just to the 
right of the second torma above) but can be rice or any of the other things 
mentioned before. It also stays on your altar for the duration of your retreat. 13 

Visualize your offering as whatever those sentient beings would need and 
enjoy, and feel that you are also offering your body and speech to these beings, 
sacrificing yourself for the sake of all sentient beings. 

As you make the offering think, "Please let me do here what I have to do: 
purifY myself and gain wisdom and compassion for the sake of all sentient 
beings. I am not trying to take this place away from you; I am just using it 
for a short time. Therefore please do not worry or be angry, jealous, or afraid. 
Please have compassion, help me, and do not interfere. Take this offering 
and anything else you need." Visualize that the spirits take the offering, are 
very happy and satisfied, and give you permission to use the place in safety. 
In the Hinayana sutras Buddha explained that before a monastery is built 
permission should be sought from the spirits who own the land, trees, and 
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other things at that place. Without these offerings, the spirits may get angry 
and harm us physically or mentally. 

Offering bowls, candles, butter lamps or other light offerings, flowers, and 
food should also be placed on your altar. Change the water and make fresh 
light and incense offerings before each session. The light you offer symbol
izes the inner light of wisdom that you are trying to develop; incense repre
sents your pure morality. 

Why do we offer so much water? It's not because Vajrasattva is always 
thirsty; there's no such thing as a deity actually taking your offerings. No, the 
problem is our miserliness. We usually give with the spirit of attachment; 
this sneaky spirit is somehow completely unified with our gift. Water is so 

freely available that when you offer it, you don't grasp at it, and in this way 
you get used to giving without attachment or expectation. Therefore offer
ing water is very useful: it costs you nothing, and you get great benefit for just 

a little work. Also, water has many precious qualities and contains the energy 
of all kinds of precious jewels. 14 Bless the water you offer with the mantra OM 

AH HUM, which symbolizes Vajrasattva's enlightened body, speech, and mind. 

Although it looks like you're putting water on your altar, because of the 
blessed transformation, you are actually offering the blissful nectar of tran
scendental wisdom and compassion. 

As I mentioned before, it is highly beneficial to make physical offerings as 
often as you can. The lazy mind will say, "Real offerings are internal; I don't 
need to go through the ritual of making all these external offerings on the 
altar." Don't be fooled by laziness-it is much better for you to engage in the 
action of giving. The only exception to this is if you are completely in 
samadhi. Spending your time absorbed in single-pointed concentration may 
be more important. When you have plenty of time to do other things but no 

time to make a decent altar, it shows how misconceived your samsaric value 
judgments really are .• 

A small portion of your food or drink should be blessed and offered on the 
altar before you take it yourself. Offer a little of your morning tea in a small 
bowl and a portion of your lunch on a plate. This is very useful for loosen
ing attachment and developing the perfection of generosiry. 

At the end of the day, the food you have offered can be taken off the altar 
and eaten the next day. You do not have to restrict your offerings to the mate
rial ones I have been talking about. You can transform them mentally into 

infinite offerings of the best kinds of nectar, flowers, incense, lights, per
fumes, food, sound, and so forth. Along with these, offer everything else in 
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the universe transformed into sublime blissful offerings, as we do when we 
offer a mandala. 

There are many disciplines that help preserve the pure energy of retreat. You 
shouldn't take things in and out of the meditation room, especially your 
rosary and ritual implements, such as your vajra and bell. Animals and those 
not in retreat should not enter the meditation room. No one else should sleep 
in your bed or sit on your meditation seat. You cannot take your seat outside 
to air or clean it; all you can do is brush it off. You should not touch weapons 

or put knives, arrows, and so forth in your mouth. You should not use oth
ers' plates, cups, and cutlery or allow them to .use yours. And one of the worst 
things you can do is to fight with other members of the group. That really 
breaks the retreat. 

There are also many things that you can do during retreat. In a group, 
"karma yoga" is good. Each person has a little work to do, helping the 
Dharma center or serving the other members. All this should be worked out 
before the retreat starts and rosters drawn up so that everyone knows what his 
or her job is. People are needed to clean the meditation room and arrange the 
altar before each session. Help may be needed in the kitchen or with serving 
food. Some people might like to do gardening. Others might like to transcribe 
tapes or edit teachings for publication. These activities are good and help 
keep you balanced, but while doing them, you must maintain the mindful
ness that I have already described. 

During the breaks you can also do other practices: your daily commit
ments, prostrations, and so forth. You can also recite Vajrasattva mantras, 
but remember, these don't count toward your retreat total. 

All these practices may not be the most important thing you can do, but 
they are very useful in your spiritual development. 
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THE DAILY SCHEDULE 

I N GENERAL it is best to start your retreat with sessions of an hour's duration 
at the most. These are recommended because, if a session is short, you will 

do it well. Sessions in which you are alert and your concentration is strong 
are.obviously better than ones in which your mind is tired and sleepy. We 
have been asleep for countless lives, now it's time to wake up! 

The length of sessions throughout a retreat should resemble the shape of 

a grain of barley: pointed at the ends and wide in the middle. Thus sessions 
at the beginning and end of a retreat should be short and those in the mid

dle, longer. As your retreat progresses and your meditation gains in strength, 
you gradually increase the length of the sessions. Toward the end of the 
retreat, as you prepare to face the world once more, shorten them again. If you 
finish your retreat still doing long, intensive sessions, your first contact with 
the outside world may upset you or make you sick. The vibration will be too 
.different from what you have been experiencing. 

Short sessions give you much energy. You may not want to stop meditat
ing when the session reaches an end; nonetheless, you should. If you stop 

meditating only when you are exhausted, you will have no enthusiasm for the 
next session. The mere sight of your medication cushion will nauseate you. 
This is obviously not good. Or, as I mentioned before, you might feel so 
blissful and energetic.that you want to continue meditating all day. If you do 
that, the next day you will almost certainly feel the opposite and not want to 
medicate at all. Gradually increasing the length of your sessions ensures that 
you always finish with an alert mind eager for more meditation. Treat your 
baby mind wisely. 

One Tibetan lama recommended eighteen sessions a day! Perhaps we could 

begin with a more modest eight. Get up early enough to ensure that your first 
session finishes before sunrise. Take a coffee break and do another session 
before breakfast. Between breakfast and lunch you can do two more sessions 

separated by a fifteen-minute break. After lunch you can rest, work, study 
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teachings on the graduated path or the Heruka Vajrasattva commentary, or 
do your daily commitments and other meditations. Then you can do two 

more sessions separated by a fifteen-minute break before afternoon tea. After 
tea do another session, have dinner, and do the final session of the day. The 
best time to conduct a discussion group is after lunch, prior to the first after
noon session. It should definitely not be after or instead of the last session of 
the day. That is the wrong time to stimulate discursive thought. Of course 
this is just a rough guide. As sessions get longer, there will be fewer each day. 

By the middle of the retreat you could be doing four sessions a day: one 

before sunrise, one between breakfast and lunch, one between lunch and din
ner, and the last one after that. However you should not be in session at sun

rise, noon, sunset, or midnight. At those times the changes in the vibrations 
of the external environment affect your nervous system, automatically caus

ing your mind to be distracted. Therefore, you should avoid meditating dur

ing these periods. 
Tibetan monks would rise at ~o or three in the morning when in retreat. 

However in hot countries it is difficult to do without sleep. Since you are not 
used to this kind of discipline, if you get up too early, you will get tired very eas
ily and that will spoil your meditation. You should stay healthy and do your 
sleeping in bed, not on your meditation cushion. Whatever you do, do it well. 

In conclusion, it is best not to push yourself unreasonably. You cannot 
imitate Milarepa-don't even try. Be comfortable and relaxed, take your 
retreat easy, and make it worthwhile. 

jUST BEFORE THE SESSION 

Washing. Before each session you should clean your teeth and wash your 
body. If you cannot wash your whole body, you should at least wash your 
face, neck, arms, armpits, and feet. This will prevent your mind from getting 
sluggish and sleepy during the session. Having washed, you wake up, feel 
more comfortable, and are able to meditate with fully awakened wisdom. 

Coming on time. Make sure that you come into the meditation room at 
least five minutes before the start of the session, especially if it is your job to 
arrange the altar. Do not rush in, out of breath, puffing and sweating just as 
the session is about to begin. Come in slowly and mindfully, do three pros
trations, and sit down gently. Collect and calm your mind. Think: "On this 

seat I shall purify myself completely in order to attain the enlightened state of 
Vajrasattva for the sake of all mother sentient beings." Then, with awareness, 
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purifY your nervous system with the blessed inner offering. Dip the tip of the 
ring finger of your left hand into the inner offering in your kapala, touch it to 

your tongue, and feel the blessed energy flowing throughout your nervous sys
tem, purifYing it of all negativity and filling you with blissful wisdom. 

Do not disturb others. Do not talk to or disturb the members of your group 
when you come into the meditation room. It is best to keep the meditation 
room a silent area for the duration of the retreat. If you have things to do in 
the room, such as cleaning or arranging the altar, do them without involving 
others. 

Arranging the altar. As I said before, make fresh offerings before each ses
sion. In a group retreat I recommend that you make an offering of five can

dles or butter lamps each time. Make your offerings with the pure, sincere 
thought that, "I am making this offering for the everlasting, blissful, divine 
wisdom ofHeruka Vajrasattva to grow within me so that I will be able to lead 

all mother sentient beings to the discovery of this realization in their own 
minds." 

BEGINNING THE SESSION 

Once the session begins, there must be absolutely no talking in the medita
tion room. Start by taking refuge and generating bodhichitta with the prayers 
in the sadhana; but remember what I said before: taking refuge and generat
ing bodhichitta are states of mind beyond words; make sure your mind 
becomes one with them. When the prayers finish, do not go immediately to 
the breath-holding exercise, but stay a while in meditation on refuge and 
bodhichitta. If you combine these attitudes with your mind properly at the 
beginning of the session, their energy will pervade your entire practice, mak
ing it far more beneficial. 

SESSIONS IN GENERAL 

I have already stressed the great importance of single-pointed concentration 
during recitation of the mantra. This cannot be overemphasized. Most of the 

time our minds are fully occupied by superstitions and wrong conceptions 
that influence everything we do. -Be very careful to ensure that for the dura
tion of the retreat your mind is completely free of these delusions; otherwise, 
you shall not receive the realizations that you seek. This is even more impor
tant with respect to the session, and crucial while you are reciting the mantra. 
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You must also avoid other activities that might disturb the session, such as 
talking, eating, getting up from your seat, and leaving the room to go to the 
toilet. Make sure you go to the toilet before the start of the session. 

The great ancient yogi Padampa Sangye said that there are five things to 
which you must pay special attention if you want to do a perfect retreat. He 
said that if you do not take care of these, your retreat will be almost useless. 

The first is the power of body. During the session you must maintain your 
visualization of the deity continuously. If you lose it and allow your wrong 
conceptions' samsaric projection of yourself to arise-"! am so-and-so; I am 
hungry and thirsty"-you have lost the power of body. The second is the 
power ofspeech. If you speak during the session, you have directly interrupted 
this power. Next is the power of mind. You lose it as soon as your single
pointed concentration is broken. The fourth is the power of signs. During 
retreat signs appear in your mind. If you come i~to contact with people who 
are not in retreat, this power is lost. Finally, there is the power of energy: there 
are negative repercussions from letting people who are not in your retreat see 
the image of your deity or the blessed way in which you eat. Therefore, do 
not allow them to do so. 

We also talk about body, speech, and mind retreats. Body retreat means that 
you cut the connection with your deluded projections of your body. During 
retreat you are not allowed to lose the power of your body. For example when 

you are meditating on a samadhi female, you must not lose semen. 
Speech retreat means that you avoid any ordinary conversation, which only 

induces mental agitation. You must retain the power of speech, which will be 
explained below when we discuss mantra recitation. You are not even allowed 
to spit. 

Mind retreat means that you cut off all superstitions, the actions of the 
deluded mind. You keep the power of your mind by preventing any deluded, 
superstitious thoughts from arising. 

THESADHANA 

I have compiled a Heruka Vajrasattva sadhana for the purpose of retreat [see 
appendix r]. You can do it in English or Tibetan. If you do it in Tibetan, 
make sure you have the translation handy so that you will understand the 
meaning. You can do it in English, but somehow the Tibetan has a very good 
feeling and a kind of blessed energy associated with it. 15 
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MANTRA RECITATION 

The mantra of Heruka Vajrasattva is extremely powerful. Reciting it even 
once shakes the very foundations of your negativities. However, for it to be 
effective, you must say it very clearly; one mantra recited with perfect sound 
has more power than a hundred mumbled indistinctly. Each syllable should 
be arriculated cleanly, clearly, and smoothly, with a uniform rhythm and 
pitch. It should not be slurred or irregular, with some phrases fast and oth
ers slow, or some syllables high and others low. When you recite the mantra, 
whisper it quietly so that you can hear it, but the person sitting next to you 
cannot. Make sure your recitation doesn't disturb others. 

If you do this mantra properly-with single-pointed concentration and 
clear visualization-it becomes transcendent, transforming your body into 
the bliss-petvaded divine body, your speech into divine, blissful speech, and 
your mind into divine, blissful wisdom. If, on the other hand, your mind is 
occupied by negative energy, there is not much power in your retreat, and 
everything remains ordinary. Therefore you should know which factors, in 
addition to unclear recitation, prevent your mantra from becoming tran
scendent. 

To maintain awareness and to ensure that the mantras you count in your 
tally have all been said correctly, there are a number of penalties that you 
incur when certain faults interrupt your session. If you leave the room, get 
up from your seat, or speak, you cannot count any of the mantras in that ses
sion. Ideally once the session starts you should not move your legs at all. If 
you fall asleep, drop your rosary, lose concentration, get angry, or find your
self saying the wrong mantra, you cannot count any of the mantras that you 
recited on that round of the rosary. You have to go back to the first bead and 
start again. Losing concentration is one of the worst faults. All of a sudden 
you find that your mind has wandered back to your home, into a supermar
ket, or to a meeting with your friend; you must not allow these kinds of 
things to happen. 

If you break wind, there is a penalty of seven mantras: you must go back 
seven rosary beads and continue from there. Similarly there is a penalty of five 
if you cough, sneeze, clear your throat, blow your nose, hiccup, or belch dur
ing recitation of the mantra. The mantra blesses your speech and breath, so 
you should not waste this precious energy. You should also avoid wasting 
your breath by blowing out candles and lamps, blowing on fires, whistling, 
and so forth during your retreat. 
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There are two ways of deciding the length of a retreat: by time or bynum
ber of mantras.The length of a Vajrasattva retreat is usually three months or 
the time it takes to recite one hundred thousand mantras. Actually, you 
should increase the number of mantras you are committed to do in any retreat 
by ten percent to compensate for those recited badly. Thus in a Vajrasattva 
retreat you should recite one hundred and ten thousand mantras.'6 This can 

usually be done in three months. 
The problem with having a commitment to do a certain number of 

mantras is that you may become obsessed with the "score," which disturbs the 
peace of your retreat. It is better to do fewer mantras properly than to do 
more in a sloppy fashion. Of course, you can only count full rosaries of 
mantra and the mantras you recite in session toward the total, not those done 

during the breaks. 
I was once in a group retreat of one hundred monks in our refugee camp 

in West Bengal. We were committed to counting a certain number of 
mantras, and the retreat could not end until each monk had completed his 
total. One of the monks had great trouble articulating the mantra, and by the 
time the rest of us had finished he still had a long way to go. He was so 
embarrassed that he could not show his face, so he covered his head with his 
robes while he recited the remaining mantras. We had to sit there for about 
five days waiting for him to finish! I don't think his reaction was appropri
ate. Just reciting a certain number of mantras is not the point. You can do 
some other meditation instead. The important thing is to take advantage of 
the retreat situation and do what suits your individual needs.' 7 

ENDING THE SESSION 

At the end of the sadhana, just before the dedication, Heruka Vajrasattva 
dissolves into you and you become one with him. At this time, it is good to 
do a short glance meditation on the graduated path, such as Lama Tsong
khapa's Three Principles of the Path, Concise Meaning of the Stages of the Path, 
or The Foundation of All Excellence, all of which can be found in Geshe 
Wangyal's book The Door of Liberation. In a group retreat the leader reads the 
meditation aloud and everybody else meditates. After that, you dedicate your 
merits. Your dedication at the end of the day's last session should be partic
ularly strong. Then remain seated for a few more minutes, single-pointedly 
contemplating your blissful unity with Heruka Vajrasattva's holy body, 
speech, and mind, not allowing a single dualistic thought to arise. 
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BETWEEN SESSIONS 

FOR THE SERIOUS RETREATER the session breaks are just as important as the 
sessions themselves. Actually, session breaks should be sessions. You put 

so much effort into creating a beautiful environment in the meditation room 
and developing your mind during the sessions, so make sure that between ses
sions you do not destroy all that you have gained. During the sessions you 
have good concentration and feel blissful, but when you come out, you 
become unaware and ordinary. You are like someone who walks along a sandy 
beach trying to smooth out his footprints as he goes, while making new ones 
all the time. 

During the session you are concentrating fully on the deity, and your mun
dane thoughts cannot intrude-for that time your mind is free of them. You 
should maintain such concentrated awareness afrer the session, too. In this 
way you can totally eliminate your sarnsaric mind. The old habits are there, 
waiting for the chance to arise, so you have to be mindful not to give in to 
them. 

The short breaks should last at least fifteen minutes, giving you a chance 
to get some exercise-walk, stretch your legs, and relax your body. However, 
do not relax your gentle awareness; try to keep your mind even and stable, at 
the level you attained during the session. This is relatively easy in the short 
breaks, but much m6re difficult at mealtimes and at night. Therefore you 
should use the short breaks as opportunities to practice this kind of session 
break meditation. 

As I said before, at the end of the session, Heruka Vajrasattva dissolves 
into you, and you become inseparably one with him. Before you get up and 
leave the room, sit for a few minutes or more meditating on this blissful 
union-your body, speech, and mind being one with Heruka Vajrasattva's 
holy body, speech, and mind. You should have the clear appearance of your
self as the deity and the divine pride of being Vajrasattva himself. This is the 
concentration that you must maintain between sessions. You must never 
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think, "I am so-and-so; I am this or that," as your ego habitually projects. As 

soon as you srarno think that, problems begin. If you cannot maintain the 
thought, "I am Heruka Vajrasarrva," you should at least think, "I must attain 
the divine state ofHeruka Vajrasatrva as quickly as possible for the sole pur

pose of enlightening all sentient beings." 
Throughout the retreat you should feel highly fortunate to have the chance 

to practice this,highest tantric yoga method and to actualize the six tran

scendent perfections for the sake of all sentient beings. Realize with joy that 
for almost the first rime in your life you are doing something truly meaning
ful. If you analyze your life honestly you will see char most of it has been 
spent in an effort to satisfy your hallucinating, craving mind with illusory 
objects of the senses. Your dualistic misconceptions have never given you the 
rime or space to exercise your wisdom. 

From the moment you wake, craving coffee and other objects of the senses, 
to the moment you sleep, craving the pleasure of unconsciousness, your day 
is filled with acrionsmorivared by ignorant, grasping attachment. You enjoy 
without awareness the few small pleasures you find and believe that the illu
sory projections of your dualistic mind and the perceptions of your defiled 
senses are reality irs elf. You do nor allow your wisdom to function. Thus goes 
your life and thus it finishes, in misery. 

Now that you have the opportunity to change, it is imperative that you do 
nor waste a moment. Therefore you must remain aware throughout the entire 
day, nor only during sessions. If you feel that the time in the sessions is 
Dharma and chat all else is samsara, there is something wrong with your 
understanding. Tantric yoga is so powerful because it gives no time for sam
sara. There is no way that a proper tantric practitioner can say at one moment, 
"Now I'm practicing Dharma," and at another, "Now my actions are sam
saric." Tantra contains all the methods required ro transform every single 
action into Dharma wisdom. 

If you believe that meditation is Dharma and that eating, drinking, shop
ping, and so forth are samsara, then you will never be able to attain liberation. 
The amount of time you spend for what you believe to be Dharma, the path 
to liberation-meditation-will be negligible in comparison to rhe rest. 
However, if you are skillful in your application of wisdom and method, every
thing you do, even the things you consider worldly, can become the path to 
enlightenment. Thus, your whole life becomes tantric yoga, and there is no 
space for samsara. Once you have stopped your samsaric mind from func
tioning, it is impossible not to quickly attain perfect liberation. 
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In the Paramitayana, desire is considered bad. The Vinaya says, "You can
not do this; you must not touch that." Sometimes you feel that you cannot 
have even a drop of water. The powerful methods of tantric yoga see desire 
as just another resource on the rapid path to enlightenment. Any pleasures 
that you have are transformed into experiences of the blissful wisdom of the 
deity. You should not feel guilty because you are enjoying the things you 
have or because others don't have them. Guilt does not help anyone. 

Enjoy with bliss whatever you do. When you eat and drink, bless the food 
and drink with the mantra OM AH HUM, thereby transforming it into the 
narure of the holy body, speech, and mind ofHeruka Vajrasattva. Offer it to 
yourself, identified as the deity. Feel the blissful energy of the blessed sub
stances pervade your entire nervous system. If you do this with wisdom, it can 
help quickly bring you the realizations of transcendent bliss. If you eat and 
drink only with desire and interpret the experience in an ordinary way, you 
will1 have a very samsaric experience. It all depends upon your mind. When 
you go to sleep, do not allow your ego's projection of yourself to arise, but 
sleep feeling blissfully, one with Heruka Vajrasatrva. When you wash, visu
alize yourself as Vajrasattva and think, "Heruka Vajrasatrva's holy body is 
free from all defilements, but I am washing to purify my dualistic mind." 

Your view of yourself is usually projected by your ego. Between sessions 
you have to recognize yourself instead as the manifestation of blissful tran
scendent wisdom, Heruka Vajrasatrva. Whatever you perceive is from the 
perspective of this nondual mind and is in the nature of nonduality. In this 
sphere of nonduality the whole world passes by. It is almost like a television 
show. The world is no longer concrete in appearance; therefore, it cannot 
disturb you. It seems like an illusion or a dream. Thus you should determine 
that whatever appears to your senses is not real, contrary to what you have 
always believed. When you see others, you should see them not in their ordi
nary form but in the' aspect of Heruka Vajrasatrva. Treat them with the 
utmost respect. 

RETREAT IN GENERAL 

You may have thought that retreat was easy. Now you can see that, if done 
properly, it is not. However it is worth doing strictly: the more strictly you 
retreat, the better the results you can obtain. Retreat is the only way to really 
transform your mind, since in retreat you are putting the teachings into 
action, not merely collecting more information. With transformation, the 
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solution to your problems comes. You become the Heruka Vajrasattva 

method-you are not here looking at the printed sadhana there. When there 
is that kind of separation, your mind may start telling you, "You are a West
erner; this is Tibetan ... why are you doing this?" All sorts of doubts will arise. 

When you practice and achieve results, there is no doubt. 
Our minds are somewhat crazy and out of control; therefore, we need to 

treat them firmly. However, change must be sought voluntarily, gently, and 
skillfully. Sometimes retreaters are unskillful. They imagine that they are 
great ascetic meditators and want to become famous for their efforts. They 

change their appearances and push themselves until their nervous systems 
explode. You cannot change your mind as simply as you change your clothes. 

Discipline yourselves wisely. 
If you want your retreat to be successful, you should have the right attitu~e 

toward it. You should not feel that it is some kind of prison sentence during 
which you are locked up, unable to go to the movies, see friends, converse 
freely, and so forth. In5tead you should feel joyful and fortunate that you 
have the chance to do something highly beneficial for yourself and others, a 

rare opportunity that you have not had before and may not have again. All 
the same, you should not expect Heruka Vajrasattva to appear to you and say, 
"My son ... my daughter .... " This is unrealistic and a hindrance to your med
itation. You should be relaxed while maintaining the strong determination 
that, "On this seat I am going to actualize the yoga method ofHeruka Vajra
sattva. Until I have received the signs of success I shall not break this retreat." 

Be kind to yourself. When you do a good session, pat yourself on the back 
and congratulate yourself. Offer yourself good food as a reward! If you do 
badly, scold yourself gently and make yourself promise to try harder. Make 
sure you get enough sleep. It is much better to sleep properly at night and do 
strong sessions than to fall asleep while trying to meditate. 

If you experience many hindrances during your retreat, you can do a 

Mahakala protector puja or emphasize meditation on shunyata, which is actu
ally the best protection. You should recognize bad signs and bad dreams as 
illusory and not read too much into them. Keep a written record of whatever 
good or bad experiences you have. Later this will be useful both for you, as a 
reminder of what happened in your retreat, and for others who will be doing 
this retreat in future. 

If you do this retreat conscientiously, observing all the strict conditions 
laid out above, it is guaranteed that you will receive signs of realization. The 
sadhana has been specially arranged to lead your mind gradually, so that by 
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the time you reach the mantra recitation, your mind is naturally focused. 
You cannot jump straight into single-pointedness; you have to build up to it. 
If you do this properly and observe all the other disciplines described, there 
will be signs-if not during the day, then in your dreams at night. Not that 
you should be expecting them. Just relax in the certainty that you are extract
ing the essence from your precious human life and feel highly fortunate to be 
doing something that is not dedicated to samsaric pleasure. Do your best 
without pushing yourself. When signs come, be detached, steady, and con
trolled, and do not grasp at them emotionally. Do not tell others about or 
brag of your realizations. Be simple, humble, down-to-earth, and practical. 
Life is much easier that way. 

GROUP RETREAT 

In my observations ofW estern students over many years I've noticed that they 
are more successful when they do group retreats than when they retreat alone. 
This may not apply to all students, but it certainly does to most. Especially 
when stu4ents are new to retreat, or when the retreat is a long one of, say, 
three months, it is better to retreat with a group. When you are alone, it is 
too easy not to follow the schedule. One day your meditation might be going 
well, so you will try to meditate all day and not stick to the sessions. The 
next day you will be down and unable to do any meditation. One morning 
you may feel tired and skip the first session to sleep in. Perhaps your leg or 
head might hurt, so you'll make another excuse not to go. These things don't 
happen when you are a member of a group because you have a responsibil
ity to the others to attend all sessions. 

In a group retreat everybody benefits from shared energy-you help each 
other. If you are feeling depressed you consult your friend, whose sympa
thetic advice restores Y"U. When someone else is having some difficulty that 
you have experienced and overcome, you can explain what should be done. 
We are not completely srup'id; in fact, we can be of significant help to each 
other. Therefore I recommend group retreat until you have had enough expe
rience to retreat alone. 

CONCLUSION 

If you get the chance-or make the time-to retreat, you are extremely for
tunate. Few things are as beneficial. With strong renunciation of samsara, 
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you will realize that you have been everywhere, done everything, and that it's 
useless to do the same old things again and again, getting absolutely nowhere. 
That realization stops your mind from wandering. If you find yourself in 
retreat dreaming of your hometown or some other desirable place, you can 
tell yourself, "I know what I'll do ifi go back there. I've been doing it for life
times. Essentially, there's nothing new. Why keep getting caught in that old, 

crazy samsaric trip?" 
Therefore, by recognizing the nature of samsara and having the enthusi

astic determinacion to completely cut irs root, you will have no expectation 
of pleasure from worldly things. Even if you~ best friend shows up, "Hey, 
come on! Let's go out and have a great time," you can say, "Sorry. I've had 
enough of all that." 

You're not just emotionally locking yourself away. Rather, with strong 
wisdom, you are really renouncing samsara. You know the sort of nonsense 
you're likely to get involved in with your family and friends, so you generate 
the strong motivation: ''I'm not going to break this retreat until I have uni
fied my body, speech, and mind with Heruka Vajrasattva." 

We often do things halfheartedly. This is because our minds are split. 
When opposing mental tendencies come into conflict, we are susceptible to 
a nervous breakdown. So you need to know very clearly why you are retreat
ing and to make sure that your motivation is strong. You should feel that it 
is necessary and worthwhile, and that you are extremely fortunate to have 
the opportuniry to do it. You are so blessed to have the chance to retreat, act
ing for once under the strong influence of wisdom instead of constantly run
ning from one thing to another, touching honey. Do you know what I mean 
by touching honey? When you touch honey, it tends to stick to your fingers 
and to everything else you touch. It makes a mess, and it is very difficult to 
get rid of. Samsaric actions are a lot like that. 

Therefore start your retreat with great determination and no expectations. 
It doesn't matter whether or not you receive all the realizations of enlighten
ment. It's enough that you are trying to control your mind and relax in this 
peaceful, tranquil atmosphere. To reach this conclusion just once is the result 
of great fortune. All samsaric trips are a complete waste of time; they produce 
only more and more problems. If you are deeply aware of the nature of sam
saric life, you will have no obstacles or distractions during your retreat. But 
if you are halfhearted, your mind will wander and bother you constantly: 
"Oh, ifi were back home, I could be going out to dinner and the movies with 
my girlfriend .... " 
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To the samsaric way of thinking, that's having a good time. In fact, it is just 
confusion. Check it out with wisdom. Even though you say, "I had a great 
time," if you are honest, you will admit that it was just another old samsaric 
trip. We have had these experiences over countless lives, but our minds are 
still ignorant, out of control, and undisciplined. 

Therefore, don't be halfhearted. Cut off the wandering, confused mind 
by generating strong, enthusiastic motivation: "I am extremely fortunate to 
have come to the conclusion, at least this once, that it is worthwhile to dis
cipline my body, speech, and mind, and to have the opportunity to deci
sively put myself on the path of perfect peace." 

When you take your seat before each session, you can think, "For the sake 
of all mother sentient beings, I must attain enlightenment on this very seat. 
I shall not move from it until I am one with Guru Heruka Vajrasattva." 





PART 3 

Discourses 





IO-- No Negativity Cannot Be Completely Purified 

THE MOMENT THE SUN RISES, the darkness of the night vanishes auto
matically. Similarly, when the light of wisdom appears in your mind, 

the dark shadow of ignorance naturally disappears. 
Whenever you are depressed, anxious, or afraid, your view of the world 

becomes more distorted than ever, and your wrong conceptions multiply. 
Whenever your confused, dissatisfied mind arises, you become foggy and 
unclear. Even if you are outside in the sun or under a spotlight, there is dark
ness in your mind. 

Therefore, it is highly beneficial to practice such a powerful tantric method 
as the yoga ofHeruka Vajrasattva, which facilitates the growth of wisdom in 
your mind. 

Most spiritual practitioners have taken vows and commitments as part of 
their religious practice. Those who lack wisdom feel that when they have bro
ken some of their promises, they have done something irreversibly negative 
and become permanent sinners: "Oh, I promised not to do that, and now I've 
gone and broken my vow! Now I'll never be saved." That's a big misconcep
tion. All relative phenomena in the realm of the senses are impermanent, 
changing all the time. By their nature, they will cease of their own accord. 

Another misconception is the depressed thought that you are hopeless. 
"Try as I might, I am always making mistakes." That's not true. Nobody is 
completely negative. :We all have a positive side and a negative side. 

In his Vajrayana teachings, the Buddha explained that although the root 
infractions of tantra are the highest vows of all, even they can be restored 
when broken. Such transgressions are extremely negative, but since they are 
psychological phenomena, they can be purified. 

In his Vinaya teachings, which are part of the Sutrayana path, the Buddha 
taught that there are certain unwholesome actions, such as murder, that can
not be fully purified in this lifetime. Thus, if you have broken one of the five 
precepts, you might feel that you have become permanently stained and get 
terribly upset. But you must remember that Lord Buddha gave his numerous 
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different teachings according to the varying psychological needs of his many dis
ciples. Surra teachings were given to followers of a certain level of intelligence. 

In the Vajrayana, the Buddha taught that there is no negativity that can
not be completely purified by the powerful methods of tanrric yoga. Thus, 
you should never feel that because you have broken your vows or, for exam
ple, committed one of the so-called five inexpiable sins, you are a hopeless sin

ner beyond redemption.•• 
On the other hand, you should not rationalize that just because any neg

ativity can be purified, you are free to do whatever you like. A broken cup can 
be repaired, but it's never the same as it was. Therefore, even though your 
vows and commitments can be restored when breached, it is betterto keep 

them intact. 
The best way to practice the Heruka Vajrasattva purification is in a three

month retreat, during which you recite the mantra one hundred thousand 
times. I usually ask students who want to take the Heruka Vajrasatrva initi
ation to make a three-month retreat commitment. Also, it is easier for them 
to do this in the East than in the West, where the busy environment makes 
it almost impossible to find the time. 

The retreat should be conducted under the right conditions, as explained 
in the retreat section of this book. Very few, if any, students have been able 
to follow these instructions to the letter. It is very difficult to adhere strictly 
to the ideal retreat discipline. Nonetheless, many conscientious and sincere 
Westerners have tried to do so, and although their concentration may not 
have been that strong, their three-month retreat has definitely changed their 
minds for the better. 

Therefore, it is of great benefit to undertake this retreat, but make sure that 
the conditions you create are conducive to success. If I'm sitting here and 
someone is poking me with a needle, saying, "Come on, Lama, meditate, 
meditate," it's impossible. In the same way, it is hard to retreat in the mid
dle of a city vibrating with the energy of aggression and desire. That's why 
Tibetan lamas always tried to find peaceful, isolated settings for their retreats. 
Good vibrations automatically help your practice. 

If you can practice the Vajrasattva yoga method according to this com
mentary, there is no doubt that you will receive a most powerful purification. 
Why do you lack knowledge-wisdom and realizations? Because your mind is 
thickly clouded with the negative vibrations of delusion. The heavy obstacle 
of your ego concepts and an emotional inability to cope with problems allow 
no space. Wisdom cannot grow in this unclear atmosphere. 
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The Mahayana tradition emphasizes a combination of purifying and wis
dom-generating meditations, rather than a preponderance of one over the 
other. When you purify the obscuring hindrances, your innate wisdom has a 
chance to develop. Thus, far from being contradictory, meditations on the 
graduated path and Vajrasattva purification are in complete harmony, and if 
you practice them together, you will quickly gain realizations. 

Of course, I understand that not everyone is able to find the right cir
cumstances for a three-month retreat at this time. Each of us has prior com
mitments and responsibilities according to his or her individual karma. If 
you can't commit yourself to the retreat, you shouldn't take the initiation 
and then feel as if you're somehow a prisoner of the Dharma. Lord Buddha's 
teachings are for freedom, not bondage! And those of you who cannot devote 
yourselves to intensive practice should not feel inferior to those who can. You 
have to accept your present situation. The time will come when you will be 
able to find an ideal retreat situation. At that time you can take the Vajrasattva 
initiation with a three-month retreat commitment. Don't feel that you are 
unlucky or bad. It's not true. You are still very fortunate. You can maintain 
a daily practice on the graduated path to liberation, and do shorter retreats 
as time permits. 

To develop your loving kindness, you can do Avalokiteshvara retreat. For 
wisdom, you can retreat on Maiijushri. To overcome weakness and feelings 
of inadequacy, you can do Vajrapani retreat. There are many different retreats 
you can do according to your need. Retreats are like therapy. In the West, 
when you are sick you get therapy to cure. your illness. Retreats are similar: 
you put yourself into a certain situation depending upon what the particular 
problem is. That's why I say that retreat is like medicine: an antidote to both 
the disease and its symptoms. 

Why is purification so powerful? Because your wisdom and method are 
powerful. There is not .some supreme power up in the sky washing your sins 
away. Power comes from your mental approach, the psychological key to the 
yoga method. 

As I said before, the Heruka Vajrasattva tantric yoga method can purify the 
worst negativitiesyou can imagine, including broken tantric, bodhisattva, and 
pratimoksha vows. It also purifies the symptoms of dissatisfaction, such as 
anxiety neuroses, inferiority complexes, and arrogant pride. Therefore, when
ever you find you have broken your vows you should not get emotionally 
upset and feel hopeless or depressed. That's not wise. Instead, just be aware of 
what has happened, understand the interdependence of your uncontrolled 
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negative mind and the conditions that caused you to break your vows, and 

skillfully apply the methods of purification. 
You can learn a lot from such experiences. Analyze your mind. Intellectually, 

you do not want to do things that you have vowed not to do, but your uncon
trolled mind interacts with the conditions and forces you to do them. Hence, 

you can understand your karma and see how powerful it is. You know from 
your studies on the graduated path that your precious human rebirth gives you 
the potential to do anything. How can you feel hopeless or depressed? 

Do not belittle the teachings on the graduated path, thinking that they 
are too simple for you, the great practitioner of tantra. They are not at all sim
ple but really most profound. This is not the hyperbole of a true believer but 
a scientific fact that you can prove for yourself by understanding and prac
ticing the graduated path. In this way you can extract the essence from your 
precious human life, and instead of degenerating, you can progress. It is 
entirely in your own hands. 

When you understand the graduated path clean-clear, you can see the ben
efits of purification retreat. At that time you are ready and qualified for such 
a retreat. If you don't know who or what you are, you can't practice even the 
graduated path properly, let alone the profound methods of tantric yoga. 

Once you understand the nature of your life and the possibilities offered 
you by Dharma practice, you can choose your direction with wisdom instead 
of blindly following your ignorant wrong conceptions, as you've been doing 
for countless lives. You can choose your future because you now know how 
to create its causes. The past is finished, done with. What's the use of getting 
emotionally distraught over broken vows and other nonvinuous actions? You 
are not only wasting your time, hut you are also piling negativity upon neg
ativity. If, instead of applying the antidote when you recognize a nonvirtue, 
you become emotionally disturbed, you are doubling your bad karma. You 
should be purifying your negativities, not becoming more sick. 

Recently I read about a ·banker who committed suicide because he was 
caught embezzling funds. Was that the way out? He stole, felt guilty, got 
emotionally disturbed, and killed himself. That's a good example of what 

I'm saying: he has already created the negativity of stealing, but what are they 
going to do to him? Jail him, perhaps. Maybe confiscate his propeny. But 
they're not going to kill him, are they? Nevenheless, he couldn't bear the loss 

to his reputation, so he took his own life. We're the same. We do something 
negative then almost kill ourselves with guilt and worry. What's the use? It's 
completely self-destructive. 
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New experiences now lie ahead, and you can change direction to meet or 
avoid them as you choose. I'm not suggesting that you have the psychic power 
to see telepathically the details of your future, but I am saying that through 
analyzing your past experiences and drawing upon your understanding of the 
law of karma, you can deduce what you should and should not do. Check
ing in this way is very useful; worry is ridiculous. 

Also, it is not enough simply to feel distress over and want to purifY the 
horrible things you have done. As well, you should think that if you con
tinue to do such things, you will only experience greater suffering in the 
future. Therefore, in addition to purifYing past negative karma, you must 
also avoid creating actions motivated by ignorance, attachment, and anger. If 
you purifY the nonvirtuous actions you created in the past and refrain from 
creating them again, you can avoid the suffering result. The main factor that 
determines the kind of karma created by your actions is your motivation. It 
is up to you whether that motivation is positive or negative. 

Although I was talking before about the negativity of breaking precepts, 
you should not feel that by taking precepts you have somehow imprisoned 
yourself. It's exactly the opposite. Precepts make you free. Some people feel 
a sense of loss after they have taken precepts. They feel a heavy weight upon 
their shoulders. If you understand precepts correctly, you will feel happy 
when you have taken them, because you know that you are well on your way 
to a blissful destination. 

If your mind is limited; you will probably feel guilty or depressed when you 
break a precept. Say, for example, you have taken the eight Mahayana pre
cepts for a day. During the morning ceremony you generated bodhichitta 
and the enthusiastic determination to keep the vows perfectly for the bene
fit of all sentient beings. But that evening somebody offers you a piece of 
chocolate. Unconsciously, out of habit, you eat it. Then you panic: "Oh my 
god! This morning I promised not to eat after midday, and now I've broken 
my vow. It's completely gone!" Many people react like this, but what's gone? 
There's no such thing as "completely gone." You kept the precept perfectly 
from the time you took it until you inadvertently broke it. You didn't break 
it intentionally. None of that positive energy has been lost. 

Instead of IJeating up on yourself when you break a precept, you should 
rejoice: "Unbelievable! I really meant not to eat, but my old habits snuck up 
and cheated me when I wasn't looking." Feel happy about the time you kept 
the precept purely, and be happy to learn how your negative mind works. In 
this way your experience becomes wisdom. Taking precepts increases your 
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awareness: it helps you uridersra:nd karma at its deepest levels by bringing to 
your notice the subtle way in which it expresses itself. If you didn't take pre
cepts, you would remain unaware of your negacivicies and would never know 
chat they were there in your subconscious. 

Without understanding this, you will never be really happy. You might 
take precepts but later regret it. "Oh, I made a mistake. I didn't realize it 
until I got back home to the West, but that Kopan lama must have hypno
tized me!" Anyway, I'm joking, but some people might think along chose 
lines. It is well worth taking precepts, even though you might break them 
occasionally. Ifyou check up wisely, you will realize that you are really for
tunate to take precepts. You don't break them on purpose, but you see how 
your old habits push you to break them unconsciously. That's a very useful 
.revelation. That's how you develop your wisdom. 



n--- An Initiation into Heruka Vajrasattva 

T HE BASIC QUALIFICATION for undertaking a tantric practice, such as the 
purifying yoga method of Heruka Vajrasattva, is a clear understanding 

of the three princip·al aspects of the path to enlightenment: renunciation, 
bodhichitta, and right view, shunyata. I'm sure you have a reasonable under
standing of these, but day by day, year by year, you should be constantly 
striving to deepen it. 

There are also many aspects to purification, such as making prostrations, 
reciting texts, and practicing the yoga methods of other deities. But the 
Heruka Vajrasattva method is perhaps the most powerful of all. This is just 
what we need. And while the Geluk tradition of Mahayana Buddhism stresses 
the great importance of purification, we need more than that. We have to 
integrate other activities-such as studying the teachings on the graduated 
path to enlightenment and helping others-into our practice of the purify
ing meditations of the yoga method. Some people seem to think that it's 
enough to practice only these meditations, but they're wrong. We have to take 
the middle way of balanced activities. 

Old students who have done the three-month Vajrasattva retreat know 
just how profound a method of purification it is. New students will find out. 
It's not easy, but simply trying to face up to and overcome the difficulties is 
extremely worthwhile. 

Now, as well as giving you a retreat commitment with this initiation, I'm 
going to add another condition. Based on my own experience of observing my 
students over a period of years, I have come to the conclusion that group 
retreats are much better for you than individual ones. In a way, that should be 
obvious. We all have a certain degree of knowledge-wisdom-don't think that 
knowledge is the exclusive domain of Tibetan lamas. Within each of us, cer
tain aspects of it are better developed than others, so when we come together 
as a group, our collective wisdom forms a deep pool that we all can share. 

For example, one day you might be feeling strong, but I'm overwhelmed 
by delusion. I can come to you and say, "Look, I'm freaking out here ... what 
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should I do?" You have the answer. This is what we mean by Sangha. You're 
having a hard time, you express your feelings to a Dharma brother or sister, 
and that person give5 you wisdom, strength, and a solution to your problem. 
That's why I'm adding the condition of group retreat. I hope you under
stand. I'm not on a power trip: ''This is my initiation; you have to do it my 
way." No! I just want this experience to be as beneficial for you as possible. 

When we do Dharma things, we should do them professionally, with 
understanding. The Vajrasattva retreat has been structured to be of maxi
mum benefit to the human mind, so you should do it properly. But having 
said that, I want to stress that you can retreat only to the best of your ability. 
In my commentary and retreat instructions, I'm a little bit strict, and it's true 
that strict is better. But if you can't practice exactly as I suggest, you should
n't just give up altogether. You can't always do what you want to do, because 
you're subject to your own limitations. You have to accept yourself as you are 
and take it from there. Encourage yourself. "Well, it was a bit difficult today. 
I couldn't do the visualizations exactly as Lama recommended. But still, I 
got the main things right; I didn't break any sessions and did them as best I 
could. It was just that my concentration was a bit off." 

I know that my Western students want to do things 100 percent as I say, 
and that's a beautiful quality. It's good to do anything perfectly. But you 
have to be reasonable. When you encounter difficulties, accept them. Sixty 
percent is better than nothing, better than running around the world like a 
wild animal with a confused mind. Think: "I may not be perfect, but I'm still 
better off trying to do the mantra as well as I can and giving energy to my 
Dharma brothers and sisters." 

And if you can't do the meditations as explained, generate compassion 
instead. Remember the compassion that you feel for yourself when you're 
having a difficult time, and transfer that compassion to all mother sentient 
beings. Crying with compassion for others while reciting the Vajrasattva 
mantra is okay. It's certainly a lot better than just sitting there thinking, ''I'm 
bad, I'm bad, I'm bad." Meditating with bodhichitta while reciting the Vajra
sattva mantra is fine. As long as part of your mind is watching with mindful 
awareness that your mantra recitation is correct, you can generate compassion 
for others instead of doing the more complicated visualizations. I want new 
people to be clean-clear that this kind of skillful technique-directing what
ever energy arises into the right channel-is permissible. 

So, people who have done the retreat can take the initiation without hav
ing to do the retreat again. For new people, there's no consideration; you 
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have to do the retreat. But when you do it, despite what I've been saying, I 
don't want you just to take it easy, mixing a little samsara with your nirvana. 
That doesn't work. Your retreat should be as pure a liberation, nirvana trip 
as. you can make it. Our tendency is to mix things up-not this time, okay? 

One thing that will make your retreat easier is being strongly dedicated to 
doing it well. If you're a bit wishy-washy about doing it-"maybe I should; 
maybe I shouldn't"-or if your mind is agitated, or you have a lot of expec
tations, then you can really freak out. You'll always feel like you're missing 
something: "Why am I sitting here? If I were in Melbourne I'd be having a 
good time. Why should I stay here?" This kind of question will arise. I would 
like you to be very single-minded about doing retreat-clean-clear and ded
icated. Then you'll be comfortable: just sitting on your meditation cushion 
will be a blissful experience. And should superstitious thoughts bother you, 
remember the techniques for dealing with them, such as the va.Se-breathing 
meditation explained in the commentary. Practice that, and when your mind 
is calm again, return to what you were doing. 

I'd also like to add a point about mantra recitation to what I've already said 
in the main commentary, although perhaps I shouldn't state this publicly in 
case you start rationalizing. However, if after a couple of months' retreat you 
find you have very good single-pointed concentration, and you know from 
experience exactly how many mantras you recite in a session, you can recite 
the mantra silently, without using your rosary. But before you do this, be 
sure you have reached that level of development, and don't let your rational
izing mind cheat you. 

Old students who have already done the retreat and completed their 
mantra commitment but would like to retreat again can do so alone, with
out j~ining a group. They can also practice mental recitation or even con
centration without any recitation at all. After you have gone through the 
sadhana and become Vajrasatrva, you concentrate on the blue seed syllable 
HUM at your heart and focus on that alone. You can work up to it by doing 
verbal recitation, then go deeper and deeper to mental recitation, and finally 
don't even do that but just concentrate single-pointedly on the seed syllable 
HUM. This can be very useful. 

Now, before I give the initiation, I'm going to do a ritual to purifY hindrances. 
These are subtle, formless manifestations of ego energy that prevent us from 
receiving the initiation perfectly and must be dispelled before we proceed. We 
transform this energy into some kind of wrathful form, and visualize Lama 
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Heruka Vajrasattva chasing it away, beyond this solar system, from where it 

can never return. So, while I do the ritual, you meditate like that. 

THE HERUKA VAJRASATTVA INITIATION 

[Lama Yeshe gave the initiation stage-by-stage in the follcwing, unique 
way: first he explained the visualization to be done by the disciples; 
then he recited the text in English while the students did the visual
ization just explained; finally he recited the text in Tibetan. What fol
lows below is the explanation, published in order to give readers an 
idea of the initiation process. Technically, this is not a foiL initiation 
(wang) but is instead what is usually called permission to practice" 

·(jenang).] 

The essence ofHeruka Vajrasattva is the collected pure energy of all enlight
ened beings. This energy manifests as the white, blissful, radiant body of the 
deity. So when you take the initiation, instead of seeing the lama as a confused, 
ordinary person, transform him into the translucent appearance of the deity. 

Then, according to tradition, you must ask him three times to confer the 
empowerment upon you. This is because we don't allow people the pre
sumption of saying, "Hey! I've got a perfect, powerful, and very speedy 
method of attaining enlightenment. Come here, and I'll give it to you." 
Before they can receive an initiation, students have to be properly qualified 
and must request it most sincerely." So repeat three times after me: "Lama 
Vajrasattva, please give me the divine initiation ofVajrasattva." 

Then you have to _generate the enlightened attitude ofbodhichitta. This is to 
ensure that your taking the initiation does not become a selfish power trip but 
instead an action dedicated to the enlightenment of all sentient beings. How
ever, today you are not taking the full bodhisattva ordination of sixty-four 
vows but simply generating the strong motivation to use the yoga method for 
the sole purpose of benefiting others and not for any personal, temporal plea
sure. With the divine, dedicated thought of reaching the highest destina
tion-the everlasting, blissful realization of enlightenment-repeat three 
times after me: "The only reason I want to take this initiation is so that I can 
practice the yoga method in order to attain the everlasting, peaceful state of 
enlightenment for the benefit of other sentient beings." 
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Now remember, you receive the actual initiation only if your mind commu

nicates, or meets together, with that of Lama Heruka Vajrasattva in the same 
space, or at the same level of consciousness. To generate that experience, it is 
very important that your concentration remain strong throughout the entire 
initiation. 

From the seed syllable HUM at Lama Heruka Vajrasattva's heart, much pow
erful white radiant light comes into your heart, its electric energy magnetically 
burning your ego's conception, your image, of your entire physical nervous 
system, transforming it into white radiant light. This light dissolves and con
denses, becoming smaJ.ler and smaller until it completely disappears into 
empty space. Concentrate on that emptiness. 

Suddenly, in that empty space, a precious lorus flower appears. On the lotus 
flower appears a moon disc. At the center of the moon disc appears a radiant 
white vajra-the essence of your consciousness. Radiant white light emanates 
from the moon disc and vajra, embracing all of space. The all-embracing 
radiant light returns to sink into the vajra, the essence of your consciousness. 
The absorption of the light into the vajra acts as the cooperative cause for your 
consciousness to transform into the translucent, rainbow body of Heruka 
Vajrasatrva-no flesh, no blood, no bone. 

Your right hand holds a vajra, and your left hand holds a bell, signifying 
your complete realization of method and wisdom. You are embraced by the 

divine female, Nyema Karmo, whose translucent holy body is also made of 
radiant white light and whose realizations are equal to yours, energizing 
within you the transcendental, blissful experience of the fully awakened mind. 

You, Heruka Vajrasattva, are adorned with a radiant white OM at your 
crown chakra, a radiant red AH at your throat chakra, and a radiant blue HUM 

at your heart chakra. 

From the white seed syllable OM and the Heruka Vajrasattva mantra that sur
rounds it at Lama Heruka Vajrasattva' s crown chakra, powerful radiant white 
light emanates, pervading universal space and invoking all the supreme beings' 
pure energy, which transforms into blissful, radiant white light and sinks into 
the crown chakra of you, Heruka Vajrasattva. Like a powerful, rushing water
fall, this energy enters your Heruka Vajrasattva body, filling your nervous sys
tem with blissful, radiant white light, especially your crown chakra. That 
blissful experience purifies countless lives' accumulated impurities of body. 
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From the red seed syllable AH and the Heruka Vajrasattva mantra that sur
rounds it at Lama Heruka Vajrasattva's throat chakra, powerful radiant red 
light emanates, pervading universal space and invoking all the supreme 
beings' divine speech, which transforms into blissful, radiant red light and 
sinks into the throat chakra of you, Heruka Vajrasattva. Your Heruka Vajra
sartva nervous system is completely filled with blissful, radiantred light, espe
cially your throat chakra. That blissful experience purifies countless lives' 

accumulated impurities of speech. 

From the blue seed sylb.ble HUM and the Heruka Vajrasattva mantra that 
surrounds it at Lama Heruka Vajrasattva's heart chakra, powerful radiant 
blue light emanates, pervading universal space and invoking all the supreme 
beings' divine, transcendental wisdom, which transforms into blissful, radi
ant blue light and sinks into the heart chakra of you, Heruka Vajrasattva. 
Your Heruka Vajrasattva nervous system is completely filled with blissful, 
radiant blue light, especially your heart chakra. That blissful experience puri
fies countless lives' accumulated impurities of mind. 

Now, simultaneously, from Lama Heruka Vajrasattva's crown chakra, comes 
blissful, radiant white light, which enters the crown chakra of you, Heruka 
Vajrasattva; from Lama Heruka Vajrasattva's throat chakra comes blissful, 
radiant red light, which enters your throat chakra; from Lama Heruka Vajra
sarrva's heart chakra comes blissful, radiant blue light, which enters your heart 
chakra. Through this, you and Lama Heruka Vajrasattva are indestructibly 
unified. 

A duplicate mantra emanates from the mantra at Lama Heruka Vajrasattva's 
heart, leaves through his mouth and enters the mouth of you, Heruka Vajra
sattva, and sinks into your heart. This happens three times. The first time it 
encircles the seed syllable HUM at your heart; the second time it dissolves into 
the original mantra there, increasing its power and strength; the third time it 
dissolves into it, making it indestructible, now and forever. 

Visualize the mantra as a rosary of electrical energy. The mantra is like 
fire. Fire has the property of automatically burning anything that it touches. 
Similarly, the mantra's electrical wisdom energy automatically burns all the 
impurities of negative energy. Repeat the mantra after me three times. After 
the third, think that the blessings of Lama Heruka Vajrasattva have made it 
indestructible. 
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Now, from Lama Heruka Vajrasatrva, a duplicate Heruka Vajrasatrva 
emanates, coming to the crown of your head, descending through your 
sushumna, and entering your heart. Your body, speech, and mind are com
pletely unified with Heruka Vajrasatrva's divine body, speech, and ·mind. 

Here, Tibetan lamas have a method to help those whose concentration is 
not strong. We touch the crown of your head with this torma that has the 
painting of the deity on top of it. As you file past and I touch you with it, con
centrate strongly that Heruka Vajrasatrva comes down your sushumna into 
your heart, and that the body, speech, and mind of you, Heruka Vajrasatrva, 
are completely, nondualistically unified with the divine-body, speech, and 
mind ofHeruka Vajrasatrva. 19 

Now the initiation has finished. As you repeat the dedication prayers after me, 
make a heartfelt request for your group retreat to be as successful as possible. 

You can see from your experience of this initiation that for the person whose 
concentration is very good, the process itself can be an enlightening experi
ence. This highlights the difference between the Vajrayana and the Hinayana 
and Paramitayana schools of Buddhism. There, the emphasis is upon avoid
ing the kind of enjoyments that we grasp at; in tantra, we have the powerful 
wisdom and method to transform this ordinary energy into the blissful path 
to enlightenment. 

This principle is not entirely dissimilar from the way modern scientific 
technology employs the earth's resources in an attempt to improve people's 
standard of living. Of course, the shortcomings of this approach are now 
becoming evideni:, with even politicians decrying the depletion of these 
resources and the pollugon of our environment-something that can never 
happen through Dharma practice. When we take energy and, through skill
ful wisdom and method, transform it into the blissful path to enlightenment, 
no negative vibration can result. 

It is most important that during your retreat you strongly maintain the tran
scendental experience that your entire consciousness has been transformed 
into the blissful, radiant white light body of Heruka Vajrasatrva. You must 
really believe this. The psychological benefit of this is that you remove all 
thoughts of, "I am Thubten Yeshe; therefore, I'm hungry. I am Thubten 
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Yeshe; therefore, I'm thirsty. I am Thubten Yeshe; therefore, I need beauti
ful objects." This eradicates your entire ego projection. It's incredible-the 
Mahayana has fantastically powerful methods of overcoming all your ego's 
vibrations. This is an extremely important part of your retreat. 

Now, when I say that you should strongly believe that you are Vajrasattva, 
I don't mean that you should think that your physical body has changed. I 
know the kind ofW estern, pseudoscientific argument you're going to make: 
"My body is made of flesh and bone. How can I transform it into light?" 
Well, you can indeed say that, but I'm going to reply that besides your phys
ical body, you have a psychic body, the body of your subtle consciousness. It 
is your subtle conscious body that transforms into the white, radiant, translu
cent, rainbow-light body of the deity, and you generate divine pride on that. 

Divine pride isvety important. Let me tell you why. Normally, we think, 
''I'm negative. I'm this; therefore, I'm negative." Do you know what I mean? 
I'm talking about the fact that you feel guilty, even when you're not. Even 
though you're not a religious person, you still feel guilty. Don't think that 
only religious people feel guilt. I've had enough experience with Westerners 
to know that they always feel guilty about something or other, even nonreli
gious Westerners. Perhaps you think, "Oh, I only feel guilty because I'm try
ing to be a Buddhist. If I give up Dharma, I won't feel guilty any more." 
That's not the way to get rid of guilt. Even nonreligious people feel guilt. 

The way to abandon feelings of guilt and low self-esteem, such as ''I'm 
bad; I'm negative," is to generate divine pride and thereby transform all your 
negative thoughts into blissful wisdom energy. With this technique you can 
deal with any situation that arises: take that energy and transform it into 
divine white radiant light and emanate as the deity. That's why I said 
"strongly" before-you have to really believe that you are Heruka Vajrasattva 
instead of'Tm Thubten Yeshe, born in Tibet, having this mother, that father, 
escaped ... refugee ... hungry." You have to overcome your ego trip. When
ever the mundane thought "I am" arises, mundane body, speech, and mind 
mani(est immediately. The moment you generate divine pride and experience 
transcendental transformation, you eliminate all ordinary conceptions. And 
while it is essential to do this during your meditation sessions, of course, it is 
also necessary during the breaks. Instead of coming down when the session 
finishes, going to lunch, and allowing old habits to arise, looking at each 
other with lust or anger, maintain the energy of divine pride. 

You can see how such method and wisdom can help you control your 
deluded energy. And you can see this through your own experience, not just 
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my words. Ifl cell you too much about how ranrra contains all these incred
ible methods, you'll just think, "Oh, he's so arrogant. He's just boasting about 
the power Tibetan lamas are supposed to have." It'll be roo much for you. Bur 
if you check up for yourselves, you'll taste the benefits. And before you retreat, 
study the commentary well. Read it sentence by sentence, stopping to check 
and medicare on each one. If you are clean-clear about whatever you do, 

you'll be free of doubt and agitation and feel very comfortable. That is both 
important and necessary for your retreat to be successful. 

If you start to experience difficulties during retreat, don't think, "I'm bad; 

I'm not a good rerrearer." Instead, simply ask yourself, "Why is my retreat not 
going well?" You have the answer: "It's because of my incredible delusions. 
And I'm not the only one. All my poor mother sentient beings are in this sit
uation." Cherish others instead of yourself, and feel much compassion for all 
universal sentient beings. Instead of crying neurotically when you're having 
problems during a session, a perfect technique is to transform the energy of 
the mantra into compassion. Of course, emotional rears are nor necessarily 
bad; crying can also be a blissful experience. 

For example, the first time people discover shunyara, they're incredibly 
shaken and can completely space our. Inside, they experience a blissful shak
ing sensation; psychologically, they are transported way into space and then 
suddenly brought down. They almost don't know what's going on. Philo
sophically, this appears to be the very antithesis of the shunyata wisdom expe
rience, which is supposed to be totally divorced from emotion. But the 
experience of an individual who actually discovers shunyata for the first rime 
can be completely different. A close disciple of Lama Tsongkhapa, who ini
tially experienced emptiness during a teaching on it, thought he'd disappeared 
and grabbed at his lapel. Lama Tsongkhapa laughed, and said, "My disciple 
so-and-so has just found himself on his shirt!" He went on to explain that 
that's how the experience is supposed to be. So crying is not necessarily bad. 

When difficulties arise, remember the reason: "All sentient beings, includ
ing myself, are in this situation. We are all objects of compassion." If you real
ize compassion during your retreat, what more could you ask? That's perfect. 
After retreat your actions will be imbued with loving kindness. It's possible. 
But be skillful, too; learn to relax during retreat, and be skillful in the way you 
relax. I don't mean that you should just lie about. 

After retreat, do the simple fire puja of Dorje Khadro, which I explain 
briefly in the next chapter. There are many kinds of complex fire pujas in the 
Tibetan tradition, but this one is fine for us. You can even do it in everyday 
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life, whenever you feel psychologically unwell, heavy, or impure. Just make 
a fire and do rhe Dorje Khadro puja wirh much meditation. It's like tumo 

meditation-it burns all your impurities. 

Q: At the end of the sadhana, we meditate on ourselves as Heruka Vajra

sattva. How do we concentrate on this? 
A: This kind of concentration is very profound-much more profound than 
concentration on an external object, which, because it's easier, is what we 
usually do. Sometimes people experience heart pain or a rapid heartbeat when 
they do this meditation. This will happen if you are not relaxed or if you 
don't recognize the object of concentration as being in rhe nature of con
sciousness. When you are meditating on yourself as Vajrasattva and concen
trating on rhe HUM at your heart, if you think of your body as physical, your 
heart may start to hurt; this is because your rhinking is too concrete. It is 
extremely important to recognize your body as formless, as a psychic body. 
Ifi'm sitting here meditating and try to put a physical HUM where my heart 
is, rhere's be no room for it. The space is occupied. But if it's all in the nature 
of consciousness, anything is possible. Therefore, it is necessary to visualize 
the HUM as blissful, transcend~ntal, and in rhe nature of consciousness. 

Ordinarily, a deluded, grasping man might look at a beautiful woman and 
feel some kind of sarnsaric bliss. Similarly, the blue HUM at Vajrasattva's heart 
is a blissful, or bliss-generating, object. Whenever you visualize it, you feel 
blissful. This is an important point. As a result, you will have good single
pointed concentration. Why? Because rhe object of concentration itself-in 
this case the blue HUM-gives you a blissful experience. When you have a 
blissful experience, you feel satisfied; the hole in your psychological stomach 
is filled. When your psychological stomach is satisfied, you don't feel lonely 
or dissatisfied. When you are lonely, you are dissatisfied. 

Monks and nuns often feel lonely ... well, we all feel lonely. It's true. We 
have to know rhese things. It's necessary-rhis is Dharma. Perhaps you rhink 
I'm talking about dirty rhings, but we have to understand the dirty rhings in 
our lives in order to know what to clean. So why do we feel lonely and dis
satisfied? Because we're looking for satisfaction-no blissful experiences, so 
our psychological stomachs are hungry. I'm sure you understand what I mean. 
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Vafrasattva Sadhana 

TIBET~ BuDD~ISM considers ~e ~aj:asattva prac~cevery i~~ortant. We 
call this teachmg Gel-kyen dtk-drzp ;ong-wa dor1e sem-piit trt. 

Gel-kyen means hindrance; dik means negativity, some kind of immoral 
action; and drip means obscuration. The difference between these last two is 
a little technical, but both are hindrances. For an action to become a nega
tivity, there has co be a negative motivation, such as one of the three poiso
nous minds of ignorance, attachment, and hatred. An obscuration is not 
necessarily created with negative motivation. For example, the dull, sleepy, 
sluggish mind that stops you from developing single-pointed concentration 
is an obscuration, but there's not necessarily any negative motivation behind 
it. There are many levels of good and bad within the mind. Therefore, when 
we say that the Vajrasattva meditation is very powerful in eliminating nega
tivities, we don't mean only immoral negative actions but any kind of 
hindrance. 

For example, some of us take precepts. We make a vow before the Three 
Jewels of refuge-Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha-to do or not co do certain 
actions. When we make these vows, we are enthusiastically detenriined and 
quite confident that we shall be able to keep them purely. But then circum
stan.:es change, our internal wall crumbles, and we break a precept. Never 
mind; we call purifY such breaks. 

On the other hand,.sometimes Western students come co me feeling very 
guilty, thinking that they have broken one vow or another, but when I ask 
them exactly how they broke the vow, I find that they have not broken it at 
all. They have a kind of concrete understanding, "I should never do this," 
when usually it is not the action itself that breaks the vow but the attitude, 
or motivation, behind it. Thus, even though whatever you did might appear 
to be contrary to your vows, if your motivation was not negative, you did not 
necessarily break it. 

The most important thing for you to know is that no matter what sort of 
negative symptoms you have, all can be purified by the yoga method of 
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Heruka Vajrasattva. Buddhism, especially tantra, asserts that you can purify 

any negativity whatsoever. 
When we think about certain heavy negativities, it seems as if they are 

somehow permanent, unchangeable, impossible to purify. This idea of self
existent negativity is most dangerous. Fundamentally, all positive and nega
tive phenomena are interdependent and changeable in nature. Certain Hindu 
philosophies hold that objects of the five senses are composed of permanent, 
unchangeable, self-existent atoms. Western scientists used to believe that too; 

some still may. Those are wrong conceptions. 
It is important for you to know that we ourselves and all other phenom

ena, such as sense objects or qualities of positivity and negativity, are inter
dependent and changeable. Especially in the context of purification, you 
should be aware that symptoms of negativity, like desire, or anger, or what
ever else you can think of, never stay the same. For example, you enter a cer
tain environment, and all of a sudden your mind changes; you start shaking. 

That demonstrates the impermanent character of these emotions. They come, 
and they go. And not only can you solve the problems of negativity tem
porarily, but you can also eradicate them completely and forever. 

I believe that people who practice purification are brave: "I can face and 
overcome any problem, any difficulty." Don't think that they are practicing 
purification because they're miserable. Many followers ofWestern religions 

accept the philosophy of permanent sin, and therefore they feel guilty. You 
have to avoid the heavy attitude thinking that it's impossible to overcome 
negativity. From the tantric point of view, the practitioner of purification is 
brave: "I can do it. Even though I've made mistakes, I am sure there's a solu
tion to my problems." That's the right attitude; you are not afraid to admit 
your negativities. "Yes, that was negative; that was my uncontrolled mind." 
You accept it, but you don't feel hopeless. "I can change my mind. Anyway, 
it has been changing constantly ever since I was born. Now I can change it 
for the better." It is very important to know this-very important. 

Now, besides bravely seeing the possibility of purifying any hindrance, you 
should also understand that you can purify the imprints that negative actions 
have left on your consciousness. In Tibetan, we call these pak-cha. Over 
countless lifetimes you have repeatedly created negative action after negative 
action, each of which has left an imprint on your mind. Even though an 
action may have finished, its imprint is still there and will cause you to do that 

action again. With the right wisdom, all negative imprints can be completely 
purified. 
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Where do hindrances come from? From the unskillful, polluted, dark, 
dualistic, egotistic mind. The way to overcome them is to practice the Heruka 
Vajrasattva yoga method again and again. This builds up, or reinforces, the 
transcendental, pure energy within you so that you come to see things non
dualistically, in their true nature of emptiness, or shunyata. According to 
tantra, when you see things more realistically, they no longer appear concrete 
but blissful. When an object becomes blissful, it becomes a deity; it appears 
in divine form. 

Sometimes we see each other as ugly, don't we? Ugly things irritate us. 
That's the problem. When we see things more realistically-for instance, the 
deeper nature of other human beings-we are transformed. Happiness and 
bliss are energized within us. As a result, we see the qualities of the deity 
within other human beings. What are these qualities? Wisdom and compas
sion. What is a deity? Fully developed wisdom and compassion, the qualities 
of enlightenment. This applies to any deity whatsoever. 

THESADHANA 

Taking refuge and generating bodhichitta 
We take refuge in Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha, the Sangha of the three 
Buddhist vehicles. That means you can no longer say, ''I'm a Mahayanist; I 
don't take refuge in Hinayana arhats." We take refuge in Sangha without 
differentiation. We also take refuge in both dakas and dakinis. You can't say, 
''I'll take refuge in males, but not in females." We take refuge in all bodhi
sattvas. And you particularly take reh!ge in the person (lop-pon) who gave 
you the empowerment ofHeruka Vajrasattva. 

"!"he principal object of refuge is standing two-armed Heruka, holding a 
vajra and bell, embracing his consort Vajravarahi.lt might be too difficult for 
you to visualize the aipect with all the arms and legs. They are surrounded by 
all the figures mentioned in the main commentary, who fill all of space. These 
melt into light and dissolve into Heruka, who then sinks into you. You 
become Heruka. Concentrate on that for as long as you can.20 

When you generate bodhichitta by thinking, "I must become Heruka ... ," 
you can send radiant light into the ten directions, purifYing all sentient beings 
in the six realms and transforming them into Heruka. All these Herukas then 
sink into you. That is one technique for actualizing bodhichitta. 
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The actual yoga method 
When doing the Heruka Vajrasattva yoga method, you can visualize yourself 
as Heruka, or Vajrapani, or whomever else is your favorite deity. But then the 
question might arise, "If I am Heruka, what need is there to purify?" Of 
course, if you really are Heruka you certainly don't need any purification. 
Here, when you transform yourself into the divine aspect ofHeruka, even if 
you have very good concentration, your dualistic mind will be lurking some
where in the depths of your consciousness, just waiting to jump out" and con

fuse you. 
This reminds me of a story about a Yamantaka practitioner in Tibet. As 

you know, Yamantaka has all these hands, each one holding something or 
other. One day this monk was visualizing himself in that aspect, and he must 
have been quite convinced, because when his lama tried to give him some
thing, he said, "Sorry, my hands are full." So his lama replied, "Well, just use 
your regular, impure hands instead." 

Even if you can visualize yourself as Heruka with complete conviction, 
not an ordinary thought in mind, you still need purification. Not just because 
Buddha says so, but because your dualistic mind is still there. Therefore, even 
if you manifest as Heruka, you can still practice the Heruka Vajrasatrva 
method. When you do, however, you simply maintain divine appearance 
without emphasizing divine pride. 

Visualize Heruka Vajrasatrva above your crown, at whatever height is com
fortable for you. However, he shouldn't be miles above you-a hand's 
breadth, or something like that is enough. His body is not like 0ur material, 
physical bodies but is a rainbow body: clear an·d transparent, a psychic body. 
He is completely unified with his consort. She symbolizes enlightened wis
dom; he, enlightened method. 

Light radiates from his heart into the ten directions, invoking all the bud
dhas and bodhisatrvas. This white radiant light is the energy of divine, 
enlightened wisdom, the pure knowledge-wisdom that understands the deep
est nature of totality. That is the pure mind. The impure mind is just the 
opposite. It is narrow; it lacks skillful wisdom and produces impure actions. 

The white radiant light of supreme wisdom-energy that is invoked sinks 
into Heruka Vajrasattva's heart, goes down his sushumna to his secret chakra, 
into Dorje Nyema's secret chakra, and fills her sushumna, too. Their bodies 
are filled with blissful white radiant light. From the mantra at the heart of 
each deity, blissful white kundalini energy rushes down their central channels, 
through their secret chakras and into your crown chakra. It is very ·powerful, 
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like a waterfall. In this yan-de visualization, white light rushes down your 

sushumna pushing out through your secret chakra all negative energy and 
impurities in the aspect of pigs, chickens, snakes, and so forth. These and 
other animals, like scorpions, monkeys, and cows, symbolize all the different 
sorts of negativity within your nervous system. All are completely flushed 
out. Your dissatisfaction and loneliness are also purified, as are any other dis
turbing negative symptoms that you can think of. 

You can also do man-de visualization at this point. Here, you visualize all 
your internal garbage floating up on the surface of the blissful kundalini 
energy as it fills your body from bottom to top. This garbage leaves your 
body through your nose, eyes, mouth, and e<!J'S, and also bubbles out your 
crown chakra. 

Then you can do the third meditation, or pung-de, visualizing brilliant 
radiant light. It beams down from Vajrasatrva's heart, through his secret 
chakra and then through your crown, and purifies your entire nervous system. 
These are the three visualizations to do while you are reciting the mantra. 

At the end, Heruka Vajrasattva sinks through your sushumna into your 
heart. Your body, speech, and mind are unified with his divine body, speech, 
and mind. You become Heruka Vajrasatrva. From your divine heart much 
light radiates through the six samsaric realms, purifying all sentient beings and 
transforming them all into the aspect ofHeruka Vajrasattva. All these Heruka 
Vajrasatrvas then sink into you. 

This is important. We are always involved with other people and often 
have heavy karma with each other. We get angry with others; we get strongly 
attached to others. Most of our problems are with other people. We are so 
strongly connected that we go through our entire lives constantly bumping 
into each other. 

When you do the above meditation, you transform yourself, and you also 
transform all objects. J'hus, for you there are neither objects of craving desire 
nor objects of hatred, so you remain healthy. The Vajrayana places great 
emphasis on the transformation of objects so that rather than energizing the 
three poisons of igno~ance, attachment, and anger within you, they energize 
bliss instead. 

You also emit from your divine Heruka Vajrasattva heart countless mani
festations of Heruka Vajrasattva and whatever else you consider attractive 
and desirable-beautiful men, beautiful women, or any other beautiful object 
of the senses-as offerings to the supreme beings in the ten directions. Visu
alize that this offering gives great bliss to those buddhas and bodhisattvas. In 
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fact, the essential meaning of the word "offering" is that which energizes tran
scendental bliss in whomever receives it. That is a proper offering. If you give 
something that causes suffering, it's not an offering. Since the Buddhist con
notation of offering is that which brings happiness, you can see that most of 
the time our gifts don't work that way; even though we mean well, our pre

sents often make people miserable. 

So much fo.r the essential points of the sadhana. You now have to under
stand the actual purpose of the transformation we are practicing here. If some
one asks you why you are practicing this yoga method, you might reply, "To 
purify myself." Well, that's basically okay, but the real answer should be, "I 
want to understand the true nature of all existence; I want to understand 
reality .. " That's rhe real purpose of the Heruka Vajrasartva yoga method. It 
shows you what is reality and what is nor; it helps you realize shunyata, non
duality, and stops you from continuing under the influence of the concrete 

conceptions of your ego. 
The more you understand the fundam!!ntal nature of all existence, the 

greater the bliss you experience. The greater the bliss you experience, the 
closer you are to attaining the beautiful form of the deity. That is the main 
point. 

Many Westerners think that it must be painful to understand sarnsara the 
way it's explained in Buddhisn: "Buddhism says that life is suffering; that 
means there's no way out!" It seems that Buddhist philosophy and medita
tion-were created for the express purpose of making people miserable! That's 
a completely wrong attitude; they don't understand what they really need. 

What I'm saying is that the whole purpose of practicing Heruka Vajra
sattva is to realize nondualiry-the fundamental reality of yourself and all 
other phenomena. That realization is an extremely blissful experience. Once 
you've experienced that bliss, you can see the beauty of the deity in every 
other person and stop putting negative projections onto others. 

Tantric philosophy teaches that whoever practices tantra must see other 
sentient beings as deities. That's the philasophy. Those who have realized the 
fundamental nature, the nondualiry, of other human beings have the tran

scendental experience of seeing the enlightened qualities of the deity in oth
ers. Such practitioners have no room for negative thoughts. 

Those are the main points; I hope it's enough. Are there any questions? 
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QuESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

Q: We are supposed to see others as Heruka Vajrasattva, but what happens 
when we see someone doing something negative? 

A: You mean, should you try to stop them? Well, remember the story about 
the monk who was visualizing himself as Yamantaka? It's similar. If you see 
someone doing something wrong, you can say, "Hey, what's going on?" The 
thing is, however, that you still have to see Heruka Vajrasattva somewhere 

within him. It's just that he's forgotten who he really is and is acting under 
the influence of his chicken or snake mind. So you can say, "Excuse me, your 
chicken is showing!" Something like that! 

My experience is that it's difficult to visualize women as, say, the male 
deities Vajrasattva or Vajrapani. But I try to see that somewhere within the 
atmosphere of the female body is the crystal, clean-clear psychic body of 
Vajrasattva or Vajrapani. You can understand that. Each of us does have 
Vajrasattva quality, Vajrapani quality within us, so we can visualize the divine 
body co-existing with us. 

Q: Sometimes when I meditate I see a kind of blue light in front of me. Is it 
real or imaginary, and what does it mean? 
A; It depends a bit on how you feel when you see it-whether you feel relaxed 
or irritated. But it's not necessarily just a mental projection. Sometimes when 
your mind has developed in a certain way, you can see light physically, with 
your eye sense. I think it's very good if someone has this kind of natural vision 
oflight. Normally, when we meditate we don't see any light at all; only dark
ness. If I see green or blue light, even in my imagination, I feel happy. Blue 
light is somehow related to infinity; seeing blue light suggests a mind that's 
very expansive, not narrow. 

Q: How big should you visualize Vajrasattva? 

A: It varies with the person. Some people like to visualize him big, others 
small. He shouldn't b_e too big; most people tend to favor something similar 
to their own proportions. Also, he should not be heavy or physical, and he 
shouldn't touch your head. You don't have to force the visualization, either. 
He simply manifests in the space above your head, appearing spontaneously. 
Out of Heruka Vajrasattva' s divine omnipresent wisdom his energy appears 
without effort, like a reflection in a mirror. If you don't have some under
standing of shunyata, then he seems really heavy: "Oh, Vajrasattva is too 
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heavy for me. This retreat's too heavy, and he's too heavy!" That shows you 

don't really understand the wisdom of nonduality. 
Anyway, visualize Vajrasatcva as whatever size feels comfonable but clean

clear, crystal, like a rainbow, so that just looking at him energizes a clean, 
blissful kundalini experience. Sometimes these experiences can feel like an 
nrgasm, but they are not physical reactions. If you are medicating with inten
sive awareness, there's no problem, but if you don't have some understand

ing of nonduality, then things become coo physical and that can be 

dangerous. 

Q: Please would you say something about the quality ofHeruka Vajrasatrva. 
A; Heruka Vajrasattva is the fully developed pure wisdom of the three time 
buddhas and bodhisattvas manifesting in a pure emanation of white radiant 
light. Therefore, his essence is nondual wisdom. Whenever you practice the 
yoga method, his divine form is demonstrating reality for you. He is the eter
nally blissful state of pure wisdom. 

Q: What does Heruka mean, and how is Heruka Vajrasattva different from 
other Vajrasattvas? 
A: Literally, "Heruka" means drinking blood, but it symbolizes experiencing 
eternal bliss. Bliss has the quality of the totally developed unity of male-female 
energy. Dorje Nyema holds a kapala containing what seems to be blood. 
That symbolizes her giving eternal blissful energy. When you practice Heruka 
Vajrasattva, you drink the blood of the emotion of the experience of eternal 
bliss. Red signifies emotion. As human beings we need to express emotion to 
each other. Some people are completely unemotional-they are just like 
wood. That's no good. Even i£ you are an enlightened being or in deep 
samadhi, you can still show emotion; it's just that you don't get involved in 
emotionally suffocating situations. 

Heruka Vajrasattva has a kind of unique energy and emphasizes the devel

opment of wisdom. There are four classes of tantra; Heruka Vajrasattva is 
from the highest yoga, or highest, class. 

Q: When visualizing the two deities in union, do you visualize yourself as the 

male, the female, or both conjoined? 
A: Whatever feels comfortable for you is good. As I said before, sometimes 
women find it difficult to visualize themselves as male deities and vice versa. 
But we all have male and female energy within us. Sometimes it gets unbal-
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anced. Some men ale too feminine, others, too masculine. The same goes 

for women. We have to develop the totality of the male-female energy that 
lies within each of us. 

Also, when you look at Vajrasattva in union with his consort Dorje Nyema, 

you cannot say that one is higher and the other is lower. They ale both at the 
same level, totally unified in nature. If it's easier for you, you can visualize 
yourself as Yum Dorje Nyema Karmo, with the Heruka Vajrasattva mantra at 
your heart. But no matter how you visualize the deity, the key is to visualize 
with intensive awaleness of the fundamental nature of nonduality. If you do 
not, there's a danger that your visualization will become physical and will ener
gize sense desire. The purpose of this practice is to eliminate desire. 

Q: How fal above your head can you visualize the deity? I find it easier to get 
a waterfall effect with the purifying energy when it's higher than the usual few 
fingers' breadth. 

A: If it's easier, you can make it a little bit higher. Then, a tube of rainbow 
light emanates from his heart and connects with your crown chakra, and the 
blissful kundalini energy rushes down that. 

Q: How can we use the Vajrasama meditation to deal with feelings of guilt 
that might come up during the day? 

A: Whenever you feel guilt alising, transform it into Heruka Vajrasattva. 
From head to toe, you ale H~ruka Vajrasama. Also, besides the psychologi
cal effects of negative emotions, there ale subtle physical effects that energize 
dissatisfaction. When you feel the energy of guilt within you, transform its 
subtle physical aspect into the Heruka Vajrasattva mantra. In that way it 
becomes the solution to your problems. 

We need such active solutions to the negative habits that plague us. Know
ing intellectually that ,they ale negative is not enough to stop them. Here, we 
ale acting in a practical way, building a defense against them instead of just 
dreaming. This is integrating Dhalma with your daily life. 

RETREAT 

When you retreat, 'you shouldn't push yourself too much. Sometimes retreat 

can feel quite heavy; three months can seem like an eternity. Also, Western
ers often don't know how to retreat. I have given the technical details else
where, but as fal as your attitude is concerned, you should think that the 
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pleasure of retreat is like that of a nightclub. You're gaining blissful wisdom

enjoy yourself! 
Take it easy. Make a schedule. If a session is difficult, not coming together, 

the techniques are difficult to master, the vase breathing too hard to do, take 
a break. Go outside. People feel, "Oh, retreat. I should be strict; I should be 
mean; I should struggle; I should give myself a hard time." It's not like that. 

Don't push. 
You should keep yourself clean; wash regularly. And eat nutritious food. 

Don't try to be this big ascetic. Tibetan Buddhism teaches you to use all your 
energy-wealth, beauty, whatever-to bring yourself closer to enlighten
ment. That's what life is for. 

The reason I mention all this is that Western people seem to think that 
retreat means not eating good food, not eating chocolate. That's stupid. Eat 
well-you're working for enlightenment. Don't treat yourself like a cow. 
Encourage. yourself. I have to tell you that retreats have been the most plea
surable experiences of my life. I really enjoy them. I'm not hard line. Last 
rime, at Tushita in Dharamsala, I had a hammock! In the breaks I'd go out 
and lie in it. The students used to gather round and look at me: "That's the 
way to retreat?" They couldn't believe it! 

Retreats are for enjoyment, but not in the confused; samsaric sense of the 
word. There is something healthy to be gained; some satisfaction, some inte
gration. Don't make your retreats unnecessarily difficult. 

FIRE PUJA 

When you have finished your retreat, you should do the Dorje Khadro fire 
puja. This is very useful. It's a bit like tumo meditation. 

You visualize at your heart a black seed syllable that draws into you all the 
sickness, disease, and other negative symptoms of yourself and all other sen
tient beings. At your navel chakra there's a fi~e. Wind energy comes up from 
your feet and fans the blaze until it's roaring like a furnace. The fire gets 
stronger and stronger and explodes up your sushumna, pushing all the neg
ative energy from the black seed syllable at your heart out through your nos
trils into the mouth of the deity. That is the basic meditation technique. 

The actual fire burning in front of you activates your mind so that the 
meditation becomes more intensive and realistic, and that helps you to real
ize shunyara. This is the main point of the Dorje Khadro fire puja. There's 
rio commitment to do this after the Vajrasattva retreat, but if you could do 
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no,ooo or II5,000 Dorje Khadro mantras it would be very powerful and 
beneficial. 

Do four meditation sessions a day. Before breakfast, you should do a Vajra
satrva retreat session, but since you've already finished your mantra commit
ment, use the session for contemplation instead. By reciting all those mantras 
in retreat, you have already built up within you a certain essential energy
the "nuclear energy" of the mantra. So now, simply contemplate. 

After breakfast, make the fire and do a two-hour Dorje Khadro session. 
Then have lunch, and after that have a rest, and study some Dharma books. 
In the late afternoon do another two-hour session of fire puja. Finally, in the 
evening, do another session of single-pointed concentration, again without 
verbal recitation of the Vajrasatrva mantra. 

Actually, you can do the Dorje Khadro fire puja any time you feel both
ered, hassled, irritated, or uncomfortable. You don't have to be in retreat. 
Morning, afternoon, or night-it's very powerful, very useful. It can stop 
those feelings right there. This comes from Lama Tsongkhapa's experience; 
it was one of his favorite meditations. When you do it, you're getting a real 

taste of his practice. It's like gold, a real golden Dharma. 
Sometimes we need to do these active meditations. Visualize Dorje 

Khadro, a manifestation ofGuhyasamaja, with his huge gaping mouth open, 
like a powerful black hole, sucking everything into it. All negative energy dis

appears into it forever. 





IJ,.... Vajrasattva Practice and Highest Yoga Tantra 

BEFORE YOU CAN PRACfiCE the completion stage of highest yoga cancra, 
among other things, such as guru yoga, you must practice the Vajrasattva 

yoga method. The Panchen Lama said that in order to understand the real
ity of your mind, you have to do intensive purification and collect a vast 
amount of merit. Both are important. 

Take, for example, our own experience. We are very enthusiastic and really 
want from the bottom of our hearts to enjoy deep meditation, but no mat
ter how hard we try, we always encounter mental garbage, distractions, and 
the sluggish, sleepy mind. Without control, millions of concepts, negative 
thoughts, and superstitions gallop through our minds. That means some
thing's missing. And what is that? Purification. We need a lot of purification. 

You can't blame the practices you've been doing: "I've been meditating for 
two years, and I still haven't achieved single-pointed concentration. What's 
the point of meditating?" You can't say that. Every day your superstitious 
mind takes you on an unbelievable trip. In one night it can take you around 
the whole world. Every trip leaves deep karmic imprints in your mind. It 
takes a long time to eradicate these. So you shouldn't be arrogant: "I'm not 
particularly negative. I'm pretty pure. I've never killed anyone; I don't lie; my 
parents take care of me, so I don't have to fight and cheat for food and cloth
ing. I don't need purification." That's just an ego trip. 

Impurity comes fro~ the mind as well as the body. Check out the trips that 
your mind has been on from the time you were born until now. It's unbe
lievable. If you look at those experiences in the light of the twelve links of 
dependent arising, you'll practically drown in the ocean of superstition. That's 
why we need a great deal of purification. 

For example, it would be pretty hard to grow fine, delicate lettuce here in 
Dharamsala. The soil here is very rocky, and the weeds are out of control. The 
ground would' need a lot of work. Similarly, our minds need a lot of purifi
cation to eradicate the gross superstitions that prevent our fine, most subtle 
consciousness from functioning. 
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Also, sometimes we might think we're very capable of doing something, 

but deep inside, a subconscious voice keeps saying, ''I'm incapable, I'm inca
pable; I'm not good at anything. I'll never be liberated, never be enlightened, 
never be Vajrayogini." Inside, that kind of stuff is going on all the time. 
Within your subconscious, a million chickens are clucking, "Not possible, not 
possible"; a million snakes are hissing, "Not possible, not possible"; a million 
pigs are grunting, "Not possible, not possible." Your subconscious mind is 
deeply contaminated by billions of delusions like these. 

You'd be surprised at how pervasive this contamination is. You truly 
believe at the intellectual level that "I can do it," but deeply concealed, the bil
lion voices of the pig-snake-chicken "can't-do" mentality keep telling you 

that you can't. 
It's a psychological thing. You might accept something intellectually- "I 

want to become Vajrayogini"-but simultaneously that voice keeps saying, 
"No, you don't." There is acceptance and rejection at the same time. You 
can't understand it. You get really confused: "Do I want it, or don't I? Do I 
want an apple or not?" You're not sure, not sure, not sure. 

That's the dualistic mind. We always talk about the dualistic mind-that's 
it; that's how it works. The dualistic mind is always comparing two things. 
You want to achieve deep concentration and discover eternal liberation but 
at the same time you resist, you reject it. The human mind is very funny. 

So you can see from the practical point of view that you do, in fact, need 
purification, because when you meditate there are so many hindrances. That 
is the logic, and it is based on your own experience. You definitely need 
purification. You can't say, "I'm meditating, that's enough." It's never 
enough. There's a clear difference between meditation and purification. As 
Mafijushri told Lama Je Tsongkhapa, "Meditation is not enough. You also 
have to purifY the hindrances and accumulate great merit. It is very impor
tant that these rhings be done simultaneously." 

Now you can see why Mafijushri advised LarnaJe Tsongkhapa in this way: 
"Don't just meditate all the time. Do soine purification, too." That also shows 
that Lama Je Tsongkhapa liked to meditate a lot. Many Western scholars 
think that Lama Je Tsongkhapa was just an intellectual-some sort of 
Tibetan Buddhist professor, not a meditator. But then Mafijushri told him, 
"You are doing too much meditation. That's not enough. You also have to 

do purification and accumulate more merit." Lama Je Tsongkhapa was an 
unbelievable yogi. You cannot imagine. Even as a ten-year-old boy he was a 
great meditator. And when he was doing Maii.jushri meditation in retreat, a 
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figure of Mafijushri appeared spontaneously on the wall of his cave. I think 
you can still see that in Tibet. 

Purification is very important. It is the only way to get rid of those billions 
of subconscious animals that keep telling you, "Not possible, not possible." 

There's another slightly different psychological symptom, too: "It's not 
possible to purifY, not possible to improve yourself, not possible to eradicate 
your dissatisfaction, not possible to release your attachment and desire." Does 

this sound funny? Check it out. At one level you want to do these things, but 
when you try, there's a voice deep down saying, "Hey, come on. It's not pos
sible." That's what we call Mara, and he's there all the time. 

This is why we don't have strong energy to purifY ourselves, why we are 
not really convinced that we can overcome our grasping Western karma and 

gravitational attachment to sense pleasures. Go deep into your unconscious 
mind and you'll see what I'm talking about. Intellectually we know we can 
get enlightened, but deep down there's the hindrance that just keeps on say
ing, "No." 

The point is this: the voice that tells you it's not possible to purifY your 
negative karma also results from a lack of purification. That's the main point. 
In Buddhism we talk a lot about purification. We're talking about purifYing 
the mind, not the body; purifYing negative attitudes, negative psychological 

expressions. That's why it is extremely important to be totally convinced that 
you can purifY any negativity whatsoever, any negativity you can think o£ For 
example, Hitler exterminated millions of people. Even the murder of so many 

people can be completely purified, leaving not the slightest trace of negativity. 
In Nagarjuna's Letter to a Friend, he tells the true story of Lord Buddha's 

brother, who had incredibly strong desire, more than all of ours put together. 
Still, he was able to purifY that and become an arhat. Then there was Anguli
mala, who followed the wrong guru and was told that he would not gain 
realizations until he had killed a thousand people. Believing this, he started 
killing people and had killed 999 when the Buddha appeared and showed 
him how wrong it was. Even he was able to purifY his negativities and become 
an arhat. Finally, there was King Ajatashatru, who lived at the time of Lord 
Buddha. He committed one of the five inexpiable sins by imprisoning his 
father, who died in jail. Even this extremely negative karma could be purified, 
and he too became an arhat.21 

Therefore, through these examples, you should understand that any neg
ative karma that you have created in this life has been made by your pathetic, 
weak, illogical, grasping negative mind. The inner nuclear missile of your 
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powerful, transcendental, simultaneously born great wisdom can definitely 

purifY it all. You should be thoroughly convinced of this, not "Maybe it can, 
maybe it can't." Think instead, "It is roo percent certain that any negativity 
I have created by body, speech, or mind can be completely purified." This 
brave, understanding mind is very, very useful. Without it you will never 
succeed in meditation, because those billions of animals in your subconscious 

will be telling you, "No, no, no, no, no, no, no .... " 
If you recite the Vajrasattva mantra twenty-one times every night, it scops 

the otherwise exponential proliferation of negative actions created during 
that day. Without purification, one day's negative energy will have doubled 
by the next, redoubled by the day after that, and so on. The tantric texts also 
explain that if you recite the mantra properly one hundred thousand times, 

you can completely purifY all negativities whatsoever, even broken root tantric 
vows. There is no negativity that cannot be purified by this method. It's very 
powerful. 

Also, as I've explained before, there are various aspects ofVajrasattva: kriya, 

charya, yoga, and highest yoga. The latter also includes the Guhyasamaja and 
Yamantaka aspects, which, as His Holiness Song Rinpoche said, emphasize 
physical purification, purification of the body. Heruka Vajrasattva focuses 
more on mental purification. That's why it is such a powerful method. Not 
only for Tibetans. It is possible that some practices that are suitable for 
Tibetans might not suit Westerners, but this is not one of them. I've been 
doing soine anthropqlogical experiments on my Western students, and so far 
I think that their Vajrasattva practice has been pretty successful. After retreat 
their brain is something else! I wasn't expecting such a big change. For some 
reason, practicing Heruka Vajrasattva transforms them into quite different 
human beings. I'm glad that Westerners find this practice so suitable and 

helpful. 
The actual practice ofVajrasattva is quite simple. First, as I stressed before, 

you have to be aware of your negativities. You may not seem to have anything 
gross or anything that you're even aware of, but you certainly will have a lot 
of stuff deep down in your subconscious. When you practice the Vajrasattva 
meditation, you have to purify all these things. You also have to have strong 

confidence that you're capable of being purified, the strong belief that purifi
cation is possible, and the powerful determination never to repeat those neg
ative actions ever again. The latter is one of the four opponent powers, which 
I have explained in the main commentary. Using those powers is the right 

way to purifY. 
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The meditation itself is simple. I'll run through it very briefly. A few fin

gers' breadth above the crown of your head is a lotus and moon seat, upon 

which is a white vajra with the syllable HUM at its center. Light radiates in all 
directions purifYing all mother sentient beings' environments and wrong con
ceptions; it then returns, unifYing with and transforming the vajra into the 

radiant white body of Heruka Vajrasattva. Lama J e Pabongka describes dif
ferent shades of white for the various aspects ofVajrasattva' s body. The body 
itself is clear like crystal, the lotus at his heart is milky in color, the mantra 
around its edge is silver. Everything is still white, but differentiated slightly 
in order to help you visualize. 

He has one face and nvo arms and holds a vajra in his right hand and a bell 
in his left. He embraces his consort, Dorje Nyema, who holds a curved knife 
in her right hand and a kapala full of blissful energy in her left. Then blissful 
white kundalini energy gushes down from their hearts, through their sushum
nas to where they are joined at the lower chakra, through the lotus and moon 

seat, through your crown chakra, and down your sushumna, purifYing all the 

conscious and unconscious negativities we were talking about before. And to 
do this, we use three different meditation techniques-man-de, yan-de, and 
pung-de-which I have described in detail elsewhere. 

The great yogi Lama Je Pabongka further said that if you are doing com
pletion stage practice, you can do an additional visualization that will help you 
with it. When the blissful kundalini energy rushes down your sushumna, it 
energizes the four types of bliss-bliss, great bliss, extraordinary bliss, and 
extremely great bliss-as it passes through your crown, throat, heart, and 

navel chakras, respectively. 
Also, when you think about negativity, don't just think physically, but 

purifY mental weaknesses as well, such as sadness, loneliness, and so forth. 

Other benefits of the blissful energy pouring down your sushumna are that 
it helps you to open ~l your chakras and to develop tumo meditation and 
great bliss. So now you see. that you can practice the Vajrasattva meditation 
at the simple level of the generation stage or the more advanced level of the 
completion stage. 

Because the Vajrasattva practice allows you to overcome any sort of nega
tivity, you become very courageous and liberated. You feel confident that 

anything is possible, that you can conquer any difficulty. That aspect is very 
important. It gives you great inspiration. The weak mind keeps saying, "Not 
possible, not possible, i can't do it, I can't do it, I can't decide, I can't decide." 

Some people can't even decide whether or not to go to the bathroom. What 
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do you think of them? They need Vajrasattva meditation! It's true, unbe
lievable. I don't understand some people's minds. They can't decide about 

anything. My goodness. When I see people like that, I feel maybe I'm not so 

bad after all! 
Purification is very .useful. It gives you great satisfaction and flexibility of 

mind. You know you can do something. You can go into darkness; you can 
go into light; you can even go underground! You become confident in your 

ability to do anything. 
I really hope that all my students will do at least one hundred thousand 

Vajrasattva mantras before they die. I truly believe that after doing a Vajra
sattva retreat they cannot be reborn in the hell realms. No way! They can make 
a decision: "After the Vajrasattva retreat there's no way I can be reborn in a mis
erable realm. I don't care whether I live or die." You get some sort of insurance. 
Vajrasattva retreat is insurance against being reborn jn the lower realms. We 
need such insurance. Now I'm becoming an insurance salesman! That's terri
ble, isn't it! Still, I need your help to make my insurance company successful. 

Whether we are believers or nonbelievers, we do need some confidence. 
We're all impermanent. We don't know when we're going to die. We have 
all these shortcomings. But if you have indestructible insurance, who worries 
about death? Death is natural; worrying about it is a waste of time. Instead 
of feeling upset that your body is not as beautiful as it once was, look forward 
to being reborn with a better one. Anyway, I'm joking. My point is, however, 
that you need some kind of self-confidence, 'Tm definitely going to die, but 
at least I'm guaranteed of not being reborn in the lower realms." There is 
such a guarantee, because there definitely exists a level of mind that you can 
reach, from which you cannot descend to a lower rebirth. 

For those who cannot do the long mantra as a daily practice, His Holiness 
Song Rinpoche said that you can recite the short one: OM VAJRASATr.VA HUM 

twenty-one times, before you go to sleep at night. It only takes a minute or 
two; anybody can do that. 

Now, I want to make sure you understand clean-clear that you don't have 
to have killed, stolen, or beaten people up to need Vajrasattva purifieation. 
There's a deeper reason than just wanting to purifY what people commonly 
refer to as negativity. What is negativity? Most people will interpret it as 
doing bad things to other people. Americans always say, "We didn't do bad 
things; we always help other people." That's a joke! They're fooling them

selves. Even if you have devoted your entire life to helping others, the weak 
mind is still there. That's why you need purification. 
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One thing I have observed is that someone who has done very bad things 
is also capable of tremendous good. This may not be a fact, it's just some
thing I've observed. Some people are almost numb. Neither their positive 
nor their negative actions have any strength; all their actions are like water. 

People like that tend to think, "I haven't done anything bad, I'm always 
careful. I don't need purification." They might be careful, but it's out of 
self-pity and concern for their own well-being. That doesn't inean they do 
not need purification. 

Take Milarepa, for example. After his father died, the villagers confiscated 
his mother's property, so she sene Milarepa co a black magician to learn the 

craft so that later they could take revenge. One night all the villagers came 
together at somebody' s house for a party. With his black magic Milarepa 
made the roof collapse, killing them all. You can see how he had built up a 
tremendous force of negative energy. He studied for years and then watched 

and waited for the right opportunity with only the negative motivation of 
killing all those people in mind. But later he was able to generate even more 
powerful positive energy, purifY all chis negativity, and reach enlightenment 
in that lifetime. In contrast, some people are ineffective either positively or 
negatively, completely wishy-washy. 

Human potential is incredible. You can do such positive things. Jesus was 
unbelievably powerful. People thought he was crazy. Shakyamuni Buddha, 
coo. He had enormous wealth and power, but he gave it all up, escaped from 
samsara, and became enlightened. People thought he was stupid: "If he'd 
remained as king, he could have done so much for others, but he went into 
the jungle co live like an animal. He's ridiculous." Humans have tremendous 
power and potencial and can purifY vast amounts of negativity. 

If you wane to practice the completion stage of cancra, you should first do 
one liundred thousand Vajrasattva mantras. Purification is important, because 
freedom from the dualistic mind is enlightenment. We talk about enlightened 

realizations, buddhahood. That's freedom from the dualistic mind. Purifica
tion eradicates the dualistic mind. 

When Atisha was making the long overland trip from India to Tibet more 
chan a thousand years ago, he kept stopping the caravan and jumping down co 
do purification at the side of the road. Whenever he noticed the slightest neg
ative thought or concept, he would purifY it then and there. That shows he was 

a great yogi, a great bodhisattva. That shows he understood karma. We don't 
understand karma; we just let it go. But he understood how negative karma 
multiplies in the mind, and so he made a point of purifYing it right away. 
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It depends on how sensitive·you are. If you are sensitive, you notice the 
effect of even the slightest negative karma. If you are immersed in an ocean 
of negative karma, you don't feel it. The heavy blanket of negativity is always 
there. 

Once there was a great lama who was so pure that he always had a vision 
of light in front of him. One day a Tibetan family invited him to do a puja 
at their house. But the money they had used to buy the food and tea they 
offered him had come from the sale of prajfiaparamita texts, books on the per
fection of wisdom. As you know, money from the sale of holy objects like 
books and statues should not be used to buy temporal needs. 

When the lama got home that night he noticed that his vision oflight had 
disappeared. That was because he had eaten impure food that day. If you are 
sensitive and your karma is light, you notice the effects of negativity quickly 
and easily, the result comes soon. Our karma must be very heavy, because 
whatever we do, we don't notice it. Therefore, observing karma is very 
important. 

When we talk about taking care of the various vows we have taken-the 
five precepts, our vows as monks and nuns, our bodhisattva vows-it all has 
to do with karma. We don't take these ordinations to become prisoners. 
Therefore, purification is very, very useful. 



I4'"' The Qualities ofVajrasattva 
Are Already within Us 

"\VJHY DOES THE TIBETAN BUDDHIST TRADITION contain the practice of 
W Vajrasattva? 

Everybody would like to be as happy as possible and totally satisfied. We 
would all like our minds to be clean-clear, controlled, and stable, instead of 
up and down as they usually are. We would all like to have good concentra
tion, the abiliry to place our mind on whatever object we choose and have it 
remain there. 

Unfortunately, every day of our lives we are overwhelmed and thrown off 
balance by the eighty superstitions, or in common Buddhist terms, the three 
poisonous minds of ignorance, attachment, and hatred. Therefore, we find it 
hard to be happy. Forget about liberation or enlightenment; we don't even 
know how to be happy people leading happy lives. 

Within us, there is something missing. We are not well balanced; our 
internal energies are unequal, so our minds are up and down, fluctuating 
from one extreme to the other. We are extreme. We may seem normal from 
the point of view of the general public, from the New York or Paris point 
of view, but if you check a little deeper, you will see that we are a little crazy. 
So, what to do? 

We need purification. First, we need to realize, or recognize, our own expe
riences. Even though they are our own, we are unfamiliar with most of them. 
To help us understand our own experiences, we need a great deal of purifi
cation, and in the Tibetan tradition, the Vajrasattva yoga practice is consid
ered to be one of the most powerful methods of purification. 

Who is Heruka Vajrasattva? We consider him to be a manifestation of the 
unity of fully developed male and female energy, the complete purity of the 
state of enlightenment. Out of their great compassion and limitless love, the 
bu1dhas and bodhisattvas have manifested their collected purity in the arche
typal image ofVajrasattva so that we can identify ourselves with him. 

We have to. understand that the qualities ofVajrasattva are already within 
us. But our realizations, method, and wisdom are limited. They have to be 
developed through identification with the limitless, pure energy of the 
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archetype. Instead of thinking of ourselves as limited, hopeless sentient 
beings, we have to recognize our incredible potential. We can free ourselves 

from the confusion of uncontrolled concepts. We can develop our con
sciousness to the limitless states of universal compassion, universal love, uni
versal wisdom, universal freedom. The Vajrasattva practice can lead us beyond 
ego, beyond grasping, and beyond the dualistic mind. That's what the Vajra

sattva practice is about. 
Why do we identify with the deity? The deity is the manifestation of the 

qualities of supreme method and wisdom, so when we unify ourselves with 
that limitless archetype, we are identifying with those qualities. This leaves no 
room for our usual limited concepts. Most of you probably know all this, so 
I don't have to go into detail. 

I hope now that you understand why you need to practice the Vajrasattva 
method. You have to feel that it is very close to you, somehow real, some
thing you can do; That is important. It gives you the courage, space, and free
dom you need to cut the limitations that make your life difficult. You know 
that you can handle, go beyond, be free from those difficulties. That is very 
important. 

Through the experience of purification you can discover that although you 

might have created a lot of negativity, you are basically a pure person. You 
might have beaten other sentient beings, your mother, your father; you might 
hate your friends; you might even want to kill people. We do have negativi
ties. We all live in the sense world. Our egos are in conflict, and we deal with 
each other with impure energy. The important thing is to overcome all these 
problems by realizing that since we have made things difficult for ourselves, 
since we have created our own complications, it is up to us to free ourselves 
from them. But it is not enough to realize this in a merely intellectual way. 
We have to gain deep understanding through practice. That way we can really 
feel that although we have difficulties, we can do something to liberate our
selves from them. 

Personally, I feel it is very important that each of us realize and accept that 
we ourselves are responsible for all negative attitudes and actions. We, not 
God or Buddha, created the world's problems. Buddhism does not believe 
that God created misery. Misery is the creation of the negative, egotistic 
mind. We have to understand that. If we smash the negative, egotistic mind, 
we can overcome all problems. 

Therefore, we can't blame others for our problems. We created them our
selves. We've created our industrialized society; we've created the Californian 
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life; we've created the New York life; we've created the Paris life. God didn't 

create them, we did. We've made everything so expensive! A couple of years 
ago I went shopping in Paris. I couldn't believe how expensive it was. I didn't 
buy anything. I've been shopping in Ulverston, in Barcelona, where I bought 
lots of stuff, but I didn't buy anything in Paris. It's all our own doing. 

It is very important to recognize how we've created all our own problems. 

Just understanding this is so important. We've created these problems because 
we've not been handling our body, speech, and mind correctly. The result has 
been problems for ourselves, problems for others. We have confused our

selves and others for centuries, millennia, countless lives. It has been this way, 
it is this way, and it will continue to be this way unless we renounce this cycle 
of suffering. When you are miserable, you make others miserable. When you 

are happy, you make others happy. 

You have to feel incredulous when you realize the endlessness of all this 
confusion, and make a strong determination to clear it up: "Ifl truly love oth
ers, ifl really have compassion for others, I must improve myself. I must bet
ter my behavior, my speech, and my thinking. Without doing so there's no 
way I can help others. I'm only dreaming if while saying that I want to help 
others, I merely perpetuate the disastrous actions of my uncontrolled body, 
speech, and mind." 

That's the attitude you need if you want to help others in the best way you 
can. You're always around other people, aren't you? Even if you go off into 

the Himalayas, you'll be with people. If you go to where there are no people 
and try to make friends with the tigers, you'll get eaten up and disappear! So 
you have to stay around people. We always talk about love. We need-love; 
other sentient beings need love. But our attitudes are childish, and such atti
tudes make others childish. We need to grow up. Look at what's happening 
here, even as I speak. With my limited mind, I tell you, "Blah, blah, blah." 
You take that limited tlainking away with you, pass it on to others, and the 
whole cycle continues to spin. That's the nature of samsara. 

However, I am always very happy when people want to practice purifica

tion. I truly believe that if religious people really want to practice Dharma, 
or meditation, the most important thing they can do is to improve their atti
tude, their actions, and their speech. That is done through the sincere prac
tice of purification. 

Most people, especially Westerners, think that they are already pure, that 
they don't need purification: ''I'm pure, I don't have any problems." This is 
my experience. Many Westerners have come to our Kopan meditation 
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courses, where we teach basic lamrim, the four noble truths, suffering, and so 
forth. They tell me straight our, "What are you talking about? You're always 
going on about problems. I don't have any problems, I'm happy. I've got 
plenty of money. Why do you keep telling me I'm miserable?" This is the 
Western mentality. People think that if they've got money, they're happy. 
From the Buddhist point of view, they're wrong. We think your dollars only 
make you more miserable. 

I'm not saying that only Westerners think like that. Many Asians also think 
that they're problem-free. But they have problems-they just don't recognize 
them. They recognize others' problems, but not their own. That's how we are. 
We see the problems of the peoplewe'rewith, but we don't see our own. We 
think we',re pure. Such are the limitations of the samsaric mind. 

That's why I feel happy when people recognize that they need purification, 
that there is something they can do to improve their lives. I consider that 
some kind of realization. You recognize that since your own mind created the 
negative experiences you have, your own mind can counteract them. This is 
the main point. Don't think, "I created my own karma. I deserve to suffer in 
hell." This is completely wrong. 

Of course, most of us carry negativities. Our minds are out of control. But 
we haven't killed people; we ·haven't killed our parents, or an arhat, or a 
buddha, so I still think we're lucky. Remember Milarepa. He killed all those 
people with black magic. Even so, I don't regard him as a criminal, a bad per
son. On the contrary, I think he's a great person; he set us a good example. 
He did incredibly negative things, realized black magic was bad, gave it up, 
practiced pure Dharma, and became completely liberated. Compared to him, 
we are lucky. We've never killed anybody. But we still have negativities; our 
minds are still out of control. Yet, we can overcome these problems by prac
ticing the profound methods of tantric yoga. 

I feel inspired by Milarepa's attitude. It makes us want to do something, 
to act. That inspiration itself is liberating. Otherwise we feel, "I'm com
pletely incapable. I'm the most hopeless person in the world. I can'tdo any
thing about my motivation or my actions. I'll never be able to change." 
That's wrong. We can change in any way we like. That's the beauty of the 
human mind. 

Now, before I give this highest yoga initiation, I want to remind you that 
anyone who takes it is making a commitment to retreat on Heruka Vajra
satrva for three months. If you have already done this retreat, you don't have 
to do it again, but if you have retreated on only an aspect ofVajrasattva from 
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one of the lower tantras, you will still have to do the three-month retreat on 
Heruka Vajrasattva. 

However, if you are going back to theW est and will have to work, you can 
do the one hundred thousand mantras as a daily commitment, instead of in 
retreat, as long as you use the same seat until you've finished, as I have 
explained elsewhere.22 I'm sympathetic to that need. 

You know, the mantra itself has incredible power. You begin at the level 
that you're on, but each time you say the mantra, each retreat session, you 
start to improve. Slowly, slowly, the mantra elevates you. Even though you 
might not have deep concentration, just trying to visualize and repeating the 
mantra has what I would dare to call a miraculous effect on you. Without 
your even trying, the mantra touches your deep subconscious and purifies 
you. There is nothing at all worldly, contaminated, or evil about the mantra; 
it has an inherent power to elevate that automatically burns up your impure, 
garbage energy. That's the great beauty of mantra. You don't have to be a 
great meditator to benefit from it. Mantra can automatical~y elevate you from 
your ordinary way of thinking and speak to you in a place beyond heavy 
worldly concepts. That gives you the space to see things more clearly, and that 
is good enough. 

Mantra is also a kind of secret language. Normally, we communicate on a 
very low level. When we argue with each other, we're on a low energy plane. 
Our quarrels are very worldly. Mantra takes you away from the things that 
usually drive you crazy, from the things in which you are normally involved. 
It sort of hypnotizes you into communicating with higher levels of mind by 
blocking normal, conventional, low level communication. That's another 
way in which mantra is very helpful. Of course, mere words can never explain 
the true nature of mantra. 

Another thing: we don't consider Vajrasattva and the mantra to be two sep
arate things. The Vajr~attva mantra is Vajrasattva; Vajrasattva is the Vajra
sattva mantra. Buddhism is set up for us to transform our ordinary body, 
speech, and mind into those of an enlightened being. By emanating as the 
deity, we transform our body; by reciting the mantra, we transform our 
speech; and by generating bodhichitta and the wisdom of shunyata, we trans
form our mind. 

Vajrasattva is not simply for purification. The visualization you do is a 
process to help you generate wisdom and compassion and to experience some
thing akin to what you would experience in completion stage practice. You 
visualize Vajrasattva above the crown of your head in union with his consort. 
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From their heart chakras, blissful white kundalini energy rushes all the way 
down their sushumnas and comes out where they are joined at their secret 
chakras. It continues down through the lotus and moon seat, through your 

crown chakra and down your sushumna, and you practice the various puri
fying meditation techniques. You then unify and identify with Vajrasattva. 
You experience enlightened energy. This is not just a purification practice. 

Some people think visualization is a bit funny; that when you visualize 
you are just making something up. I think it is a most powerful method; a 
powerful method to break your ordinary concepts, your preconceptions. I 

cannot just tell you, "You are wrong, you are wrong. Your way of thinking is 
wrong; you are so deluded." Those are just words. You have to experience for 
yourself, "How deluded I am, how I project things." You have to see for 

yourself how different projections make you feel and affect your view of real
ity. Vajrasattva introduces you to the way you think, the way you interpret 
the reality of yourself and your world. That's what visualization shows you. 

The visualization ofVajrasattva is a teaching on shunyata. 
I can listen to teachings on shunyata twenty-four hours a day, seven days 

a week, for a year, "Shunyata, shunyata, shunyata, ego is bad, wrong view ... ," 

listening, listening, somebody is up there teaching me. But in the end, I'll still 
be full of concepts and thoughts. In just the shortest time, Vajrasattva visu
alization can completely shut down your mental chatter, giving you the space 
to work out what you see. I really believe that this is a much stronger way to 

introduce you to shunyata, with your own experience, your own language, 
your own mind, and your own thinking. I'm probably wrong, but that's what 
I believe. Really, this is most powerful. 

Basically, I'm a skeptic. I do,n't believe things easily. I didn't expect that 
Vajrasattva meditation would do much for theW estern mind. I just observed 
what was happening. So far, I think that Vajrasattva retreat has been an 

unprecedented success among my Western students. Their minds have def
initely changed for the better. Without retreat, their minds would not have 
changed. It takes a strong retreat to change Westerners' minds. Then some

thing really happens. The evidence of this experience has convinced me that 
the Vajrasattva practice really works for Westerners. 



I5..... Action Is Everything 

"\VJE HAVE TO ACT, not just philosophize. Philosophical concepts may be 
W able to correct wrong ideas, erroneous ways of thought, and mistaken 

beliefs, but intellectual correction is not enough. Along with that we need a 

powerful force to channel our minds into the correct, divine philosophy of 
the middle way. 

For example, Lord Buddha taught that we should avoid extremes and fol
low the middle way, because going to extremes and avoiding everything 

would make us sick. He said that we should adjust our lives both relatively 
and absolutely. But these statements are still views, ideas, and opinions, aren't 
they? Our lives should be more active than that. When you get your hands 

dirty, touch the earth, plant seeds, and water the ground, green plants man
ifest organically. Vajrasattva practice is a lot like that. 

The Vajrasattva meditation is not complicated; it's very simple and easy to 
understand. It's not something that takes a lot of intellectual thought. You 
just do it, just act. That is what we need. Transformation never comes with
out action. No matter how much you study and learn, how much informa
tion you collect, it is action that really helps you integrate your life. The 

Tibetan Buddhist tradition contains a wide range of preliminary practices 
(ngondro). Vajrasattva is one of these. Even though it is very simple and prac
tical, it is one of the most powerful methods of purification we have. 

At first I was very skc;ptical that a method that worked for Easterners would 

also work for Westerners, but I have now seen hundreds ofWesterners retreat 
on Vajrasattva with great success and great improvement in their minds. This 
experience has both amazed and satisfied me, and there is no doubt that it is 
highly worthwhile. 

Buddhism always emphasizes meditation, mindfulness, awareness, method, 
and wisdom. Every word of the teachings points you in the direction of insight. 

The Vajrasattva yoga method is a very simple means of showing you who you 
are. It reveals your shortcomings and your Strengths and is especially helpful 
in ripping off the heavy blanket of wrong conceptions that prevents you from 
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seeing the reality of yourself. Even if'you find it difficult to meditate or have 
poor concentratiol}, this practice can give you inner satisfaction and a real 

taste of Buddhadharma. Therefore, it is very useful. 
Normally, our motivation is at a very low level, and our actions are quite 

mundane. Sometimes I feel as though we're dealing with the hell realm in our 
human relationships. Well, that may be a bit of an exaggeration, but what I 
mean is that we don't use our human intelligence enough. Vajrasattva med
itation brings you up from those lower levels of mind to a higher, more 
human plane of consciousness. You just have to do it, that's all. 

Furthermore, the practice is structured so that while you are working with 
and meditating on the sadhana at a conscious level, positive energy from your 
subconscious mind is being activated and drawn upon to enhance your prac

tice. This is one of the psychological features of tantra and one of the reasons 
that it is so powerful. T antra liberates you by working at both the conscious 
and subconscious levels to lead your mind into the gradual path to enlight

enment. 
Most of us are ·limited when it comes to recognizing both the male and 

female aspects of our being. Vajrasattva meditation demonstrates the mag
nificent blissful unified energy within us. We need this. We feel·lonely 
because we are unaware of the totality of the inner human environment. And 
as long as we follow our monkey minds, we'll remain unaware of it and con
tinue to feel lonely. Vajrasattva shows you what it's like to be a complete per
son, an emanation of totality. This is very helpful. 

The Vajrasattva mantra is especially powerful. I call it "miraculous televi
sion"! On regular television you see incredible things, don't you? All sorts of 
samsaric things can manifest on your screen. Similarly, mantra is like divine 

television. By simply reciting the mantra, you bring the three principal aspects 
of the path-renunciation, bodhichitta, and right view-into your stream 
of consciousness. Divine pride and clarity also enter. Mantra is very power

ful because it gives you access to levels of consciousness that are far beyond 
the ordinary, mundane, lower levels on which you usually operate. 

Intellectually oriented people find it difficult to transform themselves 
because they think that the way to perfection is through their intellect: "This 
is knowledge; this is the liberator; intellect is everything." Intellect is not every
thing-action is everything. For example, if a simple person who doesn't have 

great intellectual learning gets into a jet plane, he still gets to wherever he 

wants to go. Similarly,. if someone who has not studied Dharma extensively 
climbs aboard the jet of the Vajrasattva yoga method, he or she can be carried 
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to transformation without having to worry about accumulating intellectual 
knowledge. 

Our problem is that we are too intellectual. We say, "This is no good; I 
don't want that; I want the other." That's how we choose, and that's our 
problem. Our intellect causes most of our dissatisfaction. We have taken so 
many intellectual trips in our life, yet we are still dissatisfied. You can see this 
most clearly in the West. 

The nuclear essence of tantra is that the human being is the deity. The human 
being is the god; the human being is the deity. I have ro emphasize this. We 
have the qualities of the deity within us. You always think that the deity is 
something rarefied and inaccessible, bur through tantra you can touch the 
deity, recognize yourself as the deity. That's why it is very powerful. 

Buddhism teaches that the basic human problem is the ridiculous thought 
that we are hopeless. This way of identifying ourselves damages our human 
quality. Therefore, we need to discover the divinity within us, the divine 
qualities that are already there. Buddhism is really so realistic, so scientific, so 
down-to-earth, so clean-clear: human beings do have a pure nature and divine 
inner qualities, so they should recognize and unify with them. And accord
ing to Lord Buddha, the way to recognize our divine qualities is not simply 
to know that they are there, but to act, to act. The way to act is to practice 
tantra. T antra ,is not about words; the essence of tantra is action. 

Of course, I'm not a great meditator; nor have I had much experience. 
I'm somewhat narrow and out of touch with reality. Nevertheless, I have 
done mantra retreats and, miraculously, have experienced to a certain extent 
things that I have never experienced when not in retreat. I have discovered 
new-dimensions to life, a new reality. Mantra has the power to take you into 
a new dimension, a new space. That is what tantra and mantra can do. 

Sometimes these ne,YI experiences can shock you because they are so dif
ferent from your normal reality. On the·other hand, you can experience clean
clear visions that are very real for you. Anyway, I'm not going to try to explain 
all this. I just want to say that is extremely worthwhile for you to act. Action 
is simple and direct. I'm telling you all this because many would-be practi
tioners get confused by the many teachings and practices they find in Bud
dhism. They don't know what to do, what practices are for them. 
Consequently, they don't do anything properly. If you can concentrate on 
certain meditation practices and be very· focused when you do them, I can 
guarantee that you will change for the better. 
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Therefore, when I give the Vajrasattva initiation, I don't make you com
mit to doing the practice or reciting the mantra every day of your life, but I 
do ask most of you to do a three-month group retreat. The only purpose of 
making a retreat commitment is to ensure that you have some experience, that 
you are not just spiritually grasping but are doing something to elevate your
self. People who have already done the retreat have already gained the expe

rience and don't necessarily have to do it again. 
I understand that life in the West does not always allow you to go off for 

a three-month retreat, so I sometimes make an exception. If you don't have 
time to do the strict retreat, you can practice at home for an hour a day until 
you have recited the required number of mantras. You should try to finish 
within two to three years. 

The main condition here is that you sit in the same seat. Usually our minds 
are fickle; we can't focus intensively and are completely distracted, constantly 
looking for something new, something different. This is an unhealthy atti
tude. You lose penetrative insight; you lose intensive awareness. It's not that 
a constantly changing environment drives you crazy, but it does spoil your 
meditation. A stable situation promotes simplicity, clarity, insight, and inten
sive awareness. If we were beyond conditioning, it would be all right, but 
our minds are at a lower level, where conditions affect us. Everything affects 
us: stars, poisonous plants, snakes, human beings, colors. Consciously or 
unconsciously, we are affected. To overcome this tendency, we meditate in 
the same place. 

However, I think I have to make another compromise here to accommo
date a lifestyle such as that in America, where people move around a lot. 
Make a small meditation box that will fit into your car. Then when you move 
house, you can take your seat with you. The continuity of daily practice is 
very important, so please don't break it-wherever you go, take your medi
tation box with you. 

Continuity is really important. We have all had moments of sensitive, 
intensive awareness where we could almost hear the flowers breathe; perfect, 
blissful, satisfied experiences where we have never wanted to look at anything 
else. But what we have lacked is that state of total satisfaction; our intensive 
awareness has been interrupted. We are always on, off, on, of£ up, down, and 
that's the problem. In fact, the Tibetan word for tantra, gyu, means conti
nuity, and continuity is very important if you want to stay happy. If you 
reach a certain state of happiness and satisfaction, you want to maintain it, 
don't you? You don't want to fill your consciousness with disasters. This is 
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so simple, so logical. We can be logical at times. The problem is that when 
we are off, we are illogical, and it is only when we are on that logic prevails. 
It is important to maintain the continuity of happy conditions without allow
ing misery to interrupt. Continuous practice is therefore very important. 

Retreat is very special. The literal meaning of the Tibetan word for retreat, 
tsam, is isolation. But isolation from what-reality? Well, we're already iso
lated from that. We need to isolate ourselves from mentally or externally con
fused situations, any circumstances that tend to make us unclear. If you can 
avoid all that for the duration of your retreat, transformation will come of 
itself, without your even having to worry about it. And as I said before, if you 
can't isolate yourself in strict retreat, the continuity of daily practice is very 
important. If one day you are busy and can't manage your usual session, do 
half an hour. If that's too much, do twenty minutes, or ten, or even five. 
There has to some continuity. Your stream of consciousness is like a highway, 
so keep the energy flowing along it. 

Buddha manifests in the radiant white form ofVajrasattva. Why does Buddha 
manifest in different ways? Because different sentient beings have different 
needs, and Buddha himself said that he would manifest in various forms in 
accordance with those needs. We believe that he can appear as Krishna, as 
Jesus, as a woman, as tea, as a criminal-in whatever form will benefit each 
sentient being, to fulfill whatever needs we have. 

In order to dispel the darkness of ignorance, Lord Buddha manifests the 
totality of his pure energy in a radiant, white body. You can see for yourself 
that when you are confused and negative, your mind gets very dark. The 
blissful radiant white emanation ofVajrasattva purifies that darkness. 

When you practice the Vajrasattva meditation you should not feel dis
couraged, "Oh, I can't do it perfectly." What is perfect? You ha;ve to build up 
to perfection from the J.evel you're on. You build your dream home on an 
empty piece ofland; here you build up perfect energy from the emptiness of 
shunyata. Just do your best according to your own ability and don't expect 
too much. Lord Buddha doesn't expect everyone to be at the same level. We 
might all be doing Vajrasattva meditation, using the same words, the same 
method, but each of us has his own understanding, her own conscious realm. 
Buddhism understands that. So don't worry about trying to be the same as 
your neighbor. Just take it easy, keep yourself clean-dear, and do what you 
can. That's good enough. 
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When you take the Vajrasattva initiation you should have a strong motiva
tion and no doubts. Motivation is the nuclear essence ofliberation. The right 
attitude will set you free. When you take the initiation, you should not be 
seeking the short-term pleasures of beach and ice-cream. You should instead 
have the strong intention to make your life as beneficial as possible for oth
ers. This is the most important factor in taking the Vajrasattva initiation. 
And I think that you already have that motivation. Don't think, "Oh, that 
doesn't sound like me." You can definitely purify all negativities of your ordi
nary body, speech, and mind and thereby discover the vajra body, speech, and 

mind. 

[Lama Yeshe gives the initiation.] 

Now the initiation has nearly finished. According to Tibetan tradition, at 
this point the lama touches each disciple's crown with the torma that repre
sents the deity, as I have explained on an earlier occasion. I think this may 
have been a Tibetan innovation and not something that carne down from 
ancient times. Lamas are very kind and not so busy, so they try to put all 
their energy into the Dharma path. They make tormas, transform them into 
the deity through meditation, and then place them on the disciples' heads to 
ensure they experience Vajrasattva descending to their hearts. I'm not going 
to do this today. I've got nothing against the practice, but we're in the West, 
and I think Vajrasattva is already in your heart, so it's not necessary. 

You can see that the Vajrasattva practice is very simple, but if you find it dif
ficult to visualize the deity above the crown of your head, you can visualize 
Vajrasattva at your brow chakra. If this is still too hard, instead of visualizing 
him in the usual form of the deity, you can visualize at your brow chakra a 
white OM on a moon disc surrounded by the mantra standing counterclock
wise around its edge. As you concentrate on the OM and the mantra, blissful 
energy emanates from them and fills your entire nervous system, forcing out 
all the garbage of your impurities, especially those of your body. 

You should be able to feel your impurities. If you can't, it may well mean 
that you have already achieved a certain degree of purity. "Pure" and 
"impure" are not simply dependent upon your belief, not necessarily just reli
gious ideas. In your mind there is a kind of substantial psychological entity 
that depends upon your conventional mode of thought. This is what deter
mines purity and impurity, and you should be able to detect it. 
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Similarly, at your throat chakra there is a red AH on a moon disc, sur
rounded by the mantra, and at your heart, a blue HUM on a moon disc, sur
rounded by the mantra. When you recite the mantra, blissful energy emanates 
as before and purifies your negativities of speech and mind, respectively. So, 
instead of just sitting there feeling lonely, miserable, and incapable of doing 
the meditation with the complete visualization, you can practice this simpli
fied form. It works; it really opens you up. 

The main commentary will'tell you most of what you need to know to do 
the Vajrasattva retreat. If you study it, you will see how worrhwhile and effec
tive for your mind retreat really can be. Retreat is not a joke. All of us need 

to make the time and space to elevate our minds. If we don't do this for our
selves, how will we ever develop our human potential? Also, students who 
have completed the retreat can ~elp explain the commentary to you. 

Mter your retreat it is good for you to do the Dorje Khadro fire puja, 
although this is not a commitment. Some people feel upset that they did not 
do the retreat as well as they might have, that they didn't recite the mantra 
properly, or something like that. The fire puja burns all those doubts away, 
leaving you clean-dear and satisfied with what you did. 

Let me emphasize again the benefit of short sessions. Do your practice 
intensively and well and you'll enjoy it; you'll leave your meditation seat 
wanting to come back. It somehow retains the energy of your positive men· 
tal vibrations. This helps to make your retreat easy. 

I think it is wonderful that you people want to practice purification. There 
is so much impure energy around the. planet these days, so much contami
nation of various sorrs. It is rare that anyone even knows about purification, 
let alone thinks about practicing it. You are so brave. I am very pleased that 
you want to purify your miserable energy and have a happy life. Also, puri
fying yourselves properly benefits mankind. That's all we can do. I feel bliss
ful that you are serio,us in wanting to purify yourself, that you are not 
hypocritical, and that we are not wasting our time. I would even go so far as 
to say that even if you are not going to act, just wanting to purify yourself is 
enough for me. You touch my heart. Thank you so much! 





PART 4 

Heruka Vajrasattva Tsok 





I6-- What Is Tsok? 

T SOK MEANS GATHERING. We gather together the things that we're offer
ing, and we gather together to do the practice. This is the Tibetan con

notation of tsok. Gathering together with other practitioners and 
concentrating our minds into the same space gives us great inspiration. It's 
much better than just doing a puja alone in our own rooms. In my college at 
Sera, we compare group puja to a straw broom. You can't sweep much floor 
with just one straw, but when many straws are gathered together to make a 
broom, you can quickly clean an entire assembly hall. Though distinguished 
practitioners such as Milarepa successfully practiced alone, we're not ready for 
that yet. It's good that we come together to develop single-pointedness of 
mind. One hundred people's minds all meeting at the same place become very 
powerful. 

In the Tibetan tradition tsok is a most profound method of purification 
and way of gaining realizations. When you recite the text in English you can 
see how many subjects are included in the practice. The Guru Puja, for exam
ple, covers the entire path to enlightenment from beginning to end. Even if 
you're not making any obvious progress in your daily meditations on the 
lamrim, some realization may come into your mind because of the conducive 
atmosphere you've created during puja. Many people have gained realiza
tions during puja simply because of the atmosphere. 

You might have doo.e a particular puja one hundred times before, but 
somehow you have never quite reached the right spot. Normally, we push 
ourselves to achieve, but nothing happens because we've not made the space 
to allow for something to happen. By gathering together to offer tsok we're 
creating space. When the right space opens, zoom!-realizations come as if 
magnetically attracted. This is true. To grow, we need the right atmosphere. 

In the philosophical explanation of Buddhism, we talk about karma: "Cre
ate good karma, and you'll get this or that good result." I'm simply saying this 
a little differently, that to get the results you want, you have to create the 
right atmosphere. If you build a greenhouse, flowers will grow; protected 
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from the elements. It's the same thing with our baby minds. We need to pro
tect them and create the proper environment in which they can develop. Our 
gathering together for puja and giving each other energy is the kind of pro
tection our minds require. 

In the Tibetan tradition of Mahayana Buddhism we're always talking 
about the benefits we derive from all mother sentient beings. Take this Dar

jeeling tea we drink. Think of how many people were involved in its pro
duction: the growers, the pickers, the sorters, the packagers, the shippers, the 
shopkeepers, our own cooks ... finally, we get to drink it here. You know from 
your lamrim studies that, directly or indirectly, every sentient being has 
helped you get that cup of tea. And not just that cup of tea. All our happi
ness, from the lowest samsaric pleasure to the eternal bliss of liberation and 
enlightenment, comes from each of us to the other. 

Thus, to gain realizations we need to create the right atmosphere. We do 
this by gathering together and directing our minds to the same place. The 
power of this practice brings understanding. We're an international gather
ing, and each of us has developed in our own unique way. Despite our dif
ferences, our minds can still meet at the same place, and we can communicate 
with each other. I really think it's wonderful. Even parents may have difficulty 
communicating with their children, but here we are, from different countries 
all over the world, communicating with each other, heart to heart. 

Another connotation of tsok is "party"-a party at which we share simul
taneously born great wisdom and bliss. Now that's a party! 



I7,... Heruka Vajrasattva Tsok: 
The First Commentary 

"\VJHEN I WAS SELECTING a title for this tsok offering, I had many names 
W to choose from, but somehow I thought "An Antidote to the Vajra 

Hells" was the most suitable. Many of my students have done the Heruka 
Vajrasattva retreat, an extremely powerful way to purifY all one's negative 
energy. Therefore, when I was asked if we could offer tsok under the bodhi 
tree here in Bodhgaya,23 I thought it appropriate to write a short tsok offer
ing to Heruka Vajrasattva. 

We call this offering a banquet because it is like a great blissful party to 
which we invite from the ten directions the buddhas, bodhisattvas, dakas, 
dakinis, and any other pure manifestations we would like to be there. 

THE OFFERING INGREDIENTS 

Any kind of food and drink can be offered as tsok. You don't have to offer 
Tibetan-style i:ormas made of tsampa-they didn't do that during Nagarjuna' s 
time in ancient India. You can offer carrots, chocolate, milk shakes, or even 
black foods, such as onions, garlic, and radish-anything you like-whatever 
is clean and available where you live. If you are an exceptionally strong tanttic 
practitioner you can even offer unclean things, such as excrement, but since 
we are not that advanced, it is better for us to make clean offerings. 

THE MERIT FIELD 

First verse. Since this is a tantric practice, before we actually offer the tsok, we 
have to transform our ordinaty view of the environment and all the beings in 
it. Visualize yourself, the other people offering the tsok together with you, the 
offering ingredients-in fact, everything-as manifestations of the totally 
unified great bliss and wisdom of nonduality. Then, in the space in front of 
you, theVajrasattva mandala appears from nondual bliss and emptiness, with 
Heruka Vajrasattva and his consort at its center. 
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Following its natural tendency, our narrow mind will visualize this man
dala as small and crowded, but it is not. The mandala occupies all of space 

and is filled with infinite objects of offering, whose nature is blissful nectar 

and transcendental wisdom. You should transform your offering-whether 
a single orange or a table overflowing with food-into infinite offerings fill
ing space: billions of oranges, apples, and so forth. Sometimes I visualize and 
offer a cosmic Western supermarket-a much better offering than some lim
ited, third-world vegetable market! Your offering should be limitless. Even if 
you are offering only one object, infinite objects of the five senses, all in the 

nature of bliss, emanate from it. 

Second verse. We usually perceive ourselves and others as very ordinary. When, 
for example, we gather to offer tsok, we may see ourselves as hopeless, pathetic 
individuals surrounded by other hopeless, pathetic individuals, all striving 
earnestly to make some kind of offering. From the tantric point of view, 
offerings made like that don't work. That is not the way to offer tsok. You 
should feel that all those around you are your dear friends--even those with 
whom you might be fighting at present-and see each of them as a Vajra
sattva of radiant white light. You can do it. One of the great beauties of being 
human is that you can change your mind at any time. It is flexible, and you 
can develop the skill of changing bad situations into good ones. 

Thus, in the sphere of great nondual bliss all beings appear as male and 

female deities-dakas and dakinis. Their appearance is like an illusion
something created by a magician. Have you ever been in a busy place and 
watched people of various nationalities, shapes, and sizes pass by and felt as 
if it were a dream or an illusion? When offering this tsok, you should trans
form all beings into the aspect ofVajrasattva and regard your entire visual
ization as illusory. The way we see each other is already illusory, even though 
we think we are so solid and real. 

Some of the dakas and dakinis we visualize are extremely peaceful and bliss
ful in appearance; others are in the aspect of granting spiritual realizations. 
Some manifest power and others, great wrath. They all seem to be dancing. You 
should also see yourselves as dancing wherever you go. In a way, whenever you 
go to the movies, to a restaurant, back home, you are dancing. When offering 
tsok, you should visualize the dakas and dakinis as very active and alive-really 
doing things to benefit all mother sentient beings-not as dull, inactive, or 
dead. They manifest in all these different ways for the benefit of all sentient 
beings, embodying fully developed and totally unified method and wisdom. 
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All csok gatherings are based on transformation. In che Guru Puja, for 
example, you first generate nondual, transcendental great bliss and wisdom, 

and chen everything-all actions, the offering ingredients, yourselves, che 

guru co whom you are making che offering-arises from that. Ac these times 
you should not see any living beings as invalids, cripples, hungry ghosts, or 
as other suffering creatures. Everything should look transcendental and evoke 
great bliss. Therefore it is best chat you visualize all beings as Vajrasaccvas. It 
is really excellent if, during the offering, you can control your mind and pre
ven~ ordinary, garbage-like concepts from arising. Usually such thoughts fully 
occupy our minds, causing us much confusion and making us more deluded 
than ever. How wonderful if for just one hour your mind gave no space for 
self-pity co arise. 

BLESSING THE INNER OFFERINGS 

(oM KHANDA ROHI. •• ) Here we bless the offering ingredients. The deity 
Khandarohi has one face and four arms and, if possible, should be visualized 
dispelling interfering spirits. Ic does not matter if you cannot make this visu
alization, but you should at lease sprinkle some inner offering nectar on che 

offering ingredients and feel that all negative, miserly spirits have been driven 
away. "Spirits" are not only the outer hindrances but are also any negative 
energy within you that pollutes your offering. This energy, coo, is purified. 

(oM SVABHAVA ••• ) This is called the shunyaca mantra. Recognizing the shun
yaca, or emptiness of inherent existence, of the offering ingredients is a very 
powerful way of purifYing ordinary conceptions and negative energy. This 
recognition is essential co a proper csok offering. 

The seed syllable OM symbolizes the divine vajra body, which is unified 
with the divine vajra speech and mind. SVABHAVA means natural, not artificial; 

SHUDDHA (and SHUDDHO) mean pure; SARVA means all; DHARMA means exis
tent phenomena; and HAM means I am, which should be felt with divine 
pride. These S~skric words contain a profound explanation of the pure, fun
damental nature of human beings and all other phenomena. The mantra 
means chat, in the absolute sense, all existent phenomena, including you, are 
inherently pure. 

You have to understand your real nature. Most of the time you are unnat
ural. With intelligence your ego produces anger and desire; chis is the wrong 
sort of intelligence. Your ego creates an artificial image of yourself, and you 
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present this false image of yourself to others. As long as you are under the con
trol of your ego, you are not natural. You have to listen to and touch your 
fundamental, true nature; if you can do this, you will touch purity. Thus the 
usual human self-projections-"! am hopeless; I am impure; I am bad; I can
not do anything; I cannot help myself'-are completely false and exactly 

opposite to what the shunyata mantra is saying. 
Your nature is not what your negative projections would lead you to 

believe. Buddha explains that it is mistaken to think that you are truly evil or 
sinful; your fundamental nature is pure. The artificial cloud that your ego 
produces is not your true nature but a fabrication dreamed up by your ego. 
Therefore, be natural. 

In shunyaca medication you listen to your inner self, go beyond artificial 
thoughts, become tranquil and peaceful, and touch the fundamental reality of 
your being. Thus shunyata meditation slices through all the concepts that 
make you miserable, especially those that lead you to believe that you are 
somehow permanent and inherently self-existent. If these wrong beliefs are 
merely suppressed, the symptoms they produce will keep recurring. You might 
be able to control one kind of suffering, but another will arise in its place. 

Whether or not you recite the shunyata mantra, it is imperative to see that 
the self~image maintained by your self-pity does not exist. I could explain 
this in deep philosophical terms, but I prefer to keep it simple. Think back 
to the "I am this" you were holding a year ago and compare it with your cur
rent self-conception. Has the "I" that you feel changed at all or not? Careful 
analysis will reveal that although some things have changed, you feel that the 
"I" of today is identical with the "I" of a year ago. You can see how wrong, 
both relatively and absolutely, this feeling is. 

All phenomena are changing from moment to moment-there is no way 
for our "I" to remain unchanged. When you realize how your .ego-grasping 
ignorance has been clinging to its nonsensical self-identity, believing, for 
example, that the you of ten years ago is still here today, you will laugh at how 
deluded you have been. Buddha always taught that we are deluded, holding 
nonsensical, hallucinatoty conceptions. Even if you have been meditating for 
rwenty or thirty years, if your meditation has not begun to shake your ego and 
destroy your delusions, then you have not been meditating properly. The 
more extreme your ego's self~identity, the more solid your ego appears, and 
the more tightly you hang on to it. When you shake your ego to its founda
tions you create an earthquake that causes the Mount Meru of your samsaric 
mandala to crumble. 
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Buddha's teaching on universal reality is profound. It shows humans the 
best way to be healthy; it breaks all concepts, shatters all illusions. Buddha 
even said that if you become attached to a fixed conception of him, you will 
be trapped. Spiritual seekers of today, under the control of their egos, grasp 
at their self-existent gurus, saying, "I love you; you are a wonderful guru. Do 
you love me? You should." Buddha would have rejected such disciples, He did 
not want anybody to grasp at either himself or his teachings. You should not 
grasp at samsaric phenomena; you should not grasp at Dharma. There is 
nothing to which you should become attached. That is Lord Buddha's pre
scription for perfect health. 

These days many gurus seem to be attached to their disciples an~ want 
their disciples to be attached to them. This is completely wrong. It is most 
unhealthy for disciples to be attached to their teacher or their path. Buddha 
wants you to be healthy, forever happy, and free from attachment to all con
cepts and doctrines. Therefore you have to recognize as false all concepts of 
"me" that you are holding right now and break them down. In the gloom of 
this ignorance you are deceived by the seductive dance of the objects of the 
five senses. But when you recognize the way your ego cheats you, it will no 
longer be able to do so. If you really understand this, you will understand 
shunyata. 

The profound shunyata mantra tells you that the .true nature of all phe
nomena is one. But your ego divides, separates, and categorizes everything so 
that you can never be close to anything. Even after a lifetime together, hus
bands and wives are not really close; they don't understand each other because 
their egos have kept them apart. 

The mantra states that in reality all existent phenomena are one and 
"HAM," "so am I." You are pure, one with all.existence; therefore, generate 
divine pride. When you experience shunyata, you become one with all phe
nomena, inseparable, like milk poured into milk. When you realize shun
yata, your dualistic mind vanishes. It is dualistic because it divides everything 
into two-for example, "me" and "you." When you realize your own ultimate 
nature and mine, there will be no distinction between us. 

The social ramifications of the dualistic mind are numerous. For exam
ple, people in the world protest racism and stage political demonstrations 
against it, sometimes getting killed in the process. From the Buddhist point 
of view, racism will continue to exist as long as the dualistic mind exists. 
Until you discover ultimate reality and the unity of existence, all talk of 
abolishing racism is just a joke. Buddha gave the perfect, practical method 
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of integration, which we all can experience in our daily lives. The great 
beauty of being human is that we can transcend the relative world and expe

rience the absolute. 

All becomes empty ... The skull cup we visualize here is not small like the ones 
we use in pujas. It should be huge-the bigger the better. It contains the five 
meats and the five nectars. You are' in the aspect of Vajrasattva. From the 
HUM at your heart a beam of light shines into the skull cup, heating its con
tents and melting them into a vast ocean of inexhaustible, blissful nectar. 

Whenever you offer tsok, recognize the blissful nature of whatever you 
offer. Fo~ example, oranges might appear as oranges, but in essence they are 
blissful nectar. And the deity to whom you are offering the tsok-in this case 
Vajrasattva-does not just munch it up like we do but extracts the essence of 
the tsok, great bliss, through a thin straw of light that he sends out from his 
tongue. You too should recognize all the offerings, and indeed all your every
day food and drink, as being in the nature of great bliss. 

Then, saying the mantra OM AH HUM HA HO HRI three times, you bless 
the tsok. 

This pure offiring ... Reciting this verse helps your mind avoid energizing 
superstition. 

VERSE ONE 

Here we offer the tsok with a request to develop within us the simultane
ously born great bliss and wisdom, the unique tantric path to enlightenment. 

Recite the Heruka Vajrasattva mantra once after each verse. If you recite 
it clearly, evenly, and at the right speed, you will purify millions oflives' neg
ativity. Sometimes you may feel so heavy with nonvirtue that you cannot 
move; you feel as if you are drowning in a vast ocean of negativity. And once 
you have decided that you feel heavy, you feel heavy! Buddhist psychology 
contends that if you believe you are negative, you will become negative. If I 
project that you are hopeless, to me you will appear hopeless. We should, not 
think like that. We have powerful methods of purifying even the most seri
ous downfalls-for example, broken root vows of tantra. It is the experience 
of many great yogis that the Vajrasattva practice can purify all negative energy; 
there is no negativity that Vajrasattva meditation cannot purify. It is very 
important for you to understand this. You already have a very low opinion 
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of yourself; your encounter with religion should not make it worse. You 
should of course recognize your shortcomings, bur at the same time you 
should always remember your potential to become a buddha. 

VERSE TWO 

How do we make our precious human rebirth useless? By clinging to the 
pleasures of the objects of the five senses. Why do we do this? Because our 
sense consciousnesses hallucinate. We have to purify their impure, dualistic 
vision. We are too concerned about the welfare of just this life. For example, 
look what happens when you go to India for a Dharma festival. You are full 
of good intentions, but when you arrive, you get upset because there's no 
good food, tea, or coffee. Of course, you have to make sure your body remains 
healthy, but even when it is, the lack of amenities disturbs you. You say you 
want to be liberated, enlightened, and compassionate, but in reality, your 
mind is completely obsessed with your own pathetic, ego-determined plea
sures. Such exaggerated concern for the happiness of this life alone must be 
eliminated; it only makes your understanding of reality progressively nar
rower. There is more to strive for than this life's happiness. 

Students put a great deal of effort into studying so they will do well on their 
examinations and get a good job. They may enjoy certain diversionary plea
sures while doing so, but these are secondary to their main purpose. They do 
not allow th,!! small pleasures to prevent them from attaining their overarch
ing goals. I~ the same way, you who se~k the highest goal of everlasting sat
isfaction should be strongly dedicated and prepared to sacrifice the comfort 
of this life for it. Without sacrificing attachment to samsaric pleasures, you 
cannot gain liberation. When you make the decision to attain liberation and 
realize that it will involve making sacrifices, you will experience a kind of 
bliss whenever you encounter obstacles. All ego conflicts and suffering come 
from the poison of clinging to the ordinary concepts and appearances of this 
life. When we offer the tsok with this verse, we request blessings to enable us 
to abandon such clinging. 

VERSE THREE 

This verse illustrates how you create bad karma and add to your delusions. 
Improper attention, whose nature is superstition, produces more supersti
tion. Acting under its influence you create bad karma. It covers your mind 
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like a heavy blanket and, along with the demon of the impure, dualistic view, 

must be purified. 
Here we request blessings to develop perfect renunciation of samsara in our 

hearts. To achieve true renunciation it is not enough to have strong aversion 
to samsara. You have to investigate how improper attention generates super
stition and thus fuels samsara. Dualistic, improper attention has to be puri
fied, before renunciation can be developed. 

Some monks and nuns seem to think that they became arhats the moment 
they were ordained. You can't become an arhat in a day. Some laypeople also 
seem to think that monks and nuns should be arhats, criticizing them when 
they do something wrong: "Oh, look at those monks; they're no better than 
me." It is easy to criticize the Sangha. You can even criticize the Buddha: 
"He was so selfish, going off alone to meditate for six years." I don't believe 
that the renunciation of monks and nuns is necessarily better than that of 
laypeople, but at least monks and nuns have recognized what they need to do 
to overcome their samsaric difficulties and are trying to develop renunciation. 

They may not be arhats, but they are doing the best they can. 
As you know from studying the middle-level teachings on the graduated 

path to enlightenment, where it explains the causes of sarnsara and how to get 
rid of them, it is difficult to achieve perfect renunciation. We have difficulty 
renouncing samsara because our superstitions cause us to create more and 

more karma, and as a result, our blanket of obscurations gets thicker and 

thicker. Therefore, we pray to Guru Vajrasattva to help us purifY all this. 

VERSE FOUR 

You also know from the sutra teachings that the dualistic mind of self
cherishing is the foundation of all suffering; it is the principal evil. We make 

this offering to purifY self-cherishing and to generate the most perfect bodhi

chitta in our hearts. 

VERSE FIVE 

All phenomena are labeled-given names-by superstition, and as a result, 
they exist. But our superstitious minds are not content to leave it at that. For 
example, when you see a beautiful object, you try to make its beauty concrete, 
self-existent, special. You don't allow it to exist as merely a projection of your 
superstitious mind. This is dualistic vision and has to be purified. Thus we 
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make this offering with the request that we might realize mahamudra, the 
great seal of emptiness. 

VERSE SIX 

In life, as soon as I consider other people to be ordinary and bothersome, my 
problems start. I begin to disrespect and belittle them. All this arises from the 
ordinary concepts of my superstitious mind. According to tantric philosophy, 
there are eighty superstitions, some are gross and others are subtle, but all of 

them have to be purified. We also have to purify impure dualistic vision, 
which is like a hurricane that crashes planes and destroys houses. Thus we 
offer the nectar tsok, whose nature is that of the wisdom of the five dhyani 

buddhas, to Guru Vajrasattva, requesting the blessings of the four actual ini
tiations. 

Why are we asking for more initiations when we have already received so 
many? Actually it's not certain whether we've really received any initiations. 
It is difficult to receive a real initiation; it is not something you simply receive 
from a lama. In my opinion-and I hope this does not sound too extreme
in an initiation, the disciple is more important than the guru. 

Although I say it is very difficult to receive the four actual initiations, I do 
not mean that you have necessarily received nothing. The initiation you 

receive is determined by your level of understanding. In a gathering of two 
hundred peop_le, no two have the same experience. Although the lama gives 
all four initia~ions, it is likely that nobody receives them all. Some people 
might feel that they have received nothing and will compare their experience 

with those of their friends. However this is something you have to judge for 
yourself; no one else can tell you what you have received. Just realize that is 
extremely rare for someone to really receive the four initiations. 

Also, the degree to w}J.ich you receive an initiation depends upon the deity 
concerned and the conditions under which the ceremony is performed. You 
have a strong karmic connection with some deities and a weaker one with oth
ers. Conditions affect your experience in the relative initiation, not the 
absolute. Therefore, your experiences will vary. 

The main thing is for you to raise your mind above the ordinary, concrete 

concepts of everyday life. If you can do this, you are doing well. Most peo
ple never put themselves in a situation where they can meditate or be sensi
tive and aware. If attending an initiation gives you the chance to do so, you 
should take full advantage of that situation. You are not looking for some 
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extraordinary experience; in the modern world, it is enough simply to try to 

experience tranquillity, bliss, and transcendence. 
Some people say, "I have received this initiation and you haven't." I don't 

agree with that kind of arrogance. Who can say who has received what initia
tion? Only the individual concerned can tell what initiation has been received. 
You cannot determine this for others. That is why I usually allow any sincere 
person to come to an initiation. I cannot tell whether others' minds are high 
or lo:w; I cannot tell whether the initiation will be helpful for them or not. Be 
careful. Even though you might arrogantly believe you have received this or 
that initiation, you need co check up. You might have been present when.the 
initiation was given, but that does not mean you received anything. 

If you go to an initiation with the right attitude and an open mind, I am 
sure that you will receive an extraordinary vibration. That is enough. You do 

not have to be super-intellectual and ask, "Why do we do this? How does it 
work? What are all those Tibetan things for? I'm not going to take the initi
ation until I understand everything." That's nonsense. 

VERSE SEVEN 

Consciously and unconsciously we break our vows and commitments, pushed 
by a force like a raging thunderstorm. We find it extremely difficult to con
trol ourselves. I think, in a way, people who believe cll.emselves to be very 
pure and holy may be more negative than those who recognize how impure 

they are. The former never make an effort to purifY themselves with prostra
tions or retreats, while the latter practice diligently to pu~ifY their minds. The 
negativities, the broken vows and commitments, the feeling of being impure, 
and the result, the hallucinated vision of the Vajra Hells, are all dualistic and 
must be purified. We offer the tsok with a request for blessings to perceive 

only purity. 

OFFERING TO THE VAJRA MASTER 

The "circle of pure offerings" in the title is called a circle because both male 
and female deities gather to offer the tsok. When the deities are only male or 
only female, we do not refer to the tsok as a circle. According to tantra their 
combined presence makes the offering far more powerful. The next line says 
that the nectar we offer is free of the dualistic appearance of subject and object. 
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The vajra master replies. Each time you taste the tsok it goes to your navel 
chakra, causing an inconceivably blissful explosion of turno energy within 
your central channel. 

OFFERING THE REMAINING TSOK 

The protectors to whom we offer this are the external, internal, and secret 
protectors. We ask them to help us practice Dharma in order to benefit oth
ers in as many different ways as possible. 





I8~ Heruka Vajrasattva Tsok: 
The Second Commentary 

!WROTE THE SHORT TEXT, A Banquet of the Greatly Blissfol Circle of Pure 
Offerings: An Antidote to the Vajra Hells, because I thought that we needed 

a powerful method of purifying our negativities and that this would be a 
good way to do so. Even though it's very short, this text covers the entire 
graduated path, from renunciation to the tantric experience of enlighten
ment. 

In texts like the Guru Puja, the offering section comes first and the review 
of the graduated path to enlightenment follows at the end. Here I have tried 
to include the graduated path subjects in the tsok offering verses. Each verse 
contains some lamrim subject because I thought .this was a more direct means 
of communicating what our lives lack, what ruins them, and how we can 
improve them. We begin with guru yoga, then move on to the precious 
human rebirth, impermanence and death, renunciation, bodhichitta, shun
yata, and tantra. 

Also, Western Dharma students do a lot of pujas-the Guru Puja, Tara 
puja, jorcho, and so forth-so I thought I'd write a new one in case they were 
getting bored with the others! Moreover, since the regular pujas are rather 
long, and in today's world we're always short of time, I kept this puja brief. 
It's easy to do and quick. Anyway, it's a product of my own fantasies. 

Now, what do I mean by vajra hells? Vajracan be relative or absolute; here 
I am referring to the relative vajra, as in vajra and bell, the tantric implements 
we use. The word means indestructible, diamond-like. Diamonds are stronger 
than most other materials, so it is hard to destroy a diamond. That's the con
notation of vajra. Is it possible that there could be an indestructible realm of 
misery? Well, that's a bit of poetic license, a slight exaggeration; there's no 
such thing as an unchangeable, permanent phenomenon. For most of us 
depression lasts only a few hours, but there are people who remain depressed 
for their entire lives. When you've been miserable for a long, long time you 
might feel that your misery is endless. That's a vajra-hell-like experience. 
Vajra hell is just an expression; you should not take it literally. 
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THE MERIT FIELD 

Normally when we make offerings, we visualize the object to whom we are 
making the offering-in this practice the object of offering is Guru Vajra
sattva. We also visualize and meditate on the Vajrasattva mandala, where 

Guru Vajrasattva resides. 
The first two lines of this verse are talking about the quality of the visual

ization that you make. It is a transformation oflight. De means bliss, and tong 

means the universal reality of shunyata; nyi-su me-piii means without dualis
tic emity. The Vajrasattva mandala manifests from an appearance that has 
those qualities. This is actually quite profound. Old students may under
stand it, but new, mushroom students will probably find it a bit dreamlike, 

a kind of spacey new concept. 
Fundamentally we all have limited understandings of our natures and the 

nature of the world in which we live. Furthermore, we lay an exaggerated 
projection on top of our already limited view of reality. We do not penetrate 
the heart of reality; we don't even touch the reality of the ground on which 
we stand. This is the human problem. We have no insight into either our 
inner or our outer reality. 

We always say that we want to improve the quality of our lives-to have 
happy, joyful, profound, and meaningful lives. We use all kinds of words to 
describe the perfect life we'd like to have. To lead a perfect life you have to 
understand how you see your own nature and the nature of external phe
nomena. Whether or not you can do that will determine whether or not your 
life will be happy. 

A mandala is a vision of a complete world in which you recognize the 
nature of reality without any artificial projection, without hallucinating. Once 
you see that, you have more flexibility in your decisions; you have choices. 
Maintaining preconceived ideas and the dualistic notion of self-existence 
makes your life impossible. When you visualize a mandala, you see every
thing-yourself and your environment-in the nature of bliss; you touch 
the fundamental reality of all existence. With that sort of recognition, or 
comprehension, you can eliminate depression and ·other miseries and enjoy 
your life. 

The question might arise: "How can you say that everything is blissful? 
Some things are just miserable, so how can you say they can be transformed 
into blissful objects?" 

When you touch the fundamental nature, the ultimate reality, of any 
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phenomenon whatsoever, there is pleasure. Everything that exists is capable 
of eliciting pleasure in your mind. But you are narrow. Your mind has neu
rotic obsessions such as, "I only like things that are purple." For you, only 
purple things are beautiful. This sort of neurotic, dualistic, unrealistic way of 
thinking only gets you into trouble. But we do it all the time, don't we? 

Check what your mind considers to be beautiful. Ti:ue beauty is every
where. California is not the only place where there's pleasure and an attrac
tive environment. Every place has a beauty ofits own. An object's ability to 
give bliss is independent of the object itself. From the scientific point of view, 
every object has a son of common reality, a shared fundamental nature. This 
true narure is what is really beautiful; this is what really gives you satisfaction. 

The way we interpret the beauty of an object-by its shape, color, and so 
forth-is too relative, too conventional. Such beauty is like a yo-yo: this 
morning I see a panicular object as beautiful; this evening it looks ugly. I 
myself go up and down. That's the main trouble. We need to have a broad 
view of what constitutes a blissful object. 

According to the philosophy and psychology of tantra, if you comprehend 
the fundamental nature of all existence, everything manifests as a blissful 
object. Without that wisdom, objects alone cannot make you blissful. Human 
experience shows this to be true. When you are having a painful, miserable 
time, nothing you see makes you happy. If I show you something beautiful 
when you feel terrible, does it make you happy? No. There's no magnetic 
energy. Normally, subject and object sort of magnetize each other to pro
duce an atmosphere of pleasure or pain. The qualities of life do not come 
from outside but from your own degree of satisfaction. If you have richness 
within you, everything external will satisfy. 

A happy, satisfied family life comes from people's minds, not from their 
material possession§: Rich families in America are not necessarily more happy 
than poor families. Ho"':ever if you are born into this society, it is hard to see 
that possessions don't bring happiness because the whole society is built on 
the connection between wealth and satisfaction. However this attitude is the 
complete opposite of the truth. 

I'm not taking a shot at America just because I'm a foreigner. When I 
come to Ameri~a, I don't have any particular agenda; I just look and see 
what's going on. Perhaps I'm critical because I'm not involved in the Amer
ican way oflife; ifi were, I probably wouldn't notice the things that I see. True 
satisfaction comes from within yourself. This does not mean that you have to 

give up your American pleasures; whether they become pleasurable for you 
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depends on your mind. American pleasures can make you miserable. If that 

happens it is your own fault, not that of American society. 
The Buddhist attitude is, "I am responsible for the quality of my life. I am 

responsible for my own satisfaction." You cannot blame your father or your 
mother, your husband or your wife. That sort of blame is endless. It is illog
ical, and incapable of solving problems. Materialism and capitalism breed 
wrong ideas. From the Buddhist point of view, wrong ideas are the main 

cause of suffering. 
What is a fundamentally wrong idea? Thoughts like"My pleasure and suc

cess depend upon other people," or "A higher standard of living and more 
material possessions will bring me satisfaction," or "Material objects are alii 
need to be happy" are fundamentally wrong ideas. If you know how to think, 

it won't matter whether your standard of living is high or low-you will 
know how to enjoy yourself. That is the most important thing. 

Visualize that in front of the Vajrasatrva mandala, all of space is filled by 

magnificent objects of the five senses, greatly blissful objects of [Samantab
hadra's] offerings, as it says in the fourth line of the first verse. In Buddhist 
practice, offerings are made not only to buddhas and other holy beings but 
also to all sentient beings. You should recognize the divinity within other 
people-their potential for enlightenment, or buddha-potential. In tantra 
we transform all beings into greatly joyful and magnificently appearing dakas 
and dakinis. In the blissful space of nonduality, all sentient beings manifest 
as dakas and dakinis in various aspects: joyful, peaceful, powerful, wrathful
a whole variety of different but totally unified manifestations. We see them 
as the embodiment of unified method and wisdom, not as hungry ghosts or 
other emanations of misery. If you visualize miserable-looking objects, you'll 
feel miserable yourself. 

Therefore it is important to transform the nature of the object you visual

ize into great bliss and to recognize its fundamental reality, eliminating all 
dualistic concepts. You can visualize and offer any sense object whatsoever. 
Most of us are psychologically hung up by miserly and limited thoughts, but 
when we practice this tsok offering, we should visualize limitless objects of the 
senses, as beautiful, blissful, and inexhaustible as possible, and offer them to 
all-buddhas and sentient beings-without discrimination. We need this 
kind of training. 

Usually we give things only to the people we like and don't give anything 
to those we dislike. That's the Western way. In the East the prevalence of beg

gars helps keep us oriented toward giving to strangers. Rich people come 
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along and give away thousands of rupees to the poor. They're not the rich 
people's friends; it's just that the environment encourages this sort of thing. 
So we do have some good things in the East! Some people think the third 
world has nothing at all to offer: "They haven't even got the brains to get rich 
and be happy." 

Of course, the United States has poor people, too. There are many hun
gry people rummaging through others' garbage all the time, eating stuff that 
has been thrown out. You can see all this on television and in the big cities. 
The rich don't give to the poor, not because they can't afford to but because 
they don't like them. They just let them go hungry. I'm not talking politics 
or religion here; that's just how it is. This attitude is very bad. The selfish 
mind gives to those it likes and not to those it doesn't, irrespective of other 
people's needs. Our own need is the most important thing; after taking care 
of that, we give. That's samsara. 

We should train our minds in generous and impartial giving. But giving 
doesn't mean just handing over cash or material goods. Don't think, "I am 
poor. How can I give?" Real giving is having a giving attirude. Not giving is 
the selfish attitude of"I don't want to give." Offering tsok is excellent train
ing in overcoming such attitudo;:s: all sentient beings are guests at your offer
ing party, and you make extensive offerings to them all. It is essential to train 
our minds in this way if we want to be successful in both our Dharma prac
tice and life itself. 

BLESSING THE INNER OFFERINGS 

Remember that the way to offer anything is to recognize the fundamental 
nature, or mode of existence, of whatever it is you are offering. This applies 
to the actual offerings you have placed on your altar and to the magnificent 
offerings you visualize fiUing all of space. 

The vast subject of inner offering has been explained elsewhere, so my 
explanation here will be brief.24 Say you are offering a bowl of tea. Visualize 
in the space above the bowl the letters OM, AH, and HUM, beginning with OM 

at the bottom and moving up. Radiant white light emanates from the OM 

throughout the ten directions of space, magnetically attracting the supreme 
qualities of the body of all enlightened beings, who have great wisdom, great 
love and compassion, and extremely joyful lives. These qualities return to the 
OM in the form oflight and sink into it. The OM melts into blissful energy and 
dissolves into the tea. 
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Red light radiates from the AH invoking the pure speech of the supreme 
beings of the ten directions. This returns and sinks into the AH, which melts 
into blissful light energy and also dissolves into the tea. Similarly blue light 
radiates from the HUM, invoking the divine wisdom, love, and compassion of 
the supreme beings of the ten directions. These enlightened qualities return 
to the HUM in the form of light. The HUM too dissolves into the tea. 

You can bless anything you eat or drink in this way. When you eat and 
drink things you have put such concentrated thought into, the energy com
municates and agrees with your nervous system. There is harmony between 

your physical nervous system and your consciousness. 
In the West we don't communicate with the things we eat or drink. Sub

stances coming into your nervous system can be very destructive; they may 
even cause cancer. This is what happens when you are unaware or ignorant 
of what you eat and drink. You might find it hard to believe, but the human 
body is notlike rock or concrete; it is as organic as a flower. When you over
fertilize a flower, what happens? It burns out. Organic things need balance. 
I really believe that in the West, there is not only a breakdown of human 
relationships, but there is also a breakdown of the relationship between peo
ple, the food they eat, and the environment. 

Perhaps I don't know what I'm talking about. You probably think that a 
mushroom monk like me must be dreaming when he tries to destribe life in 
America. Well, I'm joking a little, but I do feel that people in modern indus
trialized nations have very little appreciation for the importance of the nature 
of their food artd drink. They just gobble up whatever's put in front of them. 
This can shock your body; your nervous system can't cope and will cry out 
in protest. You must pay attention to the organic nature of your body. Be 
conscious of what you eat and drink. With insight you can develop a com
municative relationship with the things that nourish you. 

With the offerings, the objects of the five senses should be recognized as 
the five wisdoms in the appropriate colors and in their true nature of blissful 
nondualiry. They energize great bliss and satisfaction within you. Recogniz
ing this is very helpful for developing great bliss. 

PRESENTING THE OFFERINGS AND RECITING THE MANTRA 

Next you make a request to the guru to whom you are offering this tsok. The 
blissful nectar in this verse, which you can also think of as perfect energy, is 
fundamental to the attainment of all realizations. It is the yogis' and yoginis' 
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pure vision, which is beyond the view of ordinary beings. The offering is 

made for the guru to enjoy with this nonsuperstitious, greatly blissful wisdom. 
It's important to note the implications of this practice. When we enjoy sense 
pleasures, we are full of superstition, or wrong conceptions. When higher 
beings enjoy pleasures, they do not react to them with superstition. 

What do I mean by superstition? It is like this: I see, for example, a flower, 
and gradually, I develop a relationship with it. I touch the flower, grasp at its 
color. I think how wonderful, how kind and generous it is; it gives me great 
pleasure-nothing else gives me such pleasure. The flower becomes my best 
friend. This attribution of fine qualities to the flower is superstition. I'm 
superimposing upon the relationship many qualities that are not actually 
there. 

This puts great pressure on the relationship; as soon as you start ascribing 
qualities to the flower, you are putting pressure on the relationship. Each 
time you see the flower as wonderful, beautiful, and gorgeous, you bind your
self tighter and tighter. The whole thing becomes a fantasy; it is too superfi
cial, unrealistic. Tension builds up, and instead of being loose and relaxed, 
you are tied in knots. That is superstition. Building fantasy relationships with 
people and objects in that way can only lead to trouble. 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas, on the other hand, enjoy pleasures in a far more 
reasonable way. They don't have our superficial, conventional, exaggerated 
way of relating to them. They are realistic; they touch the fundamental nature 
of reality. Their pleasures are more stable and subdued, bringing great love 
and peace. That's why the last line of this verse asks Guru Vajrasattva to enjoy 
the supreme nectar with greatly blissful, nonsuperstitious wisdom. 

So you can see now that superstition is the mind that misleads you by 
exaggerating the qualities of objects, by seeing things that are not really there. 
Superstition is unrealistic and makes your life a fantasy. But if you clearly 
understand your relatiqnship with others, just as it is, there will not be too 
much tension between you. If you can overcome superstition, then you will 
always be happy. That's why we have meditations to eliminate superstition: 
to make you healthy and to bring clean-dear awareness. Then you will not 
be polluted or deluded. 

Any relationship, be it pleasurable or miserable, is impermanent, transitory. 
We ourselves are transitory, so our relationships must be transitory too. We 
have to accept this. It is especially important for Americans to understand the 
nature of relationships. Relationships between men and women, between 
friends, between whomever, are changing all the time. At the same time, the 
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people in the relationships are miserable. It is change that causes misery; I 
hope you understand this. Everything changes, so of course your friendships 
will change. If you understand that relationships are transitory by nature, you 
won't feel any pressure, and you'll have the space to communicate, to let go. 
You'll see how changing relationships make you unhappy. But don't think 
that it is the changing object that makes you miserable. No! It is your unrea
sonable communication within the relationship that is the source of confusion. 

When your closest companion dies, you cry and feel terribly depressed. 
You may even remain depre5sed for a long time. That is not useful. Death is 
death; death is natural; death is okay. You should accept it. Of course, I'm 

only talking intellectually here. 
Enjoyment without superstition is very difficult. Buddhism says that you 

should have great enjoyment and a blissful life. Superstition prevents this 
experience. Superstition prevents you from touching fundamental reality. 

VERSE ONE 

In space is the rainbow body ofVajrasattva. This is in the nature of your spir
itual guide, your deity, the dakas and dakinis, and your Dharma protector. 
In this verse we ask Vajrasattva to purify our hallucinatory, superstitious delu
sion that Vajrasattva is not of the essence of the guru, the deity, the dakas and 
dakinis, and the protector. Triil-nanghere means hallucinating, deluded. We 
have to purify this hallucination. Offering all magnificent sense objects to 
Guru Vajrasattva, we request blessings, or inspiration, that simultaneously 
born, great blissful wisdom will grow in our hearts. 

While making the offering, meditate on purifying the hallucinatory, dual
istic thought that does not recognize the unity of those holy objects but sees 
them as separate. Then recite the Vajrasattva mantra using one of the three 
usual meditation techniques for purifying negativities. This eradicates all 
superstition and negative appearances in general, and the hallucinatory, dual
istic vision mentioned in this verse in particul~. 

This practice is very powerful because you meditate while making the offer
ings, saying the prayer, and reciting the mantra. This has a profound impact 
on your mind. You will realize that you are hallucinating when you do not 
recognize the unity ofVajrasattva, your guru, your deity, the dakas and daki
nis, and your Dharma protector. They are of the one nature, but you see 
them as two. That is a hallucination, an appearance projected by your dual
istic concepts. That is what you have to purify." 
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VERSE TWO 

Our human lives are precious and meaningfUl, but we ruin them and render 
them useless through the contamination of our five sense consciousnesses' 
craving for and grasping at pleasurable objects. We ask Vajrasattva to purify 
the hallucinatory, dualistic appearance that causes us to cling to sense objects, 

and we make offerings with a request for blessings and inspiration to aban
don clinging to the worldly pleasures of this life. 

I thought it imponant to describe how we ruin our perfect lives. At the 
moment, there is nothing physically wrong with us, and even when we are 
sick, we can usually still accomplish things with our body, speech, and mind. 
However we spend ·most of our time in useless activities, doing things that 
have no value. What makes our human life meaningless? What destroys it? 
The perceptions of our five senses are the main problem. There's no bright, 
powerful wisdom behind them, yet they dominate and control our lives. 

Blindly, we follow our sense perceptions. They tell us, "Ice cream is fan
tastic!'' So we eat ice cream in order to find satisfaction. Then what happens? 
Most people who eat a lot of ice cream are miserable. They get fat and think 
that other people don't like them. It's probably not even true that people 
don't like them, but we make up fantasies like that. 

Our five sense consciousnesses crave and grasp at pleasurable sense objects. 

They ruin our lives by making us shallow. We don't serve others, and our lives 
become meaningless, devoid of satisfaction, and unhappy. The cause of all 
this misery is our preoccupation with the sensory pleasures of this life. This 
obsession has to be purified. 

For example we've all had good meditation experiences, but they were just 
flashes, like lightning; they didn't last. You have some great experiences in 
retreat, but when you get back home, your old habits surface, and your med
itation experiences van~h. I have no doubt that you have had meditation 
experiences, but why do you fall back into misery when you stop meditating? 

Why does your precious human life become meaningless when you're not 
meditating? Why do you fall back into the same old garbage? Because you fail 
to understand that this world's pleasurable phenomena are illusory. As long 
as you think they are real, you will continue to ruin your life. 

You think things are real because you can touch them with your hands: you 
may feel something, but it's not realiry. They are mere mental projections, but 
we build a fantasy relationship with them. Take this flower, for example. I 

close my eyes and grasp it, hang on to it; I won't let it go. If I left it alone, it 
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would stay nice, but as I get more and more attached to it, I destroy it. Our 

relationships don't have to be like that. We can see and enjoy the flower while 
simultaneously recognizing it as a fantasy, an optical illusion. It does not 
really exist as it appears to our eyes; our sight is completely deluded. From the 
Buddhist point of view you should have no confidence in what your sense 
perceptions tell you; no confidence that things really exist as they appear to 

your senses. 
How do you eliminate your sense perceptions' craving for and grasping at 

sense pleasures? By recognizing the objects that appear to your senses as hal
lucinations. You should realize that you're hallucinating, whether you have 
taken drugs or not. You do not understand what appears to your senses. 
Thinking that the fantasy is real poisons your sense perception and ruins your 
life. That's the point. You should not base your life decisions on what your 
eyeS tell you, what your physical sense perceptions tell you. 

It's the same thing with people who come to a Dharma center for a med
itation course. While they are there, they feel that they are getting something 
worthwhile and gaining some control over their lives, but when they get back 
home, they lose it all. Why is that? Why is it that when you are meditating 
at a center, you feel that you are gaining something, that you are on the path 
to liberation, but after only one night back in your regular environment, your 
mind completely changes? Check that out. I think it means that you don't 
actually understand Dharma. 

When you come to a center for a meditation course, you have some son 
of fantasy about the environment, and you grasp at it as real. When you leave 
this environment, its reality disappears and is replaced by that of your new 
location. Thus, the valuable things you gained at the center vanish, and you 
end up with the misery and unhappiness of your old habits. What you don't 
understand is that no matter where you are-at the Dharma center, down
town, or back home-whatever you perceive is illusory, a projection of your 
own mind. 

If you can realize-really understand-that the Dharma center environ
ment is illusory, and with intensive, conscious awareness keep this recogni
tion with you wherever you go, your experiences will be very different from 
what they normally are. Whether you are in the big city, at the beach, or in 
the Himalayas, you can maintain the same energy, stay in the same space. 

Buddhism is very realistic in its description of human nature. I'm sure 
you've all heard that you shouldn~t be judgmental, discriminating between 
good and bad, and so forth. Normally we'll say, "Oh, nirvana! Fantastic!" and 
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grasp at it, or "Yeekh, samsara is terrible!" and ny to push it out of our mind. 

We say, "My guru is fantastic, Dharma is so fantastic!" and "That person is so 
awful." All these judgments are based on our own superstitious mind's inter
pretation of our own dduded perceptions. We have to recognize that. 

It is not enough to be convinced of all this intellectually, either. It has to 
be experienced. Actually, you have already had enough experience-enough 
to break your heart! So Buddhism is dealing with life, with CJ~perience, and 
that's the way it shows you how to be healthy, how to have a healthy mind. 
Brief meditation experiences at Dharma centers are not enough. You have to 
maintain continuous awareness of the right view, wherever you are. 

This verse, then, is talking about how we render our lives useless. Most of us 
would like our lives to be useful for ourselves and others. We all look for sat
isfaction. What makes our lives meaningless and unsatisfactory is the mind that 
grasps at the pleasures of the senses and at their concrete, permanent appear
ance. We must completely abandon both these faults. If we want our lives to 
be happy and satisfied, we must be determined to eliminate these faults for
ever. In order to do this, we need to understand clean-clear that the way sense 
pleasures appear is illusory. Nothing is permanent and unchangeable. 

As long as your hallucinating mind keeps exaggerating the good qualities 
of a pleasurable object, there is no way that you will ever be really satisfied. 
Therefore, Buddhism emphasizes understanding pleasures as they are, by 
knowing the quality of their being. Then you have space; this makes you less 

neurotic. When you have pleasure, it's okay; you recognize it as illusory. 
When you don't have pleasure, that's okay, too. It is only your concrete con
cepts' grasping at the pleasure that makes you confused, dissatisfied, and emo
tionally disturbed. 

Keeping in mind the meaning of this verse, recite the Vajrasatrva mantra. 
At the same time, do ilie three usual meditation techniques to purify your 
concrete concepts, hallucinated appearances, any impure energy associated 

with your physical nervous system, and the ignorance that is the foundation 
of all these problems. Deep within your psyche you might feel that it's impos
sible to purify all your shortcomings, sense desires, and selfish attitudes. "How 

can I ever get rid of all that?" Even though intellectually you might accept that 
purification works or that the Buddhist teachings are correct, deep inside you 
have doubts. Practice of the Vajrasattva meditation can eradicate all those 
affiicted doubts by revealing .the possibility of completely eliminating all neg
ative energy and giving you the great inspiration to do so. 
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VERSE THREE 

" ... Please bless me ·to generate immaculate renunciation." Our lives begin in 
misery, and throughout their duration we add more and more confusion. 
Delusion is the cause of all this karma. With delusion we create the karma 
that leads us repeatedly into misery and confusion. We get caught in an 
almost indestructible trap of neurotic concepts and emotions. In the verse this 
is explained as tsul-min yi-je, which means that you are imagining something 
that has nothing to do with the objects you perceive, neither relatively nor 
absolutely. The deluded mind may occasionally be mixed with a little relative 
truth, but most appearances are completely deceptive. What you see is only 

your imagination. 
On the basis of that imagination, you begin to develop hallucinatory, con

crete ideas, an ego-grasping mind, and dualistic concepts. You build an unreal 
fantasy of the object in your imagination, your concrete conceptions harden, 

and then you decide that this is good or that is bad. You hold on intensely to 
what you call good and build it up further. You make determinations, and in 
that way you build your own doctrine, your own world, your own Mount 
Meru. Then it becomes very difficult for someone to tell you that your world 
is a fantasy; your attachment to it is too strong. From the beginning all these 
fantasies are just your own experiences, but for you they are reality. From 
the Buddhist point of view all sentient beings are trapped by their egotistic, 
solid, dualistic concepts that are rooted in fantasy. That is how we get caught 
in the net of samsara. 

Each time you recite the prayer, you have to think quite precisely about 
your own state of being, your own life situation. "How deluded I am; how I 

deceive myself dualistically! Everything I do in my life is superficial. Whether 
I'm dealing with my work or my friends, it is always with superstition, com
pletely removed from reality. I always build up an unrealistic fantasy of any 
sense object I perceive. That is how I trap myself in samsara." With this strong 
understanding, recite the mantra with the three purifying meditation tech
niques. Your purification will become very powerful. 

The reason that the purification becomes so powerful is that you single out 
the real obstacle preventing you· from discovering reality. Just to recognize this 
is some kind of realization; even this is very difficult to do. As soon as you rec
ognize the actual troublemaker, you naturally begin to change. Many times our 
purification is complete nonsense because we don't exactly know what our 

problem is. When you have a dean-clear understanding of your problem, you 
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can do your purifYing meditation properly, and it becomes very strong. You 
become more realistic, more sincere. Sincerity is an important part of religion 
and comes from understanding your own life situation, how your own sam
sara has developed and how you attain nirvana. Then you become serious 
about your practice, and your appreciation of the Buddhadharma grows. 

By recognizing your problems and knowing how to practice purification, 
you ask blessings to develop pure renunciation. You have to develop pure 
renunciation, whether you are a monk or a layperson, a Buddhist or a non
Buddhist. 

What does it mean to renounce the world? Renouncing means becoming 
more reasonable through knowing the characteristic nature of pleasure and 
of the objects of pleasure. From the Buddhist point of view, everybody in the 
world needs renunciation. Without it, there is too much suffering; people 
become crazy, broken-hearted, and emotionally disturbed. Take Shakyamuni 
Buddha, for example. He left his kingdom and went into the jungle. We call 
that renunciation, yet he had the sun, the trees, and the earth all around him, 
and although he had left his wife and family behind, perhaps he had other 
pleasures there. Since we dedicate our lives to pursuing pleasure, it is impor
tant to know precisely what renunciation means. 

Before Shakyamuni Buddha renounced the royal life, he had seen various 
manifestations of suffering: old age, sickness, and death. He realized that 
there was no reason to cling to the reputation of being king or to th(! pleasures 
of marriage. He was flexible. He saw that he was okay with these things but 
that he'd be just as okay without them. He knew he could live in the jungle 
and be as happy and healthy as he was in the palace. Flexibility is the key
you are all right if you get pleasure, and you are all right if you don't. In this 
way, you become very easygoing. Renunciation does not mean that you have 
to give up ice cream, hue-rather that if you get ice cream, you enjoy it in a rea
sonable way, and if you don't get ice cream, you are still all right. If you get 
the chance to enjoy something, then enjoy it with dignity and a refined, or 
transcendent, attitude. Enjoy that pleasure as it is instead of with delusion, 
superstition, and fantasy. When you discover the "as it is" of things, every
thing gives you pleasure. That's true. I really believe it. When you touch real
ity, you find and appreciate beauty everywhere and get pleasure from 
whatever object you encounter. 

When we are ruled by fantasy, we become very particular and put limits on 
beauty. When you have a narrow definition of beauty, a limited conception 
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of pleasure, you exaggerate the beauty of the objects that give you pleasure and 
build up an inventory of"favorite things." You are not open to the true nature 

of things; you are closed, become confused, and suffer. 
Look at the ads on television. They show you only objects of obsession. 

They never show you flowers, for example. Why not? Check it out-it's 
human psychology. Those advertisers know how our minds work. Beauty is 
everywhere. It is very important to touch reality and place a reasonable value 
on each object. Value it for its unique beauty, its own proportion of energy, 
its own relative reality, and its own absolute reality. Understanding these 
notions will allow you to become flexible with pleasurable objects. 

You can see from this why Buddhism is considered to be a realistic religion, 
philosophy, or doctrine-whatever you want to call it. Who can reject or 
disagree with the fact that your misery, confusion, and dissatisfaction come 
from your own deluded mind? Obstacles are within you; superstition, fantasy, 
concepts, and imagination are within you; those factors are the cause of all 
your suffering and confusion. This is a very simple, observable thing. 

Many people are afraid of Buddhism. "Oh, in Buddhism you have to 
l 

renounce the world. The Buddha gave up his wife and child and went into 
the jungle. He was irresponsible-a bad example for society." That's a com
plete misunderstanding. Renunciation doesn't mean just tossing something 
out. For instance, your body is always with you. From the abhidharma point 
of view, even Guru Shakyarnuni's body was sarnsaric. 

Milarepa, for example, gave up everything, including his teacher, and went 
off into the mountains. We say he renounced sarnsara, but he still had to 

take his body with him. His body was samsaric, and the nettles he ate to sus
tain it were samsaric. But he was easygoing, so he had no problem. Mean
while, we're all neurotically grasping at sensory pleasures. The most important 
thing is that we understand the nature of sensory pleasures, both the object 
itself and our experience of it. Be reasonable. 

Even in the Theravada Vinaya it is explained that whether or not a monk 
or nun has broken a vow depends primarily on the mind, not on the object 
or the external action. All four components of an action-the motivation, 
object, action, and completion-must be present for the breaking of the vow 
to be complete. The key component is the motivation, how much you are 
grasping. 

Proper renunciation requires that you understand the nature of reality. 
Without understanding reality, there's no way you can devdop renunciation, 
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but once you understand it, renunciation comes naturally. Simply willing 
renunciation doesn't work. True renunciation means discovering a new, basic 
reality. 

The logic for all this is in the lamrim: there's no reason to crave sensory plea
sures because they're so small, so transitory, so impermanent. You only deceive 
yourself when you crave and cling to objects as permanent. In the lamrim, 
you deal with reality, and realiry speaks to you. That understanding helps 
release the pressure created by your grasping mind. I'm only talking theoreti

cally, but if, in your everyday life, you analyze how your imagination builds 
up fantasies, how these fantasies become concrete, and how this leads to 
deluded action, you will see the evolution of samsara in your own experience. 

Maybe you're confused by the process of the Vajrasattva practice. On the 
one hand, we're asking Vajrasattva for the realization of renunciation, and on 
the other, we're offering him blissful sense objects. If you ask people what 

their particular interests are, everybody will tell you something different. 
Some people like music, some art, others astronomy. In my opinion, each 
person should enjoy everything. Everybody should appreciate forms, colors, 
tastes, smells, and sounds; every sense object has the ability to give pleasure. 
Therefore, it is good for you to offer all objects of the five senses to Vajra
sattva, using your imagination as much as you can. 

When you make your offering as extensive and beautiful as possible, you 

awaken the totality of your own mind to appreciate pleasure. We are so lim
ited. Our minds cannot embrace the totality of pleasure. I do believe that 
within us we have the potential to experience complete pleasure, complete 
happiness, but we have to awaken it. You simply have to discover the total 
pleasure and satisfaction that are already within you. 

Don't complain, "I have such little pleasure. Everybody around me is mis
erable. I am miserable too." That is ridiculous. Look around the world. There 

are so many different oonditions, so many poor countries, so many people. 
Yet everybody finds some beauty, some pleasure, some purpose in life. Check 
it out. This is human experience, an empirical fact, not just religious dogma. 
In my opinion even if you are depressed or upset, no matter where you are, 
pleasurable objects are always at hand. Try just to discover relative beauty; 
don't limit your mind by deciding that one person, one little thing is the 
most beautiful of all. 

Tantra talks about absolute beauty. Absolute beauty is shunyata, and 

tantra identifies it as female. This is simply an expression. What you should 
try to understand is that beauty is limitless. Try to discover the totality of 
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both relative and absolute beauty. Then true renunciation will come. Is this 
clear? Renunciation and offering all sense objects transformed into bliss go 

hand in hand. That is my message. 

Sometimes renunciation means that you literally do have to give some things 
up. If you live in a big city or are trapped in an unsettling situation, it may 
be hard to find space. In that case it is better to leave the situation until your 
confused mind has had a chance to clear itself. You are not leaving because 
you are renounced but because you are overloaded, overwhelmed, and with
our ~pace to sort out the mess. When you leave such a situation for a while, 
you can look at it objectively and see more clearly what to do. If you stay, day 
by day the confusion will build until it completely suffocates you. There's no 
way that wisdom can grow while you are smothered by the demon of dual
istic conceptions. Therefore, it is important to go away for a while, but be 
skillful when you do. 

Real renunciation comes from understanding; escape is not the same as 
renunciation. We already do this; when trouble comes, we go somewhere 
else. That's our style. We have vacations to get away from daily problems; 
that's not true renunciation. On the other hand, many Buddhist meditators 
have done the same thing, going to secluded places to escape from samsaric 
situations. It depends upon how you manage your life, how you cope with 
normal situations. 

Remember the story ofLamaJe Tsongkhapa? He studied and taught for 
years and had thousands of disciples. One day he selected eight bodhisattva
disciples and took them to a mountain retreat where they remained isolated 
for a long time. It wasn't that he had to worry about samsara-he was already 
renounced-bur through his actions he was telling us something: if you want 
to shift from your present level of consciousness to a higher one, you need a 
long period of peaceful tranquillity to practice intensive awareness. 

I recommend that my students spend at least ten days i~ retreat every year, 
renouncing all their worldly relationships for a period of strong meditation. 
Cutting off completely for ten days is not too much, but it will give you a taste 
of renunciation. If you don't experience the peace and tranquillity of at least 
this level of renunciation, it will have no reality for you, and you won't be 
convinced of its benefits; renunciation will be just something else that you've 
heard of. 

Experience of the teachings is the most important thing. That's how you 
find solutions to your problems. Our problems-as mentioned in this verse-
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are so deeply rooted in our unconscious that it takes tremendous energy to 
eradicate them. It's certainly not a short, one-time job. 

VERSE FOUR 

Here we request inspiration to develop immaculate bodhichitta. Bodhi means 
totality; chitta means heart. Totality-heart implies thatat present our hearts 
are narrow, not fully developed. What we have to change is the feeling that 
we are more dear than others. We have to get rid of this in order to open our 
hearts completely. 

Why are we bored, lonely, and lazy? Because we don't totally open our 
hearts to others. If you have the strength to open your heart to others, you 
will eliminate laziness, selfishness, and loneliness. Acruallyyou become lonely 
when you are inactive. If you are busy, you don't have time to get lonely. Basi
cally, boredom and loneliness come from a selfish attitude, concern for your
self alone. There is no way to get everlasting satisfaction unless you change 
your attitude from one of holding yourself dear to one where you open your 
heart and dedicate yourself to others. If you can do this, you are guaranteed 
satisfaction and will never be lazy. 

The selfish mind is more painful than a knife in your heart. Selfishness kills 
you; it destroys your life. All the political troubles in the world today come 
from selfish attitudes. Regardless of the object of your selfishness-your own 
reputation, your own nation, the planet's resour~es, money-the selfish atti
tude is the main troublemaker. We kill each other because of self-cherishing 
thoughts, holding ourselves dear and not worrying about the welfare of oth
ers. All bad relationships-between husband and wife, guru and disciple
come from the selfish attitude. When you think about it, you can see that 
every problem on earth comes from being concerned for oneself instead of for 
others. Selfishness is painful, really painful. If you want to be free of selfish
ness, open your heart by developing universal concern for others, bringing all 
sentient beings into your heart as much as you possibly can. That is the anti
dote to the pain in your heart. I truly believe that this is the way to liberation. 

We are always concerned that we won't be liberated. We don't want to be 
unhappy or emotionally disturbed; we want good relationships; we worry 
about our own welfare. We constantly talk about these things. The most 
practical way to liberate ourselves from pain and emotion is to dedicate our
selves to others as much as we can. This automatically eliminates self-cher
ishing thoughts and the pain of selfishness. If you can't dedicate yourself ro 
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others, just equating yourself with them will stop the pain in your heart. 
Think, "I want to be as happy as possible; I don't want the slightest unhap
piness. Others are the same. Irrespective of race, skin color, or anything else, 
in this we are the same. Therefore, I should not make myself uncomfortable 

by discriminating." 
Trying to develop this attitude is easier than trying to develop indestruc

tible meditation. It is powerful, easy .co understand intellectually, and you 
already have a certain degree of this dedicated attitude within you. You just 
have to increase it. Also, meditators can become hypersensitive and full of 
anger. They don't want any distractions and can be quite selfish. Somebody 
makes a little noise, and they get upset: "You destroyed my meditation!" A 
practice that you can understand philosophically, psychologically, and sci
entifically can be a lot easier for you. The moment you dedicate yourself to 
others, you have space-the space not to get angry when somebody else 
abuses you. 

I think most people do have a good heart and some dedication to others, 
but many of,them are not meditators. That's why I feel that the dedicated 
attitude is so simple, so logical. It brings an entirely different kind of satis
faction from what you normally experience and eliminates all kinds of nega
tive thoughts. If you can adopt it, you'll be able to say that your dedicated 
attitude is your meditation, your life; your practice of awareness will be to 
eliminate your selfish attitude and dedicate yourself to others. Living your life 
for the benefit of others is wonderful and practical. It may not make you 
famous, but it is enough to simply do it in your own way. My parents used 
to disagree over how to help others. My mother was a very practical person, 
so whenever an opportuniry to help others arose, she took it. My father would 
tell her that she needed to be selective about whom she helped. Her logic 
was, as she would tell my father, "Suppose you are traveling in some far off 
place and have nothing to eat and no place to stay. You ask people for help 
but they tell you that you are not worthy of charity. How would you feel? No 
matter who comes to you, I think you should just serve them." In a way they 
were both right, but my mother was more practical. 

I don't need to go into the details of how to meditate on bodhichitta 
because it's all in the lamrim teachings. Just remember that all the difficul
ties in the world-power struggles, the pursuit of wealth, hunger, fighting
come from cherishing oneself above all others. This is the problem, has always 
been the problem, and will continue to be the problem. Therefore dedicate 
yourself to others as much as you possibly can. This is the only way you'll be 
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happy-nothing else can truly satisfY you. You don't need to be wealthy to 
dedicate yourself to others. Even if you have nothing, you can still dedicate 
your life that way. 

I hope you are clear about all this. This verse refers to the door that leads 
to all misery and confusion, which is self-cherishing, and to the demon of 
dualistic conception, which is the mind that puts yourself first and others 
second. We offer transcendental, blissful sense objects to Guru Vajrasattva 
with a request to purifY our dualistic concepts and appearances and to bless 
us to generate immaculate bodhichitta, the essence of the bodhisattva path. 

VERSE FIVE 

This verse deals with shunyata, the great seal of emptiness (mahamudra). His
torically, seals were used as signs of official approval; a seal represented real 
authority. "Seal of emptiness" might look a bit strange to you; you might 
think that an empty seal is ineffective or means nothing. From the Buddhist 
point of view, the state of nonduality is supreme. What does it hold? It 
embraces every existent phenomenon, without exception; nonduality per
vades all existence, both relative and absolute. 

We all look different: he, she, you, me, that, this. The person who under
stands nonduality sees the unity that lies beneath our different appearances. 
When we look at each other, we all seem so real, discrete, unconnected. The 
person who has realized emptiness not only sees us individually, but also as 
a whole, as if we were droplets in a cloud of steam. That is the seal. It holds 
the totality of absolute nature, just as it is. With a prayer for the under
standing of the great seal to grow within us, we offer Guru Vajrasattva the 
blissful experience of the objects of the five senses. 

All phenomena exist merely .as images of mental speculation. You create an 
appearance and then label it, to give words to that reality. Tok-pa par-zhak 
means produced or projected by superstition. All things exist merely by impu
tation of name. There is not the slightest trace of self-existence in any phe
nomenon. Whatever you consider beautiful, ugly, wonderful, tasty, or 
aromatic is simply a projection of your superstitious mind. 

This is the reason advertising is so effective. Products are presented as 
excellent, successful, and certain to make us happy; ads make us believe that 
a particular product is worthwhile. As a result we grasp at what we see as a 
self-existent object. First, it is nothing; then, the advertisers visualize, imag
ine, and fantasize; finally, they decide how to present it. Of course, the object 
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does have its own relative and absolute function, but we grasp at it as self
existent. We're not aware of the evolution of superstitious projections. Our 
responsibility is to realize that whatever they advertise is a dualistic projec
tion of the superstitious mind; absolute happiness cannot be achieved 
through such objects. That sort of understanding helps to relieve the pressure 
of your conceptualizing, grasping, egotistic mind. You need to think about 
it deeply and, in the light of that reflection, examine your everyday life so that 
you can gain some experience of how it works. You cannot understand it 
through just the words. 

To summarize, all existence is merely labeled, given value by superstition. 
This contaminated, foul-smelling (dri-ma ngiin-piii), dualistic hallucination 
has to be purifkd. 

Each verse of this practice covers a different subject. You need to think 
about each one very deeply and intensively to know clearly what you should 
extinguish and what you should accomplish. From this understanding you 
will develop the strong motivation to purify the faults mentioned in the verse. 
Then you recite the Vajrasattva mantra with the three different meditation 
techniques. If you can practice like this, your purification will be logically 
based and, therefore, very sincere and extremely powerful. 

Now, instead of my talking, let's do a short meditation. Contemplate that two 
hundred years ago, none of the mentally labeled objects that we find today 
in supermarkets existed. Then people started conceptualizing them, and 
superstitious fantasies grew. They produced Coca-Cola and all the other 
things in the supermarket that we know so well. All these things have been 
labeled, or produced, by the mind of superstition. From their own side, these 
objects have no trace of duality or self-existence. As long as you want to see 
things dualistically, the dual appearance is there. When you see totality, dual
istic appearances vanish. You and I are one nondual totality. Be aware of 
totality; feel totality. Totality has no idea of good or bad, beautiful or ugly. 
Meditate on totality with focused awareness. 

Buddhism believes that all human beings have the ability to understand their 
true nature and that developing that understanding is the most important 
thing we can do. All the problems, confusion, and dissatisfaction we experi
ence are the result of not having developed this understanding, and until we 
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do, we will never be free from bondage. The main human problem is failing 
to understand our own reality. 

Therefore, all the teachings of the Buddha, regardless of which you choose, 
are directed at helping us realize both the conventional nature of our lives and 
universal totality, or shunyata. Both are of great importance. 

This fifth verse refers to the Buddhist scientific theory of reality, describ
ing first of all the conventional-relative or interdependent-way in which 
our body and mind exist. As our obscured mind perceives these conventional 
existences, it tries to identify the reality of what it sees, to comprehend the 
reality of our own existence, others' existence, universal existence, the exis
tence of all phenomena. What do we end up doing? We name perceived 
objects in an attempt to give them reality. 

That's what tok-pii par-zhak means: something is there-a nectarine, for 
example-and we try to identify its reality. We give it the name "nectarine" 
to represent the reality we identify. In fact, the true reality of the nectarine is 
just the collection of its constantly moving parts: the right elements have 
gathered, the fruit has developed organically, and it's somehow edible. Apart 
from this superficial interdependence and moment-to-moment transforma
tion of the elements of the nectarine, you can't add further dimensions to its 
existence; to do so is to exaggerate, or overestimate, its qualities. 

When we understand the cooperative, interdependent mode of existence 
of the nectarine, its transitory energy, its color and vibration, and the rela
tionship between ourselves and the nectarine, we will begin to understand its 
universal reality-or at least we will soon have the potential to do so. The first 
thing we have to realize-and thi~ is important-is the way the conventional 
I, or self, exists and how it operates. If you investigate this, you will find that 
it exists simply because the mind applies a temporary label to a bubble-like 
collection of parts: the combination of the name and the bubble constitutes 
the object's conventional realiry. Apart from that, there is no absolute con
ventional reality: it is merely conventional. 

Whenever you see a beautiful body, remember that it is simply an inter
dependent conglomeration of vibrations named by the mind. If you can 
understand conventional reality in this way, you will eliminate your habitual 
exaggeration and reduction of the relative truth. This is Buddhism's middle 
way, the way to eliminate confusion and become healthy. This is the door to 
satisfaction. From the Buddhist point of view if you don't understand. the true 
nature of conventional reality, you are only dreaming if you talk about com
prehending absolute truth; you can't do it. 
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Buddhist philosophy, psychology, and doctrine all deal with human real
ity: How do we eradicate all our problems? In other words, how do we 

become enlightened or, in philosophical terms, unify with the totality of 

being, as caught in the completion stage of tantra? 
Lately I've developed a taste for nectarines. The other day Ar,e, one of my 

students, took me nectarine shopping, and we agreed that we should pick 
out only the good qnes. So, we both selected ,some. Last night Age and I were 
eating nectarines, and one of his was rotten inside. He said, "I picked this one; 
I thought it was okay, but it's rotten." He admitted it himself without my say

ing anything! I'm telling this story because it's a good example of what we do. 
We pick something up, touch it, look at it closely, and finally declare, "Ah, 
here's a good one." But by the time we get home, it's rotten. Now, the ques
tion is-we've labeled a particular substance "nectarine"-but what is the 

reality of that substance? Is a rotten nectarine a nectarine? 
Calling so"mething a nectarine is supposed to somehow touch its reality, but 

from the Buddhist point of view that is very superficial. The superficial mind 
labels something a nectarine, and a nectarine comes into existence. But in our 
delusion, we hear the word "nectarine" and a concrete nectarine enters our per
ception. But there's no such thing as a concrete, inherently existent, indepen
dent, or permanent nectarine. Fundamentally, the relationship between the 
name "nectarine" and the reality of the nectarine is for us the product of igno
rance, developed through our not having touched the nectarine's reality. 

Instead of thinking of a nectarine as a nectarine, try calling it "J ohn"!,Give 
it a human name! We have a fixed idea about the name John. Ifl ask you why 
he's called John, what qualities does he have to warrant being called John, 

what are you going to say? Your answer will be very superficial; it won't even 
cover his beard! It might just cover a tiny part of his reality, but even that's 
doubtful. 

Buddhism warns against jumping to f0ced conclusions, "You are John; I 
know you are." Instead, look at the history of that projection, why he was 
given that name. Then you can see how Untrue the reality of"John" is. Names 
are given to things and people in very contrived ways and have little to do 

with the reality of the named objects. Look at the history of conventional 
existences and you'll see why Buddhism says tok-pii par-zhak; the superficial, 
superstitious mind makes a certain projection, gives a name, and behold, a 

functioning human being. That's all it takes to make us function. We are so 
sure we know what we are. How can we be so certain when we choose rot

ten nectarines believing them to be good ones? 
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From the Buddhist point of view, human existence. is the most sophisti
cated and profound form of life-much harder to know than a nectarine. It 
is hard to understand who we are, what we are, and the true nature of both 
our relative and absolute modes of existence. But it is most worthwhile to 
develop this understanding. Lord Buddha himself said, "I tell some disciples 
that things truly exist and others that things do not truly exist. I explain things 
differently according to the situation. It might look like I'm contradicting 
myself, but whatever I teach is to lead those particular disciples to a better 
understanding of reality." Everything Lord Buddha taught was to help us 
discover the two levels of truth: our relative and absolute modes of existence. 
All his teachings were given for this purpose. 

How do we stop delusion? First, recogn~ that the deluded mind is, in fact, 
deluded, and that its concepts are false. Recognizing delusions for what they 
are is the only way to break them down. You have to take responsibility for 
your own mind, analyze it, and check it out thoroughly in order to eliminate 
your confusion. There is no permanent, concrete existence out there waiting 
for us. 

A favorite example of mine is the linear accelerator. Scientists take mil
lions of photographs of a particle accelerating through the same space under 
completely controlled conditions, trying to get identical photographs, but 
every one turns out different. Why? Because they are filming an imperma
nent, relative phenomenon subject to conditions, so it doesn't matter how 
many pictures they take. Our minds are so coarse that we can't see even the 
conventional movement of the process of change. This example shows how 
deluded our conceptions and sense perceptions really are. 

In my opinion, just thinking about how your body exists, or about how 
your friend exists, is one of the best kinds of meditation. It makes you scared; 
instead of grasping at your friend you're afraid of him. You can even see him 
as a skeleton. That's the best way to eliminate your neurosis, grasping, and 
egocentriciry. Most people misunderstand the meaning of meditation; they 
think it's something that makes you numb. Meditation should help you over
come the distractions of the polluted, hallucinating mind and bring it closer 
to reality. Lama Je Tsongkhapa said there were two kinds of meditation: ana
lytical and single-pointed. It's possible that we're all meditating right now. 
Though we're intellectualizing, our minds have entered some kind of spiri

tual zone. 
All the prayers in the text keep mentioning duality: duality this, duality 

that. Our mind is constantly dealing with conventional phenomena, so we 
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are always in conflict. As our mind operates on the basis of conventional phe

nomena, consciously,and unconsciously, there are always at least two things 
in coriflict. Our mind is always comparing one thing with another. All this is 
duality in action. Nothing can exist for us unless we're comparing two things. 

But don't think that only the good-bad dichotomy is dualistic. Good itself 
can be dualistic: what you think of as good is usually just a fantasy. All the 

phenomena that you consider good and bad function dualistically because 
they are all relative. Even when you ex'perience pleasure, it's dualistic, because 
it is limited. Your pleasure is limited because you function within the frame

work of duality. If you dismantle this framework, you will experience limit

less joy. 

VERSE SIX 

The subject of this verse is tantra. I'm going to assume that, from your previ
ous tantric studies, you know what the gross and subtle bodies and minds are. 2) 

One of our biggest human problems is that we have a limited conception 
of ourselves. In other words, we put ourselves down. We have a low opinion 
of ourselves and a low opinion of others. We think "He did this, therefore, 
he is bad"; "I did this, therefore, I am bad." We constantly see ourselves in a 
very ugly light; we project ourselves in an ordinary way. These are the prob
lems that tantra can solve. 

Ta-miil nang-zhen means ordinary vision, ordinary projection, or the gen
eration of ordinary· concepts. The way we appear to this ordinary mind and 
our very ordinary conceptions of ourselves are dangerous. They give rise to a 
limited, self-pitying image. All this prevents us from developing our human 
potential, from generating great love and great wisdom, and from growing the 
totality of wisdom and love. If you project yourself as a limited, self-pitying 
entity, your belief will cause you to become one. You will manifest like that. 
Tantra is the antidote to such ordinary, self-pitying ego conceptions. 

To eliminate all this, you manifest in the present time the archetypal image 
of the deity, which gives you a self-image with divine qualities and a pure 

nature. This reflects your true mode of existence. Thus, you eliminate the 
totally deluded, nonsensical, self-pitying image that your ego projects. 

You need strong penetrative insight and intensive awareness to convince 
yourself that you have the perfect qualities of a buddha or deity. Tantric prac
tice is based on visualizing yourself as a deity and concentrating on that with 
divine pride, so you have to completely identify yourself in this way. 
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The tantric method of eliminating the gross mind brings out the function 
of the subtle, unconscious mind by using techniques like tumo or vase med
itation. These techniques are designed to energize the fundamental con
sciousness that resides within the unconscious-to make it function at the 
conscious level. The gross mind has to be eliminated, because it is so deluded 
that it prevents you from touching reality. That is why you have to meditate. 

Nyi-dzin lung-shuk drak-poi. The gross, dualistic mind is like a t~rnado 
because it shakes and disturbs your life. Our lives have been captured by the 
dualistic, superstitious mind. So my dualistic, superstitious mind brings me 
to California, then pushes me to Europe, then to Asia. It always leads me 
here and there, driving me like a tornado. Maybe I'm exaggerating; check it 
out for yourselves. The superstitious mind is very powerful; it makes all your 
life decisions for you. 

Perhaps I can put this another way-I can say that your original mind is 
asleep; your fundamental mind is sleeping. It's as if it is closed for business 
and not taking any responsibility for your life. Who is taking that responsi
bility? That joker, your superficial mind, has taken over and is making all your 
life decisions. But if you can make yourself tranquil and peaceful, calm and 
clear, through practicing tantra, you can get your original mind to function. 
When it enters your central channel, you are automatically in contact with 
your own universal reality. We call that the dear-light experience, or the 
vision of totality. 

Why do we pray to attain the four actual initiations? Receiving initiations 
has more to do with your own level of development than with the qualities 
of the guru. You don't receive an initiation just because the guru is special
in fact, it's the other way around. You receive initiation because of your own 
qualities. Due to your mind's capacity to attain higher states, during anini
tiation it can somehow meet, or merge with, the guru's mind, such that you 
both experience the same thing. That sort of experience can really be called 
receiving an initiation. 

If you merely happen to be in a place where an initiation is being given, 
you receive something, of course, but probably not the real thing. Nge-don 
means "that which can truly be defined as an initiation." Is that what you 
received? Did you experience the true nature of the relative initiation? It all 
depends upon your level of mind. 

In ancient times, when highly qualified gurus gave initiations, some of 
their disciples would receive realizations instantly! Those sound like Western 
realizations-like instant coffee! But really, we know from history that the 
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moment those highly qualified gurus gave the initiation, the mature disciple 
was magnetically opened, as if struck by a nuclear missile. The initiation 
would go straight into the disciple's heart, and he would be totally trans
formed. It's good to know these things. Usually it's like what we're doing 
here: I sit in front of you talking nonsense; you don't touch reality while I 
talk, and as soon as I go, you forget everything I said. Compared to the 
ancients, we're very poor quality practitioners. Perhaps I shouldn't say that 
about you, but it's certainly true for me. 

People interpret the experiences of others very unrealistically. Let me give 
you an ·example. Say I've explained a certain practice and later a student comes 
to me and reports having had a particular experience. I reply, "I don't believe 
you. You're just a mushroom student; you haven't studied Buddhist philos
ophy for twenty years. How can you claim to have had that experience?" Of 
course I'm free to believe that his experience has no basis in reality and that 
without academ.ic study one cannot touch reality, but I'd be wrong. You can 
never tell what someone else's level of consciousness is. 

For a start, there is more than one life. We bring to our present life the 
experiences of countless previous lives. How can I pass judgment on some
one else: "You haven't studied doctrine for a long time; you're a non-Buddhist 
from an irreligious country; you can't possibly have had an experience like 
that." I don't know what's going on in that person's mind. How can I deny 
his experiences? Yet we deny other people's experiences, others' reality, all 
~he time. That's not right; be careful. You should not put others down. 

All human experiences are transitory, momentary, impermanent, and not 
inherently existent. What you receive during an initiation depends entirely 
upon your own level of development. However don't start thinking, "I've 
been to a hundred initiations-maybe I haven't received anything. It's all 
been a·complete waste of time." That's not true. You must have received 
something-how much simply depends upon your own level of mind. The 
four great initiations have different stages; there are degrees of readiness for 
an initiation. There is no question that good things have happened, but the 
real question is, did you receive the actual initiation? 

Be reasonable and accept your own physical and mental qualities: ''I'm all 
right. My face is not so horrible that I can't show it in my local supermarket. 
I've nothing to worry about." If you have a bad opinion of yourself, it's not 
a true picture, and you will only make your life difficult. As soon as you start 
accepting yourself as you are, you begin to transform. In a reasonable way, 
bring your good qualities to mind and try to develop a positive attitude 
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toward life. With this as your foundation you will be more successful, more 
positive, and more realistic. This will lead to spiritual growth. It's a very prac
tical way to be. 

VERSE SEVEN 

We have so many negative imprints on our consciousness. We create them 
day by day, week by week, month by month. Why? Because our minds are 
uncontrolled. The more uncontrolled our minds and habits, the more we 

hallucinate and become deluded. The more we hallucinate, the greater the 
dark shadow of ignorance in our minds. The greater the dark shadow, the less 
the wisdom. Then fear and tension tend to arise, because everything is 
unclear. We are in the dark; our surroundings are murky. Neurotically, we 
project all our dqubt, fear, unease, and anxiety into the darkness: "Maybe 
this is happening; maybe that is happening." We live in a world of fantasy, 
where fantasized reactions are the only reality, and this is how we end up in 
the vajra hells-a self-created hallucination of a dark prison. That, actually, 
is what the hells and the other miserable realms are. 

There is no miserable place waiting for you, sitting and waiting like 
Alaska-waiting to turn you into ice cream. But whatever you call it-hell 
or the suffering realms-it is something that you enter by creating a world of 
neurotic fantasy and believing it to be real. It sounds simple, but that's exactly 
what happens. 

So when you touch the really deep, deep, neurotic, hallucinated, deluded 
dark shadows, it is difficult to be calm and difficult to return from or go 
beyond that space. You can analyze this and see for yourself that it's true. 
Many depressed people can be seen on American TV explaining how they've 
been depressed for so many years. You see, I don't need to go to some labo
ratory to do research; my TV set tells me exactly what's going on in your 
minds! Hell, or whatever you call it, has to do with your own mind and your 
own interpretation of reality. Whatever you interpret as reality will manifest 
to you as reality. 

Therefore, in this verse we pray for the infinite pure land to appear: Dak

pa rap-jam ba-zhik char-war shok! Psychologically, how does this work? If 
you have a completely positive attitude about yourself and touch the pure 
nature of your fundamental reality, your negative projections disappear, and 
the world improves. Your environment becomes positive, more beautiful, 
and attractive. So instead of projecting a dangerous world beset by pollution, 
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radiation, and poisoned resources, you project an incredibly beautiful land
scape of trees and water and gende human beings all helping one another, 
which gives you great pleasure. If you can interpret the world in that way, it 

really will become a pure land for you. 
So, the actual pure land depends a lot on your own mind. If your mind is 

happy, clean-clear, and in touch with fundamental reality, then the true 
nature of the pure land appears around you. When you have the pure vision 
in ·chis life, you are guaranteed that it will continue in the next. That's how 
karma works. The reverse, of course, is also true. If you are miserable, think
ing ill of yourself and others and always emitting negative vibrations, the 
karmic impact of this experience guarantees that you will be reborn in a mis
erable place. Such a result is no more than the karmic impact of your own 

experience. 

OFFERING TO THE VAJRA MASTER 

With the next verse, the tsok is offered to the vajra teacher. It asks him to lis
ten and to please enjoy the blissful nectar that is free from the confusion of 
dualistic concepts, which is offered by the courageous males and females
the dakas and dakinis. 

Tantra understands that at the fundamental core of human existence lies 
inseparably united male and female energy. Practicing the path, we recognize 
the simultaneous existence of these energies. When we become enlightened, 
we manifest as Vajradhara, the total union of male and female. It is very 
important to know this. 

In the perfect tantric gathering, men and women come to make offerings 
together. Tsok-kyi khor-lo means circle of offerings. It's called a circle because 
of the sense of unity or completeness of energies when men and women 
make offerings together. The totality of the experience is beneficial for each 
other's minds. 

We usually enjoy things with a dualistic mind, but through tantra it is 
possible for us to enjoy sense objects nondualistically. 

In the next verse, the teacher replies, saying something like, "Oh, great bliss
ful wisdom, the great collection of tumo heat energy; the experience is beyond 
words or concepts. Enjoy that great bliss forever." I don't need to say any 
more about this. 
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OFFERINGS AND PRAISE TO VAJRASATTVA; 

EIGHT-LEGGED PRAISE; SoNG OF THE SPRING QuEEN 

I need not say anything about these verses either. I didn't write them; they 
come from other practices. I'm sure you can find commentaries on them 
elsewhere. 

OFFERING THE REMAINING TSOK 

Earlier, we made offerings to the higher beings. Here, we offer to those who 
are lower. In Buddhist practice, we make offerings to all universal living 
beings. The objects of your charity should not be only higher beings. You 
should give something to everybody: to the buddhas and bodhisattvas, and 
to animals and other ordinary beings. Everybody is an object of charity. 

Furthermore, even though we mean well, our concepts are usually so lim
ited that most of the time we don't really know what true charity is. True 
charity is giving without ego, being true to your original nature. Remember, 
we are reflections of each other. 

So we offer the leftover tsok in a skull cup as the illusory appearance of 
great bliss and emptiness united, recognizing that energy as the five divine 
wisdoms. We offer it to the positive worldly beings, those who help our spir
itual growth in the four ways: peaceful, wrathful, dc:Veloping, aad controlling. 

CONCLUDING PRAYER OF AUSPICIOUSNESS 

These verses are also from elsewhere, so I don't need to comment on them. 

CONCLUSION 

You can now see the extent of cancra's concern that the unity of your own 
male and female energies functions within you. The meditation techniques 
in tantra ensure that these two energies develop within your nerVous system 
and energize your consciousness. 

From the Tibetan Buddhist point of view, tantra is the final path. Lord 
Buddha gave many different teachings on various aspects of method and wis
dom, but highest of all was tantra. It shows that men and women are equal 
when it comes to attaining totality; they can unify the same realizations at the 
same time and in the same space; they can equally gain everlasting satisfaction. 
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We have to recognize that both men and women reflect each other. We 
have equal responsibility to gain the same realizations, reach the same desti
nation, develop the same profound awareness. We also have equal capacity to 
lead each other: women have the capacity to lead men to the highest desti
nation, and men have the capacity to lead women to the same place. In par
ticular, tantric theory shows clearly that without the help of women, men 
cannot achieve enlightenment. All the texts say so. 

Everybody knows that the Geluk tradition is supposed to be very strict. 
The Geluk tradition comes from Lama Je Tsongkhapa, who was a monk. 
He once said that during one of his meditation retreats, at first, many ordi
nary women would come into his cave, but later, as his meditations pro
gressed, real transformations ofVajrayogini would enter. The implication of 
this is that because he had given initiations to immature disciples, he experi
enced the negative result of visions of ordinary women instead of dakinis, 
but that as time went by, he purified that view. 

What all this shows is that although Lama Tsongkhapa's tradition is very 
strict-and because of our mad elephant mind, we do need it to be strict
when we reach a certain point, when we give up and let go, everything comes 
to us naturally. I think this is what Lama Tsongkhapa is saying. When he had 
completely purified himself of all negative imprints, the divine wisdom female 
was always there. 

Milarepa and many other great meditators and saints also had some con
nection with females. Nagarjuna, for example, had a close relationship with 
Tara, as did many others. Those female aspects led them to many realiza
tions. Similarly, we all need the help of female practitioners, directly and 
indirectly, inwardly and outwardly. It is only because of gross misconcep
tions that men and women put each other down. 

When we talk about totality, we are not talking about something superfi
cial; what women can do, what women can't do. We are talking about the 
potential for total development. In this, there is total equality between ~en 
and women. And the dakas and dakinis of tantra are also equally realized, hav
ing reached the same level of consciousness and attained the same realiza
tions in order to help each other. 

Tantra not only explains in detail the inner qualities of mind that must be 
realized but also certain female physical characterisitics that are important in 
the practice of tantra and how these female organs are energized. You can 
research all this later; I'd only bore you if I went into detail now. 

It is important to recognize that when men and women gather together for 
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tsok, it is more than physical. We gather for the infinite progression of human 
consciousness that eventually leads to total satisfaction. That motivation 
should be remembered in everyday life, and if it is, men and women will con
stantly be learning and getting support from each other. 

Many great saints among the Tibetan lineage gurus were women, and we 
take refuge in them. When I first went to Europe, where there are many 
churches, I watched to see what the people were doing. I noticed the strong 
connection that Westerners seemed to have with the Virgin Mary. In Euro
pean churches their devotion is so strong that they seem to offer more can
dles to her than they do to Jesus. My guess is that when they pray to the 
Virgin Mary, they feel an organic, heart-to-heart communication with her 
because of her form. This is simply human experience. 

The devotion of Tibetan Buddhists toT ara results from a similar attraction. 
Not only serious practitioners but even businessmen feel it. They do Tara 
pujas for success in business. There is definitely something special about her. 

The success of Buddhism coming to Tibet was due in large part to women. 
Tibet's first Dharma king, So~gtsen Gampo, was converted to Buddhism by 
his Nepalese and Chinese wives, whom we regard as emanations ofTara. The 
king felt that without them, Buddhadharma could not have become perfectly 
established in Tibet. 

This does not apply only in Tibet. Anywhere in the world, even in the 
political sphere, men cannot succeed without the support of women. There 
is a lot of evidence for this-you can see for yourselves. 

Men and women can live harmoniously and help each other, not just in 
the temporal sense, but in the artainment of total satisfaction. You have to 
know this. 

The main point is that your impurities are your own projection, your own 
symptoms. You are the one who created your self-image of "I am a bad per
son." Therefore, you are capable of overcoming this projection by practicing 
purification. 

Now, this is my last talk here, and what can I say?26 Certainly I would like 
to thank you all for sharing your pleasures with me; I have enjoyed my stay 
here very much. As you can see, I'm very healthy, so you should not worry. 
I'm happy and enjoying life. I would like to thank those people who have put 
so much energy into developing the facilities here at Vajrapani for the bene
fit of myself and others, and especially those who have worked so hard tak
ing care of me like a baby. From my heart, thank you so much. I think that's 
all I can say. 
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Perhaps I can answer some questions. Are there any difficulties? Some

times I produce more confusion than clarity, so please ask. 

Q: Sometimes Buddhism says that good and evil are the same, and sometimes 
that good is better than evil. Which is it? 
A: That's a good question. From the absolute, or ultimate, point of view, 
good and evil are the same, absolutely the same: when you experience total
ity, there is neither goodness nor evil in your consciousness. But relatively 
speaking, because your conventional mind interprets things as good and 
evil, they exist. It depends upon which level of mind you're speaking from. 
But I'd like to make another point here. If you have concrete conceptions 
of good and evil, you're in trouble. Lord Buddha taught that there is no 
concrete object of evil, no concrete object of good; both are nondual, both 
are non-self-existent. They are made real only through the operation of 
dualistic conceptions. 

From the practical point of view, knowing this can help you deal with 
everyday situations. When good things happen to you, it's not necessarily 
fantastically wonderful; when bad things happen, it's not a big disaster. So 
you can see how the good/bad dichotomy demonstrates the reality of our 
superficial mind. Good and bad are like a dream, nothing co get emotional 
about. Am I communicating with you or not? Practically, this knowledge is 
very important. Next time that you feel, "Oh, this is fantastic, excellent, gen
uine," when your mind projects so many superlative qualities on another per
son or some object, slow down, check it out more deeply. Try to realize that 
overreacting to a beautiful object comes from a neurotic view of reality. This 
perspective keeps you psychologically balanced and your reality stable. If you 
exaggerate the good qualities of something, your mind is always up and down, 
soaring and plummeting, causing you so much disappointment. Be reaJistic, 
take the middle way: don't expect too much, don't reject too much. Enjoy 
your relationships in a reasonable way. 

Q: Tantra is said to be the quickest path to enlightenment, but I've also heard 
it's the most dangerous. How do you know when you're ready to risk taking 
an initiation? 
A:. You and I, all of us, we're always speculating: "If I do this, maybe some
thing good will happen; ifl do that, maybe something bad will happen." Of 
course, it's true that we never know what's going to happen next; we don't 
know what's going to happen tomorrow. There are no guarantees. But as 
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humans, we are always optimistic, speculating that something good is just 
around the corner. 

Let's say that we're planning a trip to the beach to go swimming. We're 
expecting pleasure: sun, sand, sea-a peaceful day out. We also know that 
there could be danger-a hurricane, perhaps. That's also speculation. Nev
ertheless, we still go to the beach, expecting the best. 

We go through a similar thought process when we consider taking anini
tiation. On the negative side, we know there's a great risk that we won't be able 

to keep the vows we take. But we also know that the benefits are limitless and 
that the energy we receive has great power. I remember His Holiness Song 
Rinpoche once saying that since you're going to hell anyway, you might as well 
take the initiation. He was always very direct. It is extremely important to 
practice tantra, so even if you're going to break the vows, it's l;>etter to take an 
initiation than not. Even if you're reborn in some miserable place, since the 
tantric imprints are on your consciousness, you'll eventually be reborn where 
you can practice it once again. Other lamas have said the same thing. 

Furthermore, I don't consider the risky part, the breaking of vows, as a 
painful experience but rather as some kind of realization. Usually, we never test 
ourselves, we never put ourselves into testing situations. We just float about 
in the comfort zone. Until you are really psychologically free, you have to fol
low rules, or guidelines. But once you have attained liberation, you're free; 
you don't need those rules anymore. Having psychological rails makes it clear 
to you when you have crossed the boundary between constructive and destruc
tive behavior. If you reach a point of difficulty you can ask yourself, why? Is 

it because of your nose, your hands, your body? Or is it because of your mind? 
In this way, you can see that it's your mind that forces you off the rails. 

Having boundaries also helps you estimate the amount of negative energy 
that forced you to break your vows. This is useful because it allows you to 

deduce how much positive energy you need to generate to neutralize that 
negativity. T antra teaches that you can purifY any negativity you can imag
ine. If you do twenry-one Vajrasattva mantras every day of your life, your 
mind will be extremely dean-clear. There is no negativity that the Vajrasattva 
mantra cannot purifY. The science of this is very simple. When you break a 
vow, you generate a certain amount of negative energy; to counteract it, you 
need to generate an equal amount of positive energy in your mind. 

Therefore, when you break a vow, encourage yourself: "I was responsible 
for that. I can purifY it, too." This is the way to liberate yourself. Overcom
ing your own difficulties with your own skill makes you free. The main thing 
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to remember is that negativities are transitory, conventional, interdependent 
phenomena. Instead of thinking unrealistically, "It's all my fault. I'm com
pletely negative; I'll never be free," you can think, ''I'm capable of creating 
negativities; I must be capable of purifying them." 

Q: When you were talking about the inner offerings, you said that our indis
criminate consumption of food and drink shocks our nervous system. Could 
you please say more about that? 
A: Physical sufferings, like cancer, are a result of our own mismanagement
unconsciousness of what our body needs and what we put into it. We are 
unrealistic. We don't understand our own organic nervous system: we have 
a low opinion of it, treat it very disrespectfully, and expect unreasonable 
things from it. We eat all sorts of things, many of which cannot be digested 
properly. I believe that all this damage to our nervous system causes cancer. 

We have to. develop a reasonable understanding of the organic nature of 
our physical being and treat it with respect. We should know what's appro
priate according to time and space and should take the middle way, neither 
overloading our little body nor living an ascetic extr;eme. 

Simply put, physical disorders come from a disorderly mind. We don't 
allow our body the time and space it needs to function properly, to digest and 
assimilate nutrients in a healthy way. We don't breathe properly, either. 
When we're miserable we hold our breath too long. We don't exhale fully, 
and our bodies get pumped up with retained air so that our nervous system 
can't function and our mind shakes uncontrollably. The result of all this is 
an unhealthy body. Remember the four foundations of mindfulness that the 
Buddha taught? One of those is mindfulness of the body. We are not mind
ful of our bodies, so we get sick. 

I can probably go so far as to say that the more sophisticated the food pro
duced by modern sociery, the sicker we get. Of course, there's cancer in India 
and Nepal, for example, but I think there's more of it in the West. I once saw 
one health expert, a doctor, report that there are diseases found in the indus
trial West that are rarely found in the third world, where life is more simple 
and natural. So I chink it's obvious chat we're expecting too much of our del
icate nervous systems, telling them, "I want to eat this; you have no choice. 
Take it! Digest!" We can't survive like that. Our bodies are natural, organic 
phenomena-it's important to develop good eating habits. Food is medi
cine; it is much better for our health than the plastic, chemical drugs we usu
ally think of as medicine. 



APPENDIX 1 

The Yoga Method of the 
Glorious Supreme Heruka Vajrasattva 



TAKING REFUGE 

Sang-gya cho-dang ge-diin-la 
Tak-tu dak-ni kyab-su chi 
Tek-pa sum-po tam-cha-dang 

Nal-jor sang-ngak kan-dro-ma 
Pa-wo pa-mo wang-lha-mo 

Jang-chup-sem-pa dak-nyi che 
Kya-par-du-yang lop-pon-la 
Tak-tu kyab-su chi-war gyi. 

GENERATING BODHICHITTA 

Sem-chan kiin-gyi don-gyi chir 
Dak-ni he-ru-kar gyur-na 
Sem-chan tam-cha he-ru-kai 
Go-pang chok-la go-par gyi. 

[The vase meditation: The nine-round breathing exercise] 

VISUALIZATION OF [HERUKA]VAJRASATTVA 

Rang-gi chi-wor PAM-la pa-ma-dang AH-la da-wai dan-gyi teng-du HUM-la 
dor-je kar-po tse nga-pa te-wa-la HUM-gyi tsan-pa. 

De-la wo-zer tro. Don-nyi ja. Di.i yong-su gyur-pa-la Dor-je Sem-pa kar-po. 
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TAKING REFUGE 

(Recite three times:) 
Forever, I take refuge in Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha, and in the Sangha 

of the three vehicles, the dakas and dakinis of secret mantra yoga, the heroes 

and heroines, the gods and goddesses, the bodhisattvas, and in particular, my 
guru. 

GENERATING BODHICHITTA 

(Recite three times:) 
I must become Heruka in order to lead all sentient beings to the sublime 
state ofHerukahood. 

[The vase meditation: The nine-round breathing exercise] 

VISUALIZATION OF [HERUKA)VAJRASATTVA 

Out of the void, about six inches above the crown of my head, appears the seed 
syllable PAM, which transforms into a thousand-petalled lotus. On top of the 
lotus appears the seed syllable AH, which transforms into a. moon disc. In the 
center of the moon disc stands the seed syllable HUM. Suddenly, the HUM trans
forms into a white five-pronged vajra that has a HUM at its center. Much radi

ant light emanates from both the HUM and the vajra, going out into the ten 
directions and completing the two purposes. The whole universe melts into 
light. This light then returns to and is absorbed by the HUM in the vajra. The 
HUM and vajra also melt into light and transform into Heruka Vajrasattva. 
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Zhal-chik chak-nyi. Dor-je-dang dril-bu &in-pa. Dor-je kyil-trung-gi zhuk
pa. Yum Dor-je Nyem-ma kar-mo. Zhal-chik chak-nyi. Dri-guk-dang to-pa 

&in-pa kyii-pa. 

Nyi-ka-ang dar-dang rin-po-chei gyan na-tsok-pa tra-pa. Nyi-kai chi-wor OM 
drin-par AH tuk-kar HUM. Tuk-kai HUM-la wo-zer tro-pa rang-drai ye-she-pa 

chan drang. 

OFFERING TO HERUKA VAJRASATTVA 

OM KHANDA ROHI HUM HUM PHAT 
OM SVABHAVA SHUDDAH SARVA DHARMA SVABHAVA SHUDDHO HAM 

Tong-pa-nyi-du gy-ur. Tong-pai ngang-la ah-la to-pa yang-shing gya-che
wai nang-du sha nga dii-tsi nga-nam. Zhu-wa-la jung-wai ye-she-kyi dii-tsii 
gya-tso chen-por gyur. 

OM AH HUM, HA HO HRI 

OM VAJRASATI'VA ARGHAM PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM VAJRASATI'VA PADYAM PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM VAJRASATI'VA PUSHPE PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM VAJRASATI'VA DHUPE PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM VAJRASATI'VA ALOKE PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM VAJRASATI'VA GANDHE PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM VAJRASATI'VA NAIVEDYA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM VAJRASATI'VA SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

JAH HUM BAM HOH 
Nyi-su me-par gyur. 
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Vajrasattva is white. He has one face and two arms. He holds a vajra in his 
right hand and a bell in his left. He is sitting in the full-lotus position with 
his hands in the embracing mudra. His consort, Dorje Nyema, embraces 
him, her legs encircling his body. She is white and has one face and two arms. 
She holds a curved knife in her right hand and a skull cup in her left. 

They are both dressed in robes of heavenly silk and adorned by precious 
jewel ornaments. [They both have seed syllables) OM at the crown chakra, AH 

at the throat chakra, and HUM at the heart. Brilliant light radiates ftom the 
HUM at the heart, invoking the divine supreme wisdom energy of all 
tathagatas. 

OFFERING TO HERUICA VAJRASATTVA 

OM KHANDA ROHI HUM HUM PHAT (C/eames the ojfering.r) 
OM SVABHAVA SHUDDAH SARVA DHARMA SVABHAVA SHUDDHO HAM 

(Purifies them) 

All is void. A seed syllable AH appears out of the void. It turns into a huge 
white kapala containing the five meats and five nectars. They melt, becom
ing an ocean of the amrita-energy of divine transcendental wisdom. 

(Bless the offerings by saying three times:} 
OM AH HUM HA HO HRI 

(Offer them with:} 
OM VAJRASATTVA ARGHAM PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

(oM Vajrasattva, accept greeting water HUM SVAHA.) 

(and similarly with PADYAM [foot-washing water], PUSHPE [flowers], DHUPE 

[incense), ALOKE [lightJ, GANDHE [perfume), NAIVEDYA [food), and SHABDA 

[sound/music] in place ojARGHAM.) 

JAH HUM BAM HO 

Become nondual. 
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EMPOWERMENT BY THE BUDDHAS OF THE FIVE FAMILIES 

Lar-yang tuk-kai HUM-Hi wo-zer trO. Wang-gi lha-nam chan-drang. 

OM PANCHA KULA SAPARIVARA ARGHAM .... SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

"De-zhin-shek-pa tam-cha-kyi ngon-par wang-kur-du sol." Zhe sol-wa tap
pa de-nam-kyi ye-she-kyi dii-tsi gang-wai bum-pa rok-na OM SARVA TATHA
GATA ABHISHEKATA SAMAYA SHRIYE HUM zhe wang kur. 

Ku ye-she-kyi du rsi gang Mi-kyo-pa u gyan-ching. 

Tuk-kar da-wai teng-du HUM-gyi tar yi-ge gya-pai ngak-kyi kor-war gyur. 

OFFERINGS TO HERUKA VAJRASATTVA 

OM VAJRASATTVA ARGHAM ... SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM VAJRASATTVA OM AH HUM 

PRAISE 

Nyi-me ye-she dro-wai pal 
Chok-tu mi-gyur de-wa che 
Dik-tung rna-Iii drung-jin-pai 
Dor-je sem-chok-la chak-tsal. 

MANDALA OFFERING 

[OptionaL· long mandala] 
OM VAJRA-BHUMI AH HUM! Wang-chen ser-gyi sa-zhi I OM VAJRA-REKHE AH 
HUM! Chi chak-ri kor-yuk-gi kor-wai ii-su rii gyal-po ri-rap I Shac lii-pak-po I 
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EMPOWERMENT BY THE BUDDHAS OF THE FIVE FAMILIES 

Again, brilliant light radiates from the HUM at the divine heart, invoking all 

initiating deities of the five families. 

(Make offerings to them with:) 

OM PANCHA KULA SAPARIVARA ARGHAM ... SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

"All tathagatas, please bestow on me the [Heruka Vajrasattva] initiation." 

Upon this request, all the tathagatas hold up their initiation vases, which are 

full of the amrita energy of divine transcendental wisdom, and the amrita 

Starts tO flow. As the mantra OM SARVA TATHAGATA ABHISHEKATA SAMAYA 

SHRIYE HUM is said, the initiation is conferred. 

The divine body of perfect absolute wisdom, Heruka Vajrasattva, is com

pletely filled by the amrita energy of blissful transcendental wisdom. Some 

amrita overflows and turns into Akshobhya, who adorns his crown. 

The seed syllable HUM stands at the center of a moon disc at the divine 

heart, encircled by the one hundred syllable mantra [standing counterclock

wise around the edge of the moon disc]. 

OFFERINGS TO HERUKA VAJRASATTVA 

OM VAJRASATTVA ARGHAM ... SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM VAJRASATTVA OM AH HUM 

PRAISE 

Nondual divine wisdom, magnificent inner jewel ornament of all mother 

sentient beings; supreme, unchanging, everlasting great bliss; indestructible, 

magnificent wisdom mind that releases all sentient beings from all negativi

ties of body, speech, and mind, especially broken vows and pledges: to you I 
prostrate. 

MANDALA OFFERING 

[Optional: long mandala] 

OM Adamantine ground AH HUM! Mighty golden ground/oM Adamantine 

circumference AH HUM! Outside it is encircled by the circumferential wall, in 
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Lho dzam-bi.ii ling I Nup ba-lang-cho I Jang dra-mi-nyan I Li.i-dang li.i-pak I 
Nga-yap-dang nga-yap zhan I Yo-dan-dang lam-chok dro I Dra-mi-nyan

dang dra-mi-nyan-gyi da I Rin-po-chei ri-wo I Pak sam-gyi shing I Do-joi 
ba I Ma-mo-pa-yi lo-tok II Kor-lo rin-po-che I Nor-bu rin-po-che I Tsi.in-mo 
rin-po-che I Lon-po rin-po-che I Lang-po rin-po-che I Ta-chok rin-po-che I 
Mak-pon rin-po-che ITer-chen poi bum-pa I Gek-ma IT reng-wa-ma I Lu-ma 
I Gar-rna I Me-tok-ma I Duk-po-ma I Nang-sal-rna I Dri-chap-ma I Nyi-ma 
I Da-wa I R.in-po-chei duk I Chok-la nam-par gyal-wai gyal-tsan I 0-su ilia
dang mi-yi pal-jor pi.in-sum-tsok-pa, ma-tsang-wa me-pa, tsang-zhing yi-du 

wong-wa I Di-dak drin-chen tsa-wa-dang gyi.i-par cha-pai pal-dan la-ma dam
pa-nam-dang I Kya-par-du yang La-ma Dor-je Sem-pai lha-tsok-la'zhing
kam i.il-war gyi-wo I Tuk-je dro-wai don-du zhe-su sol II Zhe-na dak-sok 
dro-wa mar-gyur nam-kai ta-dang nyam-pai sem-chan tam-cha-la tuk-tse
wa chen-poi go-na jin-gyi lap-tu sol! 

[Optional· short mandala] 
Sa-zhi po-kyi juk-shing me-tok tram 
Ri-rap ling-zhi nyi-da gyan-pa di 
Sang-gya zhing-du mik-te i.il-war gyi 
Dro-ki.in nam-dak zhing-la cho-par-shok! 

SECRET MANDALA 

De-tong lhan-chik kye-pai ye-she-kyi 
Zung-nam pung-kam kye-che-la jung-wai 
Ri-ling rin-chen ter-bum nyi-dar cha 
Kyab-gon tuk-jei ter-la i.il-war gyi 

INNER MANDALA 

Dak-gi chak-dang mong-sum kye-pai yiil 
Dra-nyen bar-sum li.i-dang long-cho cha 
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the center of which are Sumeru, King of Mountains/the eastern continent, 
Videha/the southern, Jambudvipa!the western, Godaniya/the northern, 
Kuru/[the eastern minor continents] Deha and Videha/[the southern] 
Camara and Apara-camara/[the western] Shatha and Uttara-mantrin/[and 
the northern] Kuru and Kauvarai[In the four continents are:] the precious 
mountain/the wish-granting tree/the wish-fulfilling cow/the unplowed har
vest//[on the first level of Mount Sumeru:] the Precious'WheeUthe Precious 
Jewel/the Precious Queen/the Precious Minister/the Precious Elephanr!the 
Precious Horse/the Precious General/the Pot of Great Treasure/[on the sec

ond level: the eight goddesses,] Lady of Grace/Lady of Garlands/Lady of 
Song/Lady of Dance/Lady of Flowers/Lady of Incense/Lady of Lamps/Lady 
of Perfume/[ on the third level:] the sun/the moon/the precious parasol/the 
banner of victory in all quarters/In the center, the most perfect riches of gods 
and human beings, with nothing missing, pure and delightful/To my glori
ous, holy, and most kind root and lineage gurus/and in particular to Guru 
Vajrasatrva's deity host, I shall offer these as a buddha field//Please accept 
them with compassion for the sake of migrating beings. Having accepted 
them, to me and all migrating mother sentient beings as far as the limits of 
space, out of your great compassion, please grant your inspiration! 

[OptionaL· short mandala] 

This ground, anointed with perfume, strewn with flowers, 
Adorned with Mount Meru, four continents, sun, and moon, 
I offer in visualization as field ofbuddhas. 
May all sentient beings thus enjoy this pure land. 

SECRET MANDALA 

The right view of shunyata is one with the wisdom of great bliss. This wis
dom transforms into Mount Meru, the sun, the moon, and all other phe
nomena in the universe. I offer everyrhi11g magnificent to you, ocean of great 
kindness, the one who is liberated and who liberates all others as well. 

INNER MANDALA 

Please bless me and all other sentient beings to be released immediately from 
the three poisons, for I am offering without the slightest hesitation or attach-
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Pang-pa me-par biil-gyi lek-zhe-na 
Duk-sum rang-sar drol-war jin-gyi lop 

IDAM'GURU RATNA MANDALAKAM NIRYATAYAMI 

PURIFICATION 

Chom-dan-da Dor-je Sem-pa dak-zhan sem-chan tam-cha-kyi dik-drip-dang 
dam tsik nyam-chak tam-cha jang-zhing dak-par dza-du sol 

Zhe sol-wa tap-pa tuk~kai ngak-treng HUM-dang cha-pa-la wo-zer tro 
Sem-chan tam-cha-kyi dik-drip jang sang-gya sa-cha-la nye-pai cho-pa piil 
De-nam-kyi ku-sung-tuk-kyi yon-tan tam-cha wo-kyi nam-par dii-na 

ngak-treng HUM-dang cha-pa-la tim-pa de-la dii-tsii gyiin kar-po bap-pa yap
yum-gyi jor-tsam-na hap 

Rang-gi tsang-buk-na zhuk-te lii tam-cha ye-she-kyi dii-tsii gyiin-gyi gang 

Go-sum-gyl dik-drip ram-cha sang-kyi dak-par gyur 

MANTRA RECITATION 

OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM ANUPALAYA. HERUKA TENOPATISHTHA. DRIDHO 

ME BHAVA, SUTOSHYO ME BHAVA, SUPOSHYO ME BHAVA, ANURAKTO ME BHAVA. 

SARVA SIDDHIM ME PRAYACCHA. SARVA KARMA SUCHA ME CHITTAM SHREYAM 

KURU, HUM! HA HA HA HA HOH! BHAGAVAN VAJRA HERUKA MA ME MUNCHA. 

HERUKA BHAVA MAHA SAMAYA SATTVA AH HUM PHAT! 

OFFERINGS AND PRAISE 

OM VAJRASATTVAARGHAM ... SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM VAJRASATTVA OM AH HUM 

Nyi-me ye-she dro-wai pal 
Chok-tu mi-gyur de-wa che 

Dlk-tung ma-lii drung-jin-pai 
Dor~je sem-chok chak-tsal to 
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ment all objects of my greed, hatred, and ignorance; friends, enemies, and 

strangers; and my body and all possessions. Please accept all this. 

!DAM GURU RATNA MANDALAKAM NIRYATAYAMI 

PURIFICATION 

"Bhagawan Vajrasattva, please purifY all negativities and broken and damaged 
pledges of myself and other sentient beings." 

Because of this request, b.rilliant light radiates from the mantra rosary and 
the HUM at the divine heart. It purifies all negativities and obscurations of all 

sentient beings and becomes an offering for all buddhas and bodhisattvas. The 

essence of the perfect qualities of their holy body, speech, and mind returns in 
the form oflight, which dissolves into the HUM and the mantra rosary. 

[From the HUM and the mantra rosary] a stream of blissful white amrita 

energy begins to flow down through the chakras of the divine couple. It flows 
out through the chakra of union and enters my crown chakra. This stream of 
amrita of transcendental wisdom fills my whole body, destroying all the nega

tivities and obscurations of my body, speech, and mind. These are completely 
purified. 

MANTRA RECITATION 

OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM ANUPALAYA. HERUKA TENOPATISHTHA. DRIDHO 

ME BHAVA, SUTOSHYO ME BHAVA, SUPOSHYO ME BHAVA, ANURAKTO ME BHAVA. 

SARVA SIDDHIM ME PRAYACCHA. SARVA KARMA StiCHA ME CHITTAM SHREYAM 

KURU, HUM! HA HA HA HA HOH! BHAGAVAN VAJRA HERUKA MA ME MUNCHA. 

HERUKA BHAVA MAHA SAMAYA SATTVA AH HUM PHAT! 

OFFERINGS AND PRAISE 

OM VAJRASATTVA ARGHAM •.• SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM VAJRASATTVA OM AH HUM 

Nondual divine wisdom, magnificent inner jewel ornament of all mother sen
tient beings; supreme, unchanging, everlasting great bliss; indestructible, mag

nificent wisdom mind that releases all sentient beings from all negativities of 

body, speech, and mind, especially broken vows and pledges: to you I prostrate. 
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REFUGE IN HERUKA VAJRASATTVA 

Dak-ni mi-she mong-pa-yi 
Dam-tsik-la-ni gal-zhing nyam 
La-ma gon-po kyap-dro-chik! 
Tso-wo dor-je dzin-pa-te 
Tuk-je chen-poi dak-nyi-chan 
Dor-wai tso-la dak kyap-chi 

ABSORPTION 

Dor-je Sem-pai zhal-na: "Rik-kyi bu (or bu-mo) kyo-kyi dik-drip-dang dam

tsik nyam-chak tam-cha jang-zhing dak-go" Zhe sung-na rang-la tim-pa rang
gi go-sum-dang Dor-je Sem-pai ku-sung-tuk yer mi che-par gyur 

DEDICATION 

Ge-wa di-yi nyur-du dak 
Dor-je Sem-pa drup-gyur-na 
Dro-wa chik-kyang ma-li.i-pa 

Kye-kyi sa-la go-par-shok! 
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REFUGE IN HERUKA VAJRASATTVA 

Through ignorance and delusion, I have broken and damaged my pledges. 
Holy guru, who has the power to liberate me, my inner master, holder of the 
vajra, whose essence is great compassion, lord of all migratory beings, to you 
I go for refuge. 

ABSORPTION 

Vajrasatrva says, "Oh son (or daughter) of good family, your negativicies and 
obscurations and damaged and broken pledges are cleansed and purified." 
Then he dissolves into me. My three doors (of body, speech, and mind) 
become inseparably one with Vajrasatrva's holy body, speech, and mind. 

DEDICATION 

Because of this merit, may I quickly become Heruka Vajrasatrva and lead 
each and every sentient being into his divine enlightened realm. 

CoLOPHON 

Because of encouragement from many intelligent Westerners that there was 
a need for a text for the sadhana of Vajrasatrva that eliminates hindrances 
and produces profit on the stages of the path and is a preliminary to medita
tion on the two stages [of highest yoga tantra], one called Muni Jiiana 
[Thubten Yeshe] has written this as an emergency delusion-cutter, so he asks 
forgiveness. 
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A Banquet of the Greatly Blissful Circle 
of Pure Offerings: An Antidote to the Vajra Hells 

lNTRODUCTION 28 

THE TANTRIC TEACHINGS of Shakyamuni Buddha state that meditation on 

Vajrasattva is a preliminary practice for the generation and completion stage 

meditations of highest yoga tantra. Furthermore, Vajrasattva meditation is nec

essary during the stages of the path themselves, in order to complete both col

lections of merit and wisdom, to remove the various blockages and interferences 

that arise at different points along the path, and to help you familiarize yourself 

with the successive realizations as they are gained. 

In order to practice Vajrasattva, your mind must first be made suitable. This is 
accomplished by receiving the permissions (jmang) of body, speech, mind, qual
ities, and divine action, which are similar to the four great initiations. After doing 

this, and abiding in either the extensive or the abridged yoga of this deity, you can 

begin the Banquet of the Greatly Blissfol Circle of Pure Offerings: An Antidote to the 
Vajra Hells, and, as has been said, [you can truly say,] "I am a fortunate, blissful 

one." These permissions, which are of the highest yoga tantra aspect ofVajra

sattva, have been transmitted through the ear-whispered lineage of the Geluk tra
dition of Tibetan Buddhism, and the warmth of the blessings of this lineage 

continues undiminished down to the present day. Therefore, this practice ofVajra

sattva is available for you to practice, and you can do so secure in the knowledge 
that it is in no way mistaken. 

What follows is a tsok offering ceremony specifically designed for performance 

in conjunction with the,.highest yoga tantra aspect ofVajrasattva. The Tibetan 
term tsok, which is often left untranslated, literally means "collection," or "assem

bly," and in the following practice it is often rendered as "pure offerings." How
ever, the actual tsok is one's meditation on transcendental, blissful wisdom. The 

entire purpose of offering the tsok ingredients is to generate the experience of this 

blissful wisdom within oneself and to overcome the ordinary appearance and 

conception of sensory objects. Thus, it is extremely important that from the very 
beginning of this practice you prevent ordinary appearances and conceptions 

from arising. Because the offering of tsok is a profound method for transcending 

mundane thought, the entire practice should go beyond your ordinary experience 

of subject and object.29 
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MEDITATION oN THE MANDALA OF GuRu VAJRASATTVA: 

THE FIELD FOR THE COLLECTION OF MERIT 

HUM! 
De-tong nyi-su me-pai nam-rol-Hi 
Jung-wai Dor-je Sem-p~i zhal-ya-kang 
Ten-dang ten-pai kyil-kor yong-dzok diin 
Klin-zang cho-trin nam-kai kyon-klin kang 

Nyi-me de-wa chen-poi ka-ying-la 
Ngo-tsar dor-nam lha-dang lha-moi tr-w 
Zhi-gya wang-drak triil-pai gar-kan-gyi 
Tap-she yong-su dzok-pai kur zheng-gyur 

BLESSING THE OFFERINGS 

OM KHANDA ROHI HUM HUM PHAT 

OM SVABHAVA SHUDDHA SARVA DHARMA SVABHAVA SHUDDHO HAM 

Tong-pa nyi-du gyur tong-pai ngang-la AH-la to-pa yang-zhing gya-che-wai 
nang-du sha nga dii-tsi nga-nam zhu-wa-la jung-wai ye-she-kyi dii-tsii gya
tso chen-por gyur 

OM AH HUM HA HO HRI (Say three times) 
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PRELIMINARIES 

Place on the altar dean and beautiful looking offerings as well as bala and 
mad4na.?><l After completing either the abbreviated or elaborate meditation 
on the generation of oneself in the form ofVajrasattva/1 visualize as follows: 

MEDITATION oN THE MANDALA oF GuRu VAJRASATTVA: 

THE FIELD FOR THE COLLECTION OF MERIT 

HUM! 

In the space before me, 
From the enjoyment of indivisible great bliss and emptiness, 
Appear the complete supporting and supported mandalas ofVajrasattva. 
Clouds of Samantabhadra' s offerings fill all of space. 

In the sphere of great nondualistic bliss 
All beings miraculously appear as gods and goddesses 
Embodying thoroughly developed method and wisdom 
As skillful dancers manifesting peace, expansion, power, and wrath. 

BLESSING THE OFFERINGS 

(The offering ingredients should then be blessed in the following manner by reciting:) 
OM KHANDA ROHI HUM HUM PHAT 

(All those who create obstacles are dispelled, and by reciting:) 
OM SVABHAVA SHUDDHA SARVA DHARMA SVABHAVA SHUDDHO HAM 

(They are purified of ordinary appearances. Then visualize:) 

All becomes empty and.from the sphere of emptiness 
Appears the letter AH which transforms 
Into a very large and spacious skull cup 
Containing the five meats and five nectars. 
Melting, they all transform into a great ocean of wisdom nectar. 

OM AH HUM HA HO HRI (Say three times) 
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PRESENTING THE OFFERINGS AND RECITING THE MANTRA 

Ta-rnal wang-poi yiil-la rap-da-shing 
Yo-gai dam-tsik dak-nang de-wa-che 
Ngo-drup kiin-gyi zhir-gyur dii-tsii chok 
Tok-me de-wa chen-po nye-par dzo 

r. HUM! Ka-ying ja-tson Dor-je Sem-pai ku 
La-ma yi-dam kan-dro cho-kyong-gi 
Ngo-wor ma-tok nyi-dzin triil-nang dak 

Dam-dza do-yon na-ngai tsok-cho-la 
La-ma Dor-je Sem-pa nye-chir biil 
Lhan-kye de-chen kye-war jin-gyi-lop 

OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM ANUPALAYA. HERUKA TENOPATISHTHA. DRIDHO 

ME BHAVA, SUTOSHYO ME BHAVA, SUPOSHYO ME BHAVA, ANURAKTO ME BHAVA. 

SARVA SIDDHIM ME PRAYACCHA. SARVA KARMA SUCHA ME CHITTAM SHREYAM 

KURU, HUM! HA HA HA HA HOH! BHAGAVAN VAJRA HERUKA MA ME MUNCHA. 

HERUKA BHAVA MAHA SAMAYA SATTVA AH HUM PHAT! 

2. HUM! Ka-ying ja-tson Dor-je Sem-pai ku 

Do-yon de-Ja chak-pai nain-she nga 
Dal-jor don-me ja-wai trill-nang dak 
Dam-dza do-yon na-ngai tsok-cho-la 
La-ma Dor-je Sem-pa nye-chir bill 
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PRESENTING THE OFFERINGS AND RECITING THE MANTRA 

This pure offering is the yogi's commitment (samaya) 
And, as the pure vision of their great bliss, 
Transcends being an object of ordinary senses. 
It is the basis of all attainments and the supreme nectar. 
Therefore, 0 Guru, with your nonsuperstitious 
Simultaneously born great bliss, please enjoy it! 

1. HUM! 0 miraculous rainbow cloud 
Appearing in the space of dharmakaya, 
Holy body ofVajrasattva-
Having purified the hallucinated vision 
And dualistic conception that fails to recognize 
That the guru, in essence, is the deity, 
The dakini, and the Dharma protector-
In order to please you, Guru Vajrasattva, 
I am presenting these sacred ingredients 
As pure offerings to be enjoyed by your five senses. 
Please bless me to generate simultaneously born great bliss.32 

OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM ANUPALAYA. HERUKA TENOPATISHTHA. DRIDHO 

ME BHAVA, SUTOSHYO ME BHAVA, SUPOSHYO ME BHAVA, ANURAKTO ME BHAVA. 

SARVA SIDDHIM ME PRAYACCHA. SARVA KARMA SUCHA ME CHITTA!-1 SHREYAM 

KURU, HUM! HA HA HA HA HOH! BHAGAVAN VAJRA HERUKA MA ME MUNCHA. 

HERUKA BHAVA MAHA SAMAYA SATTVA AH HUM PHATP3 

2. HUM! 0 miraculous rainbow cloud 
Appearing in the space of dharmakaya, 
Holy body ofVajrasattva-
Having purified the hallucinated vision 
Of the five sense consciousnesses' clinging 
To the pleasure of desirable objects, 
Thereby depriving this perfect human birth of all meaning
In order to please you, Guru Vajrasattva, 
I am presenting these sacred ingre.dients 
As pure offerings to be enjoyed by your five senses. 
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Tse-dii nang-zhen dok-par jin~gyi-lop 

OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM •••• 

3. HUM! Ka-ying ja-tson Dor-je Sem-pai ku 
Tsiil-min yi-je nam-tok la-nyon-gyi 
Drip-yok nyi-dzin don-gyi trill-nang dak 
Dam-dza do-yon na-ngai tsok-cho-la 

La-ma Dor-je Sem-pa nye-chir biil 
Nge-jung nam-dak kye-war jin-gyi-lop 
OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM .... 

4- HUM! Ka-ying ja-tson Dor-je Sem-pai ku 
Rang-nyi che-dzin duk-ngal kiin-gyi go 
Nyi-dzin dii-kyi gong-poi triil-nang dak 
Dam-dza do-yon na-ngai tsok-cho-la 

La-ma Dor-je Sem-pa nye-chir biil 
Nam-dak jang-sem kye-war jin-gyi-lop 
OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM .... 

5· HUM! Ka-ying ja-tson Dor-je Sem-pai ku 
Tok-pa par-zhak ming-kyang tak-yo-la 
Nyi-dzin dri-ma ngan-pai triil-nang dak 
Dam-dza do-yon na-ngai tsok-cho-la 
La-ma Dor-je Sem-pa nye-chir bi.il 
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Please bless me to abandon clinging 

To the ordinary concepts and appearances of this life. 
OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM •••• 

3· HUM! 0 miraculous rainbow cloud 
Appearing in the space of dharmakaya, 
Holy body ofVajrasattva-
Having purified the hallucinated vision: 
The demon dualistic conception and veiling obscurations 
Of improper attention, superstition, karma, and delusions
In order to please you, Guru Vajrasattva, 
I am presenting these sacred ingredients 
As pure offerings to be enjoyed by your five senses. 
Please bless me to generate immaculate renunciation. 
OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM •.•• 

4· HUM! 0 miraculous rainbow cloud 
Appearing in the space of dharmakaya, 
Holy body ofVajrasattva-
Having purified the hallucinated vision 
Of holding oneself more dear than others: 
The door to all suffering and the dualistic conception 
That is the chief of all evils-
In order to please you, Guru Vajrasattva, 
I am presenting these sacred ingredients 
As pure offerings to be enjoyed by your five senses. 
Please bless me to generate immaculate bodhichitta. 
OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM •••. 

5· HUM! 0 miraculous rainbow cloud 
Appearing in the space of dharmakaya, 
Holy body ofVajrasattva-
Having purified the hallucinated vision: 
The stench of dualistic conception holding 
What is merely imputed by superstition as true

In order to please you, Guru Vajrasattva, 
I am presenting these sacred ingredients 
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Chak-gya chen-po tok-par jin-gyi-lop 
OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM .... 

6. HUM! Ka-ying ja-tson Dor-je Sem-pai ku 
Ta-rnal nang-zhen ktin-tok tra-rak-kyi 
Nyi-dzin lung-shuk drak-poi trtil-nang dak 
Dam-dza ye-she nga-yi ts-ok-cho-la 

La-ma Dor-je Sem-pa nye-chir btil 
Nge-don wang-zhi top-par jin-gyi-lop 
OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM ••.• 

7· HUM! Ka-ying ja-tson Dor-je Sem-pai ku 
Nye-tung drak-char wang-me bap-pa-la 
Dor-je nyal-wa nyong-wai rrtil-nang dak 
Dam-dza yeshe nga-yi tsok-cho-la 
La-ma Dor-je Sem-pa nye-chir biil 
Dak-pa rap-jam ba-zhik char-war shok 
OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM .••• 

OFFERING TO THE VAJRA MASTER 

Dor-je dzin-pa gong-su sol 
Pa-wo pa-mo tsok-kor de 
Zung-dang dzin-pai tro-pa dral 
Dii-tsii de-la tak-tu rol 
A LA LAHO! 
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As pure offerings to be enjoyed by your five senses. 
Please bless me to realize the great seal of emptiness. 

OM YAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM •••• 

6. HUM! 0 miraculous rainbow cloud 
Appearing in the space of dharmakaya, 
Holy body ofVajrasattva-
Having purified the hallucinated vision 

Of ordinary appearance and conception: 
The eighty superstitions both gross and subtle, 
The violent, uncontrollable wind of the dualistic mind

In order to please you, Guru Vajrasattva, 
I am presenting these sacred ingredients 
As pure offerings to be enjoyed by your five senses. 
Please bless me to receive the four actual empowerments. 
OM YAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM .... 

7· HUM! 0 miraculous rainbow cloud 
Appearing in the space of dharmakaya, 
Holy body ofVajrasattva-
Having purified the hallucinated vision 
Of experiencing the vajra hells 
Resulting from the uncontrollable downpour 
Of negative actions and broken samaya-
In order to please you, Guru Vajrasattva, 

I am presenting these sacred ingredients 
As pure offerings to be enjoyed by your five senses. 
May infinite purity alone arise! 

OM YAJRA HERUKA SAM!\YAM .... 

OFFERING TO THE VAJRA MASTER 

(The offering of tsok to the vajra master should now be made while reciting:) 
0 holder of the vajra, please· pay attention to me! 
This pure offering presented by the assembled circle of dakas and dakinis, 
This nectar free of all divisions of subject and object, 
Transcendentally blissful, please enjoy it eternally! 
A LALA HO! 
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E-MA! De-chen ye-she, kyai! 
Tsok-chen tum-mo bar-wai dro 
Ma-sam jo-da ga-de-la 
Ktin-kyang aho sukha che 
AHO MARA SUKHA HO! 

OuTER AND INNER OFFERINGS TO VAJRASATTVA 

OM GURU YAJRASATIVA SAPARIVARAARGHAM ... SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 

OM GURU YAJRASATIVA SAPARIVARA OM AH HUM 

VERSES OF PRAISE 

Gang-gi csan-tsam jo-pa kyang 
La-ngan dik-tung ma-lti-pa 
Ka-chik nyi-la drung-jin-pai 
Dor-je Sein-pa-la chak tsal 

EIGHT-LEGGED PRAISE 

OM Chom-dan pa-woi wang-chuk-Ja chak-tsaJ HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM KaJ-pa chen-poi me-dang nyam-pai WO HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM R.al-pai cho-pan mi-za-pa-clang dan HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM Che-wa nam-par tsik-pa jik-pai zhaJ HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM Tong-trak chak-ni bar-wai wo-zer-chan HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM Dra-ta zhak-seng dung-dang katwang dzin HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM Tak-gi pak-pai na-za dzin-pa-chan HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM Ku-chen dti-ka gek-tar-dza-Ja dti HUM HUM PHAT! 



(The vajra master then replies:) 
0 hail, great blissful wisdom! 
The great collected offering, 
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The seed that causes the rumo heat to explode, 
This joyful, blissful experience beyond concepts, beyond words
Welcome, great eternal bliss! 
AHO MAHA SUKHA HO! 

OUTER AND INNER OFFERINGS TO VAJRASATTVA 

(The outer and inner offerings are then presented while reciting:) 
OM GURU VAJRASATrVA SAPARIVARA ARGHAM ... SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA 
OM GURU VAJRASATrVA SAPARIVARA OM AH HUM 

VERSES OF PRAISE 

(Praise is offered by reciting the following:) 
Merely thinking of just your name· 
Eradicates all obstacles 
And immediately J?Urifies all negative karma. 
Thus to you, unsurpassed Vajrasattva, 
I pay homage and make prostration. 

EIGHT-LEGGED PRAISE 

(Next recite the following in praise of Heruka and Vajravarahi:) 
OM I prostrate to the Bhagawan, lord of the brave ones HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM To you whose brilliance equals the fire that ends a great eon HUM HUM 

PHAT! 
OM To you who have an inexhaustible crowning top-knot HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM To you with bared fangs and a wrathful face HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM To you whose thousand arms blaze with light HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM To you who hold an axe, uplifted noose, a spear, and skull-staff HUM 

HUM PHAT! 
OM To you who wears a tiger-skin cloth HUM HUM PHAT! 
OM I bow to you whose great smoke-coloured body ends all obstructions 

HUM HUM PHAT! 
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OM Chom-dan-da-ma dor-je pak-mo-la chak-tsaJ. HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM Pak-ma rik-mai wang-chuk kam-sum-gyi HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM Jung-poi jik-pa tam-cha dor-je chen-po jom HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM Dor-je dan-zhuk zhan-gyi mi-tup wang-je chan HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM T um-mo tro-moi zuk-kyi tsang-pa kern-par dza HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM Di.i-nam trak-ching kem-pa zhan-gyi chok-la gyaJ. HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM Muk-je reng-je mong-je ki.in-la nam-par gyal HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM Dor-je pak-mo jor-je do-wang-ma-la di.i HUM HUM PHAT! 

SoNG OF THE SPRING QuEEN 

I. HUM! De-zhin shek-pa cam-cha-dang 
Pa-wo dang-ni nal-jor-ma 
Kan-dro dang-ni kan-dro-ma 
Ki.in-la dak-ni sol-wa-dep 
De-wa chok-la gye-pai He-ru-ka 
De-wa rap-nyo ma-la nyen-ja-na 
Cho-ga zhin-du long-cho-pa-yi ni 
Lhan-kye de-wai jor-wa-la zhuk-so 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

Dri-me ka-droi tsok-nam-kyi 
Tse-wa zik-la la-kiin dzo 

2. HUM! De-zhin shek-pa ... sol-wa-dep 
De-wa chen-po yi-ni rap-kyo-pa 
Li.i-ni ki.in-tu yo-wai gar-gyi-ni 
Chak-gyai pa-mar rol-pai de-wa che 
Nal-jor-ma tsok-nam-la cho-par dz6 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

Dri-me k~a-droi tsok-nam-kyi 
Tse-wa zik-la la-ki.in dzo 
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OM I prostrate to the Bhagawati, Vajravarahi HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM To the queen of the female arya practitioners, invincible in the three 
realms HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM To you who destroy all fears of evil spirits with your great diamond
like means HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM To you whose eyes empower those who sit upon the diamond throne 
not to be conquered by anyone HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM To you whose wrathful body on inner fire can desiccate Brahma HUM 

HUM PHAT! 

OM To you who terrify and dry up all demons and thus can vanquish all 
other forces HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM To you who triumph over all that can make one ill-tempered, excited, 
or stupefied HUM HUM PHAT! 

OM I bow down to Vajravahari, the consort who overpowers lust HUM HUM 

PHAT! 

SoNG OF THE SPRING QuEEN 

(Here, the ''Song of the Spring Queen" may be sung to request realizatiom:) 
r. HUM! We make our requests to you, 
The tathagatas who are thus gone, 
As well as to the viras, yoginis, dakas, and dakinis. 
Heruka, who enjoys great bliss, 
Intoxicated with bliss brings satisfaction to the consort 
And in accordance with the precepts of practice 
Enters into the union of innate bliss. 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

You, the multitudes of immaculate dakinis, 
Look upon us with lov&; bestow all the powerful attainments. 

2. HUM! We make our requests ... dakinis. 
Through the stirring of the mind of great bliss 
Through the moving dance of the body 
There arises the great bliss played within the lotus of the consort. 
This bliss we offer to the multitudes of yoginis. 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

You, the multitudes of immaculate dakinis, 
Look upon us with love; bestow all the powerful attainments. 
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3· HUM! De-zhin shek-pa ... sol-wa-dep 
Yi-wong zhi-wai nyam-kyi gar-dza-ma 
Rap-gye gon-po kyo-dang ka-droi tsok 

Dak-gi diin-du zhuk-te jin-lop-la 
Lhan-kye de-chen dak-la tsal-du sol 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! 1! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

Dri-me ka-droi tsok-nam-kyi 
Tse-wa zik-la la-kiin dzo 

4· HUM! De-zhin shek-pa ... sol-wa-dep 
De-chen tar-pai tsan-nyi dan-pa kyo 
De-chen pang-pai ka-tup du-ma-yi 
Tse-chik drol-war mi-zhe de-chen yang 
Chu-kye chok~gi ii-na na-pa yin 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

Dri-me ka-droi tsok-nam-kyi 
Tse-wa zik-la la-kiin dzo 

5· HUM! De-zhin shek-pa ... sol-wa-dep 
Dam-gyi ii-su kye-pai pa-ma zhin 
Chak-la kye-kyang chak-pai.kyon rna-go 
Nal-jor-ma chok pa-mai de-wa-yi 
Si-pai ching-wa nyur-du drol-war dzo 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

Dri-me ka-droi tsok-nam-kyi 
Tse-wa zik-la la-kiin dzo 

6. HUM! De-zhin shek-pa ... sol-wa-dep 
Drang-tsii jung-na-nam-kyi drang-tsii chii 
Bung-wai tsok-kyi kiin-na tung-wa tar 
Tsan-nyi druk-dan tso-kye gya-pa-yi 
Chu-ching-pa-yi ro-yi tsim-par dzo 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

Dri-me ka-droi tsok-nam-kyi 
Tse-wa zik-la la-kiin dzo 
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3· HUM! We make our requests ... dakinis. 
Yoginis dance with enchanting, soothing movements 
The protector so exceedingly to please, 
And the multitudes of dakinis 
Come before us and bless us. 
Bestow upon us innate great bliss. 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

You, the multitudes of immaculate dakinis, 
Look upon us with love; bestow all the powerful attainments. 

4· HUM! We make our requests ... dakinis. 
The great bliss that is possessed of liberating qualities-
The great bliss without which freedom cannot be gained in one life 
Though one endures many asceticisms-
That great bliss abides within the center of the supreme lotus. 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

You, the multitudes of immaculate dakinis, 
Look upon us with love; bestow all the powerful attainments. 

5· HUM! We make our requests ... dakinis. 
As with a lotus born out of mud, 
Great bliss, though born of desire is unstained by its faults. 
0 supreme yoginis, by the bliss of your lotus 
May the bonds of samsara be quickly untied. 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! I! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

You, the multitudes of immaculate dakinis, 
Look upon us with love; bestow all the powerful attainments. 

6. HUM! We make our >equests ... dakinis. 
Like a swarm of bees drawing forth the nectar of flowers 
May we likewise be sated 
By the captivating nectar of the mature lotus 
Possessed of six qualities. 
A-LA-LA! LA-LA HO! A! 1! AH! ARA-LI HO! 

You, the multitudes of immaculate dakinis, 
Look upon us with love; bestow all the powerful attainments. 
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OFFERING THE REMAINING TSOK 

OM AH HUM (Say three times) 

De-tong yer-me gyu-mai ka-pa-lar 
Ye-she nga-yi dil-tsii tsok-lhak-nam 
Zhing-kyong drek-pa de-gya tsok-la biil 
Dam-cho drup-pai la-zhii trin-la dzo 

CONCLUDING PRAYER OF AUSPICIOUSNESS 

Piln-tsok ge-lek je-wai trlin-pai ku 
Ta-ya dro-wai re-wa kong-wai sung 
Dro-wai sam-pa ji-zhin zik-pai tuk 
Rang-sem la-mar jal-wai tra-shi shok 

J ung-gylii chi-war bar-do kye-wa sum 
Jong-je ku-sum lam-du kyer-wai til 
Rang-sem nyuk-sem tra-mo jal-wa-la 
Ku-tuk zung-juk char-wai tra-shi shok 

Tro-dral ka-ying rong-pa chen-poi yum 
Nang-si de-wa chen-poi ye-she-la 
Kyii-pai ya-tsan kor-da ngo-po kiln 
De-tong chen-por dom-dza tra-shi shok 
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OFFERING THE REMAINING TSOK 

(Finally, the way to offer the remainder of the tsok is as follows.~ 
OM AH HUM (Say three times) 

To the assembly of the eight classes of wrathful governing protectors 
I present all the remaining pure offerings-
The nectar of the five wisdoms contained in this skull cup
An illusory appearance of indivisible bliss and emptiness. 
Do your duty, the four rites for Dharma practitioners. 

CoNCLUDING PRAYER OF AUSPICIOUSNESS 

May all be auspicious for me to see my mind as the lama: 
Who understands perfectly all beings' thoughts, 
Whose speech fulfills countless beings' wishes, 
And whose pure body arises from an infinite collection of merit. 

May all be auspicious for realizing the unity of dharmakaya and rupakaya 
By discovering my own subtle, continually residing consciousness 
Through the power of taking the three bodies as the path: 
The antidote to coming death, bardo, and rebirth. 

May all be auspicious for everything within samsara and nirvana 
To be synthesized with great emptiness and great bliss 
Through the unusual embrace of the mother: the sphere of space 
Beyond all puzzling divisions, and the father: 
The great blissful wisdom, the appearance of all existent phenomena. 

CoLOPHON AND DEDICATION34 

On the special day of the daka and dakinis-the twenty-fifth day of the 
eleventh month of the Iron Bird year Oanuary 19, 1982)-Venerable Lama 
Thubten Yeshe wrote this tsok offering ofHeruka Vajrasattva for a puja per
formed at Bodhgaya under the bodhi tree by an international gathering of 
sangha and lay students who together made hundreds and thousands of offer
ings. This puja was offered by the Italian gelong Thubten Donyo, a disciple 
having unsurpassed understanding of the sutra and tantra path to enlighten-
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ment and indestructible devotion to Shakyamuni Buddha's teachings, and 

who is adorned outwardly with saffron robes and inwardly with the three 
sets of vows. 

This tsok offering was written with the prayer that all the sangha of the ten 
directions enjoy harmonious relationships with one another, guard the pre
cepts of pure moral conduct, and accomplish the practice of the three higher 
trainings, thereby becoming skillful guides providing great help to all beings. 
It is dedicated to the speedy return of our great guru of unmatched and inex
pressible kindness, Kyabje Trijang Dorje Chang. For the benefit of all sentient 

beings, our mothers, may we remain inseparable from this great guru during 
our entire path to enlightenment. 

Furthermore, it has been noted that in many countries today-Tibet, for 

example-those whose lives are not opposed to the three ordinations of the 
pratimoksha, bodhichitta, and tantric vows are not considered to be human 
beings! Yet even in such extremely degenerate times there are still many for

tunate practitioners, and it is very important that these yogis and yoginis have 
a method, such as this Vajrasattva practice, powerful enough for achieving the 
exalted realization of simultaneously born great bliss and emptiness. This 
profound method is easy and simple to practice, accumulates a great store of 
meritorious potential, and is capable of destroying all the negativities result
ing from breaking one's pledged commitments. In fact, it is such a powerful 
method that many lamas of the Geluk tradition have stated that even trans

gressions of root tantric vows can be purified by reciting the Vajrasatrva 
mantra. Therefore, one should understand that there is no negativity so strong 
that it cannot be purified through the practice ofVajrasatrva. 

For all t:hese reasons, then, this tsok offering has been composed by Vajra
satrva yogi and follower of Guru Shakyamuni Buddha's teachings, the bhik
shu Muni }fiana.35 

PosTsCRIPT 

The following poem in jest came uncontrollably and without premeditation 
to the mind of the author while he was composing this work:36 

All of samsara appears 
As a foe to one who fears 
He might be gored and torn 
By the proverbial rabbit's horn 



Of tantric ordinations: 
The golden ground foundation. 

In the common path untrained, 
In tantra unordained, 
He has no initiation; 
What a situation! 
How strange! What a joke! 
He's a sky-flower yogi! 
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This tsok offering can be made to other highest yoga tailtra deities by sub
stituting that deity's name for Yajrasattva's and by blessing the offerings in 
accordance with the yoga method of that deity and reciting that deity's 
mantra. 

The above was translated with the kind assistance of Lama Thubten Zopa 
Rinpoche and Yen. Konchog Yeshe, and edited by Jonathan Landaw. The 
"Song of the Spring Queen" was adapted from a translation by Yen. Jampa 
Gendun and Andy White, and the praises to Heruka and Yajravarahi were 
adapted from a translation by Alexander Berzin.'7 
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Translation and Explanation of the 
Hundred-Syllable Mantra 

OM VAJRA HERUKA SAMAYAM ANUPALAYA. HERUKA TENOPATISHTHA. DRIDHO 

ME BHAVA, SUTOSHYO ME BHAVA, SUPOSHYO ME BHAVA, ANURAKTO ME BHAVA. 

SARVA SIDDHIM ME PRAYACCHA. SARVA KARMA SUCHA ME CHITTAM SHREYAM 

KURU HUM! HA HA HA HA HOH! BHAGAVAN VAJRA HERUKA MA ME MUNCHA. 

HERUKA BHAVA MAHA SAMAYA SATTVA AH HUM PHAT! 

OM is the seed syllable that symbolizes the divine vajra body, that is, the holy 
body of an enlightened being. The vajra body is union-oneness with divine 
vajra speech and mind. At present, your body, speech, and mind function sep
arately, but when you attain the enlightened state ofHeiuka Vajrasattva your 
divine body, speech, and mind will function simultaneously. 

VAJRA HERUKA. The pure energy of the indestructible divine wisdom thought 
of the greatest, blissful, innermost heart, which encompasses all phenomena. 

SAMAYAM. When during an initiation you give your sacred word of honor to 
keep your vows and pledges purely, a subtle energy is generated within your 
mind and inner nervous system. This energy automatically releases you from 
negativity. This is what samaya means. It is the exact opposite of the half
hearted promises people usually make; promises that are so easily broken. 
Where your samaya is involved, you should not rationalize, even for the sake 

of your life. 

ANUPALAYA. The power of divine loving kindness, which can bring you to 
eternal happiness. 

HERUKA TENOPATISHTHA. Magnificent Heruka, be close within my heart. 

DRIDHO. Indestructible, eternal, never-changing. 

ME BHAVA. Grant me the divine, indestructible wisdom of the realization of 
the absolute true nature of myself and all other universal phenomena. 
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SUTOSHYO ME BHAVA. Vajrasattva, through being close to me, grant me the 
greatest, joyful divine wisdom, which brings great bliss. 

SUPOSHYO ME BHAVA. May this blissful energy develop perfectly within my 
heart. 

ANURAK.TO ME BHAVA. May I be influenced by the divine attachment reflec
tion of compassionate wisdom, which is utterly beyond duality. 

SARVA SIDDHIM ME PRAYACCHA. Grant me completely all magnificent realiza

tions. 

SARVA KARMA sucHA ME. Grant me all divine wisdom actions ofVajrasattva. 

CHilTAM SHREYAM KURU. May your magnificent divine wisdom function in 
myheatt. 

HUM. The seed-syllable that symbolizes the nature of the divine vajra heart, 
the greatest divine blissful wisdom. 

HA HA HA HA HOH. These five syllables symbolize the five wisdoms· of the five 
dhyani buddhas. 

BHAGAVAN. The enlightened one. 

VAJRA HERUKA. The greatest, indestructible blissful wisdom. 

MA ME MUNCHA. Do not abandon me. 

HERUKA BHAVA. Be indestructibly held in my heart, by my keeping inde
structible samaya, just as you hold the indestructible vajra. 

MAHA. Greatest. 

SAMAYA. As above. 

SATIVA. The divine wisdom thought. 

AH. The seed-syllable symbolizing divine vajra speech. 

HUM. As above. 

PHAT! Destroy all negative distractions! 
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Blessing the Shi-dak Torma 



OM VAJRA AMRITA KUNDALI HANA HANA HUM PHAT! 

OM SVABHAVA SHUDDHA SARVA DHARMA SVABHAVA SHUDDHO HAM! 

Tong-pa nyid-du gyur. 
Tong-pai ngang-la DRUNG-la rin-po-che no-yang shing-gya che-wa nang-du 
OM-o du-:ihu wa-la jung-wa tor-rna zag-pa me-pa ye-she kyi dii-tsi gya-tso 
chen-por gyur 

OM AH HUM (say three times) 
NAMA SARVA TATHAGATA AVALOKITE OM SAMBARA SAMBARA HUM 

(say three times) 

Chom-dan de-zhin shek-pa gyal-wa rin-chen mang-la chak tsal-lo 
De-zhin shek-pa zug-tse·dam-pa-la chak tsal-lo 
De-zhin shek-pa ku-jam !a-la chak tsal-lo 
De-zhin shek-pa jig-pa tham-cha dang-dral wa-la chak tsal-lo 

Piin-tsok do-yon nga-dan pa 
Dii-tsi gya-tso tor-rna di 
Sa-yi lha-mo te-ma sok 
Tong-sum shi-dak tham-cha dang 
Tse-ring cha-nga ten-kyong gi 
Gang-chen na-pa tham-cha dang 
Kye-par yu-jor de-nyi kyi 
Lha-lii shi-dak nam-la biil 
Zhe-na dak-chak yon-cho nam 
La-dang ja-wa chi-chi kyang 
Kor-long tra-dok ma-tse pa 
Ttin-kyen yi-shin drub-par tzo 
Dak-gi sam-pa tob-dang ni 
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OM VAJRA AMRITA KUNDALI HANA HANA HUM PHAT! 

OM SVABHAVA SHUDDHA SARVA DHARMA SVABHAVA SHUDDHO HAM! 

All becomes empty. 
From within emptiness, from DRUNG, comes a broad, vast jewelled vessel, 
inside of which, from OM melting into light, there arises a torma of a great 
ocean of undeftled nectar of wisdom. 

OM AH HUM (Say three times) 
NAMA SARVA TATHAGATA AVALOKITE OM SAMBARA SAMBARA HUM 

(Say three times) 

I prostrate to the bhagawan, the tathagata Many Jewelled One (Bahuratna) 
I prostrate to the tathagata Supreme Beautiful Form (Varasurupa) 
I prostrate to the tathagata Infinite-Bodied One (Paryantakaya) 
I prostrate to the tathagata Free from All Fear (Sarvabhayashri) 

This torma, an ocean of nectar 
Endowed with the five perfect sensual objects, 
I offer to T ema, goddess of the earth, 
And all land owners o£ the three thousand worlds; 
To the five sister goddesses oflong life, 
And all protectors of stability who reside in Tibet. 
And especially to the devas, nagas, 
And land owners dwelling in this very region. 
Having accepted, I request you to gather, as we wish, 
All harmonious conditions for whatever actions 
We and the sponsors perform 
Without showing anger or jealousy. 
By the power of my thoughts, 
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De-zhin shek-pa jin-tob dang 
Cho-kyi ying-gi tob-nam kyi 
Don-nam gang-dak sam-pa yi 
De-dak tham-cha chi-rik pa 
Tok-pa me-par jung-gyur chik 
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By the power of the blessings of the tathagatas, 

And by the power of the sphere of reality, 
May any purpose we desire, 
All whatsoever, be realized without obstruction! 





Notes 

1. Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive numbers 000154, -166, -392, and -596. 
2. See Pabongka Rinpoche, Liberation in the Palm of Your Hand (Boston: Wisdom, 

1991), pp. 216-23 (the four opponent powers) and pp. 43o-70 (karma). 
3· This is iiJ. 1974, when there were only two very basic toilets: Sam and Sara! 
4· See Lama Yeshe's Bliss of Inner Fire, which contains his teachings on tumo from 

the Six Yogas ofNaropa. 

5· In 1981-82 Lama Yeshe prepared his first batch of chulen pills according to tra
ditional procedures, using extremely valuable natural ingredients detailed in a 
booklet published by Wisdom at the time. The pills were then blessed through 
the recitation of one million Heruka VajrasattVa mantras. In the summer of 1982, 

using these pills under the leadership of the late great yogi Gesh~ Jarnpa Wangdu, 
fifty Dharma students from all over the world made successful retreats at Tushita 
Retreat Centre, Dharamsala, India, showing that this practice is ~o longer for 
Tibetans alone. These fasting retreats are still conducted at some FPMT centers, 
using pills made by the Tibetan Medical and Astrological Institute, Dharamsala. 

6. See Lama Yeshe's Introduction to Tantra, pp. 129 ff. 
7. See appendix 4 for a translation and explanation of this mantra. As mentioned in 

the preface, Sanskrit in this book has been rendered approximately as should be 
pronounced and without diacritical marks. Most lamas "Tibetanize" Sanskrit, 
and students usually pronounce mantras the way their teachers transmit them. It 
is said that faith in a mantra is more important than how it is pronounced. 

8. See Lama Zopa Rinpoche's Direct and Unmistaken Method, available from the 
Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive, for complete instructions on taking precepts. 

9· Some people also place a fourth torma in the offering bowl that represents the 
food offering, as shown in the altar drawing. Otherwise, this bowl would contain 
some other food or water. Whatever it contains should be offered daily. Lama 
Zopa Rinpoche emphasizes that other food can replace traditional tormas, as 
mentioned by Lama Y eshe. There are many variations in these ritual matters, 
and you should consult your lama to see what you should do. 

10. A short way of blessing the torma is as follows: First recite HA HO HRI three times 
with your hands in the correct mudra, left above the right, open, facing forward, 
thumbs pointing right. With this recitation, all faults of color, smell, taste, and 
potentiality arc: purified, and the torrna becomes blissful nectar. Then recite OM 

AH HUM three times. The nectar increases vastly and is blessed. Visualize that it 
becomes inexhaustible. After that, make the outer offering: OM VAJRASATTVA 
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ARGHAM ••• SHABDA PRATICCHA HUM SVAHA. Finally, recite the praise Nyi-me ye
she . .. from the sadhana, substituting ... ch'ak-ts'iil-to (homage and praise) for 
... la-ch'ak-ts'iilin the last line. For a longer blessing ritual, you can perform the 
inner offering from, for example, the Vajrayogini sadhana, or the blessing of the 
Heruka Vajrasarcva tsok as explained in part 4 of this book. 

u. Geshe Tsulga, ofSera-je Monastic University (and resident teacher at the FPMT's 
Kurukulla Center in Boston), explains that you can offer this torma every day, 
visualizing that you are offering a "fresh" bit of it each time; or, you can place a 
biscuit or other food offering beside this torma and offer that as the principal 

torma each day. The best time to offer this torma is during the last session of the 
day. After the mantra recitation, before the offering and praise, bless the torma 

as above; then visualize that letters HUM on the tongues ofHeruka Vajrasarcva and 
Yum Nyema Karmo transform into hollow tubes of rainbow light the width of 
a wheat grain in diameter. With recitation of the mantra OM VAJRASATTVA SAPARl

VARA IDAM BAUNTA KAKA KAHI KAHI, these .r:adiate out to the torma and extract 
its essence, great bliss. Then return to the sadhana. 

rz. The special protector is Four-Armed Mahakala. Ideally you should offer this 
torma three times: once at the beginning of retreat, next around the middle, and 
finally, when your retreat has finished. The Mahakala kang-so (fulfillment and 
restoration) ritual can be performed when you make this offering. 

13. Lama Zopa Rinpoche says that this third torma offering can be done just once, 
at the beginning of the retreat. However, it can also be done every day, or three 
times during the retreat, along with the Mahakala kang-so, as above. See appen
dix 5 for a ritual for blessing the shi-dak torma. 

14. See Liberation in the Palm of Your Hand, p. 146, for more benefits of offering 
water. 

15. The same applies to the Heruka Vajrasarcva tsok puja. Geshe Tsulga says that in 
retreat, it would be good to do the Heruka Vajrasartva tsok daily, as long as it 
doesn't prevent you from reaching your goal of one hundred thousand mantras. 
You should definitely do it on the tenth and the twenty-fifth of each Tibetan 
month, the usual tsok days. 

16. Geshe Tsulga explains that for a perfect accumulation and to receive the blessings 
ofHeruka Vajrasatrva swiftly, powerfully, and continually, you should recite the 
ye-she pii-nga. After you have finished one hundred thousand Vajrasacrva mantras, 
recite another ten thousand (i.e., ten percent of the total), substituting the sylla
bles HA ANDZE SVAHA for the PHAT at the end of the usual mantra. Thus, it now 
finishes ... SAMAYA SATTVA AH HUM HA ANDZE SVAHA. The Dorje Khadro fire puja 
can be done after this. 

17. Geshe Tsulga says that ·you need to count one hundred thousand mantras and do 
a fire puja to be qualified to do certain activities, such as those mentioned in a 
manual compiled by the Tibetan lama Ngulchu Dharmabhadra. Self-initiation 
is one example of these. Of course, you can do a fire puja no marter how many 
mantras you have counted, but if it's under one hundred thousand, you won't be 
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qualified to do the special activities. Each deity has its own collection of activi
ties (la-tsok). 

18. Tib: tsa-me-nga; literally, "five no choice." It means you have no choiCe but to be 
reborn in hell when the life in which you created that action has finished. 

19. Seep. 144, where Lama explains why he sometimes dcesn'tdo this. 

20. The principal object of refuge can also be Vajradhara, as Lama explains in the 
main commentary. 

21. See note 18, above. While in common terms these five are "inexpiable" sins, the 
powerful methods of tantra do allow you to purifY them. 

22. See also "The meditation seat," pp. 75 ff., and p. 142, where Lama explains how 
to make a portable meditation seat. 

23. Lama Yeshe organized the first Enlightened Experience Celebration (EEC), a 
large international gathering of his Western students, at Bodhgaya, India, in 1982. 
This six-month series of teachings, initiations, and retreats was attended by more 
than two hundred students, almost one hundred of whom were monks and nuns. 
Since Lama passed away, Lama Zopa Rinpoche has organized two more EECs, 
with the fourth scheduled for 2004 in Mongolia. 

24. See, for example, Lama Yeshe, Cittamani Tara commentary (transcript), Kopan, 

January/February 1979, lectures 5-7. 
25. See Lama Yeshe's Introduction to Tantra, chapter 10. 

26. Sadly, this was indeed Lama's last talk at Vajrapani Institute. Despite his assur
ances, a few months later, in Nepal, his health began to deteriorate rapidly, and 
he passed away in Los Angeles at dawn on March 3, 1984, the first day of the 
Tibetan new year. A few days later, Lama was cremated at Vajrapani, where a 
beautiful stupa has been erected in his memory. 

27. The translation of the sadhana presented here combines Lama Yeshe's original 
translation, which was interspersed with commentary, and Martin Willson's ver
sion, found in the transcript Heruka Vajrasattva: Sadhana and Ritual Feast 
(Boston: Wisdom Publicati~ns, 1984), a literal translation ofLama's Tibetan text. 

28. This interpretive translation was made by Jon Landaw, working together with 
Lama Yeshe, Lama Zopa Rinpoche, and Ven. Konchog Yeshe. Some suggested 
corrections were made later by Thubten Chodak and Piero Cerri. Martin Will
son's literal translation of the introduction (see note 27) follows: 

In the tantras of the Lord, it is taught that meditation and mantra recita
tion ofVajrasattva is an excellent skillful means as a preliminary to prac
ticing the developing and completing stages of the path, and for producing 
profit and eliminating hindrances to perfect practice of method and wis
dom at the intermediate stages of the path. 

Initially, to make your continuum a fit vessel, you should receive from 
the gurus the permission (jenang) of the body, speech, mind, qualities, and 
ac\lviries of this deity, having blessing connected with conviction toward 
the four empowerments. The practitioner who has done this and is abid-
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ing in the long or short yoga of this deiry [i.e., you must have generated 
yourself as the deiry, either by the full sadhana or by a shorter method such 
as that given in the section "Preliminaries" (see note 29, below)] has the 
chance to begin The Banquet [of Great Bliss}: The Ritual Feast That Coun
ters the Vajra Hells; as has been said: "Fortunate am I in great bliss." 

The transmission of this permission ofVajrasattva in the highest yoga 
tantra tradition is that it comes from the speech of the lord of the siddhas 
Dharmavajra as a special teaching not found except in the profound oral 
instructions of the ear[-whispered] lineage of Gad:in. U mil now the warmth 
of the transmission of the blessings is undiminished; the practice is there for 
oneself to do, now it has reached [one]. Do not hold through a flock of 
magpie-like, deluded wrong prayers that this teaching is erroneous and its 
practitioners are devils (mara). If you do, you will surely go to hell. 

29. This last paragraph is not in the text but is from an explanation of tsok given to 
Jon Landaw by LamaY eshe while they were working on the translation. We felt 
it was helpful to include it here. 

30. Bala and madana: Sanskrit terms for the sacramental offerings of meat and alco
hol respectively. Although meat and alcohol might be how these substances 
appear to ordinary perception, they should not be thought of as such, but should 
instead be seen in th~ir true nature of simultaneously born bliss and void and 
always referred to as "bala" and "madana." 

3r. The Heruka Vajrasattva sadhana given in appendix I is an elaborate meditation 
for generating yourself as the deiry. The following abbreviated method was sug
gested by Lama Zopa Rinpoche: 

a) Take refuge and generate bodhichitta. 
b) Meditate on the four immeasurables. 
c) Do the special generation ofbodhichitta, for example: "In particular, for 

the sake of all mother sentient beings, quickly, quickly I must somehow 
obtain the precious state of complete and perfect buddhahood. Therefore, 
I shall practice the yoga of the profound path of Guru Vajrasattva. '' 

d) Recite the Hundreds of Deities ftom the Land of joy (Gan-diin lha-gyii-ma), 
followed by the Mik-tse-ma. 

e) Do a glance meditation on the lamrim, for example, the Foundation of All 
Good Qualities (Yon tiin zhir gyur ma) by Lama Tsongkhapa or the lamrim 
prayer from the Guru Puja. 

f) Then, the Lama Tsongkhapa visualized in front of you absorbs into your 
heart, and you become one with him. If you have received an empower
ment of highest yoga tantra, experience nondual bliss and void. Then, that 
which you label "I" manifests as Vajrasattva. 
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32. Lama Zopa Rinpoche suggests (letter co students, March 27, 1984) that as you offer 
the tsok with each verse, think that it generates great bliss in the mind of Guru 
Vajrasatcva, who is the embodiment of all gurus, Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha. 

33· As you recite the mantra, you can practice the man-de, yan-de, and pung-de 
purifications as explained in the commentary. Lama Zopa adds: 

Visualize strong nectar and light rays flowing from Guru Vajrasatcva, com
pletely purifYing all sentient beings' obscurations and negative karma, 
including any particular problem being experienced by some being for 
whom you'd like to pray. All realizations of the entire path, especially those 
mentioned in the immediately preceding verse, are generated in your own 
and all other sentient beings' minds. 

34· Martin Willson made his translation from a Tibetan text primed at the She-rig 
Par-khang (from which the Tibetan text in appendix 3 was copied). It seems that 
LamaY eshe later .added a little material to the version that Jon l.andaw translated. 
The end matter from Martin Willson's translation is as follows: 

a) Conclusion. If in Tibet and many other countries of the world [the 
times] are not totally incompatible with the rules of the three vowed disci
plines, [still) they are more degenerate by far even than the degenerations 
in cases of destinies not included in the human. Therefore, fortunate 
mantric practitioners should see that undertaking the practice of Vajra
sattva, who is very brave in overcoming their sins and offences, is a basis 
indispensable for attaining the realization of the wisdom-knowledge of the 
great bliss of unification. And since, in general, it powerfully gathers the 
accumulation of merits and makes good damaged and broken pledges, and 
since it has especially been taught by Geluk lamas that reciting one hundred. 
thousand one hundred syllable mantras will purifY even tantric downf.Uls, 
you should take it as something you can depend on that this yoga annihi
lates impure evil. 

As my root guru endowed with the three kindnesses, the Heruka of 
definitive meaning, Trijang Dorje Chang, has said in his holy teaching, 
Self-entry to the Body Mandala of Ganta[pada Shri Chakrasamvara}: A 
Stream of Water Washing Off the Dirt of Misdeeds and Offences: 

When we think that through long-familiar delusion 
And recklessness, faults and offences pour down like rain, 
We fear being helplessly driven to vajra hell. 
Yet most swift is the Conqueror's compassion
Relying on a short but most profound rite, 
The skilled in Vajrayana can 
Uproot offences and misdeeds-how marvellous! 
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b) Colophon. At Vajrasana (Bodhgaya), a disciple of mine with remarkable 
undersanding of the path uniting sutra and tantra, who, having found firm, 
confident faith In the teachings of the Sage (Shakyamuni Buddha), mani
fests in saffron, possessing the three [vowed disciplines], the Italian gelong 
Thubten Donyo, with the wish of special intention, offered under the 
Bodhgaya bodhi tree in the company of an international Mahayana sangha 
[members of the International Mahayana Institute] a hundred fivefold 
offering-douds, a thousand ritual feasts, and r8,ooo rupees for general 

purposes. 
Because of this need, on the third day of February 1982, the tenth day 

of the twelfth month of the Tibetan year zro8, the day of the great gather
ing of dakinis, praying that the Sangha of the ten directions may be har
monious and pure in morality, reach the end of the practice of the three 
trainings of the direct path, and perform extensive benefit for sentient 
beings, and wishing to say in words what I recall seeing, I, a prattling prac
titioner ofVajrasattva, the Buddhist monk called Muni ]Iiana, have writ
ten this by hand. 

This too is said: 

From fear that the golden ground be shattered 
By a rabbit's horn of tantric vows, 
All existence rises as one's foe. 

Strange, if minds not ripened by empowerment 
And the common path transformed by magic 
Into yogins, like sky-lotuses! 

c) Adaptation for use with other deities. This ritual feast may also be 
adapted for offering a ritual feast to other deities of highest yoga tantra. To 
adapt it to the highest yoga tantra aspect ofTara, for example, [do the fol
lowing]: abiding in the yoga ofTara (i.e., visualizing yourself as Tara), visu
alize as the field for the-accumulation [of merit] the mandala of Guru Tara. 
At this point (first verse of the visualization of the mandala ofVajrasattva), 
say, "Jung-wiii pak-7na Drol-miii zhiil-yii-kang(Appears before me the palace 
of Arya Tara .... )" In the offering verses (verses I through 7) say "Kil-ying 
Ja-tson pak-ma Drol-miii ku (Rainbow in space that is Arya Tara's body!" 
[and adapt the fifth line similarly]. 

[After each verse,] keeping the visualization that from the twenty-one 
Taras nectar and light rays dissolve into you, think that all offences and mis
deeds, the results of clinging to ordinary appearance, are purified, while 
you recite Tara's mantra twenty-one times. 

Similarly for Guhyasamaja, Heruka, Yamantaka, or others, perform the 
corresponding long or short self-generation, and abiding in this, consecrate 
the offerings by either the general procedure or (that deity's) special proce-
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dure. Keeping the above visualization, or doing a visualization like that for 

raking the four empowerments in concentration, recite the heart and neas

hearr mantras rwenty-one times or more, long or short as is practicable. 

35· Thub(ten) Yeshe in Sanskrit: Muni(shasana) Jii.ana. 

36. See above for a more lireral rranslarion. Jon Landaw worked on this version with 
LamaY eshe and says rhar taking the liberty of purring it into English verse neces
sirated a lirtle license with the vocabulary. He also mentions that "the hardesr 

point ro render was in stanza. one. The phi:ase 'rabbit's horn of tantric ordination' 

means that the person, who is so feasful of breaking his samaya that he; sees every

thing as his enemy, never really received the empowerment in the first place. 

Thus, for him the initiation was like a rabbit's horn .... I tried to re-emphasize 

[this point) in line three of the second stanza." 

37· At the very end of the end matter, the Tibetan text has a final verse of auspi

ciousness that does not appear to have been translated by either Jon Landaw or 

Martin Willson. In pho'netics, this reads: 

Tsa-gyii la-ma nam-kyi jin-lap dang 

Yi-dam Dor-je Sem-pai ngo-drup che 

Na-sum khan-dro chO-kyong trin-la kyi 
Dro-kiin tan-de tsim-pa tra-shi-shok 

An edited version of a translation of this verse provided by Thubten Chodak and 

Piero Cerri reads: 

Through the blessings of all the root and lineage lamas, 

The great accomplishments of the mind-bound deity Vajrasattva, and 
The divine actions of the dakinis and protectors of the three places, 

May auspiciousness allow all beings to be satisfied by ultimate peace! 

38. Thanks to David Molk for providing this text and translation. 





Glossary 

(Skt = Sanskrit; Tib = Tibetan) 

Abhidharma (Skt; Tib: cho-ngon-pa). One of the three baskets (tripitaka) of 

the Buddhist canon, the others being Vinaya and the Surra; the sYStem
atized philosophical and psychological analysis of existence that is the 
basis of the Buddhist system of tenets and mind training. 

Akshobhya (Skt; Tib: Mikyopa, "ImpertUrbable"). One of the five dhyani bud
dhas, or heads of the five buddha families, who represent the fully puri
fied skandhas, or aggregates, of form, feeling, recognition, compositional 
factors, and consciousness. Akshobhya is blue in color, represents the fully 
purified aggregate of consciousness, and is lord of the vajra family. 

Ajatashatru (Skt). Early Indian king who imprisoned and killed his fa~er, 
Bimbisara. Realizing the enormity of this sin and guided by the Buddha, 

he purified this negativity and became an arhat. 

Angulima!a (Skt). A character in a classic Dharma story of choosing the wrong 

guru and committing horrendous actions. In this case, he killed 999 peo
ple and made a rosary out of their thumbs. He was prevented by the 
Buddha from killing his thousandth victim, which, according to the 
wrong guru, would have led him to liberation. He was able to purify and 
become an arhat. • 

arhat (Skt). Literally, "foe destroyer." A person who has destroyed his or her 

delusions and attained liberation fro in cyclic existence. 

Avalokiteshvara (Skt; Tib: Chenrezik). The buddha of compassion. A male 
meditational deity embodying fully enlightened compassion. 

bodhichitta (Skt). The altruistic determination to reach enlightenment for the 

sole purpose of enlightening all sentient beings. 
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bodhisattva (Skt). Someone whose spiritual practice is directed toward the 
achievement of enlightenment. One who possesses the compassionate 
motivation ofbodhichitta. 

buddha (Skt). A fully enlightened being. One who has removed all obscura
tions veiling the mind and has developed all good qualities to perfection. 
The first of the Three Jewels of refuge. See also enlightenment. 

central channel. See sushumna. 

chakra (Skt). Energy wheel. A focal point of energy along the central channel 
(sushumna) upon which one's concentration is directed, especially during 
the completion stage of highest yoga tantra. The main chakras are the 
crown, throat, heart, navel, and secret. 

channels (Skt: nadi). A constituent of the vajra body through which energy 
winds and drops flow. The central, right, and left are the major chan
nels; the channels total 72,000 in all. 

chulen (Tib). Literally, "taking the essence." Chulen pills are made of essen
tial ingredients; taking but a few each day, accomplished meditators can 
remain secluded in retreat for months or years without having to depend 
upon normal food. See also note 5· 

compassion (Skt: karuna). The wish for all beings to be separated from their 
mental and physical suffering. A prerequisite for the development of 
bodhichitta. Compassion is symbolized by the meditational deity Avalo
kiteshvara. 

completion stage (Tib: dzok-rim). The second of the two stages of highest yoga 
tantra, during which control is gained over the vajra body through such 
practices as inner fire. 

daka (Skt; Tib: khan-dro). Literally, a "sky-goer." A male being who helps 
arouse blissful energy in a qualified tantric practitioner. 

dakini (Skt; Tib: khan-dro-ma). Literally, a "female sky-goer." A female being 
who helps arouse blissful energy in a qualified tantric practitioner. 

damaru (Skt). A small hand drum used in tantric practice. 

delusion (Skt: klesha; Tib: nyon-mong). An obscuration covering the essen
tially pure nature of the mind, being thereby responsible for suffering 
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and dissatisfaction; the main delusion is ignorance, out of which grow 

desirous attachment, hatred, jealousy, and all the other delusions. 

Dharma (Skt). Spiritual teachings, particularly those of the Buddha. Literally, 
that which holds one back from suffering. The second of the Three Jew
els of refuge. 

dharmakaya (Skt). The "truth body." The mind of a fully enlightened being, 
which, free of all coverings, remains meditatively absorbed in the direct 
perception of emptiness while simultaneously cognizing all phenomena. 
One of the three bodies of a buddha (see also nirmanakaya and sambhoga
kaya). 

divine pride. The strong conviction that one has achieved the state of a par
ticular medirational deity. Cf. generation stage. 

dorje (Tib; Skt: vajra). The magical weapon of the Vedic god Indra, made of 

metal and very sharp and hard; adamantine. A thunderbolt. A tantric 
implement symbolizing method (compassion or bliss), held in the right 
hand (the male side), usually in conjunction with a bell, which symbol
izes wisdom and is held in the left hand (the female side). 

Dorje Khadro (Tib; Skt: Vajradaka). A deity who functions to purify nega
tivities through his specific fire puja (jin-sek). See also ngondro. 

drops. A constituent of the vajra body used in the generation of great bliss. Of 
the two types, at conception, the red drops are received from one's mother 
and the white drops from one's father. 

dualistic view. The ignorant view characteristic of the unenlightened mind in 
which all things are falsely conceived to have concrete self-existence. To 
such a view, the a.~;pearance of an object is mixed with the false image of 

irs being independent or self-existent, thereby leading to further dualis
tic views concerning subject and object, self and other, this and that, etc. 

dzok-rim (Tib). See completion stage. 

ego-grasping. The ignorant compulsion to regard one's self, or I, as permanent, 
self-existent, and independent of all other phenomena. 

empowerment. See initiation. 

emptiness. See shunyata. 
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enlightenment (Skt: bodhi). Full awakening; buddhahood. The ultimate goal 
of Buddhist practice, attained when all limitations have been removed 
from the mind and all one's positive potential has been realized. It is a 
state characterized by unlimited compassion, skill, and wisdom. 

Jour classes oftantra. The division of tantra into kriya (action), carya (perfor
mance), yoga, and anuttara yoga (highest yoga). 

Geluk (Tib). The Virtuous Order. The order ofTibetan Buddhism founded 
by Lama Tsongkhapa and his disciples in the early fifteenth century. 

generation stage (Tib: kye-rim). The first of the two stages of highest yoga tantra, 
during which one cultivates the dear appearance and divine pride of one's 
chosen meditational deity. 

graduated path (Tib: lamrim). A presentation of Shakyamuni Buddha's teach
ings in a form suitable for the step-by-step training of a disciple. The lam
rim was first formulated by the great Indian teacher Atisha (Dipankara 
Shrijfiana, 982-1055) when he came to Tibet in 1042. 

Guhyasamaja (Skt; Tib: Sangwa Dupa). Male meditational deity from the father 
class of highest yoga tantra; a manifestation of the buddha Akshobhya. 

guru (Skt; Tib: lama). A spirirual guide or teacher. One who shows a disciple 
the path to liberation and enlightenment. In tantra, one's teacher is seen 
as inseparable from the meditational deity and the Three Jewels of refuge. 
See also rootguru. 

guru yoga (Skt). The fundamental tantric practice, whereby one's guru is seen 
as identical with the buddhas, one's personal meditational deity, and the 
essential nature of one's own mind. 

Heruka Chakrasamvara (Skt; Tib: Korlo Demchog). Male meditational deity 
from the mother tantra class of highest yoga tantra; the principal deity 
connected with the Heruka Vajrasattva practice; Lama Yeshe's yidam. 

highest yoga tantra (Skt: anuttara yoga tantra). The fourth and supreme divi
sion of tantric practice, consisting of the generation and completion 
stages. Through this practice, one can attain full enlightenment within 
one lifetime. 

Hinayana (Skt). Literally, the "Small Vehicle." It is one of the two general 
divisions of Buddhism. Hinayana practitioners' motivation for following 
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the Dharma path is principally their intense wish for personal liberation 
from conditioned existence, or samsara. Cf. Mahayana. 

initiation Transmission received from a tantric master allowing a disciple to 
engage in the practices of a particular meditational deity. It is also referred 
to as an empowerment. 

inner fire (Tib: tumo). The energy residing at the navel chakra, aroused dur
ing the completion stage of highest yoga tantra and used to bring the 
energy winds into the central channel. It is also called inner or psychic 
heat. 

inner offering (Tib: nang-cho). A tantric offering whose basis of transforma
tion is one's five aggregates visualized as the five meats and the five nec
tars. While the relevant inner offering mantra of the particular deity is 
recited (e.g., in Heruka-associated practices it is OM KHANDA ROHI HUM 

HUM PHAT), the basis is purified, transformed, and magnified by mantra, 
mudra, and concentration. The external support for this meditation is 
often a blessed inner offering pill (nang-cho ril-bu) dissolved in black tea 
or alcohol. 

insight meditation (Pali: vipassana). The principal meditation taught in the 
Theravada tradhion and is based on the Buddha's teachings on the four 
foundations of mindfulness. It is sometimes called mindfulness medita
tion. In the Mahayana, Vipashyana (Skt) means investigation of and 
familiarization with the actual way in which things exist and is used to 

develop the wisdom of emptiness. 

jorcho (Tib). The preparatory rites (see Pabongka Rinpoche, Liberation in the 
Palm of Your Hand [Boston: Wisdom, 1991], pp. 131-247). 

Kagyu (Tib). The order of Tibetan Buddhism founded in the eleventh cen-
tury by Marpa, Milarepa, Gampopa, and their followers. 

Kalarupa (Skt). Wrathful male meditational deity connected with Yamantaka. 

kapala (Skt; Tib: to-pa). Skull cup, e.g., the one held by Yum Dorje Nyema. 

karma (Skt; Tib: Iii). Action; the working of cause and effect, whereby posi-
tive actions produce happiness and negative actions produce suffering. 

kriya (Skt). First of the four classes of tantra; action tantra. 
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kundalini (Skt). Blissful energy dormant within the physical body, aroused 
through tantric practice and used to generate penetrative insight into the 

true nature of reality. 

kusha (Skt). Kind of long-stranded grass used under the retreat seat, during 
tantric initiations, and for making brooms in India. Shakyamuni Buddha 
made a seat out of kusha grass when he meditated under the bodhi tree 
at Bodhgaya and attained enlightenment. 

kye-rim (Tib ). See generation stage. 

lama (Tib). See guru. 

lamrim (Tib). See graduated path. 

liberation. See nirvana. 

Madhyamaka (Skt). The middle way; a system of analysis founded by Nagar
juna, based on the prajfiapararnita sutras of Shakyamuni Buddha, and 
considered to be the supreme p-resentation of the wisdom of emptiness. 

maha-anuttara (Skt). Also called anuttara. See four classes of tantra and high
est yoga tantra. It is divided into generation and completion stages. 

Mahakala (Skt). Wrathful male meditational deity connected with Heruka; 

a Dharma protector favored by Lama Yeshe. 

mahamudra (Skt; Tib: chak-chen). The great seal. A profound system of med

itation upon the mind and the ultimate nature of reality. 

Mahayana (Skt). Literally, the "Great Vehicle." It is one of the two general 
divisions of Buddhism. Mahayana practitioners' motivation for following 
the Dharma path is principally their intense wish for all mother sentient 
beings to be liberated from conditioned existence, or samsara, and to 

attain the full enlightenment of buddhahood. The Mahayana has two 
divisions: Paramitayana, or Sutrayana, and Vajrayana. Cf. Hinayana. 

mandala (Skt; Tib: khyil-khor). A circular diagram symbolic of the entire uni
verse. The abode of a meditational deity. 

Mafzjushri (Skt; Tib: ]ampelyang). Male meditational deity embodying fully 
enlightened wisdom. 

mantra (Skt). Literally, protection of the mind. Mantras are Sanskrit syllables 
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recited in conjunction with the practice of a particular meditational deity 
that embody the qualities of that deity. 

mantra rosary. A mantra visualized as a rosary, its syllables representing beads; 
usually circular, as in the syllables of the one hundred syllable mantra 
standing around the edge of the moon disc. 

Mara (Skt). Personification of the delusions that distract us from Dharma 
practice; what Buddhists might call the "devil"; what Shakyamuni 
Buddha overcame under the bodhi tree as he strove for enlightenment. 

Marpa (1012-96). Founder of the Kagyu tradition ofTibetan Buddhism. He 
was a renown~d tantric master and translator, and a disciple of Naropa 
and the guru of Milarepa. 

middle way. The view presented in Shakyamuni Buddha's prajfiaparamita 
sutras and elucidated by Nagarjuna that all phenomena are dependent 
arisings, thereby avoiding the mistaken extremes of self-existence and 
nonexistence, or eternalism and nihilism. Cf. Madhyamaka. 

Milarepa (104o-II23). Foremost disciple of Marpa, famous for his intense 
practice, devotion to his guru, attainment of enlightenment in his life
time, and his many songs of spiritual realization. 

mudra (Skt; Tib: chag-gya). Literally, seal, token. A symbolic harid gesture, 
endowed with power not unlike a mantra. A tantric consort. 

Nagarjuna (Skt). The second century A.D. Indian Buddhist philosopher who 
propounded the Madhyamaka philosophy of emptiness. 

nang-cho (Tib). See inner offering. 

ngondro (Tib). Preliminary practice(s) found in all schools of Tibetan Bud
dhism, usually done roo,ooo times each; the four main ones are recitation 
of the refuge formula, mandala offerings, prostrations, and Vajrasattva 
mantra recitation. The Geluk tradition adds five more: guru yoga, water 
bowl offerings, Damtsig Dorje purifying meditation, making tsa-tsas 
(small sacred images, usually made of day), and the Dorje Khadro burnt 

offering (jin-sek). 

nirmanakaya (Skt). The "emanation body"; the form in which the enlight
ened mind appears in order to benefit ordinary beings. One of the three 
bodies of a buddha. See also dharmakaya and sambhogakaya. 
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nirvana (Skt; Tib: thar-pa). The state of complete liberation from samsara; the 

goal of a practitioner seeking his or her own freedom from suffering (see 
Hinayana). "Lower nirvana" is used to refer to this state of self-liberation, 
while "higher nirvana" refers to the supreme attainment of the full 

enlightenment of buddhahood. 

Nyingma (Tib). The "ancient" order of Tibetan Buddhism, which traces its 
teachings back to the time of Padma Sambhava, the eighth century A.D. 

Indian tantric master invited to Tibet by King Trisong Detsen to clear 
away the influences obstructing the establishment of Buddhism. This 
school includes in its canon works and translations dating from the early 

period of the dissemination of Buddhism in Tibet. 

Padampa Sangye,(Tib). Indian yogi and contemporary ofMilarepa who prop
agated the Zhi-che (pacification) lineage. 

pandit (Skt). Scholar; learned man. 

Paramitayana (Skt). The "Perfection Vehicle"; one of the two divisidn of the 

Mahayana. This is the gradual path to enlightenment traversed by bodhi
sattvas practicing the six perfections of charity, morality, patience, effort, 
concentration, and wisdom, through the ten bodhisattva levels (bhumis) 
over countless eons of rebirths in samsara for the benefit of all sentient 
beings. It is also called Sutrayana. See also Vajrayana. 

prajfzaparamita (Skt). The "perfection of wisdom"; the teachings of Shakya
muni Buddha in which the wisdom of emptiness and the path of the 
bodhisattva are set forth. The basis ofNagarjuna's philosophy. 

pratimoksha (Skt). See vows. 

puja (Skt). Literally, "offering." The word is often used loosely, as in "Let's 
do a puja," to refer to performing a ritual, such as the Guru Puja (Offer
ing to the Spiritual Master; Tib: Lama Chapa), or reciting a sadhana, such 
as the Heruka Vajrasattva sadhana in this book. 

refuge. The door to the Dharma path. A Buddhist. takes refuge in the Three 
Jewels of Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha, fearing the sufferings of samsara 
and believing that the Three Jewels have the power to lead him or her out 
of suffering, to happiness, liberation, or enlightenment. 
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root guru (Tib: tsa-wiii lama). The teacher who has had the greatest influence 
upon a particular disciple's entering or following the spiritual path. 

sadhana (Skt). Method of accomplishment; the step-by-step instructions for 
practicing the meditations related to a particular meditational deity. 

samadhi (Skt). See single-pointed concentration. 

samaya (Skt; Tib: dam-tsik). Sacred word of honor; the pledges and commit
ments made by a disciple at an initiation to keep tantric vows for life or 
to perform certain practices connected with the deity, such as daily sad
hana recitation, or offering the Guru Puja on the tenth and the twenty
fifth of each Tibetan month. 

sambhogakaya (Skt). The "enjoyment body"; the form in which the enlight
ened mind appears in order to benefit highly realized bodhisattvas. One 
of the three bodies of a buddha. See also dharmakaya and nirmanakaya. 

samsara (Skt; Tib: khor-wa). Cyclic existence; the six realms of conditioned 
existence, three lower-hell, hungry spirit (Skt: preta), and animal-and 
three upper-human, demigod, and god. It is the beginningless, recurring 
cycle of death and rebirth under the control of delusion and karma and 
fraught with suffering. It also refers to the contaminated aggregates of a 
sentient being. 

Sangha (Skt). Spiritual community; the third of the Three Jewels of refuge. 
Absolute Sangha are those who have directly realized emptiness; relative 
Sangha are ordained monks and nuns. 

secret mantra (Tib: sang-ngak). See tantra. 

seed syllable. In tantric visualizations, a Sanskrit syllable arising out of empti
ness and out of which the meditational deity in turn arises. A single syl
lable representing a deity's entire mantra. 

sentient being. Any unenlightened being; any being whose mind is not com
pletely free from gross and subtle ignorance. 

Shakyamuni Buddha (563-483 B.c.). Fourth of the one thousand founding 
buddhas of this present world age. Born a prince of the Shakya clan in 
North India, he taught the surra and tantra paths to liberation and full 
enlightenment; founder of what came to be known as Buddhism (from 
the Sanskrit, buddha-"fully awake"). 
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shi-dak (Tib). Landlord; place owner. Buddhism teaches that each place has 

associated with it a sentient being who considers that he owns it. Offer
ings are made to this being to request the temporary use of that place for, 
e.g., retreat. 

shunyata (Skt). The absence of all false ideas about how things exist; specifi
cally, the lack of the apparent independent, self-existence of phenomena. 
Usually translated as emptiness or voidness. 

single-pointed concentration (Skt: samadhi). A state of deep meditative absorp
tion; single-pointed concentration on the actual nature of things, free 
from discursive thought and dualistic conceptions. 

sushumna (ot avadhuti, Skt; Tib: tsa uma). The central channel, or nadi, which 
runs from the' crown of the head to the secret chakra. It is the major 
energy channel of the vajra body, visualized as a hollow tube of light in 
front of the spine (see chapter 3). 

sutra (Skt). A discourse of Shakyamuni Buddha; the pretantric division of 
Buddhist teachings stressing the cultivation ofbodhichitta and the prac
tice of the six perfections. See also Paramitayana. 

tantra (Skt; Tib: gyu). Literally, thread, or continuity. The texts of the secret 

mantra teachings of Buddhism; often used to refer to these teachings 
themselves. Cf. Vajrayana. 

tathagata (Skt; Tib: de-zhin shek-pa). Literally, one who has realized such
ness; a buddha. 

Theravada (Skt). One of the eighteen schools into which the Hinayana split not 
long after Shakyamuni Buddha's death; the dominant school today, preva

lent in Thailand, Sri Lanka, and Burma, and well represented in the West. 

torma (Tib). An offering cake used in tantric rituals. In Tibet, tormas were 
usually made of tsampa, but other edibles such as biscuits and so forth will 
suffice. 

tsampa (Tib). Roasted barley flour; a Tibetan staple food. 

tsok (Tib). Literally, gathering-a gathering of offering substances and a gath
ering of disciples to make the offering. 

Tsongkhapa, Lama ]e (1357-1417). Founder of the Geluk tradition ofTibetan 
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Buddhism and revitalizer of many surra and tantra lineages and the 
monastic tradition in Tibet. 

tumo (Tib). See inner fire. 

twelve links of dependent arising (Skt: pratitya samutpada; Tib: ten-drel chu
nyi). Shakyamuni Buddha's explanation of how delusion and karma bind 
sentient beings and samsara, causing them to born into suffering again 
and again; depicted pictorially in the Tibetan "wheel of life." 

Vajradhara (Skt; Tib: Dorje Chang). Male meditational deity; the form 
through which Shakyamuni Buddha revealed the teachings of secret 
mantra. 

Vajrapani (Skt; Tib: Chakna Dorje). A male meditational deity embodying the 
power of all enlightened beings to accomplish their goals. 

Vajrasattva (Skt; Tib: Dorje Sempa). Male meditational deity symbolizing the 
inherent purity of all buddhas. A major tantric purification practice for 
removing obstacles created by negative karma and the breaking of vows. 

Vajravarahi (Skt; Tib: Dorje Pakmo). Female meditational deity; consort of 
Heruka. 

Vajrayana (Skt). The adamantine vehicle; .the second of the two Mahayana 
paths. It is also called Tantrayana or Mantrayana. This is the quickest 
vehicle of Buddhism, as it allows practitioners to attain enlightenment 
within one lifetime. See also tantra. 

Vajrayogini (Skt; Tib: Dorje Niiljorma). Female meditational deity from the 
mother tantra class of highest yoga tantra; sometimes a consort ofHeruka. 

Vinaya (Skt; Tib: diil-wa). The division of the Buddhist scriptures concerned 
with monastic discipline--the rules for the behavior of monks and nuns 
and the conduct of their communal business. 

Vipassana (Pali). See imight meditation. 

vows. Precepts taken on the basis of refuge at all levels of Buddhist practice. 
Pratimoksha precepts (vows of individual liberation) are the main vows 
in the Hinayana tradition and are taken by monks, nuns, and lay people; 
they are the basis of all other vows. Bodhisattva and tan eric precepts are 
the main vows in the Mahayana tradition. See also Vinaya. 
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Yamantaka (also Vajrabhairava, Skt; Tib: Dorje]igje). Male meditacional deity 
from the father tantra-class of highest yoga tantra. 

yana (Skt). Literally, vehicle; a spiritual path that takes you from where you 
are to where you want to be. See also Hinayana, Mahayana, etc. 

yidam (Tib). Literally, "mind-bound." One's own personal, main-or, as 
Lama Yeshe used to say, favorite-deity for tantric practice. The deity 
with which you have the strongest connection. 

yum (Tib). Literally, "mother"; female consort of a male tantric deity (the 
father, yab), as in Yum Dorje Nyema Karmo, the consort of Heruka 
Vajrasattva. 



Chronology 

INTELLECTUALS, BEWARE! 

This "word of caution to the intellectual" was written by Lama in 1974, as the 
preface to a short Chenrezig sadhana he had composed during his and Lama 
Zopa Rinpoche's first visit to Australia, and augmented in 1976 for use with 
the Heruka Vajrasatrvasadhana. 

PARTS I & 2 

A Commentary to the Heruka Vajrasatrva Sadhana and Retreat Instructions, 
April-May 1974, Kopan Monastery, Nepal. Archive number 000048. 

Additional Retreat Instructions (from Chenrezig Retreat Instructions), prob
ably 1976, Chenrezig Institute, Australia. Archive number 000730. 

PART 3 

r. Combination ofVajrasatrva Explanation, 6 February 1974, and Vajrasattva 
Guru Yoga, 28 January 1976, both Kopan Monastery. Archive numbers 
000173 and 000051 respectively. 

2. Vajrasatrva Initiation, June 1977, Chenrezig Institute. Archive number 
000805. 

3· Vajrasatrva Commentary, July 1980, Vajrapani Institute, USA. Archive 
number ooo62o. 

4· Vajrasatrva Explanation during Vajrayogini Commentary, excerpt, 2 April 
1983, Tushita Retreat Centre, India. Archive number 000320. 

5· Introduction to Vajrasatrva Initiation, 20 April 1983, Tushita Retreat Cen
tre. Archive number 000964. 

6. Introduction to Vajrasatrva Initiation, 17 July 1983, Vajrapani Institute. 
Archive number 000071. 
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PART 4 

Ritual text composed 19 January 1982, Bodhgaya, India. 

Commentary and Oral Transmission of the Heruka Vajrasattva Tsok, 2 Feb

ruary 1982, Bodhgaya. Archive number oo0175· 

A Brief Explanation ofTsok, 22 April 1983, Tushita Retreat Centre. Archive 
number 000965. 

Commentary on the Heruka Vajrasattva Tsok, 3-31 July 1983, Vajrapani Insti
tute. Archive number 000179· 
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Introduction to T antra 
THE TRANSFORMATION OF DESIRE 

Lama Yeshe 
Introduction by jonathan .Landaw ~ Foreword by Philip Glass 
192 pages, ISBN o-86I7I-162-9, $r6.95 

Tamra-so often misunderstood-is presented as a practice 
to JOY and self-discovery, with a vision of realiry that is simple, clear, 

and relevant to our lives. 

"The best introductory work on Tibetan Buddhist tantra avail~ble, readily 
accessible to Western studeius."-Professor Janet Gyatso, Hershey Chair of 
Buddhist Studies, Harvard Universiry 

The Bliss of Inner Fire 
HEART PRACfiCE OF THE SIX YOGAS OF NAROPA 

Lama Yeshe 
224 pages, ISBN o-86I71-136-X, $r6.95 

In this collection of his last major teachings, Lama Yeshe 

illu~inates the advanced practices for Highest Yoga Tantra, 
inspiring his students to discover for themselves their own capacity for inex
haustible bliss. 

Following Je Tsongkhapa's text, Having the Three Convictions, Lama Yeshe 
introduces the renowned Six Yogas ofNaropa, focusing mainly on the first 
of these six, the practice of inner fire (tummo). Mastery of inner fire quickly 

brings the mind to its most refined and penetrating state-the experience of 
clear light, an extraorJinarily powerful state of mind that is unequaled in its 
ability to directly realize ultimate reality. 



Wisdom Energy: Basic Buddhist Teachings 
25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION 

Lama Yeshe and Lama Zopa Rinpoche 
160 pp., ISBN o-86171-170-X, $14.95 

In this warm and compelling volume, cwo renowned teach
ers of Tibetan Buddhism present an entire meditation 

course. With humor and clarity, Lama Yeshe and Lama Zopa help us to 

uncover and renounce causes of unhappiness, grasp the purpose of medita
tion, and realize the advantages of acting with enlightened motives in the 
interests of all beings. These teachings are simple and straightforward, yet 
they open the door to true realization. 

"A wonderful book, filled with profound wisdom and useful advice. I highly 
recommend it."-Howard C. Cutler, M.D., co-author of TheArtofHappiness 

Becoming the Compassion Buddha 
TANTRlC MAHAMUDRA FOR EVERYDAY LIFE 

Edited bj Robina Courtin 
zo8 pages, ISBN o-86171-343·5, $14.95 

Becoming the Compassion Buddha is a complete meditation 
retreat from one of the pioneers of Buddhism in the West. 

Lama Yeshe guides readers through the tantric practice of Avalokiteshvara, the 

Buddha of Compassion, basing his instructions on a text written by His Holi
ness the Dalai Lama at age nineteen. 

HAPPINESS 

Transforming Problems Into Happiness 
Lama Zopa Rinpoche 
Foreword by the Dalai Lama 
104 pp., ISBN o-86171-194·7, $12.95 

- --- "This book takes on the revolutionary Buddhist perspective: 
,_ __ 

.__ ___ __, problems can be a path to the end of suffering, and we can 
learn to enjoy them as we would a good piece of music. This book offers spe

cific guidance and practices to do just that. This is a good book to read and 
reread; you don't forget it."-Inquiring Mind 



Essence of the Heart Sutra 
THE DAlAI LAMA'S HURT OF WISDOM TEACHINGS 

Tmzin Gyatso, th( 14th Dalai Lama 
192. pages, ISBN o-86171-318-4, $2.2..95 

Distilled from the Dalai Lama's famous Heart of Wisdom 

teachings of 2.001, this is the best available resource for study
ing and understanding one of Buddhism's seminal and best-known texts. The 
!teart Sutra is a presenration· of profound wisdom on the nature of emptiness 

and selflessness, but these terms can be easily misunderstood. Here; the Dalai 

Lama identifies misconceptions and show~ how an undersranding of emptiness 
leads not co nihilism, but co a view of reality and ·to a deep and compassion

ate understanding. 

Reincarnation 
THE BOY lAMA 
Vicki Mackenzie 
2.00 pages, ISBN o-86171-108-4, $r6.95 

Osel Hira Torres became the focus of world attention when 
he was recognized by the Dalai Lama as the reincarnation of 

Lama Yeshe. This stoty cells of Lama Yeshe's life, death, and rebirth as the lit
de lama Osel, while explaining the controversial phenomenon of reincarna-
tion in a clear, engaging, and practical way. . 

"A dazzling and inspiring adventure stoty."-Bernardo Bertolucci 

--·-- Practicing the Path 
A COMMENTARY ON THE LAMRIM CHENMO 

YangJi Rinpoche ~ Foreword by Geshe Lhundub Sopa 
576 pages, ISBN o-86171-346-X, $2.4.95 

A complete commentary on the Lamrim Chenmo in a single 
volume. Yangsi Rinpoche, a young tulku with the full train

ing of a Tiberan scholar, here demonstrates his ability to i:each to theW estern 

mind. Beautifully edited and enjoyable to read, this is an excellent resource for 
those medicating on the lamrim, the steps on the path to enlightenment. 



Ultimate Healing 
THE POWER OF COMPASSION 

Lama Zopa Rinpoche ~ Foreword by Lillian Too 
288 pages, ISBN o-86t7I-I95-5, $16.95 

We experience illness on a physical level, but in order to be 
healed, we must understand where true healing begins: within 

our hearts and minds. In Ultimau Healing, Lama Zopa shows us that by open

ing up . to the truths of impermanence, interdependence, and the suffering of 

others, we can heal our bodies, our lives, and the world around us. 

"An excellent book for those who face illness or care for the sick. Zopa Rinpoche 

explains methods to transform the minds of self-pity and anger, to work cre

atively with adversity, and to make our lives meaningful, no matter what state 
of health we are in."-Thubten Chodron, author of Buddhism for Beginners 

Peacock in the Poison Grove 
Two BUDDHIST TEXTS FOR TRAINING THE MIND 

Geshe Lhundub Sopa 
with Michael Sweet and Leonard Zwilling 
320 pages, ISBN o-86171-185-8, $19.95 

LamaY eshe' s teacher offers insightful commentary on of the 
earliest Tibetan texts that focus on mental training. 

"The two long poems translated here are among the oldest and most dra
macic of the mind-training texts, woven as they are of startling imagery and 

a quintessentially Tibetan admixture of sutra and cancra practices. Peacock in 
the Poison Grove-provides lucid translations of the texts, and a humane and 

learned commentary rew!aling why Geshe Sopa has long been regarded as 
one of the greatest living scholars of Tibetan Buddhism."-Professor Roger 

Jackson, Carleton College, author of Is Enlightenment Possible? 



Advice from a Spiritual Friend 
Geshe Rabten and Geshe Dhargyey 
Introduction by Stephen Batchelor 
176 pages, ISBN o-8617I-I93-9· $15.95 

Like wise old friends, two Tibetan masters offer do"'n-to
earth advice for cultivating compassion, wisdom, and hap

piness in every sitmition. Based on practical Buddhist verses on "thought 
training," Advice from. a Spiritual Friend teaches how to develop the inner 
skills that lead to contentment by responding to everyday difficulties with 
patience and joy. 

"Reading this book is akin to taking a personal retreat with two kindly and 

wise teachers. The instructions for realizing compassion in everyday life are 
readable and clear, and offer enhanced spiritual skills to readers of any back
ground and orientation."-NAP.RA ReVIEW 

Wheel of Great Compassion 
THE PRACTICE OF THE PRAYER WHEEL 

•••••• IN TIBETAN BUDDHISM 

Compiled and introduced by Lome Ladner 
Foreword by Lama Zopa Rinpoche 

L.::===:~ 
168 pages, ISBN o-86I7I-I74-2, $19.95 

"Prayer wheels are a ubiquitous element of Tibetan Buddhist practice, yet, 
especially in the West, little has been previously known of their history and 
proper use. In this jewel of a book, Lome Ladner has brought together impor
tant textual sources, .a Lama Zopa discourse, and his own personal experience 

to describe the symbolism, proper construction, ritual, and benefits of prayer 
wheel practice."-Prof. Jan Willis, author of Dreaming Me: AnAfricanAmer~ 
ican Woman s Spiritual journey 





The Foundation for the Preservation 
of the Mahayana Tradition 

The Foundation for the Preservation of the Mahayana Tradition (FPMT) is 
an international network of Buddhist centers and activities dedicated to the 
transmission of Mahayana Buddhism as a practiced and living tradition. The 
FPMT was founded in 1975 by Lama Thubten Yeshe and is now under the 
spiritual direction of Lama Thubten 2;opa Rinpoche. It is composed of 
Dharma teaching centers, monasteries, retreat centers, publishing houses, 
healing centers, hospices, and projects for the construction of stupas, statues, 
and othe holy objects. To find our more about the FPMT, contact: 

FPMT International Office 
PO Box 888, Taos NM 87571 USA 
(505) 758-7766 • www.fpmt.org 

The Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive 

The Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive (LYWA) is the collected works of Lama 
Thubten Yeshe and Lama Thubten Zopa Rinpoche. The Archive was 
founded in 1996 by Kyabje Zopa Rinpoche, its spiritual director, to make 
available in various ways the teachings it contains. 

The LYW A makes every effort to organize the transcription of those teach
ings not yet transcribed, to edit those teachings not yet edited, and to other
wise archive and 111ake available the Dharma legacy of these two great 
teachers. For more information, please contact us at: 

The Lama Yeshe Wisdom Archive 
PO Box 356, Weston MA 02493 USA 
(781) 259-4466 • www.larnayeshe.com 





About Wisdom 

"\VJrsooM PuBLICATIONS, a nonprofit publisher, is dedicated to making 
Wavailable authentic Buddhist works for the benefit of all. We publish 

translations of the sutras and tantras, commentaries and teachings of past 
and contemporary Buddhist masters, and original works by the world's lead
ing Buddhist scholars. We publish our titles with the appreciation of Bud
dhism as a living philosophy and with the special commitment to preserve 
and transmit imponant works from all the major Buddhist traditions. 

To learn more about Wisdom, or to browse books online, visit our web
site at wisdompubs.org. 

You may request a copy of our mail-order catalog online or by writing to: 

Wisdom Publications 
199 Elm Street 
Somerville, Massachusetts 02144 USA 
Telephone: (617) 776-7416 
Fax: (617) 776-7841 
Email: info@wisdompubs.org 
www.wisdompubs.org 

THE WISDOM TRUST 

As a nonprofit publisher, Wisdom is dedicated to the publication of fine 
Dharma books for the benefit of all sentient beings and dependent upon the 
kindness and ,generosity of sponsors in order to do so. If you would like to 
make a donation to Wisdom, please do so through our Somerville office. If 
you would like to sponsor the publication of a book, please write or email us 
at the address above. 

Thank you. 

Wisdom is a nonprofit, charitable 501(c)(3) organization affiliated with the Foundation for 

the Preservation of the Mahayana Tradition (FPMT). 







fASTERN REli(,J()N / fll' ODttiSM 

Common to all four traditions of Tibetan 

Buddhism, the practice of Vajrasattva is used 

to purify obstacles to spiritual development, 

negative karma, and illness. Lama Yeshe, the 

inspirational teacher who strongly inrluenced 

the development of Buddhism in the West , 

found that the practice of Vajrasattva brought dramatic results for his 

Western students. Becoming Vojrosottvo is a complete guide to this 

purification practice, providing instruction on the method, commen 

tary on the traditional texts, and insight into tantra. Also included is 

an entire section of complete retreat instructions - required reading 

for anyone undertaking a meditation retreat in the Tibetan tradition. 

"'Lama Yeshe was capable of translating Tibetan Buddhist thought not 

only through language, but by his presence, gestures, and way of life." 

- Gehlek Rimpoche, author of Good Life, Good Death 

·•one of the great teachers of our time." - Sogyal Rinpoche, author of 

The Tibetan Baok af Living and Dying 

LAMA YESHE (1935-85) , the author of 

several bestselling books including The 

Bliss of Inner Fire, Becoming the Com

passion Buddha, and Introduction to 

Tantro, was the founder of the worldwide 

network of Buddhist centers, the Foun

dation for the Preservation of the 

Mahayana Tradition (FPMT). 

To download images useful in your Vajrasattva practice. please visit the books 

webpage at www.wisdompubs.org 

Wisdom Publi ation • Bo ·ton 
www.wisdompub .org 

ISBN 0-86171-389-3 US$17.95 
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